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# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 p37_sc1 Num 8 SC1F. SC1. Between date of random assignment and 6 MONTHSPRIOR have you (given bith to /fathered a child)?
2 p37_a2a1 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF DAYS:
3 p37_a2a2 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF WEEKS:
4 p37_a2a3 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF MONTHS:
5 p37_a2a4 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF YEARS:
6 p37_a3 Num 8 A3F. A3. Is the place where you live now called the [INSERT NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED.
7 p37_a3a Num 8 A3AF. A3a. Did you ever live at [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]?
8 p37_a3b Num 8 A3BF. A3b. What the main reason you did not ever live at [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]?
9 p37_a3b_95_other Char 255 A3b. What the main reason you did not ever live at [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]? OTHER SPECIFY

10 p37_a3c1 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of days respondent lived at program
11 p37_a3c2 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of weeks respondent lived at program
12 p37_a3c3 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of months respondent lived at program
13 p37_a3c4 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of years respondent lived at program
14 p37_a3d Num 8 A3DF. A3D. What would you say was the main reason you left [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]?
15 p37_a3d_95_other Char 255 A3D. What would you say was the main reason you left [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]? OTHER SPECIFY
16 p37_a3e Num 8 A3EF. A3e.  Did you receive assistance paying your rent from [program]?
17 p37_a3f Num 8 A3FF. A3f.  For about how many months did you receive this assistance from [PROVIDER NAME]?
18 p37_a4a Num 8 A4AF. A4A. Which of the following best describes your current living situation?  Would you say you are living/staying in

a house or apartment that you own or rent? This does not include your parent's or guardian's home or apartment.
19 p37_a4b Num 8 A4BF. A4B. Would you say you were staying in your partner's (boy/girlfriends/fiance, significant other's) place?
20 p37_a4c Num 8 A4CF. A4C. Would you say you were staying in a friend or relative's house or apartment, and paying part of the rent?
21 p37_a4d Num 8 A4DF. A4D. Would you say you were staying in a friend or relative's house or apartment, but not paying part of the rent?
22 p37_a4e Num 8 A4EF. A4E. Would you say you were staying in a permanent housing program with services to help you keep your housing (on site or coming to you)?
23 p37_a4e_1_other Char 255 A4E. Would you say you were staying in a permanent housing program with services to help you keep your housing (on site or coming to you) - OTHER SPECIFY?
24 p37_a4f Num 8 A4FF. A4F. Would you say you were staying in a transitional housing program?
25 p37_a4f_1_other Char 255 A4F. Would you say you were staying in a transitional housing program - OTHER SPECIFY?
26 p37_a4g Num 8 A4GF. A4G. Would you say you were staying in a domestic violence shelter?
27 p37_a4h Num 8 A4HF. A4H. Would you say you were staying in an emergency shelter?
28 p37_a4h_1_other Char 255 A4H. Would you say you were staying in an emergency shelter - OTHER SPECIFY?
29 p37_a4i Num 8 A4IF. A4I. Would you say you were staying in a voucher hotel or motel?
30 p37_a4j Num 8 A4JF. A4J. Would you say you were staying in a hotel or motel you pay for yourself?
31 p37_a4k Num 8 A4KF. A4K. Would you say you were staying in a residential drug or alcohol treatment program?
32 p37_a4l Num 8 A4LF. A4L. Would you say you were staying in a Jail or prison?
33 p37_a4m Num 8 A4MF. A4M. Would you say you were staying in a car or other vehicle?
34 p37_a4n Num 8 A4NF. A4N. Would you say you were staying in an abandoned building?
35 p37_a4o Num 8 A4OF. A4O. Would you say you were staying anywhere outside?
36 p37_a4p Num 8 A4PF. A4P. Would you say you were staying somewhere else? ENTER:
37 p37_a4p_1_other Char 255 A4P. Would you say you were staying somewhere else?  - OTHER SPECIFY
38 p37_a5 Num 8 A5F. A5. Do you think that you will be able to stay in the place where you are living/staying now as long as you want?
39 p37_a6 Num 8 A6F. A6. Why don't you think you will be able to stay in this place as long as you want?  What would you say is the main reason?
40 p37_a6_95_other Char 255 A6. Why don't you think you will be able to stay in this place as long as you want?  What would you say is the main reason?  - OTHER SPECIFY



41 p37_a7 Num 8 A7F. A7. Do you currently receive any governmental housing assistance, such as through public housing, or a Section 8 or Housing Choice Voucher?
42 p37_a8 Num 8 A8F. A8. Are you paying lower rent because the Federal, state, or local government is paying for part of your rent?
43 p37_a8a Char 255 A8A. What is the name of the program that provides your housing assistance?  This could be the place where you live or the program that helps you with your rent.
44 p37_a8b Num 8 A8BF. A8B. Is this assistance a Section 8 or Housing Choice Voucher, or is the building you live in a public housing or a Section 8 project or some other type of assistance?
45 p37_a8b_95_other Char 255 A8B. Is this assistance a Section 8 or Housing Choice Voucher, or is the building you live in a public housing or a Section 8 project or some other type of assistance? OTHER SPECIFY
46 p37_a9 Num 8 A9F. A9. Now, I'd like you to think about the last six months--that is, since [MONTH/YEAR SIX MONTHS PRIOR TO INTERVIEW]. Were there any times when you were homeless in the last six months?
47 p37_a10 Num 8 DRSZF. A10. How many times were you homeless in the last six months?
48 p37_a10a1 Num 8 DRSZF. A10A. Number of days respondent was homeless in the last 6 months
49 p37_a10a2 Num 8 DRSZF. A10A. Number of weeks respondent was homeless in the last 6 months
50 p37_a10a3 Num 8 DRSZF. A10A. Number of months respondent was homeless in the last 6 months
51 p37_a11 Num 8 A11F. A11. Again, please think about the last six months.  Were there any times when you were living with a friend or relative because you could not find or afford a place of your own?
52 p37_a12a1 Num 8 DRSZF. A12A. Number of days living with a friend or relative NUMBER OF DAYS LIVING WITH A FRIEND OR RELATIVE:
53 p37_a12a2 Num 8 DRSZF. A12A. Number of weeks living with a friend or relative
54 p37_a12a3 Num 8 DRSZF. A12A. Number of months living with a friend or relative
55 p37_a13 Num 8 A13F. A13. Think about All of the different places you have lived/stayed during the past 6 months. How many different places have you lived/stayed?
56 p37_a14bm Num 8 A14BMF. A14BM. Date when respondent started living in [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]. MONTH:
57 p37_a14by Num 8 A14BYF. A14BY. Date when respondent started living in [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]. YEAR:
58 p37_a14d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in days
59 p37_a14d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in weeks
60 p37_a14d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in months
61 p37_a14d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in years
62 p37_a15bm Num 8 A15BMF. A15BM. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A4E,A4F OR A4G]? Month and year respondent started participating: MONTH
63 p37_a15by Num 8 A15BYF. A15BY. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A4E,A4F OR A4G]? Month and year respondent started participating: YEAR
64 p37_a15d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in days
65 p37_a15d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in weeks
66 p37_a15d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in months
67 p37_a15d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in years
68 p37_a16bm Num 8 A16BMF. A16BM. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A8A]? Month and year respondent started participating: MONTH
69 p37_a16by Num 8 A16BYF. A16BY. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A8A]? Month and year respondent started participating: YEAR
70 p37_a16d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in days
71 p37_a16d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in weeks
72 p37_a16d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in months
73 p37_a16d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in years
74 p37_a17 Num 8 A17F. A17. Now I'd like you to think about the time since [RA MONTH/YEAR]. Have you participated in any program to help you with your housing?
75 p37_a17a Num 8 DRSZF. A17A. How many other programs to help you with your housing have you participated in?
76 p37_a18a Char 255 A18A. What was the name of the 1st program that you participated in?
77 p37_a18bm Num 8 A18BMF. A18B. When did you start participating in that program? ENTER MONTH:
78 p37_a18by Num 8 A18BYF. A18B. When did you start participating in that program? ENTER YEAR:
79 p37_a18cm Num 8 A18CMF. A18C. When did you stop participating in that program? ENTER MONTH:
80 p37_a18cy Num 8 A18CYF. A18C. When did you stop participating in that program? ENTER YEAR:
81 p37_a18d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in days did you participate in that FIRST program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
82 p37_a18d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in weeks did you participate in that FIRST program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
83 p37_a18d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in months did you participate in that FIRST program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
84 p37_a18d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in years did you participate in that program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
85 p37_a18e Num 8 A18EF. A18E. What type of program? Was it a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?
86 p37_a18e_94_other Char 255 A18E. What type of program? Was it a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program a section

8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else? OTHER SHELTER
87 p37_a18e_95_other Char 255 A18E. What type of program? Was it a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program a section

8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else? OTHER SPECIFY
88 p37_a19a Char 255 A19A. What was the name of the 2nd program that you participated in?
89 p37_a19bm Num 8 A19BMF. A19B. When did you start participating in that 2ND program? ENTER MONTH:
90 p37_a19by Num 8 A19BYF. A19B. When did you start participating in that 2ND program? ENTER YEAR:
91 p37_a19cm Num 8 A19CMF. A19C. When did you stop participating in that 2ND program? ENTER MONTH:
92 p37_a19cy Num 8 A19CYF. A19C. When did you stop participating in that 2ND program? ENTER YEAR:
93 p37_a19d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in days did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
94 p37_a19d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in weeks did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
95 p37_a19d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in months did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
96 p37_a19d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in years did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
97 p37_a19e Num 8 A19EF. A19E. What type of 2nd program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing

program a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?
98 p37_a19e_94_other Char 255 A19E. What type of 2nd program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SHELTER
99 p37_a19e_95_other Char 255 A19E. What type of program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program a

section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SPECIFY
100 p37_a20a Char 255 A20A. What was the name of the 3rd program that you participated in?
101 p37_a20bm Num 8 A20BMF. A20B. When did you start participating in that 3rd program? ENTER MONTH:
102 p37_a20by Num 8 A20BYF. A20B. When did you start participating in that 3rd program? ENTER YEAR: Year:
103 p37_a20cm Num 8 A20CMF. A20C. When did you stop participating in that 3rd program? ENTER MONTH:
104 p37_a20cy Num 8 A20CYF. A20C. When did you stop participating in that 3rd program? ENTER YEAR:
105 p37_a20d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in days did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
106 p37_a20d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in weeks did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
107 p37_a20d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in months did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.



108 p37_a20d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in years did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
109 p37_a20e Num 8 A20EF. A20E. What type of 3RD program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing

program a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?
110 p37_a20e_94_other Char 255 A20E. What type of 3RD program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SHELTER
111 p37_a20e_95_other Char 255 A20E. What type of 3RD program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SPECIFY
112 p37_b3 Num 8 B3F. B3. Are there any other people that are living with you right now whom we haven't talked about?
113 p37_b3a Num 8 DRSZF. B3A. How many adults, that is, people who are 18 years old or older, in your family are living with you right now in [NAME OF SHELTER]?
114 p37_b3b Num 8 DRSZF. B3B. How many children in your family are living with you right now in [NAME OF SHELTER]?  By children I mean people 17 years old or younger.
115 p37_b7 Num 8 B7F. B7. Not including kitchens, bathrooms and hallways, how many rooms are there in your house/apartment/living space available for the use of your family [THE PEOPLE WE JUST TALKED ABOUT]?
116 p37_b8 Num 8 B8F. B8. Overall, how would you describe the condition of your current house or apartment?  Would you say it is in:
117 p37_b9_a Num 8 B9_AF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Mildew, mold, or water damage on any wall, floor, or ceiling?
118 p37_b9_b Num 8 B9_BF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Any floor problems such as boards, tiles, carpeting or linoleum that are missing, curled, or loose?
119 p37_b9_c Num 8 B9_CF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Any holes or large cracks where outdoor air or rain can come in?
120 p37_b9_d Num 8 B9_DF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Bad odors such as sewer, natural gas, etc.  in your home?
121 p37_b9_e Num 8 B9_EF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? In the last three months has any bathroom floor been covered by water because of a plumbing problem?
122 p37_b9_f Num 8 B9_FF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? In the last three months has your toilet not worked for 6 hours or more?
123 p37_b9_g Num 8 B9_GF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? In the last three months has your electricity not worked for 2 hours or more?
124 p37_b9_h Num 8 B9_HF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems?  In cold weather, do you ever need to use your oven to heat your home?
125 p37_b10 Num 8 DRSZF. B10. In the month just past, what did you and the people in your family pay [as rent/for the mortgage/ and any condo fee]?

We are interested only in knowing the amount of the [rent/mortgage/condo fee] payment that you and your family paid.
126 p37_b11 Num 8 B11F. B11. In the month just past, what was the total amount you and the people in your family paid for utilities that were not included as part of the rent or condominium fee?
127 p37_b12 Num 8 B12F. B12. What is the total amount of all utility payments, for a typical month—that is not a month with unusually high or low heat or air conditioning bills?
128 p37_c1 Num 8 C1F. C1. Last week, did you do any work for pay?
129 p37_c2 Num 8 C2F. C2. Since [MONTH/YEAR OF RA], have you done any work at all for pay?  This could include any jobs you may currently have, even if you did not do any work for pay last week.
130 p37_c3 Num 8 DRSZF. C3. Since [MONTH/YEAR OF RA], that is in the past [NUMBER OF MONTHS SINCE BASELINE] months, how many different jobs have you had?  Please include all jobs.
131 p37_c4 Num 8 DRSZF. C4. Since [MONTH/YEAR of RA], that is in the past [N] months, how many months did you work for pay at least for

part of the month?  Please include any months you worked for pay, even if you did not work the entire month.
132 p37_c5 Num 8 DRSZF. C5. How many hours per week do/did you usually work at your main job/ current job/most recent job?
133 p37_c6 Num 8 C6F. C6. For your main/current/most recent job, what is the easiest way for you to report your total earningsbefore taxes or other deductions: hourly, weekly, monthly, annually, or on some other basis?
134 p37_c6_96_other Char 255 C6. For your main/current/most recent job, what is the easiest way for you to report your total earnings

before taxes or other deductions: hourly, weekly, monthly, annually, or on some other basis?  - Other
135 p37_c7 Num 8 C7F. C7. Do/did you usually receive overtime pay, tips, or commissions [at this/on your main/on your most recen
136 p37_c8 Num 8 DRSZF. C8. Including overtime pay, tips, and commissions), what [are/were] your usual (hourly/daily/weekly/biweekly/twice monthly/ monthly/annual/per unit) earnings on this job, before taxes or other deductions?
137 p37_c9 Num 8 DRSZF. C9. How many days a week do you usually work?
138 p37_c10 Num 8 DRSZF. C10. How many weeks a year do you get paid for?
139 p37_c11 Num 8 DRSZF. C11. For how many [UNITs] are you usually paid per week (on this job)?
140 p37_c12_1_a Num 8 C12_1_AF. C12A. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Employment income?
141 p37_c12_1_b Num 8 C12_1_BF. C12B. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Supplementary Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)?
142 p37_c12_1_c Num 8 C12_1_CF. C12C. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from SSI (Supplemental Security Income)?
143 p37_c12_1_d Num 8 C12_1_DF. C12D. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, or welfare cash assistance?
144 p37_c12_1_e Num 8 C12_1_EF. C12E. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Unemployment Insurance/ Unemployment Compensation?
145 p37_c12_1_f Num 8 C12_1_FF. C12F. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Child Support?
146 p37_c12_1_g Num 8 C12_1_GF. C12G. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from WIC (Women, Infants, and Children)?
147 p37_c12_1_h Num 8 C12_1_HF. C12H. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)?
148 p37_c12_2_i Num 8 C12_2_IF. C12I. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Social Security Survivor’s benefits?
149 p37_c12_2_j Num 8 C12_2_JF. C12J. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Medicaid?
150 p37_c12_2_k Num 8 C12_2_KF. C12K. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from State health insurance e.g. INDIGENT CARE?
151 p37_c12_2_l Num 8 C12_2_LF. C12L. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP)?
152 p37_c12_2_m Num 8 C12_2_MF. C12M. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Child Care Assistance?
153 p37_c12_2_n Num 8 C12_2_NF. C12N. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Alimony?
154 p37_c12_2_o Num 8 C12_2_OF. C12O. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Cash from people living with you who are not part of your family?
155 p37_c12_2_q Num 8 C12_2_QF. C12Q. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Cash from relatives or friends who do not live with you?
156 p37_c12_2_r Num 8 C12_2_RF. C12R. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Other Sources of Income or Assistance?
157 p37_c13 Num 8 DRSZF. C13. During [most recently completed calendar year 2011 or 2012] what was the total amount of cash income, before taxes or other deductions, you and all the people in your family received?
158 p37_c14 Num 8 C14F. C14. Would it amount to $10, 000 or more?
159 p37_c15 Num 8 C15F. C15. Would it amount to $20, 000 or more?
160 p37_c16 Num 8 C16F. C16. Would it amount to $30, 000 or more?
161 p37_c17 Num 8 C17F. C17. Would it amount to $15, 000 or more?
162 p37_c18 Num 8 C18F. C18. Would it amount to $5, 000 or more?
163 p37_c19 Num 8 C19F. C19. Workers sometimes receive a tax refund from the Earned Income Tax Credit or because they overpaid taxes in the previous year. Did you receive a tax refund check from the federal government?
164 p37_c19a Num 8 DRSZF. C19A. How much was your tax refund?
165 p37_c19b Num 8 C19BF. C19B. Did you receive your refund in one check or as part of your paycheck?
166 p37_c20 Num 8 C20F. C20. Now I have some questions about your schooling. What is the highest grade or year of regular school that you have completed and gotten credit for?
167 p37_c21 Num 8 C21F. C21. Do you have a high school diploma or a GED?
168 p37_c22 Num 8 C22F. C22. Do you have a technical certificate or vocational accreditation?
169 p37_c23 Num 8 C23F. C23. What kind of technical certificate or vocational accreditation did you receive?  Was it:
170 p37_c24 Num 8 C24F. C24. Have you participated in any school or training program since [MONTH/YEAR OF RA] that lasted at least two weeks that was designed to help you find a job, improve your job skills or learn a new job?
171 p37_c25 Num 8 DRSZF. C25. How many different training programs have you participated in since [MONTH/YEAR of RA]?
172 p37_c26_95_other Char 255 C26. What kind of schooling or training was that?  Other Specify
173 p37_c26_t1 Num 8 C26_T1F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? First training
174 p37_c26_t2 Num 8 C26_T2F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Second training



175 p37_c26_t3 Num 8 C26_T3F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Third training
176 p37_c26_t4 Num 8 C26_T4F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Fourth training
177 p37_c26_t5 Num 8 C26_T5F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Fifth training
178 p37_c26_t6 Num 8 C26_T6F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Sixth training
179 p37_c27 Num 8 DRSZF. C27. Altogether since [MONTH/YEAR of RA], that is in the past [N] months, about how many weeks would you say you have

spent in training programs that were designed to help you find a job, improve your job skills, or learn a new job?
180 p37_c28a Num 8 C28AF. C28A. The first statement is 'We couldn't afford to eat balanced meals. ' Was that often, sometimes, or never true for you in the last 30 days?
181 p37_c28b Num 8 C28BF. C28B. The second statement is: 'The food that I bought just didn't last, and I didn't have money to get any more. ' Was that often, sometimes, or never true for you in the last 30 days?
182 p37_c29 Num 8 C29F. C29. In the past 30 days, did you or other adults in your household ever cut the size of your meals or skip meals because there wasn't enough money for food?
183 p37_c30 Num 8 C30F. C30. In the last 30 days, did you ever eat less than you felt you should because there wasn't enough money to buy food?
184 p37_c31 Num 8 C31F. C31. In the last 30 days, were you ever hungry but didn't eat because you couldn't afford enough food?
185 p37_c32 Num 8 C32F. C32. In the last 30 days, did you or other adults in your household ever not eat for a whole day because there wasn't enough money for food?
186 p37_c33_a Num 8 C33_AF. C33A. How often does it happen that you do not have enough money to afford: the kind of medical care your family should have?
187 p37_c33_b Num 8 C33_BF. C33B. How often does it happen that you do not have the kind of clothing your family should have?
188 p37_c33_c Num 8 C33_CF. C33C. How often does it happen that you do not have the leisure activities that your family wants?
189 p37_c33_d Num 8 C33_DF. C33D. How often does it happen that you do not have your rent?
190 p37_c34 Num 8 C34F. C34. In general, how do your family's finances usually work out at the end of the month?  Do you find that you usually end up with...
191 p37_hhcountb1ay Num 8 DRSZF. Number of adults and children who were living with you at baseline or last tracking interview that are living with you now
192 p37_hhcountb1an Num 8 DRSZF. Number of adults and children who were living with you at baseline or last tracking interview that are not living with you now
193 p37_hhsumb4b5 Num 8 DRSZF. Number of adults and children living with you now but not living with you at last tracking interview
194 p37_hhcountb6 Num 8 DRSZF. Total number of adults and children living with you now
195 p37_hhcountd5 Num 8 DRSZF. Total number of family members who were living with you at baseline or last tracking interview that are not living with you right now
196 p37_d1 Num 8 D1F. D1. What is your marital status?  Are you currently...
197 p37_d21_0 Num 8 D21_0F. D21. Was there any time in the past six months when you were in a residential treatment program
198 p37_d21a_1_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D21a. How many days were you in treatment?
199 p37_d21a_2_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D21a. How many weeks were you in treatment?
200 p37_d21a_3_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D21a. How many months were you in treatment?
201 p37_d22_0 Num 8 D22_0F. D22. Was there any time in the past six months when you were in a hospital?
202 p37_d22a_1_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D22a. How many days were you in the hospital?
203 p37_d22a_2_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D22a. How many weeks were you in the hospital?
204 p37_d22a_3_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D22a. How many months were you in the hospital?
205 p37_d23_0 Num 8 D23_0F. D23. Was there any time in the past six months when you were in jail or prison?
206 p37_d23a_1_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D23a. How many days were you in jail or prison?
207 p37_d23a_2_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D23a. How many weeks were you in jail or prison?
208 p37_d23a_3_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D23a. How many months were you in jail or prison?
209 p37_e1 Num 8 E1F. E1. Overall, how would you rate your health during the past month/30 days?
210 p37_e2_a Num 8 E2_AF. E2a. I will read a list of items to you. Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. If I should find myself in a jam, I could think of many ways to get out of it.
211 p37_e2_b Num 8 E2_BF. E2b. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. At the present time, I am energetically pursuing my goals.
212 p37_e2_c Num 8 E2_CF. E2c. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. There are lots of ways around any problem that I am facing now.
213 p37_e2_d Num 8 E2_DF. E2d. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. Right now I see myself as being pretty successful.
214 p37_e2_e Num 8 E2_EF. E2e. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. I can think of many ways to reach my current goals.
215 p37_e2_f Num 8 E2_FF. E2f. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. At this time, I am meeting the goals that I have set for myself.
216 p37_e3_1 Num 8 E3_1F. E3a. Nervous?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
217 p37_e3_2 Num 8 E3_2F. E3b. Hopeless?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
218 p37_e3_3 Num 8 E3_3F. E3c. Restless or fidgety?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
219 p37_e3_4 Num 8 E3_4F. E3d. So depressed that nothing could cheer you up?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
220 p37_e3_5 Num 8 E3_5F. E3e. That everything was an effort?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
221 p37_e3_6 Num 8 E3_6F. E3f. Worthless?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
222 p37_e4_1_a Num 8 E4_1_AF. E4a. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images of a stressful experience?
223 p37_e4_1_b Num 8 E4_1_BF. E4b. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Repeated, disturbing dreams of a stressful experience?
224 p37_e4_1_c Num 8 E4_1_CF. E4c. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Suddenly acting or feeling as if stressful experiences were happening again?
225 p37_e4_1_d Num 8 E4_1_DF. E4d. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling very upset when something reminded you of a stressful experience?
226 p37_e4_1_e Num 8 E4_1_EF. E4e. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Having physical reactions

(e.g., heart pounding, trouble breathing, or sweating) when something reminded you of a stressful experience?
227 p37_e4_1_f Num 8 E4_1_FF. E4f. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Avoid thinking about or talking about the stressful experiences or avoid having feelings related to it?
228 p37_e4_1_g Num 8 E4_1_GF. E4g. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Avoid activities or situations because they remind you of a stressful experience?
229 p37_e4_1_h Num 8 E4_1_HF. E4h. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful experience?
230 p37_e4_2_i Num 8 E4_2_IF. E4i. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Loss of interest in things that you used to enjoy?
231 p37_e4_2_j Num 8 E4_2_JF. E4j. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling distant or cut off from other people?
232 p37_e4_2_k Num 8 E4_2_KF. E4k. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving feelings for those close to you?
233 p37_e4_2_l Num 8 E4_2_LF. E4l. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?
234 p37_e4_2_m Num 8 E4_2_MF. E4m. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Trouble falling or staying asleep?
235 p37_e4_2_n Num 8 E4_2_NF. E4n. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?
236 p37_e4_2_o Num 8 E4_2_OF. E4o. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Having difficulty concentrating?
237 p37_e4_2_p Num 8 E4_2_PF. E4p. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Being super alert or watchful on guard?
238 p37_e4_2_q Num 8 E4_2_QF. E4q. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling jumpy or easily startled?
239 p37_e5 Num 8 E5F. E5. Do you sometimes take a drink in the morning when you first get up?
240 p37_e6 Num 8 E6F. E6. During the past 6 months, has a friend or family member ever told you about things you said or did while you were drinking that you could not remember?
241 p37_e7 Num 8 E7F. E7. During the past 6 months, have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking?
242 p37_e8 Num 8 E8F. E8. During the past 6 months, have you failed to do what was normally expected of you because of drinking?
243 p37_e9 Num 8 E9F. E9. During the past 6 months have you lost friends or boy/girlfriends because of drinking?
244 p37_e10_a Num 8 E10_AF. E10a. Have you used more than one drug at a time?
245 p37_e10_b Num 8 E10_BF. E10b. Have you had blackouts or flashbacks as a result of drug use?



246 p37_e10_c Num 8 E10_CF. E10c. Have your friends or relatives known or suspected that you used drugs?
247 p37_e10_d Num 8 E10_DF. E10d. Have you ever lost friends because of drugs?
248 p37_e10_e Num 8 E10_EF. E10e. Have you ever not spent time with your family or missed work because of drug use?
249 p37_e10_f Num 8 E10_FF. E10f. Have you engaged in illegal activities in order to obtain drugs?
250 p37_e10_g Num 8 E10_GF. E10g. Have you ever experienced withdrawal symptoms as a result of heavy drug intake?
251 p37_e10_h Num 8 E10_HF. E10h. Have you had medical problems as a result of drug use (e.  g.  memory loss, hepatitis, convulsions, bleeding?)
252 p37_e11 Num 8 E11F. E11. In the last 6 months, have you ever been physically abused or threatened with violence by a person who you were romantically involved with, such as a spouse, boy/girlfriend, or partner?
253 p37_g1 Num 8 G1F. G1. Did you receive the service - Assistance obtaining rent subsidy?
254 p37_g2 Num 8 G2F. G2. Did you receive the service - Assistance locating housing, negotiation with landlord?
255 p37_g3 Num 8 G3F. G3. Did you receive the service - Assistance with moving (expenses, furnishings, etc.); Help to settle in?
256 p37_g4 Num 8 G4F. G4. Did you receive the service -  Assistance dealing with relationships with landlord and other tenants?
257 p37_g5 Num 8 G5F. G5. Did you receive the service - Education (assistance to complete education, GED instruction)?
258 p37_g6 Num 8 G6F. G6. Did you receive the service - Job-specific training (e.  g.  , learning to do a specific job, such as data entry, nursing, word processing, retail work)?
259 p37_g7 Num 8 G7F. G7. Did you receive the service - Pre-employment supports (e.  g.  , job search assistance, job referrals)?
260 p37_g8 Num 8 G8F. G8. Did you receive the service -  Post-employment supports (assistance with supplies, uniforms, counseling to assist with job-related problems)?
261 p37_g9 Num 8 G9F. G9. Did you receive the service - Assistance finding childcare?
262 p37_g10 Num 8 G10F. G10. Did you receive the service -  Assistance paying for childcare?
263 p37_g11 Num 8 G11F. G11. Did you receive the service - Assistance with transportation?
264 p37_g12 Num 8 G12F. G12. Did you receive the service - Computer training?
265 p37_g13 Num 8 G13F. G13. Did you receive the service - Assistance in obtaining public benefits (food stamps, healthcare, energy assistance, etc.)?
266 p37_g14 Num 8 G14F. G14. Did you receive the service - Healthcare provided on site at a program where you live(d)?
267 p37_g15 Num 8 G15F. G15. Did you receive the service - Help to address a stressful or traumatic experience?
268 p37_g16 Num 8 G16F. G16. Did you receive the service - Mental health evaluation/assessment?
269 p37_g17 Num 8 G17F. G17. Did you receive the service - Outpatient mental health therapy?
270 p37_g18 Num 8 G18F. G18. Did you receive the service - 12-Step substance abuse programs?
271 p37_g19 Num 8 G19F. G19. Did you receive the service - Developmental screening/testing?
272 p37_g20 Num 8 G20F. G20. Did you receive the service - Early intervention?
273 p37_g21 Num 8 G21F. G21. Did you receive the service - After school tutoring?
274 p37_g22 Num 8 G22F. G22. Did you receive the service - Summer programs/camp?
275 p37_g23 Num 8 G23F. G23. Did you receive the service - Help to enroll in Head Start?
276 p37_g24 Num 8 G24F. G24. Did you receive the service - Help to deal with schools, teachers for your child?
277 p37_g25 Num 8 G25F. G25. Did you receive the service - Help to deal with juvenile justice system, jails, and courts?
278 p37_g26 Num 8 G26F. G26. Did you receive the service - Money management, budgeting?
279 p37_g27 Num 8 G27F. G27. Did you receive the service - Assistance with daily living (i.  e.  help with time management, goal-setting)?
280 p37_g28 Num 8 G28F. G28. Did you receive the service -  Parenting support groups?
281 p37_g29 Num 8 G29F. G29. Did you receive the service - Family reunification services (getting your kids back)?
282 p37_g30 Num 8 G30F. G30. Did you receive the service - Legal services related to civil or criminal matters?
283 p37_g31 Num 8 G31F. G31. Did you receive the service - Case management?
284 p37_g32 Num 8 G32F. G32. Did you receive the service - Assessment of parent and child needs?
285 p37_g33 Num 8 G33F. G33. Did you receive the service - Assistance with basic needs (food, clothing)?
286 p37_g34_1 Num 8 G34_1F. G34a. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. I feel/felt the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM,] care about me.
287 p37_g34_2 Num 8 G34_2F. G34b. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree

or aren't sure.  When I talk/talked to the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM] I feel that they listen carefully.
288 p37_g34_3 Num 8 G34_3F. G34c. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. It is/was hard to get the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM] to listen to me.
289 p37_g34_4 Num 8 G34_4F. G34d. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. I do/did not think the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM] cares much about me.
290 p37_g34_5 Num 8 G34_5F. G34e. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. Staff treat/treated clients as if they were children.
291 p37_g34_6 Num 8 G34_6F. G34f. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. I feel/felt respected by the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM].
292 p37_g34_7 Num 8 G34_7F. G34g. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. Staff act/acted as if each client is of great value to [NAME OF PROGRAM].
293 p37_g34_8 Num 8 G34_8F. G34h. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. Staff act/acted as if they do not respect clients.
294 p37_g35_1 Num 8 G35_1F. G35a. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: The place you live.
295 p37_g35_2 Num 8 G35_2F. G35b. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Decorating and furnishing.
296 p37_g35_3 Num 8 G35_3F. G35c. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Who could come over.
297 p37_g35_4 Num 8 G35_4F. G35d. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: When they could come over.
298 p37_g35_5 Num 8 G35_5F. G35e. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether to have overnight guests.
299 p37_g35_6 Num 8 G35_6F. G35f. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: When caseworkers or other staff could come to see you.
300 p37_g35_7 Num 8 G35_7F. G35g. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: What services you received.
301 p37_g35_8 Num 8 G35_8F. G35h. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether or not you must participate in services.
302 p37_g35_9 Num 8 G35_9F. G35i. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether you could come and go at any time without having to notify people.
303 p37_g35_10 Num 8 G35_10F. G35j. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether you lived in a building where other formerly homeless people lived.
304 p37_c23_other Char 255 C23. What other kind of other technical certificate or vocational accreditation did you receive?
305 p37_sc1a Num 8 SC1AF. SC1a. How many babies were born?
306 p37_hl_doubled Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one night homeless or doubled up during past 6 months
307 p37_hl_only Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one night homeless during past 6 months
308 p37_doubled Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one night doubled up during past 6 months
309 p37_ownapt Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey
310 p37_ownapt_noha Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey with no housing assistance
311 p37_ownapt_yesha Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey with housing assistance
312 p37_hous_poorqual Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Current housing is poor quality, based on reported problems
313 p37_hous_fairpoor Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Current housing is in fair or poor condition (at 37-month follow-up)
314 p37_work_lastwk Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Work for pay in week before survey
315 p37_earn_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family had earnings in the last month
316 p37_TANF_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received TANF in last month
317 p37_SSDI_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received SSDI in last month



318 p37_SSI_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received SSI in last month
319 p37_SNAP_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received SNAP/food Stamps in last month
320 p37_WIC_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received WIC in last month
321 p37_hlth_poorfair Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Health in past 30 days was poor or fair E1
322 p37_IPV_6mos Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Experienced intimate parner violence in past 6 months
323 p37_days_hl_only Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of days homeless during past 6 months
324 p37_days_doubled Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of days doubled up during past 6 months
325 p37_days_hl_doub Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of days homeless or doubled up during past 6 months
326 p37_numplaces_6mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of places lived/stayed during past 6 months
327 p37_ann_earn Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Annualized current earnings (based on questions C5 and C6 from 37-month follow-up)
328 p37_ann_inc Num 8 MISS_CODE_3F. Annual Income Amount (based on questions C13 through C18 from 37-month follow-up)
329 p37_pers_room Num 8 MISS_CODE_6F. Persons per room
330 p37_work_sinceRA Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Any work for pay since RA
331 p37_work_sincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Any work for pay since 20-month follow-up
332 p37_work_nummos Num 8 MISS_CODE_6F. Calendar months worked for pay since RA (includes partial months)
333 p37_workmos_sincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_6F. Calendar months worked for pay since 20-month follow-up
334 p37_mainjob_hrs Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Hours of work at CURRENT main job
335 p37_schl_train Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in any school or training lasting two weeks or more since RA
336 p37_schltrainsincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in any school or training lasting two weeks or more since 20-month follow-up
337 p37_train_numwks Num 8 MISS_CODE_6F. Number of weeks in training programs since RA
338 p37_trainwks_sincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_6F. Number of weeks in training programs since 20-month follow-up
339 p37_schl_2wks Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in school/academic training lasting two weeks or more since RA
340 p37_schl2wksincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in school/academic training lasting two weeks or more since 20-month follow-up
341 p37_bsc_ed_2wks Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in basic education lasting two weeks or more since RA
342 p37_bsced2wksincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in basic education lasting two weeks or more since 20-month follow-up
343 p37_voc_ed_2wks Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in vocational education/training lasting two weeks or more since RA
344 p37_voced2wksincef18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Participated in vocational education/training lasting two weeks or more since 20-month follow-up
345 p37_food_insecure Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Not food insecure (at 37-month follow-up)
346 p37_food_secur Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Is food insecure (at 37-month follow-up)
347 p37_food_scale Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Food insecurity scale(sum)
348 p37_econstress Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Economic stress scale
349 p37_hope Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. HOPE scale
350 p37_psychdist Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Kessler-6 (K6) Psychological Distress scale
351 p37_smi Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. K6 scale indicates serious mental illness (13 or over)
352 p37_ptsd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Post-traumatic Stress diagnostic scale (PDS)
353 p37_alcohol Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Alcohol dependence
354 p37_Drug Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Drug abuse
355 p37_alcohol_drug Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Alcohol dependence or drug abuse
356 p37_spoupart_sep Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Spouse/partner separated in past 6 months, of those with spouse/partner present at RA
357 p37_anychild_sep Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Family has at least one child separated in past 6 months
358 p37_anychild_sep_olddef Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Family has at least one child separated in past 6 months - earlier definition that included separated children over 18.5 years old

359 p37_anyfoster Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Family has at least one foster care placement in past 6 months
360 p37_anyadopt Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Any adoption within past 6 months
361 p37_anyfostadopt Num 8 MISS_CODE_5F. Any foster care placement or adoption within past 6 months
362 p37_spoupart_reuni Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Spouse/partner reunified, of those with spouse/partner absent at RA
363 p37_anychild_reuni Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least once child reunified, of those families with at least one child absent at RA
364 p37_nochild_reuni Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has no child reunified, of those families with at least one child absent at RA
365 valid_p37_spoupart_sep Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the spouse or partner separations analysis?

366 valid_p37_anychild_sep Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the child separations analysis?

367 valid_p37_anyfoster Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the foster care analysis?
368 valid_p37_spoupart_reuni Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the spouse or partner reunification analysis?

369 valid_p37_anychild_reuni Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the child reunification analysis?

370 p37_composite_hl Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Ever homeless in the past year (at 37-month follow-up)
371 i_site_name Char 30 Site Name
372 i_ra_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. Date of Random Assignment
373 i_ra_result Char 4 Randomly Assigned Intervention Group
374 i_site_id Num 8 I_SITE_IDF. Site ID
375 i_randsetgrp Num 8 I_RANDSETGRPF. Randomization set and assigned intervention
376 w_nr_p37_cu Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for CBRR vs. UC comparison
377 w_nr_p37_pu Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for PBTH vs. UC
378 w_nr_p37_su Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB vs. UC
379 w_nr_p37_cp Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for CBRR vs. PBTH
380 w_nr_p37_sc Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB vs. CBRR
381 w_nr_p37_sp Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB vs. PBTH
382 w_nr_p37_scp_u Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC
383 w_nr_p37_sp_c Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB + PBTH vs. CBRR
384 w_nr_p37_sc_p Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH
385 w_nr_p37_cp_s Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB



386 w_nr_p37_general Num 8 Within group non-response weight variable (for any group)
387 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
388 i_p37_intstart Num 8 Interview start date for 37-month follow-up survey
389 i_p37_intend Num 8 Interview end date for 37-month follow-up survey
390 p20resp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Indicator for whether family responded to 20-month adult follow-up survey



HUD FAMOPT files
HUD Family Options Study (contact Anne Fletcher)
submitted by Abt Associates (contact Michelle Wood)
SEE "FOS_RAF_read_in_data_sas.sas" FOR LAYOUTS

# Records # Variables Years of Coverage
PII file not available to researchers
PII file not available to researchers
FOS_RAF_Baseline.csv 2,282 1,086 2010-2012
FOS_RAF_fcinfo_37mo.csv 3,001 11 2012-2014
FOS_RAF_family_composition.csv 10,984 248 2010-2014
FOS_RAF_Followup20_adult.csv 1,857 386 2012-2013
fos_raf_followup20_child.csv 2,784 738 2012-2013
FOS_RAF_Followup37_adult.csv 1,784 390 2014
fos_raf_followup37_child.csv 2,665 760 2014
fos_raf_geoid.csv 15,056 8 2010-2014
FOS_RAF_housing_status_37mo.csv 2,282 23 2011-2014
FOS_RAF_nonconsent_wgts_adult.csv 1,584 21 2014
FOS_RAF_Program_use_20mo.csv 1,857 403 2010-2013
FOS_RAF_Program_use_37mo_chng87.csv 87 591 2010-2014
FOS_RAF_Prog_Livsit_37mo.csv 2,282 1,101 2010-2014
FOS_RAF_prog_livsit_events_37mo.csv 8,508 5 2010-2015
FOS_RAF_survey_dates.csv 2,282 14 2010-2014



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_BASELINE          Observations          2282 
Member Type          DATA                          Variables             1086 
Engine               V9                            Indexes               0    
Created              09/15/2016 14:00:54           Observation Length    47584
Last Modified        09/15/2016 14:00:54           Deleted Observations  0    
Protection                                         Compressed            NO   
Data Set Type                                      Sorted                NO   
Label                                                                         
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                               
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                               

                                                           Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          241664                                                                                                                      
Number of Data Set Pages    458                                                                                                                         
First Data Page             2                                                                                                                           
Max Obs per Page            5                                                                                                                           
Obs in First Data Page      5                                                                                                                           
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                           
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                         

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                    
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Informat Label

1 bv20_prev_hl Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Previously experienced homelessness in lifetime (covariate 20mo)
2 bv20_yrs_inlife_hl Num 8 Total years previously homelessness in life before entering the current shelter (covariate 20mo)
3 bv20_prev_doubled Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Previously stayed with family/friends because of economic necessity (covariate 20mo)
4 bv20_yrs_doubled_last5 Num 8 Total years stayed with family/friends because of economic necessity in past 5 years as an adult (covariate 20mo)
5 bv20_mos_noplacestay Num 8 Number of months since family had regular place to stay - linear term (covariate 20mo)
6 bv20_mos_noplacestay_sq Num 8 Number of months since family had regular place to stay - quadratic term (covariate 20mo)
7 bv20_ageatra Num 8 Age of family head at baseline - linear term (covariate 20mo)
8 bv20_ageatra_sq Num 8 Age of family head at baseline - quadratic term (covariate 20mo)
9 bv20_female Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Adult respondent is female (covariate 20mo)

10 bv20_marst_nevmarr Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Single, never married (covariate 20mo)
11 bv20_marst_marr Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Married (covariate 20mo)
12 bv20_marst_widow Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Widowed (covariate 20mo)
13 bv20_marst_div Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Divorced (covariate 20mo)
14 bv20_raceeth_hisp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic or Latino (covariate 20mo)
15 bv20_raceeth_white Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: White (covariate 20mo)
16 bv20_raceeth_black Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Black or African-American (covariate 20mo)
17 bv20_raceeth_api Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Asian, Native Hawaiian, or other Pacific Islander (covariate 20mo)
18 bv20_raceeth_other Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Other (covariate 20mo)
19 bv20_edu_lths Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Education: Highest level is less than a high school diploma (covariate 20mo)
20 bv20_edu_hs Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Education: Highest level is high school diploma or GED (covariate 20mo)
21 bv20_edu_gths Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Education: Highest level is more than high school diploma or GED (covariate 20mo)
22 bv20_inc_cat Num 8 B_INC_CAT. Family income (categorized) - linear term (covariate 20mo)
23 bv20_inc_cat_sq Num 8 Family income (categorized) - quadratic term (covariate 20mo)
24 bv20_inc_und5k Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family annual income is under $5000 at baseline (covariate 20mo)
25 bv20_pa_tanf Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of TANF (covariate 20mo)
26 bv20_pa_snap Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of SNAP (covariate 20mo)
27 bv20_pa_ssi_ssdi Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of SSI or SSDI (covariate 20mo)
28 bv20_pa_wic Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of WIC (covariate 20mo)
29 bv20_pa_ui Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of unemployment insurance (UI) (covariate 20mo)
30 bv20_pa_ssi Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of SSI (covariate 20mo)
31 bv20_pa_anyhlthins Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of Medicaid, state health insurance, or SCHIP (covariate 20mo)
32 bv20_numchildwith Num 8 MISSF. Number of children with family in shelter (covariate 20mo)
33 bv20_childwith_1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. One child with family in shelter (covariate 20mo)
34 bv20_childwith_2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Two children with family in shelter (covariate 20mo)
35 bv20_childwith_3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Three children with family in shelter (covariate 20mo)
36 bv20_childwith_4plus Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Four or more children with family in shelter (covariate 20mo)
37 bv20_working Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Working for pay at baseline (covariate 20mo)
38 bv20_evict_lndlrd_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Past eviction, lease violation, or problems with a landlord created trouble finding housing (covariate 20mo)
39 bv20_felony Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Ever convicted of a felony (covariate 20mo)
40 bv20_disability Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head has a disability that limits or prevents working for pay (covariate 20mo)
41 bv20_disab_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family member in shelter age 15+ with disability that prevents family member from working for pay or child under 15 has disability (covariate 20mo)
42 bv20_nowk_6mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has not worked for pay in last 6 months (covariate 20mo)
43 bv20_nowk_12mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has not worked for pay in last 12 months
44 bv20_nowk_24mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has not worked for pay in last 24 months (covariate 20mo)
45 bv20_ever_worked Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Ever worked for pay (covariate 20mo)
46 bv20_childund1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child younger than age 1 in shelter (covariate 20mo)
47 bv20_child1to5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child between age 1 and 5 years in shelter (covariate 20mo)
48 bv20_child13to17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child between age 13 and 17 years in shelter (covariate 20mo)
49 bv20_psychdistr Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Serious psychological distress at baseline (covariate 20mo)
50 bv20_ptsd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. PTSD symptom criteria are met at baseline (covariate 20mo)
51 bv20_drug_alcohol Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a substance abuse problem (drug or alcohol) (covariate 20mo)
52 bv20_drug Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a drug problem (covariate 20mo)
53 bv20_anychild_notwith Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child not present in shelter at baseline (covariate 20mo)
54 bv20_twopluschn_notwith Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has two or more children not present in shelter at baseline (covariate 20mo)
55 bv20_partner_notwith Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has spouse or partner that is not with the family in shelter at baseline (covariate 20mo)
56 bv20_partner_with Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has spouse or partner that is with the family in shelter at baseline (covariate 20mo)
57 bv20_ownplace_beforeshelt Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Housing just prior to shelter stay was owned or rented house or apartment (covariate 20mo)
58 bv20_hl_inchldhd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head experienced homelessness as a child (under age 18) (covariate 20mo)
59 bv20_foster_inchldhd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Was in foster care, group home, or institution as a child (covariate 20mo)
60 bv20_ipv_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head ever experienced intimate partner violence as an adult (covariate 20mo)
61 bv20_ann_earn Num 8 Annualized current earnings (covariate 20mo)
62 bv20_earn_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has any employment income at baseline (covariate 20mo)
63 bv20_hlth_poor Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Health of family head is poor at baseline (covariate 20mo)
64 bv20_hlth_fair Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Health of family head is fair at baseline (covariate 20mo)
65 bv20_bvhhlth_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head has behavioral health problems including ADD/ADHD, deperession, bipolar (covariate 20mo)
66 bv20_hlth_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Any health problems (covariate 20mo)
67 bv20_pregnant Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Adult respondent is pregnant at baseline (covariate 20mo)
68 i_site_name Char 30 Site Name
69 i_ra_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. Date of Random Assignment
70 i_ra_result Char 4 Randomly Assigned Intervention Group
71 i_site_id Num 8 I_SITE_IDF. Site ID
72 i_randsetgrp Num 8 I_RANDSETGRPF. Randomization set and assigned intervention ID
73 bv37_prev_hl Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Previously experienced homelessness in lifetime (covariate 37mo)
74 bv37_yrs_inlife_hl Num 8 Total years previously homelessness in life before entering the current shelter (covariate 37mo)
75 bv37_prev_doubled Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Previously stayed with family/friends because of economic necessity (covariate 37mo)
76 bv37_yrs_doubled_last5 Num 8 Total years stayed with family/friends because of economic necessity in past 5 years as an adult (covariate 37mo)
77 bv37_mos_noplacestay Num 8 Number of months since family had regular place to stay - linear term (covariate 37mo)
78 bv37_ageatra Num 8 Age of family head at baseline - linear term (covariate 37mo)
79 b_ageatra_cu Num 8 Head of Household age at random assignment - cubic term
80 bv37_female Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Adult respondent is female (covariate 37mo)
81 bv37_marst_nevmarr Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Single, never married (covariate 37mo)
82 bv37_marst_marr Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Married (covariate 37mo)
83 bv37_marst_widow Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Widowed (covariate 37mo)
84 bv37_marst_div Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Marital status: Divorced (covariate 37mo)
85 bv37_raceeth_hisp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic or Latino (covariate 37mo)
86 bv37_raceeth_white Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: White (covariate 37mo)
87 bv37_raceeth_black Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Black or African-American (covariate 37mo)
88 bv37_raceeth_api Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Asian, Native Hawaiian, or other Pacific Islander (covariate 37mo)
89 bv37_raceeth_other Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Race/Ethnicity: Other (covariate 37mo)



90 bv37_edu_lths Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Education: Highest level is less than a high school diploma (covariate 37mo)
91 bv37_edu_hs Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Education: Highest level is high school diploma or GED (covariate 37mo)
92 bv37_edu_gths Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Education: Highest level is more than high school diploma or GED (covariate 37mo)
93 bv37_inc_cat Num 8 BV37_INC_CAT. Family income (categorized) - linear term (covariate 37mo)
94 bv37_inc_und5k Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family annual income is under $5000 at baseline (covariate 37mo)
95 bv37_pa_tanf Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of TANF (covariate 37mo)
96 bv37_pa_snap Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of SNAP (covariate 37mo)
97 bv37_pa_ssi_ssdi Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of SSI or SSDI (covariate 37mo)
98 b_pa_medicaid Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of public assistance: Medicaid
99 bv37_pa_wic Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of WIC (covariate 37mo)

100 bv37_pa_ui Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of unemployment insurance (UI) (covariate 37mo)
101 b_pa_stathealthins Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of public assistance: State Health Insurance
102 b_pa_schip Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of public assistance: SCHIP
103 bv37_pa_ssi Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of SSI (covariate 37mo)
104 b_pa_ssdi Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of public assistance: SSDI
105 bv37_pa_anyhlthins Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Receipt of Medicaid, state health insurance, or SCHIP (covariate 37mo)
106 bv37_numchildwith Num 8 MISSF. Number of children with family in shelter (covariate 37mo)
107 bv37_childwith_1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. One child with family in shelter (covariate 37mo)
108 bv37_childwith_2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Two children with family in shelter (covariate 37mo)
109 bv37_childwith_3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Three children with family in shelter (covariate 37mo)
110 bv37_childwith_4plus Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Four or more children with family in shelter (covariate 37mo)
111 bv37_working Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Working for pay at baseline (covariate 37mo)
112 bv37_evict_lndlrd_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Past eviction, lease violation, or problems with a landlord created trouble finding housing (covariate 37mo)
113 bv37_felony Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Ever convicted of a felony (covariate 37mo)
114 bv37_disability Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head has a disability that limits or prevents working for pay (covariate 37mo)
115 bv37_disab_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family member in shelter age 15+ with disability that prevents family member from working for pay or child under 15 has disability (covariate 37mo)
116 bv37_nowk_6mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has not worked for pay in last 6 months (covariate 37mo)
117 bv37_nowk_12mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has not worked for pay in last 12 months
118 bv37_nowk_24mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has not worked for pay in last 24 months (covariate 37mo)
119 bv37_ever_worked Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Ever worked for pay (covariate 37mo)
120 bv37_childund1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child younger than age 1 in shelter (covariate 37mo)
121 bv37_child1to5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child between age 1 and 5 years in shelter (covariate 37mo)
122 bv37_child13to17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child between age 13 and 17 years in shelter (covariate 37mo)
123 b_2adultsplus_inshelt Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Two or more adults in household in shelter
124 bv37_psychdistr Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Serious psychological distress at baseline (covariate 37mo)
125 bv37_ptsd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. PTSD symptom criteria are met at baseline (covariate 37mo)
126 bv37_drug_alcohol Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a substance abuse problem (drug or alcohol) (covariate 37mo)
127 b_alcohol Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has an alcohol problem
128 bv37_drug Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a drug problem (covariate 37mo)
129 b_male_nopartner Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Male adult respondent with no female wife/partner present in shelter
130 bv37_anychild_notwith Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least one child not present in shelter at baseline (covariate 37mo)
131 bv37_twopluschn_notwith Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has two or more children not present in shelter at baseline (covariate 37mo)
132 bv37_partner_notwith Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has spouse or partner that is not with the family in shelter at baseline (covariate 37mo)
133 bv37_partner_with Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has spouse or partner that is with the family in shelter at baseline (covariate 37mo)
134 bv37_ownplace_beforeshelt Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Housing just prior to shelter stay was owned or rented house or apartment (covariate 37mo)
135 bv37_hl_inchldhd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head experienced homelessness as a child (under age 18) (covariate 37mo)
136 bv37_foster_inchldhd Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Was in foster care, group home, or institution as a child (covariate 37mo)
137 bv37_ipv_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head ever experienced intimate partner violence as an adult (covariate 37mo)
138 r_site_1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Alameda County  (covariate)
139 r_site_2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Atlanta (covariate)
140 r_site_3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Boston (covariate)
141 r_site_4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Connecticut (covariate)
142 r_site_5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Denver (covariate)
143 r_site_6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Honolulu (covariate)
144 r_site_7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Kansas City (covariate)
145 r_site_8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Minneapolis (covariate)
146 r_site_9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Phoenix (covariate)
147 r_site_10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Salt Lake City - 1st RA regime (covariate)
148 r_site_11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Baltimore (covariate)
149 r_site_12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Louisville - 1st RA regime (covariate)
150 r_site_13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Salt Lake City - 2nd RA regime (covariate)
151 r_site_14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Site Dummy: Louisville - 2nd RA regime (covariate)
152 r_inelig_1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: eligible for all assignment groups (covariate)
153 r_inelig_2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: not eligible for SUB (covariate)
154 r_inelig_3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: not eligible for PBTH (covariate)
155 r_inelig_4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: not eligible for CBRR (covariate)
156 r_inelig_5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: not eligible for CBRR and SUB (covariate)
157 r_inelig_6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: not eligible for CBRR and PBTH (covariate)
158 r_inelig_7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Baseline screening: not eligible for SUB and PBTH (covariate)
159 r_comp_cp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing CBRR vs. PBTH interventions
160 r_comp_cu Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing CBRR vs. UC interventions
161 r_comp_pu Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing PBTH vs. UC interventions
162 r_comp_su Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing SUB vs. UC interventions
163 r_comp_cp_s Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB interventions
164 r_comp_sc Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing SUB vs. CBRR interventions
165 r_comp_sp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing SUB vs. PBTH interventions
166 r_comp_scp_u Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing CBRR + PBTH + SUB vs. UC interventions
167 r_comp_sp_c Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing PBTH + SUB vs. CBRR interventions
168 r_comp_sc_p Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Subgroup flag for comparing CBRR + SUB vs. PBTH interventions
169 r_grp_cp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Pooled Group: CBRR or PBTH
170 r_grp_sc Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Pooled Group: CBRR or SUB
171 r_grp_sp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Pooled Group: PBTH or SUB
172 r_grp_scp Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Pooled Group: CBRR, PBTH, or SUB
173 bv37_ann_earn Num 8 Annualized current earnings (covariate 37mo)
174 bv37_earn_fam Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has any employment income at baseline (covariate 37mo)
175 bv37_hlth_poor Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Health of family head is poor at baseline (covariate 37mo)
176 bv37_hlth_fair Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Health of family head is fair at baseline (covariate 37mo)
177 bv37_bvhhlth_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Family head has behavioral health problems including ADD/ADHD, deperession, bipolar (covariate 37mo)
178 bv37_hlth_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Any health problems (covariate 37mo)
179 bv37_pregnant Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Adult respondent is pregnant at baseline (covariate 37mo)
180 r_siter_1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Alameda 3 to 1 (covariate)
181 r_siter_2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Alameda 2 to 1 (covariate)
182 r_siter_3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Alameda 1 to 1 (covariate)
183 r_siter_4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Atlanta 3 to 1 (covariate)
184 r_siter_5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Atlanta 2 to 1 (covariate)
185 r_siter_6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Atlanta 1 to 1 (covariate)
186 r_siter_7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Boston 3 to 1 (covariate)
187 r_siter_8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Boston 2 to 1 (covariate)
188 r_siter_9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Boston 1 to 1 (covariate)
189 r_siter_10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: CT 3 to 1 (covariate)
190 r_siter_11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: CT 2 to 1 (covariate)
191 r_siter_12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: CT 1 to 1 (covariate)
192 r_siter_13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver 3 to 1 (covariate)
193 r_siter_14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver No SUB (covariate)
194 r_siter_15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver No PBTH (covariate)
195 r_siter_16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver No CBRR (covariate)
196 r_siter_17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver No PBTH/SUB (covariate)
197 r_siter_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver No CBRR/SUB (covariate)
198 r_siter_19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Denver No CBRR/PBTH (covariate)
199 r_siter_20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Honolulu 3 to 1 (covariate)
200 r_siter_21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Honolulu 2 to 1 (covariate)
201 r_siter_22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Honolulu 1 to 1 (covariate)
202 r_siter_23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Kansas City 3 to 1 (covariate)
203 r_siter_24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Kansas City 2 to 1 (covariate)
204 r_siter_25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Kansas City 1 to 1 (covariate)
205 r_siter_26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Minneapolis 3 to 1 (covariate)
206 r_siter_27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Minneapolis 2 to 1 (covariate)
207 r_siter_28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Minneapolis 1 to 1 (covariate)
208 r_siter_29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Phoenix 3 to 1 (covariate)
209 r_siter_30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Phoenix 2 to 1 (covariate)
210 r_siter_31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Phoenix 1 to 1 (covariate)



211 r_siter_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 3 to 1 (covariate)
212 r_siter_33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 No SUB or CBRR (covariate)
213 r_siter_34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 No PBTH (covariate)
214 r_siter_35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 No PBTH/SUB or CBRR/PBTH (covariate)
215 r_siter_36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 No CBRR/SUB (covariate)
216 r_siter_37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 3 to 1 (covariate)
217 r_siter_38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 2 to 1 (covariate)
218 r_siter_39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Salt Lake City-1 1 to 1 (covariate)
219 r_siter_40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Baltimore 3 to 1 (covariate)
220 r_siter_41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Baltimore 2 to 1 (covariate)
221 r_siter_42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Baltimore 1 to 1 (covariate)
222 r_siter_43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-1 3 to 1 (covariate)
223 r_siter_44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-1 No SUB or PBTH (covariate)
224 r_siter_45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-1 No CBRR (covariate)
225 r_siter_46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-1 No PBTH/SUB (covariate)
226 r_siter_47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-1 No CBRR/SUB or No CBRR/PBTH (covariate)
227 r_siter_48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-2 3 to 1 (covariate)
228 r_siter_49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-2 2 to 1 (covariate)
229 r_siter_50 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Randomization Ratio Dummy: Louisville-2 1 to 1 (covariate)
230 bv37_mos_noplacestay_sq Num 8 Number of months since family had regular place to stay - quadratic term (covariate 37mo)
231 bv37_ageatra_sq Num 8 Age of family head at baseline - quadratic term (covariate 37mo)
232 bv37_inc_cat_sq Num 8 Family income (categorized) - quadratic term (covariate 37mo)
233 bv37imp_ann_earn Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_ann_earn
234 bv37imp_anychild_notwith Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_anychild_notwith
235 bv37imp_bvhhlth_prob Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_bvhhlth_prob
236 bv37imp_childwith_1 Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_childwith_1
237 bv37imp_childwith_2 Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_childwith_2
238 bv37imp_childwith_3 Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_childwith_3
239 bv37imp_childwith_4plus Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_childwith_4plus
240 bv37imp_disability Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_disability
241 bv37imp_earn_fam Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_earn_fam
242 bv37imp_ever_worked Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_ever_worked
243 bv37imp_felony Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_felony
244 bv37imp_foster_inchldhd Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_foster_inchldhd
245 bv37imp_hl_inchldhd Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_hl_inchldhd
246 bv37imp_hlth_fair Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_hlth_fair
247 bv37imp_hlth_poor Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_hlth_poor
248 bv37imp_hlth_prob Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_hlth_prob
249 bv37imp_inc_cat Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_inc_cat
250 bv37imp_inc_cat_sq Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_inc_cat_sq
251 bv37imp_inc_und5k Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_inc_und5k
252 bv37imp_ipv_ever Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_ipv_ever
253 bv37imp_marst_div Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_marst_div
254 bv37imp_marst_marr Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_marst_marr
255 bv37imp_marst_nevmarr Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_marst_nevmarr
256 bv37imp_marst_widow Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_marst_widow
257 bv37imp_mos_noplacestay Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_mos_noplacestay
258 bv37imp_mos_noplacestay_sq Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_mos_noplacestay_sq
259 bv37imp_nowk_12mo Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_nowk_12mo
260 bv37imp_nowk_24mo Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_nowk_24mo
261 bv37imp_nowk_6mo Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_nowk_6mo
262 bv37imp_ownplace_beforeshelt Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_ownplace_beforeshelt
263 bv37imp_pa_anyhlthins Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_anyhlthins
264 bv37imp_pa_snap Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_snap
265 bv37imp_pa_ssi Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_ssi
266 bv37imp_pa_ssi_ssdi Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_ssi_ssdi
267 bv37imp_pa_tanf Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_tanf
268 bv37imp_pa_ui Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_ui
269 bv37imp_pa_wic Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pa_wic
270 bv37imp_pregnant Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_pregnant
271 bv37imp_prev_doubled Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_prev_doubled
272 bv37imp_prev_hl Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_prev_hl
273 bv37imp_ptsd Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_ptsd
274 bv37imp_yrs_doubled_last5 Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_yrs_doubled_last5
275 bv37imp_yrs_inlife_hl Num 8 IMPFLAGF. Imputation flag for bv37_yrs_inlife_hl
276 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
277 r_availability Char 25 Set of interventions to which a family could be assigned (in addition to usual care)
278 b_A1A Num 8 A1AF. A1A. Would you say you were staying in...A house or apartment you owned or rented by yourself
279 b_A1B Num 8 A1BF. A1B. Would you say you were staying in...Your partner's (boy/girlfriends/fiancé, significant other's) place.
280 b_A1C Num 8 A1CF. A1C. Would you say you were staying in...A friend or relative's house or apartment, and paying part of the rent.
281 b_A1D Num 8 A1DF. A1D. Would you say you were staying in...A friend or relative's house or apartment, but not paying part of the rent.
282 b_A1E Num 8 A1EF. A1E. Would you say you were staying in...A permanent housing program with services to help you keep your housing (on site or coming to you)?
283 b_A1F Num 8 A1FF. A1F. Would you say you were staying in...A transitional housing program?
284 b_A1G Num 8 A1GF. A1G. Would you say you were staying in...A voucher hotel or motel?
285 b_A1H Num 8 A1HF. A1H. Would you say you were staying in...A hotel or motel you paid for yourself?
286 b_A1I Num 8 A1IF. A1I. Would you say you were staying in...A residential drug or alcohol treatment program?
287 b_A1J Num 8 A1JF. A1J. Would you say you were staying in...Jail or prison?
288 b_A1K Num 8 A1KF. A1K. Would you say you were staying in...A domestic violence shelter?
289 b_A1L Num 8 A1LF. A1L. Would you say you were staying in...An emergency shelter other than the current shelter
290 b_A1M Num 8 A1MF. A1M. Would you say you were staying in...A car or other vehicle?
291 b_A1N Num 8 A1NF. A1N. Would you say you were staying in...An abandoned building?
292 b_A1O Num 8 A1OF. A1O. Would you say you were staying in...Anywhere outside?
293 b_A1P_1_OTHER Char 1024 A1P. Would you say you were staying in...Somewhere else..Specify?
294 b_A2 Num 8 A2F. A2. How long were you living there before coming to shelter?
295 b_A2A Num 8 MISSF. A2A. Recorded Time in years
296 b_A2B Num 8 MISSF. A2B. Recorded Time in months
297 b_A2C Num 8 MISSF. A2C. Recorded Time in days
298 b_A4 Num 8 A4F. A4. Before coming to shelter how many months or years has it been since you had a regular place to stay, or regular housing? (whether reported in years, months, or days)
299 b_A4A Num 8 MISSF. A4A. Recorded Time in years
300 b_A4B Num 8 MISSF. A4B. Recorded Time in months
301 b_A4C Num 8 MISSF. A4C. Recorded Time in days
302 b_B1A Num 8 B1AF. B1A. Not having enough income to pay rent a  big problem, small problem, or no problem at all for you and your family...
303 b_B1B Num 8 B1BF. B1B. Inability to pay a security deposit or first/last month's rent...
304 b_B1C Num 8 B1CF. B1C. Lack of transportation to look for housing...
305 b_B1D Num 8 B1DF. B1D. Poor credit history...
306 b_B1E Num 8 B1EF. B1E. Racial discrimination...
307 b_B1F Num 8 B1FF. B1F. Not being currently employed...
308 b_B1G Num 8 B1GF. B1G. No rent history at all a big problem, small problem, or no problem at all for you and your family...
309 b_B1H Num 8 B1HF. B1H. Recently moved to community and no local rent history...
310 b_B1I Num 8 B1IF. B1I. No reference from past landlords...
311 b_B1J Num 8 B1JF. B1J. A past eviction(s)...
312 b_B1K Num 8 B1KF. B1K. Problems with past landlords...
313 b_B1L Num 8 B1LF. B1L. Past lease violations...
314 b_B1M Num 8 B1MF. B1M. Having problems with police a big problem, small problem, or no problem at all for you and your family...
315 b_B1N Num 8 B1NF. B1N. Having a criminal record or background...
316 b_B1O Num 8 B1OF. B1O. Having a felony drug record...
317 b_B1P Num 8 B1PF. B1P. Having three or more children in the household...
318 b_B1Q Num 8 B1QF. B1Q. Having teenagers in the household...
319 b_B1R Num 8 B1RF. B1R. Someone in the household under 21 years old...
320 b_B1S Num 8 B1SF. B1S. Someone in the household that has a disability...
321 b_C1A1 Num 8 MISSF. C1A. Before coming to the shelter how long had you been homeless; NUMBER OF DAYS:
322 b_C1A2 Num 8 MISSF. C1A. Before coming to the shelter how long had you been homeless; NUMBER OF WEEKS:
323 b_C1A3 Num 8 MISSF. C1A. Before coming to the shelter how long had you been homeless; NUMBER OF MONTHS:
324 b_C1A4 Num 8 MISSF. C1A. Before coming to the shelter how long had you been homeless; NUMBER OF YEARS:
325 b_C2 Num 8 MISSF. C2. Not including this time in shelter right now, how many other times, have you been homeless, in your lifetime?
326 b_C2A Num 8 C2AF. C2A. So, just to confirm, is this the first time you have become homeless?
327 b_C3 Num 8 MISSF. C3. How old were you the first time you became homeless?
328 b_C4 Num 8 C4F. C4. Would you say that you were 17 years old or younger?
329 b_C5 Num 8 C5F. C5. At that time when you first became homeless, were you with your parents, or were you on your own?
330 b_C5_3_OTHER Char 1024 C5. At that time when you first became homeless, were you with your parents, or were you on your own? Other Specify
331 b_C6A1 Num 8 MISSF. C6A. Altogether, how long have you been homeless in your life; NUMBER OF DAYS:



332 b_C6A2 Num 8 MISSF. C6A. Altogether, how long have you been homeless in your life; NUMBER OF WEEKS:
333 b_C6A3 Num 8 MISSF. C6A. Altogether, how long have you been homeless in your life; NUMBER OF MONTHS:
334 b_C6A4 Num 8 MISSF. C6A. Altogether, how long have you been homeless in your life; NUMBER OF YEARS:
335 b_C7 Num 8 C7F. C7. As an adult, have you ever stayed with family or friends because you couldn't find or afford a place of your own?
336 b_C8A1 Num 8 MISSF. C8A. As an Adult, in last five years total time spent living with family or friends; NUMBER OF DAYS:
337 b_C8A2 Num 8 MISSF. C8A. As an Adult, in last five years total time spent living with family or friends; NUMBER OF WEEKS:
338 b_C8A3 Num 8 MISSF. C8A. As an Adult, in last five years total time spent living with family or friends; NUMBER OF MONTHS:
339 b_C8A4 Num 8 MISSF. C8A. As an Adult, in last five years total time spent living with family or friends; NUBER OF YEARS:
340 b_D1 Num 8 D1F. D1. Now I'd like to ask a few questions about your work experience.  Last week, did you do any work for pay?
341 b_D2 Num 8 D2F. D2. What is the main reason that you did not work for pay last week?
342 b_D2_96_OTHER Char 1024 D2. What is the main reason that you did not work for pay last week? Other Specify
343 b_D3 Num 8 D3F. D3. Do you have a disability, that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition, that limits or prevents you from working at a job for pay?
344 b_D4 Num 8 D4F. D4. Are you responsible for caring for a family member (child or adult) who has a disability?
345 b_D5 Num 8 D5F. D5. Do these responsibilities (caring for a family member with a disability), limit or prevent you from working at a job for pay?
346 b_D6MM Num 8 D6MF. D6. Last work for pay (Month)
347 b_D6YYYY Num 8 D6YF. D6. Last work for pay (Year)
348 b_D6AM Num 8 MISSF. D6a. About how long ago would you say you last worked for pay? (Months)
349 b_D6AY Num 8 MISSF. D6a. About how long ago would you say you last worked for pay? (Years)
350 b_D7 Num 8 D7F. D7. Last week, did you have more than one job, including part-time and weekend work?
351 b_D8 Num 8 MISSF. D8. How many hours per week do you usually work at your [main] job?
352 b_D9MM Num 8 D9MF. D9. When did you first start working at your (main) job?  Can you tell me the month and year you started working at your (main) job? (Month)
353 b_D9YYYY Num 8 D9YF. D9. When did you first start working at your (main) job?  Can you tell me the month and year you started working at your (main) job? (Year)
354 b_D9AM Num 8 MISSF. D9A. About how long ago would you say you started working at your main job? (Months)
355 b_D9AY Num 8 MISSF. D9A. About how long ago would you say you started working at your main job? (Years)
356 b_D10 Num 8 D10F. D10. For your main job, what is the easiest way for you to report your total earnings before taxes or other deductions: hourly, weekly, monthly, annually, or on some other basis?
357 b_D10_96_OTHER Char 1024 D10. For your main job, what is the easiest way for you to report your total earnings before taxes

or other deductions: hourly, weekly, monthly, annually, or on some other basis? Other Specify
358 b_D11 Num 8 D11F. D11. Do you usually receive overtime pay, tips, or commissions at your main job?
359 b_D12 Num 8 MISSF. D12. Including overtime pay, tips, and commissions, what are your usual earnings on this job, before taxes or other deductions?
360 b_D13 Num 8 MISSF. D13. How many days a week do you usually work?
361 b_D14 Num 8 MISSF. D14. How many weeks a year do you get paid for?
362 b_D15 Num 8 MISSF. D15. For how many [UNITs] are you usually paid per week (on this job)?
363 b_E1 Num 8 E1F. E1. What is your marital status?  Are you currently...
364 b_E2 Num 8 MISSF. E2. How many adults, that is, people who are 18 years old or older, in your family are living with you right now in SHELTER?
365 b_E4 Num 8 MISSF. E4. How many children in your family are living with you right now in  SHELTER?
366 b_E5 Num 8 E5F. E5. Do you have a spouse, partner, or significant other who is part of your family but is not living with you right now in shelter
367 b_E6 Num 8 E6F. E6. Do you have any of your own children who are part of your family but are not living with you right now in shelter?
368 b_E6A Num 8 MISSF. E6A. How  many of your own children are not living with you now?
369 b_E7_1 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 1's relationship to you?
370 b_E8_1 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 1 male or female?
371 b_E9_1 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 1's  age right now?
372 b_E10_1 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 1 currently working for pay?
373 b_E11_1 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 1 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
374 b_E12_1 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 1 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
375 b_E13_1 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 1's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
376 b_E14_1 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 1 did not live with you?
377 b_E15A_1_1 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived; With his/her other parent
378 b_E15A_2_1 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
379 b_E15A_3_1 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived; With other relatives
380 b_E15A_4_1 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived; In foster care
381 b_E15A_5_1 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived; Other
382 b_E15A_5_OTHER_1 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived; Other (Specify)
383 b_E15B_1_1 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
384 b_E15B_2_1 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
385 b_E15B_3_1 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 1 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
386 b_E16_1 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 1 currently attending school?
387 b_E17_1 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 1 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
388 b_E18_1_1 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
389 b_E18_2_1 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; ADD / ADHD
390 b_E18_3_1 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
391 b_E18_4_1 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
392 b_E18_5_1 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; EPILEPSY
393 b_E18_6_1 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
394 b_E18_7_1 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
395 b_E18_8_1 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
396 b_E18_96_1 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; OTHER
397 b_E18_96_OTHER_1 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
398 b_E18_OTHER1_1 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; Asthma
399 b_E18_OTHER2_1 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
400 b_E18_OTHER3_1 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 1's disability; Heart Problems
401 b_E7_2 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 2's relationship to you?
402 b_E8_2 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 2 male or female?
403 b_E9_2 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 2's  age right now?
404 b_E10_2 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 2 currently working for pay?
405 b_E11_2 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 2 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
406 b_E12_2 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 2 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
407 b_E13_2 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 2's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
408 b_E14_2 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 2 did not live with you?
409 b_E15A_1_2 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived; With his/her other parent
410 b_E15A_2_2 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
411 b_E15A_3_2 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived; With other relatives
412 b_E15A_4_2 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived; In foster care
413 b_E15A_5_2 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived; Other
414 b_E15A_5_OTHER_2 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived; Other (Specify)
415 b_E15B_1_2 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
416 b_E15B_2_2 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
417 b_E15B_3_2 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 2 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
418 b_E16_2 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 2 currently attending school?
419 b_E17_2 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 2 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
420 b_E18_1_2 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
421 b_E18_2_2 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; ADD / ADHD
422 b_E18_3_2 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
423 b_E18_4_2 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
424 b_E18_5_2 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; EPILEPSY
425 b_E18_6_2 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
426 b_E18_7_2 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
427 b_E18_8_2 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
428 b_E18_96_2 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; OTHER
429 b_E18_96_OTHER_2 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
430 b_E18_OTHER1_2 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; Asthma
431 b_E18_OTHER2_2 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
432 b_E18_OTHER3_2 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 2's disability; Heart Problems
433 b_E7_3 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 3's relationship to you?
434 b_E8_3 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 3 male or female?
435 b_E9_3 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 3's  age right now?
436 b_E10_3 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 3 currently working for pay?
437 b_E11_3 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 3 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
438 b_E12_3 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 3 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
439 b_E13_3 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 3's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
440 b_E14_3 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 3 did not live with you?
441 b_E15A_1_3 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived; With his/her other parent
442 b_E15A_2_3 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
443 b_E15A_3_3 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived; With other relatives
444 b_E15A_4_3 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived; In foster care
445 b_E15A_5_3 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived; Other
446 b_E15A_5_OTHER_3 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived; Other (Specify)
447 b_E15B_1_3 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
448 b_E15B_2_3 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
449 b_E15B_3_3 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 3 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
450 b_E16_3 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 3 currently attending school?
451 b_E17_3 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 3 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.



452 b_E18_1_3 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
453 b_E18_2_3 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; ADD / ADHD
454 b_E18_3_3 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
455 b_E18_4_3 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
456 b_E18_5_3 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; EPILEPSY
457 b_E18_6_3 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
458 b_E18_7_3 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
459 b_E18_8_3 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
460 b_E18_96_3 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; OTHER
461 b_E18_96_OTHER_3 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
462 b_E18_OTHER1_3 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; Asthma
463 b_E18_OTHER2_3 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
464 b_E18_OTHER3_3 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 3's disability; Heart Problems
465 b_E7_4 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 4's relationship to you?
466 b_E8_4 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 4 male or female?
467 b_E9_4 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 4's  age right now?
468 b_E10_4 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 4 currently working for pay?
469 b_E11_4 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 4 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
470 b_E12_4 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 4 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
471 b_E13_4 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 4's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
472 b_E14_4 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 4 did not live with you?
473 b_E15A_1_4 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived; With his/her other parent
474 b_E15A_2_4 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
475 b_E15A_3_4 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived; With other relatives
476 b_E15A_4_4 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived; In foster care
477 b_E15A_5_4 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived; Other
478 b_E15A_5_OTHER_4 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived; Other (Specify)
479 b_E15B_1_4 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
480 b_E15B_2_4 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
481 b_E15B_3_4 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 4 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
482 b_E16_4 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 4 currently attending school?
483 b_E17_4 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 4 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
484 b_E18_1_4 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
485 b_E18_2_4 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; ADD / ADHD
486 b_E18_3_4 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
487 b_E18_4_4 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
488 b_E18_5_4 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; EPILEPSY
489 b_E18_6_4 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
490 b_E18_7_4 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
491 b_E18_8_4 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
492 b_E18_96_4 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; OTHER
493 b_E18_96_OTHER_4 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
494 b_E18_OTHER1_4 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; Asthma
495 b_E18_OTHER2_4 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
496 b_E18_OTHER3_4 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 4's disability; Heart Problems
497 b_E7_5 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 5's relationship to you?
498 b_E8_5 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 5 male or female?
499 b_E9_5 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 5's age right now?
500 b_E10_5 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 5 currently working for pay?
501 b_E11_5 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 5 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
502 b_E12_5 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 5 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
503 b_E13_5 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 5's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
504 b_E14_5 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 5 did not live with you?
505 b_E15A_1_5 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived; With his/her other parent
506 b_E15A_2_5 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
507 b_E15A_3_5 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived; With other relatives
508 b_E15A_4_5 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived; In foster care
509 b_E15A_5_5 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived; Other
510 b_E15A_5_OTHER_5 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived; Other (Specify)
511 b_E15B_1_5 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
512 b_E15B_2_5 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
513 b_E15B_3_5 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 5 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
514 b_E16_5 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 5 currently attending school?
515 b_E17_5 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 5 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
516 b_E18_1_5 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
517 b_E18_2_5 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; ADD / ADHD
518 b_E18_3_5 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
519 b_E18_4_5 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
520 b_E18_5_5 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; EPILEPSY
521 b_E18_7_5 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
522 b_E18_8_5 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
523 b_E18_96_5 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; OTHER
524 b_E18_96_OTHER_5 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
525 b_E18_OTHER1_5 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; Asthma
526 b_E18_OTHER2_5 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
527 b_E18_OTHER3_5 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; Heart Problems
528 b_E7_6 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 6's relationship to you?
529 b_E8_6 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 6 male or female?
530 b_E9_6 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 6's age right now?
531 b_E10_6 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 6 currently working for pay?
532 b_E11_6 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 6 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
533 b_E12_6 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 6 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
534 b_E13_6 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 6's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
535 b_E14_6 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 6 did not live with you?
536 b_E15A_1_6 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived; With his/her other parent
537 b_E15A_2_6 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
538 b_E15A_3_6 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived; With other relatives
539 b_E15A_4_6 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived; In foster care
540 b_E15A_5_6 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived; Other
541 b_E15A_5_OTHER_6 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived; Other (Specify)
542 b_E15B_1_6 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
543 b_E15B_2_6 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
544 b_E15B_3_6 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 6 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
545 b_E16_6 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 6 currently attending school?
546 b_E17_6 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 6 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
547 b_E18_1_6 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
548 b_E18_2_6 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; ADD / ADHD
549 b_E18_3_6 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
550 b_E18_4_6 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
551 b_E18_5_6 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; EPILEPSY
552 b_E18_6_6 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
553 b_E18_7_6 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
554 b_E18_8_6 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
555 b_E18_96_6 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; OTHER
556 b_E18_96_OTHER_6 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
557 b_E18_OTHER1_6 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; Asthma
558 b_E18_OTHER2_6 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
559 b_E18_OTHER3_6 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 6's disability; Heart Problems
560 b_E7_7 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 7's relationship to you?
561 b_E8_7 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 7 male or female?
562 b_E9_7 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 7's  age right now?
563 b_E10_7 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 7 currently working for pay?
564 b_E11_7 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 7 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
565 b_E12_7 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 7 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
566 b_E13_7 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 7's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
567 b_E14_7 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 7 did not live with you?
568 b_E15A_1_7 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived; With his/her other parent
569 b_E15A_2_7 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
570 b_E15A_3_7 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived; With other relatives
571 b_E15A_4_7 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived; In foster care
572 b_E15A_5_7 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived; Other



573 b_E15A_5_OTHER_7 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived; Other (Specify)
574 b_E15B_1_7 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
575 b_E15B_2_7 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
576 b_E15B_3_7 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 7 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
577 b_E16_7 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 7 currently attending school?
578 b_E17_7 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 7 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
579 b_E18_1_7 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
580 b_E18_2_7 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; ADD / ADHD
581 b_E18_3_7 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
582 b_E18_4_7 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
583 b_E18_5_7 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; EPILEPSY
584 b_E18_6_7 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
585 b_E18_7_7 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
586 b_E18_8_7 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
587 b_E18_96_7 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; OTHER
588 b_E18_96_OTHER_7 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
589 b_E18_OTHER1_7 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; Asthma
590 b_E18_OTHER2_7 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
591 b_E18_OTHER3_7 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 7's disability; Heart Problems
592 b_E7_8 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 8's relationship to you?
593 b_E8_8 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is  Family Member 8 male or female?
594 b_E9_8 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 8's  age right now?
595 b_E10_8 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 8 currently working for pay?
596 b_E11_8 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 8 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
597 b_E12_8 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 8 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
598 b_E13_8 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 8's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
599 b_E14_8 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 8 did not live with you?
600 b_E15A_1_8 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived; With his/her other parent
601 b_E15A_2_8 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
602 b_E15A_3_8 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived; With other relatives
603 b_E15A_4_8 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived; In foster care
604 b_E15A_5_8 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived; Other
605 b_E15A_5_OTHER_8 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived; Other (Specify)
606 b_E15B_1_8 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
607 b_E15B_2_8 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
608 b_E15B_3_8 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 8 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
609 b_E16_8 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 8 currently attending school?
610 b_E17_8 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 8 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
611 b_E18_1_8 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
612 b_E18_2_8 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; ADD / ADHD
613 b_E18_3_8 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
614 b_E18_4_8 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
615 b_E18_5_8 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; EPILEPSY
616 b_E18_6_8 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
617 b_E18_7_8 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
618 b_E18_8_8 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
619 b_E18_96_8 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; OTHER
620 b_E18_96_OTHER_8 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
621 b_E18_OTHER1_8 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; Asthma
622 b_E18_OTHER2_8 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
623 b_E18_OTHER3_8 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 8's disability; Heart Problems
624 b_E7_9 Num 8 E7F. E7. What is Family Member 9's relationship to you?
625 b_E8_9 Num 8 E8F. E8. Is Family Member 9 male or female?
626 b_E9_9 Num 8 MISSF. E9. What is Family Member 9's age right now?
627 b_E10_9 Num 8 E10F. E10. Is Family member 9 currently working for pay?
628 b_E11_9 Num 8 E11F. E11. Does Family Member 9 have a disability that limits or prevents work?
629 b_E12_9 Num 8 E12F. E12. Has Family Member 9 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
630 b_E13_9 Num 8 E13F. E13. Does child family member 9's father/mother live with the family in shelter?
631 b_E14_9 Num 8 E14F. E14. Was there ever a time when child family member 9 did not live with you?
632 b_E15A_1_9 Num 8 E15A_1F. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived; With his/her other parent
633 b_E15A_2_9 Num 8 E15A_2F. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
634 b_E15A_3_9 Num 8 E15A_3F. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived; With other relatives
635 b_E15A_4_9 Num 8 E15A_4F. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived; In foster care
636 b_E15A_5_9 Num 8 E15A_5F. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived; Other
637 b_E15A_5_OTHER_9 Char 1024 E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived; Other (Specify)
638 b_E15B_1_9 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Days)
639 b_E15B_2_9 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Months)
640 b_E15B_3_9 Num 8 MISSF. E15. All the different places child family member 9 has lived;  How long in foster care? (Years)
641 b_E16_9 Num 8 E16F. E16. Is child family member 9 currently attending school?
642 b_E17_9 Num 8 E17F. E17. Does child family member 9 have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
643 b_E18_1_9 Num 8 E18_1F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
644 b_E18_2_9 Num 8 E18_2F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; ADD / ADHD
645 b_E18_3_9 Num 8 E18_3F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; CEREBAL PALSY
646 b_E18_4_9 Num 8 E18_4F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; DOWN SYNDROME
647 b_E18_5_9 Num 8 E18_5F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; EPILEPSY
648 b_E18_6_9 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
649 b_E18_7_9 Num 8 E18_7F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
650 b_E18_8_9 Num 8 E18_8F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
651 b_E18_96_9 Num 8 E18_96F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; OTHER
652 b_E18_96_OTHER_9 Char 1024 E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; OTHER (SPECIFY)
653 b_E18_OTHER1_9 Num 8 E18_OTHER1F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; Asthma
654 b_E18_OTHER2_9 Num 8 E18_OTHER2F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; Learning Disabilities/Speech Disabilities
655 b_E18_OTHER3_9 Num 8 E18_OTHER3F. E18. What is Family Member 9's disability; Heart Problems
656 b_E19_1 Num 8 E19F. E19. What is non-present family member 1's relationship to you?
657 b_E20_1 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is non-present family member 1 male or female?
658 b_E21_1 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 1's age right now?
659 b_E22_1 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 1  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
660 b_E23_1 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 1 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
661 b_E24A_1_1 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 1 lived with you - number of years
662 b_E24A_2_1 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 1 lived with you - number of months
663 b_E24B_1_1 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 1 has never lived with you - flag
664 b_E25A_1_1 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 1 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
665 b_E25A_2_1 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 1 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
666 b_E25A_3_1 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 1 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
667 b_E25A_4_1 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 1 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
668 b_E25A_5_1 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 1 is currently living, while not with you: Other
669 b_E25A_5_OTHER_1 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 1 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
670 b_E25B_1_1 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 1 been in foster care - months
671 b_E25B_2_1 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 1 been in foster care - years
672 b_E25B_3_1 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 1 been in foster care - days
673 b_E26A_1_1 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 1 has spent living apart from you - number of years
674 b_E26A_2_1 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 1 has spent living apart from you - number of months
675 b_E27_1 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 1 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
676 b_E28_1_1 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
677 b_E28_2_1 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability AD/HD
678 b_E28_3_1 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability CEREBAL PALSY
679 b_E28_4_1 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability DOWN SYNDROME
680 b_E28_5_1 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability EPILEPSY
681 b_E28_6_1 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
682 b_E28_7_1 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
683 b_E28_8_1 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
684 b_E28_96_1 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability Other
685 b_E28_96_OTHER_1 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability Other specify
686 b_E28_OTHER1_1 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability Asthma
687 b_E28_OTHER2_1 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
688 b_E28_OTHER3_1 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 1's disability Heart Problems
689 b_E19_2 Num 8 E19F. E19. What is non-present family member 2's relationship to you?
690 b_E20_2 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is  non-present family member 2 male or female?
691 b_E21_2 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 2's age right now?
692 b_E22_2 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 2  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
693 b_E23_2 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 2 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?



694 b_E24A_1_2 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 2 lived with you - number of years
695 b_E24A_2_2 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 2 lived with you - number of months
696 b_E24B_1_2 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 2 has never lived with you - flag
697 b_E25A_1_2 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 2 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
698 b_E25A_2_2 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 2 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
699 b_E25A_3_2 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 2 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
700 b_E25A_4_2 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 2 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
701 b_E25A_5_2 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 2 is currently living, while not with you: Other
702 b_E25A_5_OTHER_2 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 2 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
703 b_E25B_1_2 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 2 been in foster care - months
704 b_E25B_2_2 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 2 been in foster care - years
705 b_E25B_3_2 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 2 been in foster care - days
706 b_E26A_1_2 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 2 has spent living apart from you - number of years
707 b_E26A_2_2 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 2 has spent living apart from you - number of months
708 b_E27_2 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 2 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
709 b_E28_1_2 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
710 b_E28_2_2 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability AD/HD
711 b_E28_3_2 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability CEREBAL PALSY
712 b_E28_4_2 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability DOWN SYNDROME
713 b_E28_5_2 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability EPILEPSY
714 b_E28_6_2 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
715 b_E28_7_2 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
716 b_E28_8_2 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
717 b_E28_96_2 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability Other
718 b_E28_96_OTHER_2 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability Other specify
719 b_E28_OTHER1_2 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability Asthma
720 b_E28_OTHER2_2 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
721 b_E28_OTHER3_2 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 2's disability Heart Problems
722 b_E19_3 Num 8 E19F. E19. What What is non-present family member 3's relationship to you?
723 b_E20_3 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is  non-present family member 3 male or female?
724 b_E21_3 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 3's age right now?
725 b_E22_3 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 3  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
726 b_E23_3 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 3 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
727 b_E24A_1_3 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 3 lived with you - number of years
728 b_E24A_2_3 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 3 lived with you - number of months
729 b_E24B_1_3 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 3 has never lived with you - flag
730 b_E25A_1_3 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 3 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
731 b_E25A_2_3 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 3 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
732 b_E25A_3_3 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 3 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
733 b_E25A_4_3 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 3 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
734 b_E25A_5_3 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 3 is currently living, while not with you: Other
735 b_E25A_5_OTHER_3 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 3 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
736 b_E25B_1_3 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 3 been in foster care - months
737 b_E25B_2_3 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 3 been in foster care - years
738 b_E25B_3_3 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 3 been in foster care - days
739 b_E26A_1_3 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 3 has spent living apart from you - number of years
740 b_E26A_2_3 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 3 has spent living apart from you - number of months
741 b_E27_3 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 3 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
742 b_E28_1_3 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
743 b_E28_2_3 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability AD/HD
744 b_E28_3_3 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability CEREBAL PALSY
745 b_E28_4_3 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability DOWN SYNDROME
746 b_E28_5_3 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability EPILEPSY
747 b_E28_6_3 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
748 b_E28_7_3 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
749 b_E28_8_3 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
750 b_E28_96_3 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability Other
751 b_E28_96_OTHER_3 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability Other specify
752 b_E28_OTHER1_3 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability Asthma
753 b_E28_OTHER2_3 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
754 b_E28_OTHER3_3 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 3's disability Heart Problems
755 b_E19_4 Num 8 E19F. E19. What What is non-present family member 4's relationship to you?
756 b_E20_4 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is  non-present family member 4 male or female?
757 b_E21_4 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 4's age right now?
758 b_E22_4 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 4  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
759 b_E23_4 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 4 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
760 b_E24A_1_4 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 4 lived with you - number of years
761 b_E24A_2_4 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 4 lived with you - number of months
762 b_E24B_1_4 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 4 has never lived with you - flag
763 b_E25A_1_4 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 4 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
764 b_E25A_2_4 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 4 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
765 b_E25A_3_4 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 4 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
766 b_E25A_4_4 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 4 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
767 b_E25A_5_4 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 4 is currently living, while not with you: Other
768 b_E25A_5_OTHER_4 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 4 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
769 b_E25B_1_4 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 4 been in foster care - months
770 b_E25B_2_4 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 4 been in foster care - years
771 b_E25B_3_4 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 4 been in foster care - days
772 b_E26A_1_4 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 4 has spent living apart from you - number of years
773 b_E26A_2_4 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 4 has spent living apart from you - number of months
774 b_E27_4 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 4 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
775 b_E28_1_4 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
776 b_E28_2_4 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability AD/HD
777 b_E28_3_4 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability CEREBAL PALSY
778 b_E28_4_4 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability DOWN SYNDROME
779 b_E28_5_4 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability EPILEPSY
780 b_E28_6_4 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
781 b_E28_7_4 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
782 b_E28_8_4 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
783 b_E28_96_4 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability Other
784 b_E28_96_OTHER_4 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability Other specify
785 b_E28_OTHER1_4 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability Asthma
786 b_E28_OTHER2_4 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
787 b_E28_OTHER3_4 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 4's disability Heart Problems
788 b_E19_5 Num 8 E19F. E19. What What is non-present family member 5's relationship to you?
789 b_E20_5 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is  non-present family member 5 male or female?
790 b_E21_5 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 5's age right now?
791 b_E22_5 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 5  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
792 b_E23_5 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 5 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
793 b_E24A_1_5 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 5 lived with you - number of years
794 b_E24A_2_5 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 5 lived with you - number of months
795 b_E24B_1_5 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 5 has never lived with you - flag
796 b_E25A_1_5 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 5 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
797 b_E25A_2_5 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 5 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
798 b_E25A_3_5 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 5 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
799 b_E25A_4_5 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 5 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
800 b_E25A_5_5 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 5 is currently living, while not with you: Other
801 b_E25A_5_OTHER_5 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 5 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
802 b_E25B_1_5 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 5 been in foster care - months
803 b_E25B_2_5 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 5 been in foster care - years
804 b_E25B_3_5 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 5 been in foster care - days
805 b_E26A_1_5 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 5 has spent living apart from you - number of years
806 b_E26A_2_5 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 5 has spent living apart from you - number of months
807 b_E27_5 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 5 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
808 b_E28_1_5 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
809 b_E28_2_5 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability AD/HD
810 b_E28_3_5 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability CEREBAL PALSY
811 b_E28_4_5 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability DOWN SYNDROME
812 b_E28_5_5 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability EPILEPSY
813 b_E28_6_5 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
814 b_E28_7_5 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS



815 b_E28_8_5 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
816 b_E28_96_5 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability Other
817 b_E28_96_OTHER_5 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability Other specify
818 b_E28_OTHER1_5 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability Asthma
819 b_E28_OTHER2_5 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
820 b_E28_OTHER3_5 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 5's disability Heart Problems
821 b_E19_6 Num 8 E19F. E19. What What is non-present family member 6's relationship to you?
822 b_E20_6 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is  non-present family member 6 male or female?
823 b_E21_6 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 6's age right now?
824 b_E22_6 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 6  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
825 b_E23_6 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 6 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
826 b_E24A_1_6 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 6 lived with you - number of years
827 b_E24A_2_6 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 6 lived with you - number of months
828 b_E24B_1_6 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 6 has never lived with you - flag
829 b_E25A_1_6 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 6 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
830 b_E25A_2_6 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 6 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
831 b_E25A_3_6 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 6 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
832 b_E25A_4_6 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 6 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
833 b_E25A_5_6 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 6 is currently living, while not with you: Other
834 b_E25A_5_OTHER_6 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 6 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
835 b_E25B_1_6 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 6 been in foster care - months
836 b_E25B_2_6 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 6 been in foster care - years
837 b_E25B_3_6 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 6 been in foster care - days
838 b_E26A_1_6 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 6 has spent living apart from you - number of years
839 b_E26A_2_6 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 6 has spent living apart from you - number of months
840 b_E27_6 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 6 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
841 b_E28_1_6 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
842 b_E28_2_6 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability AD/HD
843 b_E28_3_6 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability CEREBAL PALSY
844 b_E28_4_6 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability DOWN SYNDROME
845 b_E28_5_6 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability EPILEPSY
846 b_E28_6_6 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
847 b_E28_7_6 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
848 b_E28_8_6 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
849 b_E28_96_6 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability Other
850 b_E28_96_OTHER_6 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability Other specify
851 b_E28_OTHER1_6 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability Asthma
852 b_E28_OTHER2_6 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
853 b_E28_OTHER3_6 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 6's disability Heart Problems
854 b_E19_7 Num 8 E19F. E19. What What is non-present family member 7's relationship to you?
855 b_E20_7 Num 8 E20F. E20. Is  non-present family member 7 male or female?
856 b_E21_7 Num 8 MISSF. E21. What is non-present family member 7's age right now?
857 b_E22_7 Num 8 E22F. E22. Does non-present family member 7  have a disability that limits or prevents work?
858 b_E23_7 Num 8 E23F. E23. Has non-present family member 7 ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
859 b_E24A_1_7 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 7 lived with you - number of years
860 b_E24A_2_7 Num 8 MISSF. E24. How long has it been since non-present family member 7 lived with you - number of months
861 b_E24B_1_7 Num 8 E24B_1F. E24. non-present family member 7 has never lived with you - flag
862 b_E25A_1_7 Num 8 E25A_1F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 7 is currently living, while not with you: WITH HIS/HER OTHER PARENT
863 b_E25A_2_7 Num 8 E25A_2F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 7 is currently living, while not with you: WITH YOUR OWN PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
864 b_E25A_3_7 Num 8 E25A_3F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 7 is currently living, while not with you: WITH OTHER RELATIVES
865 b_E25A_4_7 Num 8 E25A_4F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 7 is currently living, while not with you: IN FOSTER CARE
866 b_E25A_5_7 Num 8 E25A_5F. E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 7 is currently living, while not with you: Other
867 b_E25A_5_OTHER_7 Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where non-present family member 7 is currently living, while not with you: Other specify
868 b_E25B_1_7 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 7 been in foster care - months
869 b_E25B_2_7 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 7 been in foster care - years
870 b_E25B_3_7 Num 8 MISSF. E25. How long has non-present child family member 7 been in foster care - days
871 b_E26A_1_7 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 7 has spent living apart from you - number of years
872 b_E26A_2_7 Num 8 MISSF. E26. What would you say has been the total amount of time non-present child family member 7 has spent living apart from you - number of months
873 b_E27_7 Num 8 E27F. E27. Does non-present child family member 7 have a disability that could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition?
874 b_E28_1_7 Num 8 E28_1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER?
875 b_E28_2_7 Num 8 E28_2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability AD/HD
876 b_E28_3_7 Num 8 E28_3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability CEREBAL PALSY
877 b_E28_4_7 Num 8 E28_4F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability DOWN SYNDROME
878 b_E28_5_7 Num 8 E28_5F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability EPILEPSY
879 b_E28_6_7 Num 8 E28_6F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability JUVENILE DIABETES
880 b_E28_7_7 Num 8 E28_7F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability EMOTIONAL/MENTAL ILLNESS
881 b_E28_8_7 Num 8 E28_8F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
882 b_E28_96_7 Num 8 E28_96F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability Other
883 b_E28_96_OTHER_7 Char 1024 E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability Other specify
884 b_E28_OTHER1_7 Num 8 E28_OTHER1F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability Asthma
885 b_E28_OTHER2_7 Num 8 E28_OTHER2F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability Learning disabilities/Speech Disabilities
886 b_E28_OTHER3_7 Num 8 E28_OTHER3F. E28. Is non-present child family member 7's disability Heart Problems
887 b_F1A Num 8 F1AF. F1A. What Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from employment income?
888 b_F1B Num 8 F1BF. F1B. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Food stamps?
889 b_F1C Num 8 F1CF. F1C. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from SSI (Supplemental Security Income)?
890 b_F1D Num 8 F1DF. F1D. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, or welfare cash assistance)?
891 b_F1E Num 8 F1EF. F1E. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Unemployment Compensation?
892 b_F1F Num 8 F1FF. F1F. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Child Support?
893 b_F1G Num 8 F1GF. F1G. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from WIC (Women's Infants, and Children)?
894 b_F1H Num 8 F1HF. F1H. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
895 b_F1I Num 8 F1IF. F1I. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Social Security Survivor's benefits?
896 b_F1J Num 8 F1JF. F1J. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Medicaid?
897 b_F1K Num 8 F1KF. F1K. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from State health insurance?
898 b_F1L Num 8 F1LF. F1L. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCHIP)?
899 b_F1M Num 8 F1MF. F1M. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Child Care Assistance?
900 b_F1N Num 8 F1NF. F1N. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Alimony
901 b_F1O Num 8 F1OF. F1O. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from Money from family or friends?
902 b_F1P Num 8 F1PF. F1P. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from other source?
903 b_F1PO Char 1024 F1P. Did you, or anyone in your family who is with you now, receive any assistance or income from other source? specify
904 b_F2 Num 8 MISSF. F2. Total combined household income
905 b_F3 Num 8 F3F. F3. If not sure, would total household income amount to $10,000 or more?
906 b_F4 Num 8 F4F. F4. If not sure, would total household income amount to $20,000 or more?
907 b_F5 Num 8 F5F. F5. If not sure, would total household income amount to $25,000 or more?
908 b_F6 Num 8 F6F. F6. If not sure, would total household income amount to $15,000 or more?
909 b_F7 Num 8 F7F. F7. If not sure, would total household income amount to $5,000 or more?
910 b_G1 Num 8 G1F. G1. Overall, how would you rate your health during the past month (that is the past 30 days)?
911 b_G2 Num 8 G2F. G2. Are you currently pregnant?
912 b_G3A Num 8 G3AF. G3A. Do you have Diabetes or Sugar in your blood
913 b_G3B Num 8 G3BF. G3B. Do you have Anemia (poor blood)
914 b_G3C Num 8 G3CF. G3C. Do you have High blood pressure
915 b_G3D Num 8 G3DF. G3D. Do you have Heart disease
916 b_G3E Num 8 G3EF. G3E. Do you have Stroke
917 b_G3F Num 8 G3FF. G3F. Do you have Hepatitis or  problems with your liver
918 b_G3G Num 8 G3GF. G3G. Do you have Arthritis, rheumatism, joint problems
919 b_G3H Num 8 G3HF. G3H. Do you have Chest infection, cold, cough, bronchitis
920 b_G3I Num 8 G3IF. G3I. Do you have Pneumonia
921 b_G3J Num 8 G3JF. G3J. Do you have Tuberculosis
922 b_G3K Num 8 G3KF. G3K. Do you have Cancer
923 b_G3L Num 8 G3LF. G3L. Do you have Problems walking, a lost limb, or other mobility impairment
924 b_G3M Num 8 G3MF. G3M. Do you have Gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes, chlamydia, other STDs (NOT AIDS)
925 b_G3N Num 8 G3NF. G3N. Do you have HIV positive
926 b_G3O Num 8 G3OF. G3O. Do you have Have AIDS
927 b_G3P Num 8 G3PF. G3P. Do you Use drugs intravenously
928 b_G3Q Num 8 G3QF. G3Q. Do you have some some other medical condition
929 b_G3Q_Other_1 Num 8 G3Q_OTHER_1F. G3Q. Do you have Asthma
930 b_G3Q_Other_2 Num 8 G3Q_OTHER_2F. G3Q. Do you have Behavioral Health including ADD/ADHD, Depression, Bipolar
931 b_G3Q_Other_3 Num 8 G3Q_OTHER_3F. G3Q. Do you have Back/Spinal Injuries or Problems including Herniated Disks
932 b_G3Q_Other_4 Num 8 G3Q_OTHER_4F. G3Q. Do you have Kidney/Gall Bladder Issues including UTI, IBS, Kidney/Renal Failure
933 b_H1A Num 8 H1AF. H1A. How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt Nervous?
934 b_H1B Num 8 H1BF. H1B. How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt Hopeless?
935 b_H1C Num 8 H1CF. H1C. How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt Restless or fidgety?



936 b_H1D Num 8 H1DF. H1D. How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt So depressed that nothing could cheer you up?
937 b_H1E Num 8 H1EF. H1E. How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt That everything was an effort?
938 b_H1F Num 8 H1FF. H1F. How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt Worthless?
939 b_H2A Num 8 H2AF. H2A. Have you been bothered by Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images of a stressful experience?
940 b_H2B Num 8 H2BF. H2B. Have you been bothered by Repeated, disturbing dreams of a stressful experience?
941 b_H2C Num 8 H2CF. H2C. Have you been bothered by Suddenly acting or feeling as if stressful experiences were happening again as if you were reliving it?
942 b_H2D Num 8 H2DF. H2D. Have you been bothered by Feeling very upset when something reminded you of a stressful experience?
943 b_H2E Num 8 H2EF. H2E. Have you been bothered by Having physical reactions  heart pounding, trouble breathing, or sweating when something reminded you of a stressful experience?
944 b_H2F Num 8 H2FF. H2F. Have you been bothered by Avoid thinking about or talking about the stressful experiences or avoid having feelings related to it?
945 b_H2G Num 8 H2GF. H2G. Have you been bothered by Avoid activities or situations because they remind you of a stressful experience?
946 b_H2H Num 8 H2HF. H2H. Have you been bothered by Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful experience?
947 b_H2I Num 8 H2IF. H2I. Have you been bothered by Loss of interest in things that you used to enjoy?
948 b_H2J Num 8 H2JF. H2J. Have you been bothered by Feeling distant or cut off from other people?
949 b_H2K Num 8 H2KF. H2K. Have you been bothered by Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving feelings for those close to you?
950 b_H2L Num 8 H2LF. H2L. Have you been bothered by Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?
951 b_H2M Num 8 H2MF. H2M. Have you been bothered by Trouble falling or staying asleep?
952 b_H2N Num 8 H2NF. H2N. Have you been bothered by Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?
953 b_H2O Num 8 H2OF. H2O. Have you been bothered by Having difficulty concentrating?
954 b_H2P Num 8 H2PF. H2P. Have you been bothered by Being super alert or watchful on guard?
955 b_H2Q Num 8 H2QF. H2Q. Have you been bothered by Feeling jumpy or easily startled?
956 b_I1 Num 8 I1F. I1. Do you sometimes take a drink in the morning when you first get up?
957 b_I2 Num 8 I2F. I2. During the past year, has a friend or family member ever told you about things you said or did while you were drinking that you could not remember?
958 b_I3 Num 8 I3F. I3. During the past year, have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking?
959 b_I4 Num 8 I4F. I4. During the past year, have you failed to do what was normally expected of you because of drinking?
960 b_I5 Num 8 I5F. I5. During the past year have you lost friends or boy/girlfriends because of drinking?
961 b_I6A Num 8 I6AF. I6. Have you used more than one drug at a time?
962 b_I6B Num 8 I6BF. I6A. Have you had blackouts or flashbacks as a result of drug use?
963 b_I6C Num 8 I6CF. I6B. Have your friends or relatives known or suspected that you used drugs?
964 b_I6D Num 8 I6DF. I6C. Have you ever lost friends because of drugs?
965 b_I6E Num 8 I6EF. I6D. Have you ever not spent time with your family or missed work because of drug use?
966 b_I6F Num 8 I6FF. I6E. Have you engaged in illegal activities in order to obtain drugs?
967 b_I6G Num 8 I6GF. I6F. Have you ever experienced withdrawal symptoms as a result of heavy drug intake?
968 b_I6H Num 8 I6HF. I6G. Have you had medical problems as a result of drug use e.g. memory loss, hepatitis, convulsions, bleeding?
969 b_I7 Num 8 I7F. I6H. In the past 30 days, have you regularly, that is 3 or more times a week, used an illegal drug?
970 b_J1A Num 8 J1AF. J1A. At any time before you turned 18 years old, were you ever placed in a foster home?
971 b_J1B Num 8 J1BF. J1B. At any time before you turned 18 years old, were you ever placed in a group home?
972 b_J1C Num 8 J1CF. J1C. At any time before you turned 18 years old, were you ever placed in any other kind of institution?
973 b_J2 Num 8 J2F. J2. Have you ever been convicted of a felony for drugs or other offenses?
974 b_J3 Num 8 J3F. J3. As an adult, have you ever been physically abused or threatened with violence by a person who you were romantically involved with?
975 b_L1 Num 8 L1F. L1. What is your ethnic background?
976 b_L2_1 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: MULTIRACIAL
977 b_L2_2 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: Alaska Native or American Indian
978 b_L2_3 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: Asian
979 b_L2_4 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: Black or African American
980 b_L2_5 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
981 b_L2_6 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: White
982 b_L2_96 Num 8 L2F. L2. Race: OTHER
983 b_L2_96_OTHER Char 1024 L2. Race: OTHER SPECIFY
984 b_L5 Num 8 L5F. L5. What is the highest grade or year of regular school that you have completed and gotten credit for?
985 b_L6 Num 8 L6F. L6. Have you ever served on active duty in the Armed Forces of the United States?
986 ev_Referral_Date Num 8 MMDDYY10. DATE9. Date that the study referred the family to an intervention provider
987 ev_Provider_Contact_Date Num 8 MMDDYY10. DATE9. Date that the family first made contact with the provider they were referred to
988 ev_Date_Accepted_by_Provider Num 8 MMDDYY10. DATE9. Date that the provider accepted the family into their program
989 ev_Move_in_or_Lease_up_Date Num 8 MMDDYY10. DATE9. Date that the family moved into the referred program or housing
990 ev_Move_out_or_Program_End_Date Num 8 MMDDYY10. DATE9. Date the family left the program or housing (only non-missing if family left during enrollment verification data collection)

991 ev_Refusal_Date Num 8 MMDDYY10. DATE9. Date the family either a) was not accepted at the program, b) was deemed to not have shown up, or c) chose not to enter the program
992 ev_Refusal_Recode Char 14 $14.00 Reason that a family did not use a program
993 ev_Accepted Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. The referred provider accepted the family into their program (and the family did not later withdraw prior to using the program)
994 ev_MoveIn Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. The family moved into the referred program or housing
995 ev_Refused Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. The referred provider concluded that the family would not be using the program (by decision of either the family or the provider)
996 ev_StatusVerified Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Enrollment verification information about the family's use of the referred program was collected by the study team
997 r_CBRR_flag Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Flag for whether CBRR was part of randomization set for this household
998 r_PBTH_flag Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Flag for whether PBTH was part of randomization set for this household
999 r_SUB_flag Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Flag for whether SUB was part of randomization set for this household

1000 b_a1_homeless Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Was staying in a homeless shelter prior to entering current shelter as of baseline interview date
1001 b_a1_treat Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Was staying in a treatment or permanent housing program prior to entering current shelter as of baseline interview date
1002 b_b1_evict Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether evictions, problems with past landlords, or past lease violations is a big problem in finding housing
1003 b_b1_noprevlease Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether not having rent history or reference from past landlords was a big problem in finding housing
1004 b_b1_evict_bs Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether evictions, problems with past landlords, or past lease violations is a big or small problem in finding housing
1005 b_b1_noprevlease_bs Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether not having rent history or reference from past landlords was a big or small problem in finding housing
1006 b_b1j_bs_dummy Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether a past eviction was a big or small problem in finding housing
1007 b_b1g_bs_dummy Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether no rent history was a big or small problem in finding housing
1008 b_c1_days Num 8 MISSF. Number of days homeless before coming to shelter at baseline
1009 b_c1_months Num 8 MISSF. Number of months homeless before coming to shelter at baseline
1010 b_c1_years Num 8 MISSF. Number of years homeless before coming to shelter at baseline
1011 b_c2_FirstEp Num 8 E15A_1F. Was never homeless before coming to this shelter at baseline
1012 b_c3_comb Num 8 MISSF. Age when first became homeless
1013 b_c3_childhomeless Num 8 E15A_1F. Was a child when first became homeless
1014 b_c6_days Num 8 MISSF. Total number of days you were homeless in your life
1015 b_c6_months Num 8 MISSF. Total number of months you were homeless in your life
1016 b_c6_years Num 8 MISSF. Total number of years you were homeless in your life
1017 b_c8_days Num 8 MISSF. Since became adult, number of days spent living with family or friends
1018 b_c8_months Num 8 MISSF. Since became adult, number of months spent living with family or friends
1019 b_c8_years Num 8 MISSF. Since became adult, number of years spent living with family or friends
1020 b_d6_years Num 8 MISSF. Number of years since last worked for pay
1021 b_d6_months Num 8 MISSF. Number of months since last worked for pay
1022 b_d1_nowork Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Did not work for pay last week
1023 b_d1_working Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Did work for pay last week
1024 b_d6_nowk_6mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Did not work for pay in the last 6 months
1025 b_d6_nowk_12mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Did not work for pay in the last 12 months
1026 b_d6_nowk_24mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Did not work for pay in the last 24 months
1027 b_Child_Sep Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Whether any children separated
1028 b_num_adult_with Num 8 MISSF. Number of adults living with head of household
1029 b_num_child_with Num 8 MISSF. Number of children living with head of household
1030 b_child_u3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living with a biological child, step child, or grandchild under the age of 3
1031 b_childu15_noschl Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living with a biological child, step child, or grandchild under the age of 15 that does not currently attend school
1032 b_child_disab Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living with a biological child, step child, or grandchild under the age of 15 that has a disability
1033 b_child_3to5 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren living with you who are 3-5 years old
1034 b_child_6to9 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren living with you who are 6-9 years old
1035 b_child_10to12 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren living with you who are 10-12 years old
1036 b_child_13to17 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren living with you who are 13-17 years old
1037 b_child_w Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren living with head of household
1038 b_child_w_u18 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren under age 18 living with head of household
1039 b_spouse_present Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Living with spouse/partner
1040 b_cw_0to2 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren under age 3 living with you
1041 b_cw_3to5 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren 3-5 years of age living with you
1042 b_cw_6to8 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren 6-8 years of age iving with you
1043 b_cw_9to11 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren 9-11 years of age living with you
1044 b_cw_12to14 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren 12-14 years of age living with you
1045 b_cw_15to17 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological, step, or grandchildren 15-17 years of age living with you
1046 b_disab_nowork Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a family member that is disabled
1047 b_e12_felony_dummy Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a family member that has been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses
1048 b_num_child_nw Num 8 MISSF. Number of children not living with head of household
1049 b_child_nw Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren not living with you
1050 b_child_nw_u18 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 18 not living with you
1051 b_child_u3_nw Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a biological or step child under age 3 not living with you
1052 b_child_3to6_nw Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a biological or step child age 3-6 not living with you
1053 b_child_7to12_nw Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a biological or step child age 7-12 not living with you
1054 b_child_foster_nw Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a child in foster care not living with you
1055 b_cnw_0to2 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 3 not living with you



1056 b_cnw_3to5 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 3-5 not living with you
1057 b_cnw_6to8 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 6-8 not living with you
1058 b_cnw_9to11 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 9-11 not living with you
1059 b_cnw_12to14 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 12-14 not living with you
1060 b_cnw_15to17 Num 8 MISSF. Number of biological or stepchildren under age 15-17 not living with you
1061 b_num_adult_nw Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a spouse or partner not living with you
1062 b_num_in_hh Num 8 MISSF. Total number of people (adults and children) living with you
1063 b_HoH_disabled Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Disabled
1064 b_D_Disabled Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. any person in household with family in shelter disabled
1065 b_dummy_men Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one male in household
1066 b_adults_u25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Head of household is under age 25
1067 b_spouses_child_present Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Spouse/partner is parent of at least one child
1068 b_adult_child Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Have at least one adult child living with you
1069 b_absent_partner Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a spouse or partner not living with you
1070 b_total_working_adults Num 8 MISSF. Total number of working adults in family
1071 b_fam_income_cat Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Family income categories
1072 b_f1_med Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Received Medicaid, state health insurance, SCHIP
1073 b_G_health_prob Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Has a medical condition/is in poor health
1074 b_psych_distress Num 8 E15A_1F. Has serious psychological distress (SPD)
1075 b_I_alcohol Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Had problems with alcohol abuse in the past year
1076 b_I_drugs Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Had problems with drug abuse abuse in the past year
1077 b_I_substance_use Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Had problems with substance abuse (drug or alcohol) in the past year
1078 b_J1_dummy Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Before you turned, were you ever placed in a foster home, group home, or other instituion
1079 b_any_felony Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. You or a family member have been convicted of a felony
1080 b_G3QO Char 255 $255.00 G3Q. Do you have some some other medical condition - specify
1081 ev_notyet_accref Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Final Enrollment Verification Status: Not yet accepted or refused
1082 b_female Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Gender is female
1083 b_E18_6_5 Num 8 E18_6F. E18. What is Family Member 5's disability; JUVENILE DIABETES
1084 b_a4_days Num 8 MISSF. Number of days since you had a regular place to stay since coming to shelter
1085 b_a4_months Num 8 MISSF. Number of months since you had a regular place to stay since coming to shelter
1086 b_a4_years Num 8 MISSF. Number of years since you had a regular place to stay since coming to shelter



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_FCINFO_37MO       Observations          3001
Member Type          DATA                          Variables             11  
Engine               V9                            Indexes               0   
Created              12/26/2016 14:41:53           Observation Length    328 
Last Modified        12/26/2016 14:41:53           Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                         Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                      Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                        
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                              
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                              

                                                             Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          65536                                                                                                                          
Number of Data Set Pages    16                                                                                                                             
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                              
Max Obs per Page            199                                                                                                                            
Obs in First Data Page      191                                                                                                                            
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                              
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                            

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                       
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                     

                                                                                    Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 fc_fc Num 8 FC_FCF. Focal Child Status: 1,2,3
2 fc_status Char 1 $C_STATUSF. Focal Child Status: A,B,C
3 fc_in_20mo Num 8 FC_IN_20MOF. Parent survey completed and focal child selected at 20mos
4 fc_in_37mo_denom Num 8 FC_IN_37MO_DENOMF. Parent survey completed at 37mos
5 fc_newborn_flag Num 8 FC_NEWBORN_FLAGF. Focal child was born after baseline
6 fc_sex Num 8 FC_SEXF. Sex of focal child (1=male,2=female)
7 fc_selection Char 255 When focal child was selected (20mo or 37mo)
8 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
9 w_fc_selection_wgt Num 8 Focal child selection weight (from random selection of focal child at 20- or 37-month data collection)

10 fc_agemos_01jan2014 Num 8 FC_AGEMOS_01JAN2014F. Focal child age in months as of January 1, 2014
11 raf_fc_id Num 8 Unique id variable for focal child: Concatenation of raf_id and numerical fc status (RAF Family ID plus 1/2/3 for focal child)



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_FAMILY_COMPOSITION    Observations          10984
Member Type          DATA                              Variables             248  
Engine               V9                                Indexes               0    
Created              02/28/2017 16:25:35               Observation Length    15360
Last Modified        02/28/2017 16:25:35               Deleted Observations  0    
Protection                                             Compressed            NO   
Data Set Type                                          Sorted                NO   
Label                                                                             
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                   
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                   

                                                                Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          262144                                                                                                                                
Number of Data Set Pages    647                                                                                                                                   
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                     
Max Obs per Page            17                                                                                                                                    
Obs in First Data Page      13                                                                                                                                    
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                     
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                   

Release Created             9.0401M3                                                                                                                              
Host Created                X64_SRV12                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 raf_hh_id_num Num 8 IDFORMATF. hh_id_num: unique ID within household (100s/200s: adult/child present at baseline, 301: spouse/partner absent

at baseline, 400s: child absent at baseline, 500s/600s: adult/child first mentioned after baseline
3 i_ageyrs_01jan2015 Num 8 I_AGEYRS_01JAN2015_F. i_ageyrs_01jan2015: age in years on 01 JAN 2015
4 i_fc_status Num 8 I_FC_STATUS_F. i_fc_status: Focal Child Status: 1,2,3
5 i_initial_record Num 8 I_INITIAL_RECORD_F. i_initial_record: First wave person is mentioned: 0,6,12,20,27,37
6 i_newborn Num 8 I_NEWBORN_F. i_newborn: born after baseline
7 i_relat Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. i_relat: Relationship to family head
8 i_sex Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. i_sex: Sex (1=male,2=female)
9 i_with_06 Num 8 I_WITH_F. i_with_06: was staying with family head at 6-month tracking survey

10 i_with_12 Num 8 I_WITH_F. i_with_12: was staying with family head at 12-month tracking survey
11 i_with_20 Num 8 I_WITH_F. i_with_20: was staying with family head at 20-month followup survey
12 i_with_27 Num 8 I_WITH_F. i_with_27: was staying with family head at 27-month tracking survey
13 i_with_37 Num 8 I_WITH_F. i_with_37: was staying with family head at 37-month followup survey
14 i_with_bl Num 8 I_WITH_F. i_with_bl: was staying with family head in shelter at baseline
15 b_curr_months_fostcare_e25 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. Number of months in foster care for child in foster care at baseline (e25)

16 b_e10 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E10. ASK IF E3a is 15 or OLDER.  Is [E3a] currently working for pay?
17 b_e11 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E11. ASK IF [E3a] is 15 OR OLDER.  Does [E3a] have a disability that limits or prevents work?
18 b_e12 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E12. ASK IF E3a is 18 or OLDER.  Has [E3a] ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
19 b_e13 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E13. ASK IF [E4a1] IS 15 OR UNDER AND IF AN ADULT OF THE OPPOSITE GENDER FROM RESPONDENT LIVES WITH THE FAMILY: Does [E4a1]’s father/mother live with the family in [NAME OF SHELTER ]?
20 b_e14 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E14. ASK IF [E4a1] IS 15 OR UNDER: Was there ever a time when [CHILD] did not live with you?
21 b_e16 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E16. ASK IF E4a1 IS 5 YEARS OLD OR OLDER.  Is [E4a1] currently attending school?
22 b_e17 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E17. ASK IF E4a1 IS 15 OR YOUNGER: Does [E4a1] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
23 b_e22 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E22. ASK IF [E5a] is 18 OR OLDER.  Does [E5a] have a disability that limits or prevents work?
24 b_e23 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E23. ASK IF E5a is 18 or OLDER.  Has [E5a] ever been convicted of a felony for drug or other offenses?
25 b_e27 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. E27. ASK IF E6a1 IS 15 OR YOUNGER: Does [E6a1] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
26 b_e15a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... With his/her other parent
27 b_e15a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... With your Own parents or in-laws
28 b_e15a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... With other relatives
29 b_e15a_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... In foster care
30 b_e15a_5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... OTHER
31 b_e15a_7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... REFUSED
32 b_e15a_8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... DON'T KNOW
33 b_e15a_5_other Char 1024 E15. Please tell me all of the different places that [CHILD] has lived when s/he did not live with you. Did [CHILD] live[MARK ALL THAT APPLY] ... OTHER [OPEN END]
34 b_e18_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Autism Spectrum Disorder
35 b_e18_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... AD/HD
36 b_e18_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Cerebral Palsy
37 b_e18_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Down Syndrome
38 b_e18_5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Epilepsy
39 b_e18_6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Juvenile Diabetes
40 b_e18_7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Emotional/Mental Illness
41 b_e18_8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [CODED OPEN END] ... Physical Disabilities
42 b_e18_96 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [OPEN END] ... OTHER
43 b_e18_97 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [OPEN END] ... REFUSED
44 b_e18_98 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability? [OPEN END] ... DON'T KNOW
45 b_e18_96_other Char 1024 E18. What is E4a1’s disability? OTHER
46 b_e18_other1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability?  OTHER - Asthma (post-code)
47 b_e18_other2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability?  OTHER - Learning disabilities/Speech disabilities (post-code)
48 b_e18_other3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E18. What is E4a1’s disability?  OTHER - Heart Problems (post-code)
49 b_e24a_months Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. E24. ASK IF [E6a1] IS 15 OR UNDER: How long has it been since [E6a1] lived with you? (number of months)
50 b_e24b Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E24. ASK IF [E6a1] IS 15 OR UNDER: How long has it been since [E6a1] lived with you? ...Has never lived with respondent
51 b_e25_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... With his/her other parent
52 b_e25_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... With your Own parents or in-laws
53 b_e25_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... With other relatives
54 b_e25_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... In foster care
55 b_e25_5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... OTHER
56 b_e25_7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... REFUSED
57 b_e25_8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... DON'T KNOW
58 b_e25a_5_other Char 1024 E25. Please tell me where the [E6a1] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. ... OTHER [OPEN END]
59 b_e26_months Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? (IN MONTHS)
60 b_e28_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Autism Spectrum Disorder
61 b_e28_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... AD/HD
62 b_e28_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Cerebral Palsy
63 b_e28_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Down Syndrome
64 b_e28_5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Epilepsy
65 b_e28_6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Juvenile Diabetes
66 b_e28_7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Emotional/Mental Illness
67 b_e28_8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [CODED OPEN END] ... Physical Disabilities
68 b_e28_96 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [OPEN END] ... OTHER
69 b_e28_97 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [OPEN END] ... REFUSED
70 b_e28_98 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? [OPEN END] ... DON'T KNOW
71 b_e28_96_other Char 1024 E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ? OTHER
72 b_e28_other1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ?  OTHER - Asthma (post-code)
73 b_e28_other2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ?  OTHER - Learning disabilities/Speech disabilities (post-code)
74 b_e28_other3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. E28. What is E6a1’s disability?  ?  OTHER - Heart Problems (post-code)
75 b_past_months_fostcare_e15 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. Number of months in foster care for child at some time in past (e25)

76 b_relat Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. E7. What is [E3a]’s relationship to you?/E19. What is [E5a/E6a1’s] relationship to you?
77 b_sex Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. E8. Is [E3a] male or female?/E20. Is [E5a/E6a1…] male or female?
78 p06_b2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p06_B2. Is [B1a…B1e] staying with you now?
79 p06_b4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_TRACK_B4_F. p06_B4. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: Where is [B1a] living/staying now?
80 p06_b8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. p06_B8. What is [B6a/B7a]’s  relationship to you?
81 p06_b9 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. p06_B9. Is [B6a/B7a] male or female?
82 p06_b11 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p06_B11. Is [Name] currently working for pay?
83 p06_b3_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p06_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  DAYS
84 p06_b3_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p06_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  WEEKS
85 p06_b3_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p06_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  MONTHS
86 p06_b4_6_other Char 1024 p06_B4. follow-on item: How long in foster care?
87 p06_b4_95_other Char 1024 p06_B4. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: Where is [B1a] living/staying now? ...OTHER [OPEN END]
88 p12_b2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p12_B2. Is [B1a…B1e] staying with you now?
89 p12_b4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_TRACK_B4_F. p12_B4. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: Where is [B1a] living/staying now?
90 p12_b8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. p12_B8. What is [B6a/B7a]’s  relationship to you?
91 p12_b9 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. p12_B9. Is [B6a/B7a] male or female?
92 p12_b11 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p12_B11. Is [Name] currently working for pay?
93 p12_b3_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p12_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  DAYS
94 p12_b3_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p12_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  WEEKS
95 p12_b3_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p12_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  MONTHS
96 p12_b4_6_other Char 1024 p12_B4. follow-on item: How long in foster care?
97 p12_b4_95_other Char 1024 p12_B4. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: Where is [B1a] living/staying now? ...OTHER [OPEN END]
98 p20_b6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_B6. We would like to know if you decide to move, who in your family will move with you...For each person, please tell me if you think she/he would move with you.
99 p20_b1a Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_B1A. Is [NAME1] living with you now?

100 p20_b1c Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_B1C. Our records show that [NAME]’s date of birth is [DISPLAY DOB].  Is that correct?



101 p20_d7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D7. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER and FOSTER CARE REPORTED IN D6: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
102 p20_d9 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D9. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER: Does [NAME] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
103 p20_d10 Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D10_F. p20_D10. Is there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
104 p20_d11 Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. p20_D11. What is [NAME]’s relationship to you?
105 p20_d12 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. p20_D12. Is [NAME] male or female?
106 p20_d14 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D14. ASK IF 18 or OLDER.  Is [NAME] currently working for pay?
107 p20_d16 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D16. Was there ever a time in the past six months when [NAME] was not living with you?
108 p20_d19 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D19. [ASK IF NAME  NOW 17OR YOUNGER and FOSTER CARE REPORTED IN D18]: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
109 p20_d20 Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D20_F. p20_D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
110 p20_d21 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D21. Was there any time in the past six months when [PERSON/YOU] [was/were] in a residential treatment program?
111 p20_d22 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D22. Was there any time in the past six months when [PERSON/you] was/were in a hospital?
112 p20_d23 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p20_D23. Was there any time in the past six months when [NAME]/you was/were in jail or prison?
113 p20_d15_6_other Char 255 p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
114 p20_d15_c1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...I HAVE A PLACE OF MY OWN TO LIVE
115 p20_d15_c2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...HAVE A BIG ENOUGH PLACE TO LIVE
116 p20_d15_c3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ

LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...SUPERVISION IS AVAILABLE SO CHILD IS PERMITTED TO LIVE WITH ME
117 p20_d15_c4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...I HAVE A SAFE ENOUGH PLACE TO LIVE
118 p20_d15_c5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...THE PROGRAM HELPED ME TO GET [CHILD] BACK
119 p20_d15_c6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...OTHER (SPECIFY)
120 p20_d15_c7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...REFUSED
121 p20_d15_c8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p20_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...DON'T KNOW
122 p20_d17_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D17. ASK IF D16=1: How many weeks during the last six months was [NAME] not living with you? Note: 0=less than a week.
123 p20_d18a Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D18A_F. p20_D18A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?
124 p20_d18a_95_other Char 255 p20_D18A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
125 p20_d18b Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D18B_F. p20_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?
126 p20_d18b_95_other Char 255 p20_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
127 p20_d18c_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: DAYS
128 p20_d18c_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: WEEKS
129 p20_d18c_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: MONTHS
130 p20_d18c_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: YEARS
131 p20_d20_95_other Char 255 p20_D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
132 p20_d21a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D21A. IF D21=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in treatment? DAYS
133 p20_d21a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D21A. IF D21=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in treatment? WEEKS
134 p20_d21a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D21A. IF D21=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in treatment? MONTHS
135 p20_d22a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D22A. IF D22=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in the hospital? DAYS
136 p20_d22a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D22A. IF D22=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in the hospital? WEEKS
137 p20_d22a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D22A. IF D22=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in the hospital? MONTHS
138 p20_d23a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D23A. IF D23=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in jail or prison? DAYS
139 p20_d23a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D23A. IF D23=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in jail or prison? WEEKS
140 p20_d23a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D23A. IF D23=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in jail or prison? MONTHS
141 p20_d5_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p20_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? DAYS
142 p20_d5_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p20_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? WEEKS
143 p20_d5_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p20_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? MONTHS
144 p20_d5_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p20_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? YEARS
145 p20_d6a Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D6A_F. p20_D6A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now?
146 p20_d6a_95_other Char 255 p20_D6A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
147 p20_d6b Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D6B_F. p20_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now?
148 p20_d6b_95_other Char 255 p20_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
149 p20_d6c_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: DAYS
150 p20_d6c_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: WEEKS
151 p20_d6c_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: MONTHS
152 p20_d6c_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p20_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: YEARS
153 p20_d8a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D8_F. p20_D8. What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? YEARS
154 p20_d8a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D8_F. p20_D8. What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? MONTHS
155 p20_newborn Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. f20 focal child selection: in newborn slot
156 p20_sc2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC2SC4_F. p20_SC2: Our records show [CHILD]’s date of birth is [CHILD DOB].  Is that correct?
157 p20_sc3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC3SC5_F. p20_SC3. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
158 p20_sc4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC2SC4_F. p20_SC4. Our records show [CHILD]’s date of birth is [CHILD DOB].  Is that correct?
159 p20_sc5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC3SC5_F. p20_SC5. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
160 p20_sc6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC6_F. p20_SC6. During the past month, about how often did you spend one or more hours a day with [CHILD]?  Was it...
161 p20_sc7_a Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p20_SC7_A. About how often in the past month did you know How [CHILD] spent his or her time when not in school or child care?
162 p20_sc7_b Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p20_SC7_B. About how often in the past month did you know Which other kids [CHILD] spent time with?
163 p20_sc7_c Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p20_SC7_C. About how often in the past month did you know [ASK ONLY IF CHILD IS =6YEARS OF AGE] Whether [CHILD] had finished his/her schoolwork or studying?
164 p20_sc7_d Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p20_SC7_D. About how often in the past month did you know Which TV programs [CHILD] watched?
165 p27_b2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p27_B2. Is [B1a…B1e] staying with you now?
166 p27_b4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_TRACK_B4_F. p27_B4. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: Where is [B1a] living/staying now?
167 p27_b8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. p27_B8. What is [B6a/B7a]’s  relationship to you?
168 p27_b9 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. p27_B9. Is [B6a/B7a] male or female?
169 p27_b11 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p27_B11. Is [Name] currently working for pay?
170 p27_b3_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p27_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  DAYS
171 p27_b3_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p27_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  WEEKS
172 p27_b3_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p27_B3. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: How long has it been since [B1a] lived/stayed with you?  MONTHS
173 p27_b4_6_other Char 1024 p27_B4. follow-on item: How long in foster care?
174 p27_b4_95_other Char 1024 p27_B4. IF NO TO B2 FOR ANY FAMILY MEMBER ASK: Where is [B1a] living/staying now? ...OTHER [OPEN END]
175 p37_b6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_B6. We would like to know if you decide to move, who in your family will move with you...For each person, please tell me if you think she/he would move with you.
176 p37_b1a Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_B1A. Is [NAME1] living with you now?
177 p37_b1c Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_B1C. Our records show that [NAME]’s date of birth is [DISPLAY DOB].  Is that correct?
178 p37_d7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D7. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER and FOSTER CARE REPORTED IN D6: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
179 p37_d9 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D9. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER: Does [NAME] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
180 p37_d10 Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D10_F. p37_D10. Is there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
181 p37_d11 Num 8 FAMCOMP_RELAT_F. p37_D11. What is [NAME]’s relationship to you?
182 p37_d12 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SEX_F. p37_D12. Is [NAME] male or female?
183 p37_d14 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D14. ASK IF 18 or OLDER.  Is [NAME] currently working for pay?
184 p37_d16 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D16. Was there ever a time in the past six months when [NAME] was not living with you?
185 p37_d19 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D19. [ASK IF NAME  NOW 17OR YOUNGER and FOSTER CARE REPORTED IN D18]: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
186 p37_d20 Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D20_F. p37_D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
187 p37_d21 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D21. Was there any time in the past six months when [PERSON/YOU] [was/were] in a residential treatment program?
188 p37_d22 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D22. Was there any time in the past six months when [PERSON/you] was/were in a hospital?
189 p37_d23 Num 8 FAMCOMP_YESNO_F. p37_D23. Was there any time in the past six months when [NAME]/you was/were in jail or prison?
190 p37_d10_9_other Char 255 p37_D10. Is there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
191 p37_d15_6_other Char 255 p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
192 p37_d15_c1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...I HAVE A PLACE OF MY OWN TO LIVE
193 p37_d15_c2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...HAVE A BIG ENOUGH PLACE TO LIVE
194 p37_d15_c3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ

LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...SUPERVISION IS AVAILABLE SO CHILD IS PERMITTED TO LIVE WITH ME
195 p37_d15_c4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...I HAVE A SAFE ENOUGH PLACE TO LIVE
196 p37_d15_c5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...THE PROGRAM HELPED ME TO GET [CHILD] BACK
197 p37_d15_c6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...OTHER (SPECIFY)
198 p37_d15_c7 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...REFUSED
199 p37_d15_c8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37_D15. Please tell me if the decision to have [person] live with you was based on any of the following reasons:[READ LIST; accept up to 4 responses]...DON'T KNOW
200 p37_d17_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D17. ASK IF D16=1: How many weeks during the last six months was [NAME] not living with you? Note: 0=less than a week.
201 p37_d18a Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D18A_F. p37_D18A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?
202 p37_d18a_95_other Char 255 p37_D18A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
203 p37_d18b Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D18B_F. p37_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?
204 p37_d18b_95_other Char 255 p37_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
205 p37_d18c_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: DAYS
206 p37_d18c_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: WEEKS
207 p37_d18c_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: MONTHS
208 p37_d18c_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D18B. IF NAME is a CHILD <18: ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks? How long in foster care: YEARS
209 p37_d20_95_other Char 255 p37_D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
210 p37_d21a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D21A. IF D21=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in treatment? DAYS
211 p37_d21a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D21A. IF D21=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in treatment? WEEKS
212 p37_d21a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D21A. IF D21=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in treatment? MONTHS
213 p37_d22a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D22A. IF D22=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in the hospital? DAYS
214 p37_d22a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D22A. IF D22=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in the hospital? WEEKS
215 p37_d22a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D22A. IF D22=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in the hospital? MONTHS
216 p37_d23a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D23A. IF D23=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in jail or prison? DAYS
217 p37_d23a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D23A. IF D23=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in jail or prison? WEEKS
218 p37_d23a_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D23A. IF D23=1 ASK: How many days/weeks/months was [NAME]/were you in jail or prison? MONTHS
219 p37_d5_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p37_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? DAYS
220 p37_d5_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p37_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? WEEKS
221 p37_d5_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p37_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? MONTHS
222 p37_d5_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D5_F. p37_D5. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? YEARS
223 p37_d6a Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D6A_F. p37_D6A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now?
224 p37_d6a_95_other Char 255 p37_D6A. IF NAME is an ADULT =18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
225 p37_d6b Num 8 FAMCOMP_FSURV_D6B_F. p37_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now?
226 p37_d6b_95_other Char 255 p37_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? OTHER (SPECIFY) [OPEN END]
227 p37_d6c_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: DAYS
228 p37_d6c_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: WEEKS
229 p37_d6c_3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: MONTHS
230 p37_d6c_4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_CONTIN_F. p37_D6B. IF NAME is an CHILD <18: Where is [NAME] living/staying now? How long in foster care: YEARS
231 p37_d8a_1 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D8_F. p37_D8. What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? YEARS
232 p37_d8a_2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_D8_F. p37_D8. What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? MONTHS
233 p37_newborn Num 8 FAMCOMP_NO0YES1_F. p37 focal child selection: in newborn slot



234 p37_sc2 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC2SC4_F. p37_SC2: Our records show [CHILD]’s date of birth is [CHILD DOB].  Is that correct?
235 p37_sc3 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC3SC5_F. p37_SC3. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
236 p37_sc4 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC2SC4_F. p37_SC4. Our records show [CHILD]’s date of birth is [CHILD DOB].  Is that correct?
237 p37_sc5 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC3SC5_F. p37_SC5. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
238 p37_sc6 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC6_F. p37_SC6. During the past month, about how often did you spend one or more hours a day with [CHILD]?  Was it...
239 p37_sc8 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC3SC5_F. p37_SC8. Do you currently live in the same household as [FOCAL CHILD A/C OR FOCAL CHILD B]
240 p37_sc9 Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC6_F. p37_SC9. During the past month, about how often did you spend one or more hours a day with [FOCAL CHILD A NAME]?  Was it...
241 p37_sc10_a Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC10_A. About how often in the past month did you know How [FOCAL CHILD] spent his or her time when not in school or child care?
242 p37_sc10_b Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC10_B. About how often in the past month did you know Which other kids [FOCAL CHILD] spent time with?
243 p37_sc10_c Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC10_C. About how often in the past month did you know [ASK ONLY IF FOCAL CHILD IS =6YEARS OF AGE] Whether [CHILD] had finished his/her schoolwork or studying?
244 p37_sc10_d Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC10_D. About how often in the past month did you know Which TV programs [FOCAL CHILD] watched?
245 p37_sc7_a Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC7_A. About how often in the past month did you know How [CHILD] spent his or her time when not in school or child care?
246 p37_sc7_b Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC7_B. About how often in the past month did you know Which other kids [CHILD] spent time with?
247 p37_sc7_c Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC7_C. About how often in the past month did you know [ASK ONLY IF CHILD IS =6YEARS OF AGE] Whether [CHILD] had finished his/her schoolwork or studying?
248 p37_sc7_d Num 8 FAMCOMP_SC7_F. p37_SC7_D. About how often in the past month did you know Which TV programs [CHILD] watched?
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# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 p20_sc1 Num 8 SC1F. SC1. Between date of random assignment and 6 MONTHSPRIOR have you (given bith to /fathered a child)?
2 p20_a2a1 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF DAYS:
3 p20_a2a2 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF WEEKS:
4 p20_a2a3 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF MONTHS:
5 p20_a2a4 Num 8 DRSZF. A2. How long have you lived in this place? NUMBER OF YEARS:
6 p20_a3 Num 8 A3F. A3. Is the place where you live now called the [INSERT NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED.
7 p20_a3a Num 8 A3AF. A3a. Did you ever live at [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]?
8 p20_a3b Num 8 A3BF. A3b. What the main reason you did not ever live at [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]?
9 p20_a3b_95_other Char 255 A3b. What the main reason you did not ever live at [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]? OTHER SPECIFY

10 p20_a3c1 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of days respondent lived at program
11 p20_a3c2 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of weeks respondent lived at program
12 p20_a3c3 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of months respondent lived at program
13 p20_a3c4 Num 8 DRSZF. A3C. Number of years respondent lived at program
14 p20_a3d Num 8 A3DF. A3D. What would you say was the main reason you left [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]?
15 p20_a3d_95_other Char 255 A3D. What would you say was the main reason you left [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]? OTHER SPECIFY
16 p20_a4a Num 8 A4AF. A4A. Which of the following best describes your current living situation?  Would you say you are living/staying in

a house or apartment that you own or rent? This does not include your parent's or guardian's home or apartment.
17 p20_a4b Num 8 A4BF. A4B. Would you say you were staying in your partner's (boy/girlfriends/fiance, significant other's) place?
18 p20_a4c Num 8 A4CF. A4C. Would you say you were staying in a friend or relative's house or apartment, and paying part of the rent?
19 p20_a4d Num 8 A4DF. A4D. Would you say you were staying in a friend or relative's house or apartment, but not paying part of the rent?
20 p20_a4e Num 8 A4EF. A4E. Would you say you were staying in a permanent housing program with services to help you keep your housing (on site or coming to you)?
21 p20_a4e_1_other Char 255 A4E. Would you say you were staying in a permanent housing program with services to help you keep your housing (on site or coming to you) - OTHER SPECIFY?
22 p20_a4f Num 8 A4FF. A4F. Would you say you were staying in a transitional housing program?
23 p20_a4f_1_other Char 255 A4F. Would you say you were staying in a transitional housing program - OTHER SPECIFY?
24 p20_a4g Num 8 A4GF. A4G. Would you say you were staying in a domestic violence shelter?
25 p20_a4h Num 8 A4HF. A4H. Would you say you were staying in an emergency shelter?
26 p20_a4h_1_other Char 255 A4H. Would you say you were staying in an emergency shelter - OTHR SPECIFY?
27 p20_a4i Num 8 A4IF. A4I. Would you say you were staying in a voucher hotel or motel?
28 p20_a4j Num 8 A4JF. A4J. Would you say you were staying in a hotel or motel you pay for yourself?
29 p20_a4k Num 8 A4KF. A4K. Would you say you were staying in a residential drug or alcohol treatment program?
30 p20_a4l Num 8 A4LF. A4L. Would you say you were staying in a Jail or prison?
31 p20_a4m Num 8 A4MF. A4M. Would you say you were staying in a car or other vehicle?
32 p20_a4n Num 8 A4NF. A4N. Would you say you were staying in an abandoned building?
33 p20_a4o Num 8 A4OF. A4O. Would you say you were staying anywhere outside?
34 p20_a4p Num 8 A4PF. A4P. Would you say you were staying somewhere else? ENTER:
35 p20_a4p_1_other Char 255 A4P. Would you say you were staying somewhere else?  - OTHER SPECIFY
36 p20_a5 Num 8 A5F. A5. Do you think that you will be able to stay in the place where you are living/staying now as long as you want?
37 p20_a6 Num 8 A6F. A6. Why don't you think you will be able to stay in this place as long as you want?  What would you say is the main reason?
38 p20_a6_95_other Char 255 A6. Why don't you think you will be able to stay in this place as long as you want?  What would you say is the main reason?  - OTHER SPECIFY
39 p20_a7 Num 8 A7F. A7. Do you currently receive any governmental housing assistance, such as through public housing, or a Section 8 or Housing Choice Voucher?
40 p20_a8 Num 8 A8F. A8. Are you paying lower rent because the Federal, state, or local government is paying for part of your rent?
41 p20_a8a Char 255 A8A. What is the name of the program that provides your housing assistance?  This could be the place where you live or the program that helps you with your rent.
42 p20_a8b Num 8 A8BF. A8B. Is this assistance a Section 8 or Housing Choice Voucher, or is the building you live in a public housing or a Section 8 project or some other type of assistance?
43 p20_a8b_95_other Char 255 A8B. Is this assistance a Section 8 or Housing Choice Voucher, or is the building you live in a public housing or a Section 8 project or some other type of assistance? OTHER SPECIFY
44 p20_a9 Num 8 A9F. A9. Now, I'd like you to think about the last six months--that is, since [MONTH/YEAR SIX MONTHS PRIOR TO INTERVIEW]. Were there any times when you were homeless in the last six months?
45 p20_a10 Num 8 DRSZF. A10. How many times were you homeless in the last six months?
46 p20_a10a1 Num 8 DRSZF. A10A. Number of days respondent was homeless in the last 6 months
47 p20_a10a2 Num 8 DRSZF. A10A. Number of weeks respondent was homeless in the last 6 months
48 p20_a10a3 Num 8 DRSZF. A10A. Number of months respondent was homeless in the last 6 months
49 p20_a11 Num 8 A11F. A11. Again, please think about the last six months.  Were there any times when you were living with a friend or relative because you could not find or afford a place of your own?
50 p20_a12a1 Num 8 DRSZF. A12A. Number of days living with a friend or relative NUMBER OF DAYS LIVING WITH A FRIEND OR RELATIVE:
51 p20_a12a2 Num 8 DRSZF. A12A. Number of weeks living with a friend or relative
52 p20_a12a3 Num 8 DRSZF. A12A. Number of months living with a friend or relative
53 p20_a13 Num 8 A13F. A13. Think about All of the different places you have lived/stayed during the past 6 months. How many different places have you lived/stayed?
54 p20_a14bm Num 8 A14BMF. A14BM. Date when respondent started living in [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]. MONTH:
55 p20_a14by Num 8 A14BYF. A14BY. Date when respondent started living in [NAME OF PROGRAM TO WHICH FAMILY WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED]. YEAR:
56 p20_a14d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in days
57 p20_a14d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in weeks
58 p20_a14d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in months
59 p20_a14d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A14D. How long you lived at the program in years
60 p20_a15bm Num 8 A15BMF. A15BM. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A4E,A4F OR A4G]? Month and year respondent started participating: MONTH
61 p20_a15by Num 8 A15BYF. A15BY. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A4E,A4F OR A4G]? Month and year respondent started participating: YEAR
62 p20_a15d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in days
63 p20_a15d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in weeks
64 p20_a15d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in months
65 p20_a15d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A15D. How long have you participated in the program in years
66 p20_a16bm Num 8 A16BMF. A16BM. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A8A]? Month and year respondent started participating: MONTH
67 p20_a16by Num 8 A16BYF. A16BY. When did you start participating in [PROGRAM NAME FROM A8A]? Month and year respondent started participating: YEAR
68 p20_a16d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in days
69 p20_a16d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in weeks
70 p20_a16d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in months
71 p20_a16d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A16D. How long have you participated in the program in years
72 p20_a17 Num 8 A17F. A17. Now I'd like you to think about the time since [RA MONTH/YEAR]. Have you participated in any program to help you with your housing?
73 p20_a17a Num 8 DRSZF. A17A. How many other programs to help you with your housing have you participated in?
74 p20_a18a Char 255 A18A. What was the name of the 1st program that you participated in?
75 p20_a18bm Num 8 A18BMF. A18B. When did you start participating in that program? ENTER MONTH:
76 p20_a18by Num 8 A18BYF. A18B. When did you start participating in that program? ENTER YEAR:
77 p20_a18cm Num 8 A18CMF. A18C. When did you stop participating in that program? ENTER MONTH:
78 p20_a18cy Num 8 A18CYF. A18C. When did you stop participating in that program? ENTER YEAR:
79 p20_a18d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in days did you participate in that FIRST program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
80 p20_a18d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in weeks did you participate in that FIRST program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
81 p20_a18d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in months did you participate in that FIRST program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
82 p20_a18d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A18D. How long in years did you participate in that program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
83 p20_a18e Num 8 A18EF. A18E. What type of program? Was it a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?
84 p20_a18e_94_other Char 255 A18E. What type of program? Was it a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program a section

8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else? OTHER SHELTER
85 p20_a18e_95_other Char 255 A18E. What type of program? Was it a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program a section

8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else? OTHER SPECIFY
86 p20_a19a Char 255 A19A. What was the name of the 2nd program that you participated in?
87 p20_a19bm Num 8 A19BMF. A19B. When did you start participating in that 2ND program? ENTER MONTH:
88 p20_a19by Num 8 A19BYF. A19B. When did you start participating in that 2ND program? ENTER YEAR:
89 p20_a19cm Num 8 A19CMF. A19C. When did you stop participating in that 2ND program? ENTER MONTH:
90 p20_a19cy Num 8 A19CYF. A19C. When did you stop participating in that 2ND program? ENTER YEAR:
91 p20_a19d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in days did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
92 p20_a19d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in weeks did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
93 p20_a19d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in months did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.



94 p20_a19d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A19D. How long in years did you participate in that SECOND program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
95 p20_a19e Num 8 A19EF. A19E. What type of 2nd program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing

program a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?
96 p20_a19e_94_other Char 255 A19E. What type of 2nd program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SHELTER
97 p20_a19e_95_other Char 255 A19E. What type of program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program a

section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SPECIFY
98 p20_a20a Char 255 A20A. What was the name of the 3rd program that you participated in?
99 p20_a20bm Num 8 A20BMF. A20B. When did you start participating in that 3rd program? ENTER MONTH:

100 p20_a20by Num 8 A20BYF. A20B. When did you start participating in that 3rd program? ENTER YEAR: Year:
101 p20_a20cm Num 8 A20CMF. A20C. When did you stop participating in that 3rd program? ENTER MONTH:
102 p20_a20cy Num 8 A20CYF. A20C. When did you stop participating in that 3rd program? ENTER YEAR:
103 p20_a20d_1 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in days did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
104 p20_a20d_2 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in weeks did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
105 p20_a20d_3 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in months did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
106 p20_a20d_4 Num 8 DRSZF. A20D. How long in years did you participate in that THIRD program?  By participate I mean when you got help with your rent or when you lived at the program.
107 p20_a20e Num 8 A20EF. A20E. What type of 3RD program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing

program a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?
108 p20_a20e_94_other Char 255 A20E. What type of 3RD program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SHELTER
109 p20_a20e_95_other Char 255 A20E. What type of 3RD program was that?  Was is a permanent housing program with services, a transitional housing program

a section 8 or housing choice voucher or PHA subsidy, a section 8 project, a shelter, or something else?  - OTHER SPECIFY
110 p20_b3 Num 8 B3F. B3. Are there any other people that are living with you right now whom we haven't talked about?
111 p20_b3a Num 8 DRSZF. B3A. How many adults, that is, people who are 18 years old or older, in your family are living with you right now in [NAME OF SHELTER]?
112 p20_b3b Num 8 DRSZF. B3B. How many children in your family are living with you right now in [NAME OF SHELTER]?  By children I mean people 17 years old or younger.
113 p20_b7 Num 8 B7F. B7. Not including kitchens, bathrooms and hallways, how many rooms are there in your house/apartment/living space available for the use of your family [THE PEOPLE WE JUST TALKED ABOUT]?
114 p20_b8 Num 8 B8F. B8. Overall, how would you describe the condition of your current house or apartment?  Would you say it is in:
115 p20_b9_a Num 8 B9_AF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Mildew, mold, or water damage on any wall, floor, or ceiling?
116 p20_b9_b Num 8 B9_BF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Any floor problems such as boards, tiles, carpeting or linoleum that are missing, curled, or loose?
117 p20_b9_c Num 8 B9_CF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Any holes or large cracks where outdoor air or rain can come in?
118 p20_b9_d Num 8 B9_DF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? Bad odors such as sewer, natural gas, etc.  in your home?
119 p20_b9_e Num 8 B9_EF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? In the last three months has any bathroom floor been covered by water because of a plumbing problem?
120 p20_b9_f Num 8 B9_FF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? In the last three months has your toilet not worked for 6 hours or more?
121 p20_b9_g Num 8 B9_GF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems? In the last three months has your electricity not worked for 2 hours or more?
122 p20_b9_h Num 8 B9_HF. B9. Does your current housing have any of the following problems?  In cold weather, do you ever need to use your oven to heat your home?
123 p20_b10 Num 8 DRSZF. B10. In the month just past, what did you and the people in your family pay [as rent/for the mortgage/ and any condo fee]?

We are interested only in knowing the amount of the [rent/mortgage/condo fee] payment that you and your family paid.
124 p20_b11 Num 8 B11F. B11. In the month just past, what was the total amount you and the people in your family paid for utilities that were not included as part of the rent or condominium fee?
125 p20_b12 Num 8 B12F. B12. What is the total amount of all utility payments, for a typical month—that is not a month with unusually high or low heat or air conditioning bills?
126 p20_c1 Num 8 C1F. C1. Last week, did you do any work for pay?
127 p20_c2 Num 8 C2F. C2. Since [MONTH/YEAR OF RA], have you done any work at all for pay?  This could include any jobs you may currently have, even if you did not do any work for pay last week.
128 p20_c3 Num 8 DRSZF. C3. Since [MONTH/YEAR OF RA], that is in the past [NUMBER OF MONTHS SINCE BASELINE] months, how many different jobs have you had?  Please include all jobs.
129 p20_c4 Num 8 DRSZF. C4. Since [MONTH/YEAR of RA], that is in the past [N] months, how many months did you work for pay at least for

part of the month?  Please include any months you worked for pay, even if you did not work the entire month.
130 p20_c5 Num 8 DRSZF. C5. How many hours per week do/did you usually work at your main job/ current job/most recent job?
131 p20_c6 Num 8 C6F. C6. For your main/current/most recent job, what is the easiest way for you to report your total earningsbefore taxes or other deductions: hourly, weekly, monthly, annually, or on some other basis?
132 p20_c6_96_other Char 255 C6. For your main/current/most recent job, what is the easiest way for you to report your total earnings

before taxes or other deductions: hourly, weekly, monthly, annually, or on some other basis?  - Other
133 p20_c7 Num 8 C7F. C7. Do/did you usually receive overtime pay, tips, or commissions [at this/on your main/on your most recen
134 p20_c8 Num 8 DRSZF. C8. Including overtime pay, tips, and commissions), what [are/were] your usual (hourly/daily/weekly/biweekly/twice

monthly/ monthly/annual/per unit) earnings on this job, before taxes or other deductions?
135 p20_c9 Num 8 DRSZF. C9. How many days a week do you usually work?
136 p20_c10 Num 8 DRSZF. C10. How many weeks a year do you get paid for?
137 p20_c11 Num 8 DRSZF. C11. For how many [UNITs] are you usually paid per week (on this job)?
138 p20_c12_1_a Num 8 C12_1_AF. C12A. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Employment income?
139 p20_c12_1_b Num 8 C12_1_BF. C12B. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Supplementary Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)?
140 p20_c12_1_c Num 8 C12_1_CF. C12C. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from SSI (Supplemental Security Income)?
141 p20_c12_1_d Num 8 C12_1_DF. C12D. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any

assitance or income from TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, or welfare cash assistance?
142 p20_c12_1_e Num 8 C12_1_EF. C12E. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Unemployment Insurance/ Unemployment Compensation?
143 p20_c12_1_f Num 8 C12_1_FF. C12F. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Child Support?
144 p20_c12_1_g Num 8 C12_1_GF. C12G. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from WIC (Women, Infants, and Children)?
145 p20_c12_1_h Num 8 C12_1_HF. C12H. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)?
146 p20_c12_2_i Num 8 C12_2_IF. C12I. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Social Security Survivor’s benefits?
147 p20_c12_2_j Num 8 C12_2_JF. C12J. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Medicaid?
148 p20_c12_2_k Num 8 C12_2_KF. C12K. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from State health insurance e.g. INDIGENT CARE?
149 p20_c12_2_l Num 8 C12_2_LF. C12L. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP)?
150 p20_c12_2_m Num 8 C12_2_MF. C12M. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Child Care Assistance?
151 p20_c12_2_n Num 8 C12_2_NF. C12N. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Alimony?
152 p20_c12_2_o Num 8 C12_2_OF. C12O. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Cash from people living with you who are not part of your family?
153 p20_c12_2_q Num 8 C12_2_QF. C12Q. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Cash from relatives or friends who do not live with you?
154 p20_c12_2_r Num 8 C12_2_RF. C12R. Thinking about the last month, did you,or anyone in your family who is with you now, recieve any assitance or income from Other Sources of Income or Assistance?
155 p20_c13 Num 8 DRSZF. C13. During [most recently completed calendar year 2011 or 2012] what was the total amount of cash income, before taxes or other deductions, you and all the people in your family received?
156 p20_c14 Num 8 C14F. C14. Would it amount to $10, 000 or more?
157 p20_c15 Num 8 C15F. C15. Would it amount to $20, 000 or more?
158 p20_c16 Num 8 C16F. C16. Would it amount to $30, 000 or more?
159 p20_c17 Num 8 C17F. C17. Would it amount to $15, 000 or more?
160 p20_c18 Num 8 C18F. C18. Would it amount to $5, 000 or more?
161 p20_c19 Num 8 C19F. C19. Workers sometimes receive a tax refund from the Earned Income Tax Credit or because they overpaid taxes in the previous year. Did you receive a tax refund check from the federal government?
162 p20_c19a Num 8 DRSZF. C19A. How much was your tax refund?
163 p20_c19b Num 8 C19BF. C19B. Did you receive your refund in one check or as part of your paycheck?
164 p20_c20 Num 8 C20F. C20. Now I have some questions about your schooling. What is the highest grade or year of regular school that you have completed and gotten credit for?
165 p20_c21 Num 8 C21F. C21. Do you have a high school diploma or a GED?
166 p20_c22 Num 8 C22F. C22. Do you have a technical certificate or vocational accreditation?
167 p20_c23 Num 8 C23F. C23. What kind of technical certificate or vocational accreditation did you receive?  Was it:
168 p20_c24 Num 8 C24F. C24. Have you participated in any school or training program since [MONTH/YEAR OF RA] that lasted at

least two weeks that was designed to help you find a job, improve your job skills or learn a new job?
169 p20_c25 Num 8 DRSZF. C25. How many different training programs have you participated in since [MONTH/YEAR of RA]?
170 p20_c26_95_other Char 255 C26. What kind of schooling or training was that?  Other Specify
171 p20_c26_t1 Num 8 C26_T1F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? First training
172 p20_c26_t2 Num 8 C26_T2F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Second training
173 p20_c26_t3 Num 8 C26_T3F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Third training
174 p20_c26_t4 Num 8 C26_T4F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Fourth training
175 p20_c26_t5 Num 8 C26_T5F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Fifth training
176 p20_c26_t6 Num 8 C26_T6F. C26. What kind of schooling or training was that? Sixth training
177 p20_c27 Num 8 DRSZF. C27. Altogether since [MONTH/YEAR of RA], that is in the past [N] months, about how many weeks would you say you have

spent in training programs that were designed to help you find a job, improve your job skills, or learn a new job?
178 p20_c28a Num 8 C28AF. C28A. The first statement is 'We couldn't afford to eat balanced meals. ' Was that often, sometimes, or never true for you in the last 30 days?
179 p20_c28b Num 8 C28BF. C28B. The second statement is: 'The food that I bought just didn't last, and I didn't have money to get any more. ' Was that often, sometimes, or never true for you in the last 30 days?
180 p20_c29 Num 8 C29F. C29. In the past 30 days, did you or other adults in your household ever cut the size of your meals or skip meals because there wasn't enough money for food?
181 p20_c30 Num 8 C30F. C30. In the last 30 days, did you ever eat less than you felt you should because there wasn't enough money to buy food?
182 p20_c31 Num 8 C31F. C31. In the last 30 days, were you ever hungry but didn't eat because you couldn't afford enough food?
183 p20_c32 Num 8 C32F. C32. In the last 30 days, did you or other adults in your household ever not eat for a whole day because there wasn't enough money for food?
184 p20_c33_a Num 8 C33_AF. C33A. How often does it happen that you do not have enough money to afford: the kind of medical care your family should have?
185 p20_c33_b Num 8 C33_BF. C33B. How often does it happen that you do not have the kind of clothing your family should have?
186 p20_c33_c Num 8 C33_CF. C33C. How often does it happen that you do not have the leisure activities that your family wants?
187 p20_c33_d Num 8 C33_DF. C33D. How often does it happen that you do not have your rent?
188 p20_c34 Num 8 C34F. C34. In general, how do your family's finances usually work out at the end of the month?  Do you find that you usually end up with...
189 p20_hhcountb1ay Num 8 DRSZF. Number of adults and children who were living with you at baseline or last tracking interview that are living with you now
190 p20_hhcountb1an Num 8 DRSZF. Number of adults and children who were living with you at baseline or last tracking interview that are not living with you now
191 p20_hhsumb4b5 Num 8 DRSZF. Number of adults and children living with you now but not living with you at last tracking interview
192 p20_hhcountb6 Num 8 DRSZF. Total number of adults and children living with you now
193 p20_hhcountd5 Num 8 DRSZF. Total number of family members who were living with you at baseline or last tracking interview that are not living with you right now
194 p20_d1 Num 8 D1F. D1. What is your marital status?  Are you currently...
195 p20_d21_0 Num 8 D21_0F. D21. Was there any time in the past six months when you were in a residential treatment program
196 p20_d21a_1_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D21a. How many days were you in treatment?
197 p20_d21a_2_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D21a. How many weeks were you in treatment?
198 p20_d21a_3_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D21a. How many months were you in treatment?
199 p20_d22_0 Num 8 D22_0F. D22. Was there any time in the past six months when you were in a hospital?
200 p20_d22a_1_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D22a. How many days were you in the hospital?
201 p20_d22a_2_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D22a. How many weeks were you in the hospital?
202 p20_d22a_3_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D22a. How many months were you in the hospital?
203 p20_d23_0 Num 8 D23_0F. D23. Was there any time in the past six months when you were in jail or prison?
204 p20_d23a_1_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D23a. How many days were you in jail or prison?
205 p20_d23a_2_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D23a. How many weeks were you in jail or prison?
206 p20_d23a_3_0 Num 8 DRSZF. D23a. How many months were you in jail or prison?
207 p20_e1 Num 8 E1F. E1. Overall, how would you rate your health during the past month/30 days?
208 p20_e2_a Num 8 E2_AF. E2a. I will read a list of items to you. Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. If I should find myself in a jam, I could think of many ways to get out of it.
209 p20_e2_b Num 8 E2_BF. E2b. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. At the present time, I am energetically pursuing my goals.



210 p20_e2_c Num 8 E2_CF. E2c. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. There are lots of ways around any problem that I am facing now.
211 p20_e2_d Num 8 E2_DF. E2d. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. Right now I see myself as being pretty successful.
212 p20_e2_e Num 8 E2_EF. E2e. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. I can think of many ways to reach my current goals.
213 p20_e2_f Num 8 E2_FF. E2f. I will read a list of items to you.  Please tell me how you think about yourself right now for each item. At this time, I am meeting the goals that I have set for myself.
214 p20_e3_1 Num 8 E3_1F. E3a. Nervous?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
215 p20_e3_2 Num 8 E3_2F. E3b. Hopeless?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
216 p20_e3_3 Num 8 E3_3F. E3c. Restless or fidgety?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
217 p20_e3_4 Num 8 E3_4F. E3d. So depressed that nothing could cheer you up?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
218 p20_e3_5 Num 8 E3_5F. E3e. That everything was an effort?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
219 p20_e3_6 Num 8 E3_6F. E3f. Worthless?  (E3.  How much of the time during the past 30 days have you felt...)
220 p20_e4_1_a Num 8 E4_1_AF. E4a. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images of a stressful experience?
221 p20_e4_1_b Num 8 E4_1_BF. E4b. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Repeated, disturbing dreams of a stressful experience?
222 p20_e4_1_c Num 8 E4_1_CF. E4c. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Suddenly acting or feeling as if stressful experiences were happening again?
223 p20_e4_1_d Num 8 E4_1_DF. E4d. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling very upset when something reminded you of a stressful experience?
224 p20_e4_1_e Num 8 E4_1_EF. E4e. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Having physical reactions

(e.g., heart pounding, trouble breathing, or sweating) when something reminded you of a stressful experience?
225 p20_e4_1_f Num 8 E4_1_FF. E4f. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Avoid thinking about or talking about the stressful experiences or avoid having feelings related to it?
226 p20_e4_1_g Num 8 E4_1_GF. E4g. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Avoid activities or situations because they remind you of a stressful experience?
227 p20_e4_1_h Num 8 E4_1_HF. E4h. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful experience?
228 p20_e4_2_i Num 8 E4_2_IF. E4i. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Loss of interest in things that you used to enjoy?
229 p20_e4_2_j Num 8 E4_2_JF. E4j. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling distant or cut off from other people?
230 p20_e4_2_k Num 8 E4_2_KF. E4k. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving feelings for those close to you?
231 p20_e4_2_l Num 8 E4_2_LF. E4l. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?
232 p20_e4_2_m Num 8 E4_2_MF. E4m. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Trouble falling or staying asleep?
233 p20_e4_2_n Num 8 E4_2_NF. E4n. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?
234 p20_e4_2_o Num 8 E4_2_OF. E4o. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Having difficulty concentrating?
235 p20_e4_2_p Num 8 E4_2_PF. E4p. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Being super alert or watchful on guard?
236 p20_e4_2_q Num 8 E4_2_QF. E4q. Please tell me whether each of the following issues have bothered you in the past month:  Feeling jumpy or easily startled?
237 p20_e5 Num 8 E5F. E5. Do you sometimes take a drink in the morning when you first get up?
238 p20_e6 Num 8 E6F. E6. During the past 6 months, has a friend or family member ever told you about things you said or did while you were drinking that you could not remember?
239 p20_e7 Num 8 E7F. E7. During the past 6 months, have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking?
240 p20_e8 Num 8 E8F. E8. During the past 6 months, have you failed to do what was normally expected of you because of drinking?
241 p20_e9 Num 8 E9F. E9. During the past 6 months have you lost friends or boy/girlfriends because of drinking?
242 p20_e10_a Num 8 E10_AF. E10a. Have you used more than one drug at a time?
243 p20_e10_b Num 8 E10_BF. E10b. Have you had blackouts or flashbacks as a result of drug use?
244 p20_e10_c Num 8 E10_CF. E10c. Have your friends or relatives known or suspected that you used drugs?
245 p20_e10_d Num 8 E10_DF. E10d. Have you ever lost friends because of drugs?
246 p20_e10_e Num 8 E10_EF. E10e. Have you ever not spent time with your family or missed work because of drug use?
247 p20_e10_f Num 8 E10_FF. E10f. Have you engaged in illegal activities in order to obtain drugs?
248 p20_e10_g Num 8 E10_GF. E10g. Have you ever experienced withdrawal symptoms as a result of heavy drug intake?
249 p20_e10_h Num 8 E10_HF. E10h. Have you had medical problems as a result of drug use (e.  g.  memory loss, hepatitis, convulsions, bleeding?)
250 p20_e11 Num 8 E11F. E11. In the last 6 months, have you ever been physically abused or threatened with violence by a person who you were romantically involved with, such as a spouse, boy/girlfriend, or partner?
251 p20_g1 Num 8 G1F. G1. Did you receive the service - Assistance obtaining rent subsidy?
252 p20_g2 Num 8 G2F. G2. Did you receive the service - Assistance locating housing, negotiation with landlord?
253 p20_g3 Num 8 G3F. G3. Did you receive the service - Assistance with moving (expenses, furnishings, etc.); Help to settle in?
254 p20_g4 Num 8 G4F. G4. Did you receive the service -  Assistance dealing with relationships with landlord and other tenants?
255 p20_g5 Num 8 G5F. G5. Did you receive the service - Education (assistance to complete education, GED instruction)?
256 p20_g6 Num 8 G6F. G6. Did you receive the service - Job-specific training (e.  g.  , learning to do a specific job, such as data entry, nursing, word processing, retail work)?
257 p20_g7 Num 8 G7F. G7. Did you receive the service - Pre-employment supports (e.  g.  , job search assistance, job referrals)?
258 p20_g8 Num 8 G8F. G8. Did you receive the service -  Post-employment supports (assistance with supplies, uniforms, counseling to assist with job-related problems)?
259 p20_g9 Num 8 G9F. G9. Did you receive the service - Assistance finding childcare?
260 p20_g10 Num 8 G10F. G10. Did you receive the service -  Assistance paying for childcare?
261 p20_g11 Num 8 G11F. G11. Did you receive the service - Assistance with transportation?
262 p20_g12 Num 8 G12F. G12. Did you receive the service - Computer training?
263 p20_g13 Num 8 G13F. G13. Did you receive the service - Assistance in obtaining public benefits (food stamps, healthcare, energy assistance, etc.)?
264 p20_g14 Num 8 G14F. G14. Did you receive the service - Healthcare provided on site at a program where you live(d)?
265 p20_g15 Num 8 G15F. G15. Did you receive the service - Help to address a stressful or traumatic experience?
266 p20_g16 Num 8 G16F. G16. Did you receive the service - Mental health evaluation/assessment?
267 p20_g17 Num 8 G17F. G17. Did you receive the service - Outpatient mental health therapy?
268 p20_g18 Num 8 G18F. G18. Did you receive the service - 12-Step substance abuse programs?
269 p20_g19 Num 8 G19F. G19. Did you receive the service - Developmental screening/testing?
270 p20_g20 Num 8 G20F. G20. Did you receive the service - Early intervention?
271 p20_g21 Num 8 G21F. G21. Did you receive the service - After school tutoring?
272 p20_g22 Num 8 G22F. G22. Did you receive the service - Summer programs/camp?
273 p20_g23 Num 8 G23F. G23. Did you receive the service - Help to enroll in Head Start?
274 p20_g24 Num 8 G24F. G24. Did you receive the service - Help to deal with schools, teachers for your child?
275 p20_g25 Num 8 G25F. G25. Did you receive the service - Help to deal with juvenile justice system, jails, and courts?
276 p20_g26 Num 8 G26F. G26. Did you receive the service - Money management, budgeting?
277 p20_g27 Num 8 G27F. G27. Did you receive the service - Assistance with daily living (i.  e.  help with time management, goal-setting)?
278 p20_g28 Num 8 G28F. G28. Did you receive the service -  Parenting support groups?
279 p20_g29 Num 8 G29F. G29. Did you receive the service - Family reunification services (getting your kids back)?
280 p20_g30 Num 8 G30F. G30. Did you receive the service - Legal services related to civil or criminal matters?
281 p20_g31 Num 8 G31F. G31. Did you receive the service - Case management?
282 p20_g32 Num 8 G32F. G32. Did you receive the service - Assessment of parent and child needs?
283 p20_g33 Num 8 G33F. G33. Did you receive the service - Assistance with basic needs (food, clothing)?
284 p20_g34_1 Num 8 G34_1F. G34a. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. I feel/felt the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM,] care about me.
285 p20_g34_2 Num 8 G34_2F. G34b. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree

or aren't sure.  When I talk/talked to the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM] I feel that they listen carefully.
286 p20_g34_3 Num 8 G34_3F. G34c. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. It is/was hard to get the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM] to listen to me.
287 p20_g34_4 Num 8 G34_4F. G34d. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. I do/did not think the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM] cares much about me.
288 p20_g34_5 Num 8 G34_5F. G34e. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. Staff treat/treated clients as if they were children.
289 p20_g34_6 Num 8 G34_6F. G34f. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. I feel/felt respected by the staff at [NAME OF PROGRAM].
290 p20_g34_7 Num 8 G34_7F. G34g. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. Staff act/acted as if each client is of great value to [NAME OF PROGRAM].
291 p20_g34_8 Num 8 G34_8F. G34h. For each of the following statments, tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or aren't sure. Staff act/acted as if they do not respect clients.
292 p20_g35_1 Num 8 G35_1F. G35a. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: The place you live.
293 p20_g35_2 Num 8 G35_2F. G35b. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Decorating and furnishing.
294 p20_g35_3 Num 8 G35_3F. G35c. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Who could come over.
295 p20_g35_4 Num 8 G35_4F. G35d. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: When they could come over.
296 p20_g35_5 Num 8 G35_5F. G35e. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether to have overnight guests.
297 p20_g35_6 Num 8 G35_6F. G35f. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: When caseworkers or other staff could come to see you.
298 p20_g35_7 Num 8 G35_7F. G35g. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: What services you received.
299 p20_g35_8 Num 8 G35_8F. G35h. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether or not you must participate in services.
300 p20_g35_9 Num 8 G35_9F. G35i. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether you could come and go at any time without having to notify people.
301 p20_g35_10 Num 8 G35_10F. G35j. Tell me how much say you had in choosing each of the following: Whether you lived in a building where other formerly homeless people lived.
302 p20_c23_other Char 255 C23. What other kind of other technical certificate or vocational accreditation did you receive?
303 p20_sc1a Num 8 SC1AF. SC1a. How many babies were born?
304 P20_hl_doubled Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one night homeless or doubled up during past 6 months
305 P20_hl_only Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one night homeless during past 6 months
306 P20_doubled Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. At least one night doubled up during past 6 months
307 p20_days_hl_doub Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of days homeless or doubled up during past 6 months
308 P20_days_hl_only Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of days homeless during past 6 months
309 P20_days_doubled Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of days doubled up during past 6 months
310 P20_ownapt_old Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey (outdated, for replication of report results only)
311 P20_ownapt_noha_old Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey with no housing assistance (outdated, for replication of report results only)
312 P20_ownapt_yesha_old Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey with housing assistance (outdated, for replication of report results only)
313 P20_numplaces_6mo Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of places lived/stayed during past 6 months
314 p20_ann_earn Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Annualized current earnings (based on questions C5 and C6 from 18-month follow-up)
315 p20_ann_inc Num 4 MISS_CODE_3F. Annual Income Amount (based on questions C13 through C18 from 18-month follow-up)
316 P20_pers_room Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Persons per room
317 P20_hous_poorqual Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Current housing is poor quality, based on reported problems
318 P20_hous_fairpoor Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Current housing is in fair or pair condition (at 18-month follow-up)
319 P20_work_lastwk Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Work for pay in week before survey
320 P20_work_sinceRA Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Any work for pay since RA
321 P20_work_nummos Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Calendar months worked for pay since RA (includes partial months)
322 P20_mainjob_hrs Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Hours of work at CURRENT main job
323 p20_earn_fam Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family had earnings in the last month
324 P20_TANF_fam Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received TANF in last month
325 P20_SSDI_fam Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received SSDI in last month
326 P20_SSI_fam Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received SSI in last month
327 P20_SNAP_fam Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received SNAP/food Stamps in last month
328 P20_WIC_fam Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Anyone in family received WIC in last month
329 P20_schl_train Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Participated in any school or training lasting two weeks or more since RA
330 P20_train_numwks Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Number of weeks in training programs since RA
331 P20_schl_2wks Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Participated in school/academic training lasting two weeks or more since RA
332 P20_bsc_ed_2wks Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Participated in basic education lasting two weeks or more since RA
333 P20_voc_ed_2wks Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Participated in vocational education/training lasting two weeks or more since RA
334 p20_food_insecure_old Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Not food insecure (at 20-month follow-up) (outdated, for replication of report results only)
335 p20_food_secur_old Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is food insecure (at 20-month follow-up)  (outdated, for replication of report results only)
336 p20_food_scale_old Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Food insecurity scale(sum) (outdated, for replication of report results only)



337 p20_econstress Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Economic stress scale
338 P20_hlth_poorfair Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Health in past 30 days was poor or fair E1
339 p20_hope Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. HOPE scale
340 p20_psychdist Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Kessler-6 (K6) Psychological Distress scale
341 p20_smi Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. K6 scale indicates serious mental illness (13 or over)
342 P20_ptsd Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Post-traumatic Stress diagnostic scale (PDS)
343 p20_alcohol Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Alcohol dependence
344 p20_drug Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Drug abuse
345 p20_alcohol_drug Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Alcohol dependence or drug abuse
346 P20_IPV_6mos Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Experienced intimate parner violence in past 6 months
347 p20_spoupart_sep Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Spouse/partner separated in past 6 months, of those with spouse/partner present at RA
348 p20_anychild_sep Num 4 MISS_CODE_4F. Family has at least one child separated in past 6 months
349 p20_anyfoster Num 4 MISS_CODE_4F. Family has at least one foster care placement in past 6 months
350 p20_spoupart_reuni Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Spouse/partner reunified, of those with spouse/partner absent at RA
351 p20_anychild_reuni Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has at least once child reunified, of those families with at least one child absent at RA
352 p20_nochild_reuni Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Family has no child reunified, of those families with at least one child absent at RA
353 valid_p20_spoupart_sep Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the spouse or partner separations analysis?

354 valid_p20_anychild_sep Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the child separations analysis?

355 valid_p20_anyfoster Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the foster care analysis?
356 valid_p20_spoupart_reuni Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the spouse or partner reunification analysis?

357 valid_p20_anychild_reuni Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is the family in the analysis base for the child reunification analysis?

358 i_p20_intstart Num 8 MMDDYY10. Interviewer recorded start date for 18-month survey. Some errors in this variable
359 i_p20_intend Num 8 MMDDYY10. Interviewer recorded end date for 18-month survey. Some errors in this variable
360 i_p20_intstart_use Num 8 MMDDYY10. Cleaned, best start date for 18-month survey
361 pg_es_7_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Any stay in emergency shelter in months 7 to 18 after RA
362 p20_composite_hl Num 8 MISS_CODE_1F. Ever homeless in the past year (at 18-month follow-up)
363 pg_ct_es Num 8 Count of total emergency shelter months from RA month to 18-month followup survey month
364 pg_bl_ct_es_tc18 Num 8 H18_BL_CT_ES_TC18_F. Length in months of baseline stay in emergency shelter, topcoded at 18
365 i_site_name Char 30 Site Name
366 i_ra_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. Date of Random Assignment
367 i_ra_result Char 4 Randomly Assigned Intervention Group
368 i_site_id Num 8 I_SITE_IDF. Site ID
369 i_randsetgrp Num 8 I_RANDSETGRPF. Randomization set and assigned intervention
370 w_nr_p20_cu Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for CBRR vs. UC comparison
371 w_nr_p20_pu Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for PBTH vs. UC
372 w_nr_p20_su Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB vs. UC
373 w_nr_p20_cp Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for CBRR vs. PBTH
374 w_nr_p20_sc Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB vs. CBRR
375 w_nr_p20_sp Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB vs. PBTH
376 w_nr_p20_scp_u Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC
377 w_nr_p20_sp_c Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB + PBTH vs. CBRR
378 w_nr_p20_sc_p Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH
379 w_nr_p20_cp_s Num 8 MISS_CODE_2F. Non-response weight variable for CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB
380 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
381 p20_ownapt Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey (revised after 20-month report)
382 p20_ownapt_noha Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey with no housing assistance (revised after 20-month report)
383 p20_ownapt_yesha Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Living in own house or apartment at time of survey with housing assistance (revised after 20-month report)
384 p20_food_insecure Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Not food insecure (at 20-month follow-up) (revised after 20-month report)
385 p20_food_secur Num 4 MISS_CODE_1F. Is food insecure (at 20-month follow-up)  (revised after 20-month report)
386 p20_food_scale Num 4 MISS_CODE_2F. Food insecurity scale(sum) (revised after 20-month report)
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Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_FOLLOWUP20_CHILD    Observations          2784
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                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 b_work_for_pay Num 8 B_WORK_FOR_PAYF. b_work_for_pay. Baseline. E10. Is Family member currently working for pay?
2 b_past_separtn Num 8 B_PAST_SEPARTNF. b_past_separtn. Baseline. E14. Was there ever a time when [CHILD] did not live with you?
3 b_past_wherelive_1 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_1F. b_past_wherelive_1. Baseline. E15A_1. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; With his/her other parent
4 b_past_wherelive_2 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_2F. b_past_wherelive_2. Baseline. E15A_2. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
5 b_past_wherelive_3 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_3F. b_past_wherelive_3. Baseline. E15A_3. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; With other relatives
6 b_past_wherelive_4 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_4F. b_past_wherelive_4. Baseline. E15A_4. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; In foster care
7 b_past_wherelive_5 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_5F. b_past_wherelive_5. Baseline. E15A_5. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; Other
8 b_past_wherelive_7 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_7F. b_past_wherelive_7. Baseline. E15A_7. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; REFUSED
9 b_past_wherelive_8 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_8F. b_past_wherelive_8. Baseline. E15A_8.  All the different places [CHILD] has lived; Don't Know

10 b_inschool Num 8 B_INSCHOOLF. b_inschool. Baseline: E16. Is Family Member currently attending school?
11 b_curr_wherelive_1 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_1F. b_curr_wherelive_1. Baseline. E25A_1. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. With his/her other parent
12 b_curr_wherelive_2 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_2F. b_curr_wherelive_2. Baseline. E25A_2. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. With your own parents or in-laws
13 b_curr_wherelive_3 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_3F. b_curr_wherelive_3. Baseline. E25A_3. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. With other relatives
14 b_curr_wherelive_4 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_4F. b_curr_wherelive_4. Baseline. E25A_4. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. In foster care
15 b_curr_wherelive_5 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_5F. b_curr_wherelive_5. Baseline. E25A_5. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. Other
16 b_curr_wherelive_7 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_7F. b_curr_wherelive_7. Baseline. E25A_7. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. REFUSED
17 b_curr_wherelive_8 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_8F. b_curr_wherelive_8. Baseline. E25A_8. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. DON'T KNOW
18 b_child Num 8 B_CHILDF. b_child. Baseline. Household member was under age 18 at study enrollment.
19 b_present Num 8 B_PRESENTF. b_present. Baseline. Was child present with the family at baseline?
20 b_relat Num 8 B_RELATF. b_relat. Baseline. Child's relationship to respondent
21 b_sex Num 8 B_SEXF. b_sex. Baseline. Focal child biological sex (covariate) (covariate)
22 b_past_months_fostcare Num 8 MISSF. b_past_months_fostcare. Baseline. E15B. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; In foster care - How long in foster care?
23 b_disability Num 8 B_DISABILITYF. b_disability. Baseline. Does [CHILD] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
24 b_months_notwith Num 8 MISSF. b_months_notwith. Baseline. E24. How long has it been since [CHILD] lived with you?
25 b_never_with Num 8 B_NEVER_WITHF. b_never_with. Baseline. E24. How long has it been since [CHILD] lived with you? - [CHILD] has never lived with respondent.
26 b_curr_months_fostcare Num 8 MISSF. b_curr_months_fostcare. Baseline. E25B. Current number of months child has been in foster care.
27 b_totalmonths_apart Num 8 MISSF. b_totalmonths_apart. Baseline. E26. What would you say has been the total  amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you?
28 p20_b1a Num 8 P18_B1AF. B1a. Is [NAME] living with you now?
29 p20_d5_1 Num 8 P18_D5_1F. D5_1. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? DAYS
30 p20_d5_2 Num 8 P18_D5_2F. D5_2. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? WEEKS
31 p20_d5_3 Num 8 P18_D5_3F. D5_3. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? MONTHS
32 p20_d5_4 Num 8 P18_D5_4F. D5_4. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? YEARS
33 p20_d6a Num 8 P18_D6AF. D6a. Where is [NAME] living/staying now? [IF NAME is an ADULT >=18]
34 p20_d6b Num 8 P18_D6BF. D6b. Where is [NAME] living/staying now? [IF NAME is a CHILD <18]
35 p20_d6b_95_other Char 255 D6b. Where is [NAME] living/staying now? [IF NAME is a CHILD <18] - OTHER (response)
36 p20_d6c_1 Num 8 P18_D6C_1F. D6c1. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF DAYS
37 p20_d6c_2 Num 8 P18_D6C_2F. D6c2. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF WEEKS
38 p20_d6c_3 Num 8 P18_D6C_3F. D6c3. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF MONTHS
39 p20_d6c_4 Num 8 P18_D6C_4F. D6c4. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF YEARS
40 p20_d7 Num 8 P18_D7F. D7. [ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER AND FOSTER CARE WAS REPORTED IN D6]: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
41 p20_d8a_1 Num 8 P18_D8A_1F. D8a_1. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR UNDER:What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? YEAR(S)
42 p20_d8a_2 Num 8 P18_D8A_2F. D8a_2. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR UNDER:What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? MONTH(S)
43 p20_d9 Num 8 P18_D9F. D9. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER: Does [NAME] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
44 p20_d10 Num 8 P18_D10F. D10. Is there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
45 p20_d16 Num 8 P18_D16F. D16. Was there ever a time in the past six months when [NAME] was not living with you?
46 p20_d17_1 Num 8 P18_D17_1F. D17. ASK IF D16=1: How many weeks during the last six months was [NAME] not living with you? Note: 0=less than a week. ___ WEEKS
47 p20_d18a Num 8 P18_D18AF. D18a. ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?  [IF NAME is an ADULT >=18]
48 p20_d18b Num 8 P18_D18BF. D18b. ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?  [IF NAME is a CHILD <18]
49 p20_d18b_95_other Char 255 D18b. ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?  [IF NAME is an CHILD <18] - Other (response)
50 p20_d18c_1 Num 8 P18_D18C_1F. D18c1. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF DAYS
51 p20_d18c_2 Num 8 P18_D18C_2F. D18c2. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF WEEKS
52 p20_d18c_3 Num 8 P18_D18C_3F. D18c3. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF MONTHS
53 p20_d18c_4 Num 8 P18_D18C_4F. D18c4. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF YEARS
54 p20_d19 Num 8 P18_D19F. D19. [ASK IF NAME  NOW 17OR YOUNGER and FOSTER CARE REPORTED IN D18]: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
55 p20_d20 Num 8 P18_D20F. D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
56 p20_d20_95_other Char 255 D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you? - Other (response)
57 p20_fr_fc Num 8 P18_FR_FCF. Family roster. Household member is a focal child A(1), B(2), or C(3)
58 p20_fr_twin Num 8 P18_FR_TWINF. Family roster. Household member is a twin
59 p20_agemos_18mo Num 8 P18_AGEMOS_18MOF. p18_agemos_18mo. Family roster. Age of child as of adult follow-up survey in months
60 p20_fr_fc_status Char 1 Family roster. Focal child selection criteria status (A/B/C)
61 p20_F6 Num 8 P18_F6F. F6. Is [CHILD] enrolled in [school or [IF CHILD IS LESS THAN 6 YEARS OLD] child care] now? Child care can include

center-based care as well as any other home day care or babysitting arrangement you may have for your child.
62 p20_F7M Num 8 P18_F7MF. F7. When was [CHILD] last enrolled in school or [IF CHILD IS LESS THAN 6 YEARS OLD] child care]: MONTH
63 p20_F7Y Num 8 P18_F7YF. F7. When was [CHILD] last enrolled in school or [IF CHILD IS LESS THAN 6 YEARS OLD] child care]: YEAR
64 p20_F8 Num 8 P18_F8F. F8. What is the highest grade or year of school that [CHILD] has ever completed?
65 p20_F9 Num 8 P18_F9F. F9. Did [CHILD] get a high school diploma?
66 p20_F10 Num 8 P18_F10F. F10. Is your child in regular child care or school at least 10 hours per week?
67 p20_F11_1 Num 8 P18_F11_1F. F11_1. What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? PLACE 1
68 p20_F11_95_OTHER_1 Char 255 F11_PLACE1_OTHER . What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? OTHER SPECIFY
69 p20_F11B_1 Num 8 P18_F11B_1F. F11b. Is the provider a relative? PLACE 1
70 p20_F11C_1_1 Num 8 P18_F11C_1_1F. F11c1. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Early Head Start? PLACE 1
71 p20_F11C_2_1 Num 8 P18_F11C_2_1F. F11c2. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Head Start? PLACE 1
72 p20_F11C_3_1 Num 8 P18_F11C_3_1F. F11c3. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Other School or Center? PLACE 1
73 p20_F11_2 Num 8 P18_F11_2F. F11_2. What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? PLACE 2
74 p20_F11_95_OTHER_2 Char 255 F11_PLACE2_OTHER . What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? OTHER SPECIFY
75 p20_F11B_2 Num 8 P18_F11B_2F. F11b. Is the provider a relative? PLACE 2
76 p20_F11C_1_2 Num 8 P18_F11C_1_2F. F11c1. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Early Head Start? PLACE 2
77 p20_F11C_2_2 Num 8 P18_F11C_2_2F. F11c2. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Head Start? PLACE 2
78 p20_F11C_3_2 Num 8 P18_F11C_3_2F. F11c3. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Other School or Center? PLACE 2
79 p20_F11_3 Num 8 P18_F11_3F. F11_3. What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? PLACE 3
80 p20_F11_95_OTHER_3 Char 255 F11_PLACE3_OTHER . What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? OTHER SPECIFY:
81 p20_F11B_3 Num 8 P18_F11B_3F. F11b. Is the provider a relative? PLACE 3
82 p20_F11C_1_3 Num 8 P18_F11C_1_3F. F11c1. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Early Head Start? PLACE 3
83 p20_F11C_2_3 Num 8 P18_F11C_2_3F. F11c2. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Head Start? PLACE 3
84 p20_F11C_3_3 Num 8 P18_F11C_3_3F. F11c3. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Other School or Center? PLACE 3
85 p20_F12B Num 8 P18_F12BF. F12b. Since you began participating in the study, around [RA MONTH YEAR] has [NAME OF CHILD] repeated a grade or been prevented from moving on to the next grade or level in school?
86 p20_F12C Num 8 P18_F12CF. F12c. Think about [CHILD]'S report card at the end of the last term. Would you describe the report card as mostly As, mostly Bs, mostly Cs; mostly Ds or mostly Fs?
87 p20_F14 Num 8 P18_F14F. F14. During the past 6 months, has anyone from [CHILD]'S school/child care asked someone to come in and talk about problems [CHILD] was having with behavior?
88 p20_F15 Num 8 P18_F15F. F15. During the past 6 months [THAT IS SINCE SIX MONTHS PRIOR TO INTERVIEW DATE] has [CHILD] been suspended or expelled from school/child care?
89 p20_F16 Num 8 P18_F16F. F16. How much does your child like school/child care? Would you say... not at all, not very much, some, pretty much, or very much?
90 p20_F17 Num 8 P18_F17F. F17. How would you rate your child's experiences at school/child care? Would you say hs/she has had

mostly positive experiences; both positive and negative experiences; or mostly negative experiences?
91 p20_F18 Num 8 P18_F18F. F18. Would you say [CHILD]'S health in general is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?
92 p20_F18A Num 8 P18_F18AF. F18a. Do you take [CHILD] to a particular doctor's office, clinic, health center, hospital, or other place if he/she is sick or if you need advice about his/her health?
93 p20_F18B Num 8 P18_F18BF. F18b. Can you tell me where you take [CHILD]? [RECORD RESPONSE AND CODE TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING]
94 p20_F18B_95_OTHER Char 255 F18b. Can you tell me where you take [CHILD]? - Other
95 p20_F19 Num 8 P18_F19F. F19. During the past 12 months, did [CHILD] receive a physical examination or well-child check-up?



96 p20_F21_1_A Num 8 P18_F21_1_AF. F21a. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Considerate of other people's feelings
97 p20_F21_1_B Num 8 P18_F21_1_BF. F21b. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long
98 p20_F21_1_C Num 8 P18_F21_1_CF. F21c. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often complains of headaches, stomach-aches, or sickness
99 p20_F21_1_D Num 8 P18_F21_1_DF. F21d. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Shares readily with other children, for example toys, treats, pencils.

100 p20_F21_1_E Num 8 P18_F21_1_EF. F21e. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often loses temper
101 p20_F21_1_F Num 8 P18_F21_1_FF. F21f. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Rather solitary, prefers to play alone
102 p20_F21_1_G Num 8 P18_F21_1_GF. F21g. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally well behaved, usually does what adults request
103 p20_F21_1_H Num 8 P18_F21_1_HF. F21h. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many worries or often seems worried
104 p20_F21_1_I Num 8 P18_F21_1_IF. F21i. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
105 p20_F21_1_J Num 8 P18_F21_1_JF. F21j. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Constantly fidgeting or squirming
106 p20_F21_1_K Num 8 P18_F21_1_KF. F21k. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Has at least one good friend
107 p20_F21_1_L Num 8 P18_F21_1_LF. F21l. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often fights with other children or bullies them
108 p20_F21_2_M Num 8 P18_F21_2_MF. F21m. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often unhappy, depressed or tearful
109 p20_F21_2_N Num 8 P18_F21_2_NF. F21n. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally liked by other children
110 p20_F21_2_O Num 8 P18_F21_2_OF. F21o. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Easily distracted, concentration wanders
111 p20_F21_2_P Num 8 P18_F21_2_PF. F21p. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Nervous or clingy in new situations, easily loses confidence
112 p20_F21_2_Q Num 8 P18_F21_2_QF. F21q. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Kind to younger children
113 p20_F21_2_R Num 8 P18_F21_2_RF. F21r. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often argumentative with adults
114 p20_F21_2_S Num 8 P18_F21_2_SF. F21s. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Picked on or bullied by other children
115 p20_F21_2_T Num 8 P18_F21_2_TF. F21t. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often offers to help others (parents, teachers, other children)
116 p20_F21_2_U Num 8 P18_F21_2_UF. F21u. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Can stop and think things out before acting
117 p20_F21_2_V Num 8 P18_F21_2_VF. F21v. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Can be spiteful to others
118 p20_F21_2_W Num 8 P18_F21_2_WF. F21w. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Gets along better with adults than with other children
119 p20_F21_2_X Num 8 P18_F21_2_XF. F21x. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many fears, easily scared
120 p20_F21_2_Y Num 8 P18_F21_2_YF. F21y. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Good attention span, sees tasks through to the end
121 p20_F22_1_A Num 8 P18_F22_1_AF. F22a. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Considerate of other people's feelings.
122 p20_F22_1_B Num 8 P18_F22_1_BF. F22b. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long
123 p20_F22_1_C Num 8 P18_F22_1_CF. F22c. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often complains of headaches, stomach-aches, or sickness
124 p20_F22_1_D Num 8 P18_F22_1_DF. F22d. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Shares readily with other children, for example toys, treats, pencils
125 p20_F22_1_E Num 8 P18_F22_1_EF. F22e. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often loses temper
126 p20_F22_1_F Num 8 P18_F22_1_FF. F22f. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Rather solitary, prefers to play alone
127 p20_F22_1_G Num 8 P18_F22_1_GF. F22g. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally well behaved, usually does what adults request
128 p20_F22_1_H Num 8 P18_F22_1_HF. F22h. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many worries or often seems worried
129 p20_F22_1_I Num 8 P18_F22_1_IF. F22i. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
130 p20_F22_1_J Num 8 P18_F22_1_JF. F22j. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Constantly fidgeting or squirming
131 p20_F22_1_K Num 8 P18_F22_1_KF. F22k. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Has at least one good friend
132 p20_F22_1_L Num 8 P18_F22_1_LF. F22l. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often fights with other children or bullies them
133 p20_F22_2_M Num 8 P18_F22_2_MF. F22m. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often unhappy, depressed or tearful
134 p20_F22_2_N Num 8 P18_F22_2_NF. F22n. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally liked by other children
135 p20_F22_2_O Num 8 P18_F22_2_OF. F22o. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Easily distracted, concentration wanders
136 p20_F22_2_P Num 8 P18_F22_2_PF. F22p. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Nervous or clingy in new situations, easily loses confidence
137 p20_F22_2_Q Num 8 P18_F22_2_QF. F22q. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Kind to younger children
138 p20_F22_2_R Num 8 P18_F22_2_RF. F22r. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often lies or cheats
139 p20_F22_2_S Num 8 P18_F22_2_SF. F22s. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Picked on or bullied by other children
140 p20_F22_2_T Num 8 P18_F22_2_TF. F22t. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often offers to help others (parents, teachers, other children)
141 p20_F22_2_U Num 8 P18_F22_2_UF. F22u. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Thinks things out before acting
142 p20_F22_2_V Num 8 P18_F22_2_VF. F22v. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Steals from home, school, or elsewhere
143 p20_F22_2_W Num 8 P18_F22_2_WF. F22w. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Gets along better with adults than with other children
144 p20_F22_2_X Num 8 P18_F22_2_XF. F22x. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many fears, easily scared
145 p20_F22_2_Y Num 8 P18_F22_2_YF. F22y. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Good attention span, sees tasks through to the end
146 p20_F23_1_A Num 8 P18_F23_1_AF. F23a. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Considerate of other people’s feelings
147 p20_F23_1_B Num 8 P18_F23_1_BF. F23b. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long
148 p20_F23_1_C Num 8 P18_F23_1_CF. F23c. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often complains of headaches, stomach-aches, or sickness
149 p20_F23_1_D Num 8 P18_F23_1_DF. F23d. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Shares readily with other youth, for example books, games, food
150 p20_F23_1_E Num 8 P18_F23_1_EF. F23e. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often loses temper
151 p20_F23_1_F Num 8 P18_F23_1_FF. F23f. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Would rather be alone than with other youth
152 p20_F23_1_G Num 8 P18_F23_1_GF. F23g. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally well behaved, usually does what adults request
153 p20_F23_1_H Num 8 P18_F23_1_HF. F23h. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many worries or often seems worried
154 p20_F23_1_I Num 8 P18_F23_1_IF. F23i. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
155 p20_F23_1_J Num 8 P18_F23_1_JF. F23j. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Constantly fidgeting or squirming
156 p20_F23_1_K Num 8 P18_F23_1_KF. F23k. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Has at least one good friend
157 p20_F23_1_L Num 8 P18_F23_1_LF. F23l. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often fights with other youth or bullies them
158 p20_F23_2_M Num 8 P18_F23_2_MF. F23m. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often unhappy, depressed or tearful
159 p20_F23_2_N Num 8 P18_F23_2_NF. F23n. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally liked by other youth
160 p20_F23_2_O Num 8 P18_F23_2_OF. F23o. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Easily distracted, concentration wanders
161 p20_F23_2_P Num 8 P18_F23_2_PF. F23p. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Nervous in new situations, easily loses confidence
162 p20_F23_2_Q Num 8 P18_F23_2_QF. F23q. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Kind to younger children
163 p20_F23_2_R Num 8 P18_F23_2_RF. F23r. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often lies or cheats
164 p20_F23_2_S Num 8 P18_F23_2_SF. F23s. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Picked on our bullied by other youth
165 p20_F23_2_T Num 8 P18_F23_2_TF. F23t. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often offers to help others (parents, teachers, other children)
166 p20_F23_2_U Num 8 P18_F23_2_UF. F23u. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Thinks things out before acting
167 p20_F23_2_V Num 8 P18_F23_2_VF. F23v. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Steals from home, school, or elsewhere
168 p20_F23_2_W Num 8 P18_F23_2_WF. F23w. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Gets along better with adults than with other children
169 p20_F23_2_X Num 8 P18_F23_2_XF. F23x. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many fears, easily scared
170 p20_F23_2_Y Num 8 P18_F23_2_YF. F23y. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Good attention span, sees work through to the end
171 p20_F24 Num 8 P18_F24F. F24. In the past six months, has [NAME OF CHILD] been arrested?
172 p20_F25 Num 8 P18_F25F. F25. In the past six months, has [NAME OF CHILD] had any problems that involved the police contacting the parent?
173 p20_F26_1_A Num 8 P18_F26_1_AF. F26a. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. We eat together as a family once a day
174 p20_F26_1_B Num 8 P18_F26_1_BF. F26b. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. I set aside time for talking with [CHILD] each day
175 p20_F26_1_C Num 8 P18_F26_1_CF. F26c. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] goes to bed at a regular time
176 p20_F26_1_D Num 8 P18_F26_1_DF. F26d. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. We have an evening bedtime routine with [NAME OF CHILD]
177 p20_F26_1_E Num 8 P18_F26_1_EF. F26e. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has an evening bedtime routine
178 p20_F26_2_F Num 8 P18_F26_2_FF. F26f. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has a regular after school routine
179 p20_F26_2_G Num 8 P18_F26_2_GF. F26g. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] does his/her homework at the same time every day
180 p20_F26_2_H Num 8 P18_F26_2_HF. F26h. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. Children in my house do regular household chores
181 p20_F26_2_I Num 8 P18_F26_2_IF. F26i. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has difficulty waking up in the morning
182 p20_F26_2_J Num 8 P18_F26_2_JF. F26j. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has difficulty waking up on school days
183 p20_F26_2_K Num 8 P18_F26_2_KF. F26k. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] is tired during the day
184 p20_F27_1 Num 8 P18_F27_1F. F27a. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not at all true. My [child/children seem] to be much harder to care for than most
185 p20_F27_2 Num 8 P18_F27_2F. F27b. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not

at all true. There are some things [my child does/my children do] that really bother me a lot
186 p20_F27_3 Num 8 P18_F27_3F. F27c. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not at all true. I often feel angry with my [my child/children]
187 p20_F27_4 Num 8 P18_F27_4F. F27d. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not at all true. Sometimes I

lose patience with [my child's/my children's] demands and questions, and I just don't listen to him/her/them anymore
188 p20_F28 Num 8 P18_F28F. How much trouble [has your child/have your children] been to raise? Would you say no trouble, a little bit of trouble, some trouble, quite a bit of trouble, or a great deal of trouble?
189 p20_F29_A Num 8 P18_F29_AF. F29a. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following child relationship challenges? Other people make the rules for [NAME OF CHILD]
190 p20_F29_B Num 8 P18_F29_BF. F29b. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following child

relationship challenges? People made fun of [NAME OF CHILD] because we didn’t have a place to live.
191 p20_F29_C Num 8 P18_F29_CF. F29c. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following

child relationship challenges? It's not always possible for [NAME OF CHILD] to live with me.
192 p20_F29_D Num 8 P18_F29_DF. F29d. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following child

relationship challenges? There are bad influences on [CHILD] from other people who live around here.
193 p20_F30 Num 8 P18_F30F. F30. About how many books do you have in the place where you are living now?
194 p20_F31 Num 8 P18_F31F. F31. Do you have a computer with internet access in the place where you are living now?
195 p20_F32 Num 8 P18_F32F. F32. Does [CHILD] have any books that are completely his/her own?
196 p20_F32A Num 8 P18_F32AF. F32a. About how many?
197 p20_F36 Num 8 P18_F36F. F36. Do you ever get a chance to read to [CHILD]
198 p20_F36A Num 8 P18_F36AF. F36a. About how many times a week do you get to do this?
199 p20_F38_A Num 8 P18_F38_AF. F38a. Does [CHILD] have any toys that help him/her develop their strength, like a rocking horse, a crib gym, a ball?
200 p20_F38_B Num 8 P18_F38_BF. F38b. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she can push around, like a toy vacuum cleaner or lawnmower?
201 p20_F38_C Num 8 P18_F38_CF. F38c. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she can cuddle or pretend with like stuffed animals, dolls, action figures, or costumes?
202 p20_F38_D Num 8 P18_F38_DF. F38d. Does [CHILD] have any items that give them a safe place to play? For instance, does he/she have a high chair, a mobile or a playpen where he/she can play?
203 p20_F38_E Num 8 P18_F38_EF. F38e. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she builds or puts together like blocks? (Anything that encourages hand-eye coordination or fine motor skills)
204 p20_F38_F Num 8 P18_F38_FF. F38f. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she uses for reading or stories such as books or tapes/CD’s with stories to listen to?
205 p20_F38_G Num 8 P18_F38_GF. F38g. Does [CHILD] have any toys that play music or teach music?
206 p20_F38_H Num 8 P18_F38_HF. F38h. Does [CHILD] have toys or books that teach nursery rhymes, songs, prayers or poems?
207 p20_F38_I Num 8 P18_F38_IF. F38i. Does [CHILD] have toys that he/she uses to make arts and crafts, like clay, finger paints, play dough, crayons, or paint?
208 p20_F38_J Num 8 P18_F38_JF. F38j. Does [CHILD] have any toys with small pieces that he/she can take apart and put back together

such as Legos, dolls with clothing, or does he/she ever use scissors to make arts and crafts?
209 p20_F39_A Num 8 P18_F39_AF. F39a. Does [CHILD] have any toy instruments or any real instruments?
210 p20_F39_B Num 8 P18_F39_BF. F39b. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach colors?
211 p20_F39_C Num 8 P18_F39_CF. F39c. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach sizes?
212 p20_F39_D Num 8 P18_F39_DF. F39d. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach shapes?
213 p20_F39_E Num 8 P18_F39_EF. F39e. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach numbers?
214 p20_F39_F Num 8 P18_F39_FF. F39f. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach him/her the names of animals or the sounds and behaviors of animals?
215 p20_F39_G Num 8 P18_F39_GF. F39g. Does [CHILD] have three or more puzzles? About how many? **INDICATE YES IF 3 OR MORE
216 p20_F39_H Num 8 P18_F39_HF. F39h. Does [CHILD] have toys or books that teach nursery rhymes, songs, prayers or poems?
217 p20_F39_I Num 8 P18_F39_IF. F39i. Does [CHILD] have toys that he/she uses to make arts and crafts, like clay, finger paints, play dough, crayons, or paint?
218 p20_F39_J Num 8 P18_F39_JF. F39j. Does [CHILD] have any toys with small pieces that he/she can take apart and put back together



such as Legos, dolls with clothing, or does he/she ever use scissors to make arts and crafts?
219 p20_F39_K Num 8 P18_F39_KF. F39k. Does [CHILD] have any access to any toys or books that teach him/her the alphabet?
220 p20_F40 Num 8 P18_F40F. F40. Do you ever get a chance to read to [CHILD]?
221 p20_F40A Num 8 P18_F40AF. F40a. About how many times a week do you get to do this?
222 p20_F41 Num 8 P18_F41F. F41. Getting homework done is usually a big hassle in most families. How many times do you usually help [CHILD] with his/her homework in a 2 week period?
223 p20_F42 Num 8 P18_F42F. F42. Do you have rules about when or where [CHILD] does homework?
224 p20_F42A Num 8 P18_F42AF. F42a. Are you able to stick to your rules about homework most of the time?
225 p20_F42B Num 8 P18_F42BF. F42b. Do you regularly check to make sure [CHILD]'s homework is completed?
226 p20_F43 Num 8 P18_F43F. F43. Do you and [CHILD] ever talk about how your days went?
227 p20_F43A Num 8 P18_F43AF. F43a. How often do you speak with [CHILD] about his/her day?
228 p20_F44 Num 8 P18_F44F. F44. Do you and [CHILD] ever sit and watch TV shows together?
229 p20_F44B Num 8 P18_F44BF. F44b. Do you talk about the programs after they're over?
230 p20_F44C Num 8 P18_F44CF. F44c. How many times have you discussed a TV program with [CHILD] in the last 2 weeks?
231 p20_F45 Num 8 P18_F45F. F45. Is [CHILD] at all interested in current events?
232 p20_F45A Num 8 P18_F45AF. F45a. Does s/he ever watch the news with you?
233 p20_F45B Num 8 P18_F45BF. F45b. Have you tried to discuss anything out of the paper or from a newscast with him/her?
234 p20_F45C Num 8 P18_F45CF. F45c. How many times have you tried to have those types of conversations in the past 2 weeks?
235 p20_F46 Num 8 P18_F46F. F46. Does [CHILD] have a dictionary at home?
236 p20_F46A Num 8 P18_F46AF. F46a. Does [CHILD] have access to dictionary software or websites for finding words?
237 p20_FIL Num 8 P18_FILF. FIL. FIELD INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD LANGUAGE OF THE INTERVIEW:
238 p20_FIM Num 8 P18_FIMF. FIM. FIELD INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MODE OF THE INTERVIEW:
239 p20_chaos Num 8 P18_CHAOSF. Analysis. CHAOS scale score
240 p20_SC3 Num 8 P18_SC3F. SC3. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
241 p20_SC5 Num 8 P18_SC5F. SC5. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
242 p20_SC6 Num 8 P18_SC6F. SC6. During the past month, about how often did you spend one or more hours a day with [CHILD]? Was it…
243 p20_SC7A Num 8 P18_SC7AF. SC7a. About how often in the past month did you know… How [CHILD] spent his or her time when not in school or child care?
244 p20_SC7B Num 8 P18_SC7BF. SC7b. About how often in the past month did you know… Which other kids [CHILD] spent time with?
245 p20_SC7C Num 8 P18_SC7CF. SC7c. About how often in the past month did you know… [ASK ONLY IF CHILD IS >=6 YEARS OF AGE] Whether [CHILD] had finished his/her schoolwork or studying?
246 p20_SC7D Num 8 P18_SC7DF. SC7d. About how often in the past month did you know… Which TV programs [CHILD] watched?
247 p20_fc_selectstatus Num 8 P18_FC_SELECTSTATUSF. FC_selectstatus. Focal child screening. Under what criteria was the focal child selected? (categorical)
248 p20_F20A Num 8 P18_F20AF. F20a. Do you remember if [CHILD] was underweight or about the right weight?
249 o20_QF33A Num 8 O18_QF33AF. QF33A. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… TALK TO [FC NAME] AT LEAST TWICE DURING THE VISIT?
250 o20_QF33B Num 8 O18_QF33BF. QF33B. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… ANSWER [FC NAME] QUESTIONS ORALLY OR RESPOND VERBALLY TO INFANTS VERBALIZATIONS?
251 o20_QF33C Num 8 O18_QF33CF. QF33C. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SPEAK [FC NAME] WITH A POSITIVE TONE OF VOICE?
252 o20_QF33D Num 8 O18_QF33DF. QF33D. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… PRAISE [FC NAME] AT LEAST TWICE DURING THE VISIT?
253 o20_QF33E Num 8 O18_QF33EF. QF33E. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… CARESS, KISS, OR HUG CHILD?
254 o20_QF33F Num 8 O18_QF33FF. QF33F. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… RESPOND POSITIVELY TO PRAISE OF CHILD OFFERED BY INTERVIEWER?
255 o20_QF33G Num 8 O18_QF33GF. QF33G. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SHOUT AT [FC NAME] DURING THE VISIT?
256 o20_QF33H Num 8 O18_QF33HF. QF33H. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SPEAK TO [FC NAME] WITH ANNOYANCE OR HOSTILITY?
257 o20_QF33I Num 8 O18_QF33IF. QF33I. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SLAP OR SPANK [FC NAME] IN A DISCIPLINARY WAY?
258 o20_QF33J Num 8 O18_QF33JF. QF33J. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SCOLD OR CRITICIZE [FC NAME] DURING VISIT?
259 o20_QF34A Num 8 O18_QF34AF. QF34A. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… TELL THE CHILD THE NAME OF AN OBJECT/PERSON IN A TEACHING STYLE DURING THE VISIT?
260 o20_QF34B Num 8 O18_QF34BF. QF34B. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… INTERFERE WITH THE CHILDS PLAY OR RESTRICT THE CHILD MORE THAN THREE TIMES?
261 o20_QF35A Num 8 O18_QF35AF. QF35A. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… ENCOURAGE THE CHILD TO CONTRIBUTE?
262 o20_QF35B Num 8 O18_QF35BF. QF35B. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… MENTION THE SKILLS OF THE CHILD?
263 o20_QF35C Num 8 O18_QF35CF. QF35C. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… USE A DIMINUTIVE NAME (NICKNAME OR PET NAME) FOR THE CHILD?
264 o20_QF37 Num 8 O18_QF37F. QF37. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… PROVIDE TOYS FOR CHILD DURING VISIT?
265 p20_fc_child_elsewhere Num 8 P18_FC_CHILD_ELSEWHEREF. Focal child screening. Focal child selected was not living in the household at least half of the time
266 p20_preschlenroll Num 8 P18_PRESCHLENROLLF. Is the child enrolled in center-based child care for at least 10 hours per week?
267 p20_schlenroll Num 8 P18_SCHLENROLLF. Is the child currently enrolled in school?
268 p20_F13A1 Num 8 P18_F13A1F. F13A1. How many days inthe past month has your child missed child care/school? Number of days (numeric)
269 p20_schlabsence Num 8 P18_SCHLABSENCEF. How many days in the past month (or most recent month if interview during summer) has the child missed school or child care? (categorical)
270 p20_F10A1 Num 8 P18_F10A1F. F10A1. Number of child care arrangements (numeric)
271 p20_F12A1 Num 8 P18_F12A1F. F12A1. Number of schools (numeric)
272 p20_schlmobility Num 8 P18_SCHLMOBILITYF. How many different schools has the child attended since the study began? (categorical)
273 p20_gradecomp Num 8 P18_GRADECOMPF. Has the child not repeated a grade or been prevented from moving on to the next grade or level in school since study enrollment data?
274 p20_schlexp Num 8 P18_SCHLEXPF. How did the parent rate their child's experiences at school or child care?
275 p20_schlattitude Num 8 P18_SCHLATTITUDEF. How much does the child like school or child care?
276 p20_schlgrades Num 8 P18_SCHLGRADESF. Would the parent describe the child's report card from the end of the last term as mostly As, mostly Bs, mostly Cs, or mostly Ds or Fs?
277 p20_schlconductprob Num 8 P18_SCHLCONDUCTPROBF. In the past six month, has the parent been contacted by teacher about child behavior or has their child been suspended or expelled?
278 p20_cpoorhealth Num 8 P18_CPOORHEALTHF. Did the parent report that the child's general health was fair or poor?
279 p20_ccheckup Num 8 P18_CCHECKUPF. Has child received a physical examination or well-child check-up within the past 12 months?
280 p20_cregcare Num 8 P18_CREGCAREF. Does the child have a regular source of medical care (private doctor/clinic, hospital outpatient department, or community or public health clinic only)?
281 p20_F20A1 Num 8 P18_F20A1F. F20A1. Number of pounds (numeric)
282 p20_F20A2 Num 8 P18_F20A2F. F20A2. Number of ounces (numeric)
283 p20_lowbirthweight Num 8 P18_LOWBIRTHWEIGHTF. Did at least one child born since study enrollment have low birth weight (<5.5 lbs)?
284 p20_cpolice Num 8 P18_CPOLICEF. In the past six months, has the child has been arrested or has the child had problems that involved the police contacting the parent?
285 p20_routines Num 8 P18_ROUTINESF. Stability of family routines scale score
286 p20_csleepprob Num 8 P18_CSLEEPF. Average child sleep disruption scale score
287 p20_parent_stress Num 8 P18_PARENT_STRESSF. Parenting stress scale score
288 p20_chlgenv Num 8 P18_CHLGENVF. Environmental challenges to parenting scale score
289 p20_home_warmth Num 8 P18_HOME_WARMTHF. Average HOME Parental Warmth scale score
290 p20_home_nohostil Num 8 P18_HOME_NOHOSTILF. Average HOME Parental Lack of Hostility scale score
291 p20_home_learn Num 8 P18_HOME_LEARNF. Average HOME Literacy/Learning scale score
292 p20_home_devstim Num 8 P18_HOME_DEVSTIMF. Average HOME Developmental Stimulation scale score
293 p20_home_readacc Num 8 P18_HOME_READACCF. Average HOME Access to Reading scale score
294 p20_sdq_totscr Num 8 P18_SDQ_TOTSCRF. SDQ child total behavior problems z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
295 p20_sdq_emo Num 8 P18_SDQ_EMOF. SDQ child emotional problems sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
296 p20_sdq_cond Num 8 P18_SDQ_CONDF. SDQ child conduct problems sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
297 p20_sdq_hyper Num 8 P18_SDQ_HYPERF. SDQ child hyperactivity sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
298 p20_sdq_peer Num 8 P18_SDQ_PEERF. SDQ child peer problems sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
299 p20_sdq_prosoc Num 8 P18_SDQ_PROSOCF. SDQ child pro-social behavior sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
300 p20_newborn_flag Num 8 P18_NEWBORN_FLAGF. Family roster. Newborn flag
301 i_o20_homeobs_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. HOME observation information is collected for this focal child

302 c20_MODE Num 8 C18_MODEF. Mode of the child survey interview
303 c20_AA1 Num 8 C18_AA1F. I worry about making mistakes
304 c20_AA2 Num 8 C18_AA2F. I feel like crying
305 c20_AA3 Num 8 C18_AA3F. I feel unhappy
306 c20_AA4 Num 8 C18_AA4F. I have trouble making up my mind
307 c20_AA5 Num 8 C18_AA5F. It is difficult for me to face my problems
308 c20_AA6 Num 8 C18_AA6F. I worry too much
309 c20_AA7 Num 8 C18_AA7F. I get upset at home
310 c20_AA8 Num 8 C18_AA8F. I am shy
311 c20_AA9 Num 8 C18_AA9F. I feel troubled
312 c20_AA10 Num 8 C18_AA10F. Unimportant thoughts run through my mind and bother me
313 c20_AB11 Num 8 C18_AB11F. I worry about school
314 c20_AB12 Num 8 C18_AB12F. I have trouble deciding what to do
315 c20_AB13 Num 8 C18_AB13F. I notice my heart beats fast
316 c20_AB14 Num 8 C18_AB14F. I am secretly afraid
317 c20_AB15 Num 8 C18_AB15F. I worry about my parents
318 c20_AB16 Num 8 C18_AB16F. My hands get sweaty
319 c20_AB17 Num 8 C18_AB17F. I worry about things that may happen
320 c20_AB18 Num 8 C18_AB18F. It is hard for me to fall asleep at night
321 c20_AB19 Num 8 C18_AB19F. I get a funny feeling in my stomach
322 c20_AB20 Num 8 C18_AB20F. I worry about what others think of me
323 c20_BA_1 Num 8 C18_BA_1F. Spiders
324 c20_BA_2 Num 8 C18_BA_2F. Getting sick
325 c20_BA_3 Num 8 C18_BA_3F. Being Robbed
326 c20_BA_4 Num 8 C18_BA_4F. Having no friends
327 c20_BA_5 Num 8 C18_BA_5F. Dogs
328 c20_BA_6 Num 8 C18_BA_6F. What will happen in the future
329 c20_BA_7 Num 8 C18_BA_7F. Having no place to live
330 c20_BA_8 Num 8 C18_BA_8F. Something bad happening to people in my family
331 c20_BA_9 Num 8 C18_BA_9F. Snakes
332 c20_BA_10 Num 8 C18_BA_10F. Getting bad grades
333 c20_BA_11 Num 8 C18_BA_11F. People fighting
334 c20_BB_12 Num 8 C18_BB_12F. Being teased
335 c20_BB_13 Num 8 C18_BB_13F. What other people think of me
336 c20_BB_14 Num 8 C18_BB_14F. Being hit by a car or truck
337 c20_BB_15 Num 8 C18_BB_15F. Drug dealers
338 c20_BB_16 Num 8 C18_BB_16F. Being alone
339 c20_BB_17 Num 8 C18_BB_17F. Flunking school
340 c20_BB_18 Num 8 C18_BB_18F. Gangs
341 c20_BB_19 Num 8 C18_BB_19F. Being lost
342 c20_BB_20 Num 8 C18_BB_20F. Rats
343 c20_BB_21 Num 8 C18_BB_21F. That other (children/teens) will not want to (play/ spend time) with me.
344 c20_BB_22 Num 8 C18_BB_22F. Police
345 c20_BC_23 Num 8 C18_BC_23F. Having no place to sleep



346 c20_BC_24 Num 8 C18_BC_24F. Dying
347 c20_BC_25 Num 8 C18_BC_25F. Nightmares
348 c20_BC_26 Num 8 C18_BC_26F. Being hungry, having no food to eat
349 c20_BC_27 Num 8 C18_BC_27F. Being sent to the principal
350 c20_BC_28 Num 8 C18_BC_28F. Guns
351 c20_BC_29 Num 8 C18_BC_29F. Fire
352 c20_BC_30 Num 8 C18_BC_30F. Losing my favorite stuff
353 c20_BC_31 Num 8 C18_BC_31F. I worry about my parents
354 c20_BC_32 Num 8 C18_BC_32F. I worry about my brothers and sisters
355 c20_BC_33 Num 8 C18_BC_33F. I worry about myself
356 c20_CA_1 Num 8 C18_CA_1F. I have a new brother or sister who was born during the past year
357 c20_CA_2 Num 8 C18_CA_2F. Our family moved to a new home or apartment during this past year
358 c20_CA_5 Num 8 C18_CA_5F. My brother or sister became seriously ill or was injured during this past year.
359 c20_CA_6 Num 8 C18_CA_6F. During this past year at least one parent became seriously ill or was injured
360 c20_CA_10 Num 8 C18_CA_10F. I was a victim of violence (mugging, sexual assault, robbery) during this past year
361 c20_CA_11 Num 8 C18_CA_11F. A member of my family was a victim of violence (mugging, sexual assault, robbery, etc.) during this past year.
362 c20_CA_12 Num 8 C18_CA_12F. During this past year, one of my parents died
363 c20_CA_13 Num 8 C18_CA_13F. A brother or sister died during this past year
364 c20_CA_14 Num 8 C18_CA_14F. A grandparent died during this past year.
365 c20_CA_15 Num 8 C18_CA_15F. One of my close friends died during this past year.
366 c20_CB_16 Num 8 C18_CB_16F. Another adult has come to live with my family during this past year.
367 c20_CB_20 Num 8 C18_CB_20F. A member of my family ran away from home during this past year.
368 c20_CB_21 Num 8 C18_CB_21F. My parents separated during this past year.
369 c20_CB_22 Num 8 C18_CB_22F. My parents divorced during this past year.
370 c20_CB_23 Num 8 C18_CB_23F. One of my parents remarried during this past year.
371 c20_CB_35 Num 8 C18_CB_35F. An unmarried family member became pregnant during this past year.
372 c20_CB_36 Num 8 C18_CB_36F. During this past year, one of my parents had problems at work (demotion, trouble with boss or co-workers etc.)
373 c20_CB_37 Num 8 C18_CB_37F. One parent lost his or her job during this past year.
374 c20_CB_38 Num 8 C18_CB_38F. My mother began to work some time during this past year.
375 c20_CB_42 Num 8 C18_CB_42F. The family financial situation was difficult during this past year.
376 c20_CC_44 Num 8 C18_CC_44F. The family had funds cut off by some government agency during this past year (e.g., welfare, food stamps, AFDC, disability etc.).
377 c20_CC_45 Num 8 C18_CC_45F. My family was evicted from a house or apartment during this past year.
378 c20_CC_49 Num 8 C18_CC_49F. There were many arguments between adults living in the house during this past year.
379 c20_CC_50 Num 8 C18_CC_50F. There were many arguments between a parent and a former or separated spouse during this past year.
380 c20_CC_54 Num 8 C18_CC_54F. During this past year, a member of my family attempted suicide
381 c20_CC_55 Num 8 C18_CC_55F. A member of my family developed severe emotional problems during the past year
382 c20_CC_57 Num 8 C18_CC_57F. A family member  became involved with drugs or alcohol during this past year.
383 c20_CC_61 Num 8 C18_CC_61F. A brother or sister was arrested or went to jail during this past year.
384 c20_CC_62 Num 8 C18_CC_62F. A parent was arrested or went to jail during this past year.
385 c20_D1 Num 8 C18_D1F. Have you ever tried cigarette smoking, even one or two puffs?
386 c20_D2 Num 8 C18_D2F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigarettes?
387 c20_D3 Num 8 C18_D3F. During the past 30 days, on the days you smoked, how many cigarettes did you smoke per day?
388 c20_D4 Num 8 C18_D4F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use chewing tobacco, snuff, or dip, such as Redman, Levi Garrett, Beechnut, Skoal, Skoal Bandits, or Copenhagen?
389 c20_D5 Num 8 C18_D5F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigars, cigarillos, or little cigars?
390 c20_D6 Num 8 C18_D6F. Have you ever had a drink of alcohol, other than a few sips?
391 c20_D7 Num 8 C18_D7F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have at least one drink of alcohol?
392 c20_D8 Num 8 C18_D8F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have 5 or more drinks of alcohol in a row, that is, within a couple of hours?
393 c20_D10 Num 8 C18_D10F. Have you ever used marijuana?
394 c20_D11 Num 8 C18_D11F. During the past 30 days, how many times did you use marijuana?
395 c20_D12 Num 8 C18_D12F. Have you ever used any form of cocaine, including powder, crack, or freebase?
396 c20_D13 Num 8 C18_D13F. During your life, how many times have you used any form of cocaine, including powder, crack, or freebase?
397 c20_D14 Num 8 C18_D14F. During the past 30 days, how many times did you use any form of cocaine, including powder, crack, or freebase?
398 c20_D15 Num 8 C18_D15F. Have you ever sniffed glue, or breathed the contents of spray cans, or inhaled any paints or sprays to get high?
399 c20_D16 Num 8 C18_D16F. Have you ever used steroid pills or shots without a doctor's prescription?
400 c20_D17 Num 8 C18_D17F. During your life, how many times have you sniffed glue, breathed the contents of aerosol spray cans, or inhaled any paints or sprays to get high?
401 c20_D18 Num 8 C18_D18F. During your life, how many times have you used heroin (also called smack, junk, or China White)?
402 c20_D19 Num 8 C18_D19F. During your life, how many times have you used methamphetamines (also called speed, crystal, crank, or ice)?
403 c20_D20 Num 8 C18_D20F. During your life, how many times have you used ecstasy (also called MDMA)?
404 c20_D21 Num 8 C18_D21F. During your life, how many times have you taken steroid pills or shots without a doctor's prescription?
405 c20_D22 Num 8 C18_D22F. During your life, how many times have you taken a prescription drug (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor's prescription?
406 c20_D23 Num 8 C18_D23F. During your life, how many times have you used a needle to inject any illegal drug into your body?
407 c20_E1 Num 8 C18_E1F. Think about your last grade report.  Would you describe the report as:
408 c20_E2 Num 8 C18_E2F. How many days in the last month did you miss school?
409 c20_E3_1 Num 8 C18_E3_1F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Been expelled from school?
410 c20_E3_2 Num 8 C18_E3_2F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Been suspended from school?
411 c20_E3_3 Num 8 C18_E3_3F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Been sent to the principal’s office because of problems with another student, a teacher, or your school work?
412 c20_E3_4 Num 8 C18_E3_4F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Had a note sent home about any problems in school?
413 c20_E4_1 Num 8 C18_E4_1F. In the last month (THAT YOU WERE IN SCHOOL), how hard have you worked on your homework?
414 c20_E5_2 Num 8 C18_E5_2F. In the last month (THAT YOU WERE IN SCHOOL), how hard have you tried to work during the school day?
415 c20_FA_1 Num 8 C18_FA_1F. In the course of a day, how often does your parent know where you are?
416 c20_FA_2 Num 8 C18_FA_2F. How often does your parent know who you are with when you are away from home?
417 c20_FA_3 Num 8 C18_FA_3F. How often does your parent give up when she/he asks you to do something and you don't do it?
418 c20_FA_4 Num 8 C18_FA_4F. Once a punishment has been decided, how often can you get out of it?
419 c20_FA_5 Num 8 C18_FA_5F. How often does your parent punish you for something at one time, and then at other times, not punish you for the same thing?
420 c20_FA_6 Num 8 C18_FA_6F. When your parent punishes you, how often does the kind of punishment she/he uses depend on his/her mood?
421 c20_FA_7 Num 8 C18_FA_7F. How often does your parent know when you do something really well at school or someplace else away from home?
422 c20_FA_8 Num 8 C18_FA_8F. How often does your parent know when you get in trouble at school or someplace else away from home?
423 c20_FA_9 Num 8 C18_FA_9F. When you do something wrong, how often does your parent lose his/her temper and yell at you?
424 c20_FA_10 Num 8 C18_FA_10F. How often does your parent ask you to consider how others will feel if you misbehave?
425 c20_FB_11 Num 8 C18_FB_11F. How often does your parent know when you do not do the things she/he asked you to do?
426 c20_FB_12 Num 8 C18_FB_12F. When you and your parent have a problem, how often can the two of you figure out how to deal with it?
427 c20_FB_13 Num 8 C18_FB_13F. How often do you talk to your parent about things that bother you?
428 c20_FB_14 Num 8 C18_FB_14F. How often does your parent ask you what you think, before deciding on family matters that involve you?
429 c20_FB_15 Num 8 C18_FB_15F. How often does your parent give reasons to you for his/her decisions?
430 c20_FB_16 Num 8 C18_FB_16F. How often does your parent ask you what you think, before making decisions that affect you?
431 c20_FB_17 Num 8 C18_FB_17F. When you don't know why your parent makes certain rules, how often does she/he explain the reason?
432 c20_FB_18 Num 8 C18_FB_18F. How often does your parent punish you by reasoning, explaining, or talking to you?
433 c20_FB_19 Num 8 C18_FB_19F. When you have done something your parent likes or approves of, how often does she/he let you know she/he is pleased about it?
434 c20_FB_20 Num 8 C18_FB_20F. How often does your parent give you a reward, like money or something else you would like, when you get good grades, do chores, or something like that?
435 c20_G_1 Num 8 C18_G_1F. You think you are doing pretty well.
436 c20_G_2 Num 8 C18_G_2F. You can think of many ways to get the things in life that are most important to you.
437 c20_G_3 Num 8 C18_G_3F. You are doing just as well as other kids your age.
438 c20_G_4 Num 8 C18_G_4F. When you have a problem, you can come up with lots of ways to solve it
439 c20_G_5 Num 8 C18_G_5F. You think the things you have done in the past will help you in the future
440 c20_G_6 Num 8 C18_G_6F. Even when others want to quit, you know you can find ways to solve the problem.
441 c20_LANG Num 8 C18_LANGF. Language in which the child survey was administered
442 c20_traitanxiety Num 8 C18_TRAITANXIETYF. Child trait anxiety total score
443 c20_fears Num 8 C18_FEARSF. Child fears total score
444 c20_lifeevents Num 8 C18_LIFEEVENTSF. Count of child stressful life events
445 c20_substuse Num 8 C18_SUBSTUSEF. Has child used alcohol, tobacco, or marijuana within the past 30 days or had lifetime use of any other substance?
446 c20_schleffort Num 8 C18_SCHLEFFORTF. School effort score (average of E4_1 and reverse-coded E5_2)
447 c20_vigilantparent Num 8 C18_VIGILANTPARENTF. Total involved-vigilant parenting scale score.
448 c20_chope Num 8 C18_CHOPEF. Child Hope Scale total score
449 a20_htks_GENERAL_NOTES Char 300 General Notes
450 a20_htks_REFUSE_BEGIN Num 8 A18_HTKS_REFUSE_BEGINF. Refused to begin
451 a20_htks_REFUSE_CONTINUE Num 8 A18_HTKS_REFUSE_CONTINUEF. Refused to continue
452 a20_htks_REFUSE_ATTEMPT Num 8 A18_HTKS_REFUSE_ATTEMPTF. Last trial administered before child refused to continue
453 a20_htks_REFUSE_REASON Char 300 reason for refusal
454 a20_htks_DEMO_INTERRUPTED Num 8 A18_HTKS_DEMO_INTERRUPTEDF. Demo Head-Toes Interrupted?
455 a20_htks_A1 Num 8 A18_HTKS_A1F. What if I say Touch your HEAD? (Correct response: Toes)
456 a20_htks_A1_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_A1_IF. A1 Interrupted?
457 a20_htks_A2 Num 8 A18_HTKS_A2F. What if I say Touch your TOES? (Correct response: Head)
458 a20_htks_A2_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_A2_IF. A2 Interrupted?
459 a20_htks_B1 Num 8 A18_HTKS_B1F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
460 a20_htks_B1_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_B1_IF. B1 Interrupted?
461 a20_htks_B2 Num 8 A18_HTKS_B2F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
462 a20_htks_B2_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_B2_IF. B2 Interrupted?
463 a20_htks_B3 Num 8 A18_HTKS_B3F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
464 a20_htks_B3_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_B3_IF. B3 Interrupted?
465 a20_htks_B4 Num 8 A18_HTKS_B4F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
466 a20_htks_B4_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_B4_IF. B4 Interrupted?
467 a20_htks_REMIND_HT Num 8 A18_HTKS_REMIND_HTF. Number of reminders for head-toes rules (max=3)
468 a20_htks_TT_1 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_1F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
469 a20_htks_TT_1_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_1_IF. TT1 Interrupted trial
470 a20_htks_TT_2 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_2F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
471 a20_htks_TT_2_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_2_IF. TT2 Interrupted trial
472 a20_htks_TT_3 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_3F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
473 a20_htks_TT_3_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_3_IF. TT3 Interrupted trial
474 a20_htks_TT_4 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_4F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)



475 a20_htks_TT_4_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_4_IF. TT4 Interrupted trial
476 a20_htks_TT_5 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_5F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
477 a20_htks_TT_5_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_5_IF. TT5 Interrupted trial
478 a20_htks_TT_6 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_6F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
479 a20_htks_TT_6_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_6_IF. TT6 Interrupted trial
480 a20_htks_TT_7 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_7F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
481 a20_htks_TT_7_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_7_IF. TT7 Interrupted trial
482 a20_htks_TT_8 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_8F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
483 a20_htks_TT_8_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_8_IF. TT8 Interrupted trial
484 a20_htks_TT_9 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_9F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
485 a20_htks_TT_9_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_9_IF. TT9 Interrupted trial
486 a20_htks_TT_10 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_10F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
487 a20_htks_TT_10_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_10_IF. TT10 Interrupted trial
488 a20_htks_TT1_ZERO_SCORE Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT1_ZERO_SCOREF. Total number of 0 scores in first ten trials
489 a20_htks_DEMO_K_S_INTERRUPT Num 8 A18_HTKS_DEMO_K_S_INTERRUPTF. Demo K-S Interrupted?

490 a20_htks_C1 Num 8 A18_HTKS_C1F. What do you do if I say Touch your KNEES? (Correct Response: Shoulders)
491 a20_htks_C1_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_C1_IF. C1 Interrupted?
492 a20_htks_D1 Num 8 A18_HTKS_D1F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
493 a20_htks_D1_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_D1_IF. D1 Interrupted?
494 a20_htks_D2 Num 8 A18_HTKS_D2F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
495 a20_htks_D2_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_D2_IF. D2 Interrupted?
496 a20_htks_D3 Num 8 A18_HTKS_D3F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
497 a20_htks_D3_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_D3_IF. D3 Interrupted?
498 a20_htks_D4 Num 8 A18_HTKS_D4F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
499 a20_htks_D4_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_D4_IF. D4 Interrupted?
500 a20_htks_REMIND_KS Num 8 A18_HTKS_REMIND_KSF. Reminder for knees-shoulders rules (max=1)
501 a20_htks_TT_11 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_11F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
502 a20_htks_TT_11_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_11_IF. TT11 Interrupted trial
503 a20_htks_TT_12 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_12F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
504 a20_htks_TT_12_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_12_IF. TT12 Interrupted trial
505 a20_htks_TT_13 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_13F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
506 a20_htks_TT_13_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_13_IF. TT13 Interrupted trial
507 a20_htks_TT_14 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_14F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
508 a20_htks_TT_14_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_14_IF. TT14 Interrupted trial
509 a20_htks_TT_15 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_15F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
510 a20_htks_TT_15_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_15_IF. TT15 Interrupted trial
511 a20_htks_TT_16 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_16F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
512 a20_htks_TT_16_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_16_IF. TT16 Interrupted trial
513 a20_htks_TT_17 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_17F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
514 a20_htks_TT_17_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_17_IF. TT17 Interrupted trial
515 a20_htks_TT_18 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_18F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
516 a20_htks_TT_18_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_18_IF. TT18 Interrupted trial
517 a20_htks_TT_19 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_19F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
518 a20_htks_TT_19_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_19_IF. TT19 Interrupted trial
519 a20_htks_TT_20 Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_20F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
520 a20_htks_TT_20_I Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_20_IF. TT20 Interrupted trial
521 a20_htks_finished_test Num 8 A18_HTKS_FINISHED_TESTF. Child completed HTKS assessment
522 a20_htks_TT_PASS Num 8 A18_HTKS_TT_PASSF. Child passed first ten trials
523 a20_htks_totscr Num 8 A18_HTKS_TOTSCRF. HTKS total score
524 p20_asq_PARENTAL_STOPPED_DESC Char 30 Description of parent reason for refusal

525 p20_asq_Weeks_Premature Num 8 P18_ASQ_WEEKS_PREMATUREF. Weeks premature
526 p20_asq_WeeksPremature_NA Num 8 P18_ASQ_WEEKSPREMATURE_NAF. Weeks premature not applicable
527 p20_asq_PARENTAL_REFUSAL Num 8 P18_ASQ_PARENTAL_REFUSALF. Parent refused ages and stages
528 p20_asq_PARENTAL_STOPPED_ITEM Char 10 Parent began but refused to continue

529 p20_asq_NOTES Char 150 Interviewer notes
530 p20_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_1 Communication Question 1, original

531 p20_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_2 Communication Question 2, original

532 p20_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_3 Communication Question 3, original

533 p20_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_4 Communication Question 4, original

534 p20_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_5 Communication Question 5, original

535 p20_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_6 Communication Question 6, original

536 p20_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_1F. Gross Motor Question 1, original
537 p20_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_2F. Gross Motor Question 2, original
538 p20_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_3F. Gross Motor Question 3, original
539 p20_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_4F. Gross Motor Question 4, original
540 p20_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_5F. Gross Motor Question 5, original
541 p20_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_6F. Gross Motor Question 6, original
542 p20_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_1F. Fine Motor Question 1, original
543 p20_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_2F. Fine Motor Question 2, original
544 p20_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_3F. Fine Motor Question 3, original
545 p20_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_4F. Fine Motor Question 4, original
546 p20_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_5F. Fine Motor Question 5, original
547 p20_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_6F. Fine Motor Question 6, original
548 p20_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_1 Problem Solving Question 1, original

549 p20_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_2 Problem Solving Question 2, original

550 p20_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_3 Problem Solving Question 3, original

551 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_RESPON Char 100 Problem solving response

552 p20_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_4 Problem Solving Question 4, original

553 p20_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_5 Problem Solving Question 5, original

554 p20_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_6 Problem Solving Question 6, original

555 p20_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_1F Personal Social Question 1, original

556 p20_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_2F Personal Social Question 2, original

557 p20_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_3F Personal Social Question 3, original

558 p20_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_4F Personal Social Question 4, original

559 p20_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_5F Personal Social Question 5, original

560 p20_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_6F Personal Social Question 6, original

561 p20_asq_OVERALL_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_1F. Overall Question 1
562 p20_asq_OVERALL_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_2F. Overall Question 2
563 p20_asq_OVERALL_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_3F. Overall Question 3
564 p20_asq_OVERALL_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_4F. Overall Question 4
565 p20_asq_OVERALL_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_5F. Overall Question 5
566 p20_asq_OVERALL_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_6F. Overall Question 6
567 p20_asq_OVERALL_7 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_7F. Overall Question 7
568 p20_asq_OVERALL_8 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_8F. Overall Question 8
569 p20_asq_OVERALL_9 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_9F. Overall Question 9
570 p20_asq_OVERALL_10 Num 8 P18_ASQ_OVERALL_10F. Overall Question 10
571 p20_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_COMM Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_COMMOriginal calculated total communication score

572 p20_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_GROS Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_GROS Original calculated total gross motor score

573 p20_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_FINE Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_FINEF Original calculated total fine motor score

574 p20_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_PROB Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_PROB Original calculated total problem-solving score

575 p20_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_PERS Num 8 P18_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_PERSF Original calculated total personal-social score

576 p20_asq_ASQ3_VERSION Num 8 P18_ASQ_ASQ3_VERSIONF. Ages and Stages Questionnaire Version administered



577 p20_asq_COMMUNICATION_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_1F. Communication Question 1, final
578 p20_asq_COMMUNICATION_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_2F. Communication Question 2, final
579 p20_asq_COMMUNICATION_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_3F. Communication Question 3, final
580 p20_asq_COMMUNICATION_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_4F. Communication Question 4, final
581 p20_asq_COMMUNICATION_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_5F. Communication Question 5, final
582 p20_asq_COMMUNICATION_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_6F. Communication Question 6, final
583 p20_asq_FINEMOTOR_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_1F. Fine Motor Question 1, final
584 p20_asq_FINEMOTOR_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_2F. Fine Motor Question 2, final
585 p20_asq_FINEMOTOR_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_3F. Fine Motor Question 3, final
586 p20_asq_FINEMOTOR_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_4F. Fine Motor Question 4, final
587 p20_asq_FINEMOTOR_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_5F. Fine Motor Question 5, final
588 p20_asq_FINEMOTOR_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_6F. Fine Motor Question 6, final
589 p20_asq_GROSSMOTOR_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_1F. Gross Motor Question 1, final
590 p20_asq_GROSSMOTOR_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_2F. Gross Motor Question 2, final
591 p20_asq_GROSSMOTOR_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_3F. Gross Motor Question 3, final
592 p20_asq_GROSSMOTOR_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_4F. Gross Motor Question 4, final
593 p20_asq_GROSSMOTOR_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_5F. Gross Motor Question 5, final
594 p20_asq_GROSSMOTOR_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_6F. Gross Motor Question 6, final
595 p20_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_1F. Personal Social Question 1, final
596 p20_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_2F. Personal Social Question 2, final
597 p20_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_3F. Personal Social Question 3, final
598 p20_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_4F. Personal Social Question 4, final
599 p20_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_5F. Personal Social Question 5, final
600 p20_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_6F. Personal Social Question 6, final
601 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_1 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_1F. Problem Solving Question 1, final
602 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_2 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_2F. Problem Solving Question 2, final
603 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_3 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_3F. Problem Solving Question 3, final
604 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_4 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_4F. Problem Solving Question 4, final
605 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_5 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_5F. Problem Solving Question 5, final
606 p20_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_6 Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_6F. Problem Solving Question 6, final
607 p20_asq_AGES_totscr_COMM Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_COMMF. Final calculated total communication score
608 p20_asq_AGES_totscr_FINE Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_FINEF. Final calculated total fine motor score
609 p20_asq_AGES_totscr_GROS Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_GROSF. Final calculated total gross motor score
610 p20_asq_AGES_totscr_PERS Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_PERSF. Final calculated total personal-social score
611 p20_asq_AGES_totscr_PROB Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_PROBF. Final calculated total problem solving score
612 p20_asq_AGES_pass_COMM Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_PASS_COMMF. ASQ Communication z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
613 p20_asq_AGES_pass_FINE Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_PASS_FINEF. ASQ Fine Motor z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
614 p20_asq_AGES_pass_GROS Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_PASS_GROSF. ASQ Gross Motor z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
615 p20_asq_AGES_pass_PERS Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_PASS_PERSF. ASQ Personal-Social z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
616 p20_asq_AGES_pass_PROB Num 8 P18_ASQ_AGES_PASS_PROBF. ASQ Problem Solving z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
617 p20_asq_comm Num 8 P18_ASQ_COMMF. ASQ Communication z-score
618 p20_asq_fine Num 8 P18_ASQ_FINEF. ASQ Fine Motor z-score
619 p20_asq_gros Num 8 P18_ASQ_GROSF. ASQ Gross Motor z-score
620 p20_asq_pers Num 8 P18_ASQ_PERSF. ASQ Personal-Social z-score
621 p20_asq_prob Num 8 P18_ASQ_PROBF. ASQ Problem Solving z-score
622 p20_asq_pass Num 8 P18_ASQ_PASSF. Child did not score below diagnostic threshold on any ASQ domain
623 a20_wjiii_lword_pr Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Percentile Rank
624 a20_wjiii_lword_ae Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Age Equivalent
625 a20_wjiii_lword_ge Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Grade Equivalent
626 a20_wjiii_appprob_pr Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Percentile Rank
627 a20_wjiii_appprob_ae Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Age Equivalent
628 a20_wjiii_appprob_ge Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Grade Equivalent
629 a20_wjiii_lword_ss Num 8 A18_WJIII_LWORD_SSF. Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Scaled Score
630 a20_wjiii_lword Num 8 A18_WJIII_LWORDF. Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Z-score
631 a20_wjiii_lword_wscore Num 8 A18_WJIII_LWORD_WSCOREF. Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification W Score
632 a20_wjiii_appprob_ss Num 8 A18_WJIII_APPPROB_SSF. Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Scaled Score
633 a20_wjiii_appprob Num 8 A18_WJIII_APPPROBF. Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Z-score
634 a20_wjiii_appprob_wscore Num 8 A18_WJIII_APPPROB_WSCOREF. Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems W Score
635 valid_p20_preschlenroll Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for pre-school enrollment outcome?
636 valid_p20_schlenroll Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school enrollment outcome?
637 valid_p20_schlabsence Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school absences outcome?
638 valid_p20_schlmobility Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school mobility outcome?
639 valid_p20_gradecomp Num 8 VALID_P18_GRADECOMPF. Is child in analysis base for grade completion outcome?
640 valid_p20_schlexp Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school experience outcome?
641 valid_p20_schlattitude Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school attitude outcome?
642 valid_p20_schlgrades Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school grades outcome?
643 valid_p20_schlconductprob Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school conduct outcome?
644 valid_p20_cpoorhealth Num 8 VALID_P18_CPOORHEALTHF. Is child in analysis base for poor physcial health outcome?
645 valid_p20_ccheckup Num 8 VALID_P18_CCHECKUPF. Is child in analysis base for child well-checkup outcome?
646 valid_p20_cregcare Num 8 VALID_P18_CREGCAREF. Is child in analysis base for regular source of health care outcome?
647 valid_p20_csleepprob Num 8 VALID_P18_CSLEEPPROBF. Is child in analysis base for sleep problems outcome?
648 valid_p20_lowbirthweight Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for low birth weight outcome?
649 valid_p20_sdq_totscr Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for SDQ total behavior problems outcome?
650 valid_p20_sdq_prosoc Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for SDQ pro-social behavior outcome?
651 valid_p20_cpolice Num 8 VALID_P18_CPOLICEF. Is child in analysis base for police involvement outcome?
652 valid_c20_traitanxiety Num 8 VALID_C18_TRAITANXIETYF. Is child in analysis base for trait anxiety outcome?
653 valid_c20_fears Num 8 VALID_C18_FEARSF. Is child in analysis base for child fears outcome?
654 valid_c20_substuse Num 8 VALID_C18_SUBSTUSEF. Is child in analysis base for substance use outcome?
655 valid_c20_schleffort Num 8 VALID_C18_SCHLEFFORTF. Is child in analysis base for school effort?
656 valid_c20_chope Num 8 VALID_C18_CHOPEF. Is child in analysis base for child hope outcome?
657 valid_a20_htks_totscr Num 8 VALID_A18_HTKS_TOTSCRF. Is child in analysis base for HTKS total score outcome?
658 valid_p20_asq_pass Num 8 VALID_P18_ASQ_PASSF. Is child in analysis base for ASQ outcome?
659 valid_a20_wjiii_lword Num 8 VALID_A18_WJIII_LWORDF. Is child in analysis base for WJIII letter word outcome?
660 valid_a20_wjiii_appprob Num 8 VALID_A18_WJIII_APPPROBF. Is child in analysis base for WJIII applied problems score outcome?
661 i_p20_adult_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. Parent-reported information in the adult survey is collected for this focal child

662 i_c20_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. Child survey information is collected for this focal child
663 i_a20_htks_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. HTKS assessment information is collected for this focal child
664 i_p20_asq_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. ASQ information is collected for this focal child
665 i_a20_wjiii_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. WJIII assessment information is collected for this focal child

666 p20_F48_A Num 8 P18_F48_AF. F48a. There is very little commotion where we live.
667 p20_F48_B Num 8 P18_F48_BF. F48b. We can usually find things when we need them.
668 p20_F48_C Num 8 P18_F48_CF. F48c. We almost always seem to be rushed.
669 p20_F48_D Num 8 P18_F48_DF. F48d. We are usually able to stay on top of things.
670 p20_F48_E Num 8 P18_F48_EF. F48e. No matter how hard we try, we always seem to be running late.
671 p20_F48_F Num 8 P18_F48_FF. F48f. It’s a real zoo in where we live.
672 p20_F48_G Num 8 P18_F48_GF. F48g. At home we can talk to each other without being interrupted.
673 p20_F48_H Num 8 P18_F48_HF. F48h. There is often a fuss going on where we live.
674 p20_F48_I Num 8 P18_F48_IF. F48i. No matter what our family/household plans, it usually doesn’t seem to work out.
675 p20_F48_J Num 8 P18_F48_JF. F48j. You can’t hear yourself think where we live.
676 p20_F48_K Num 8 P18_F48_KF. F48k. I often get drawn into other people’s arguments where I live.
677 p20_F48_L Num 8 P18_F48_LF. F48l. Where we live is a good place to relax.
678 p20_F48_M Num 8 P18_F48_MF. F48m. The telephone takes up a lot of our time where we live.
679 p20_F48_N Num 8 P18_F48_NF. F48n. The atmosphere where we live is calm.
680 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
681 i_baseline_ageyrs Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in years on date of random assignment
682 i_baseline_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of random assignment
683 i_o20_homeobs_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of HOME observation
684 i_c20_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of child survey response
685 i_p20_asq_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of parental response to ASQ
686 i_wjiii_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of WJIII assessment
687 i_a20_htks_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of HTKS assessment
688 raf_fc_id Num 8 Unique id variable for focal child: Concatenation of raf_id and p18_fr_fc (RAF Family ID plus 1/2/3 for focal child)
689 w_ttl_asq_20_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
690 w_ttl_asq_20_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
691 w_ttl_asq_20_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
692 w_ttl_asq_20_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
693 w_ttl_asq_20_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
694 w_ttl_asq_20_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
695 w_ttl_asq_20_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
696 w_ttl_asq_20_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
697 w_ttl_asq_20_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
698 w_ttl_asq_20_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
699 w_ttl_htks_20_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
700 w_ttl_htks_20_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
701 w_ttl_htks_20_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
702 w_ttl_htks_20_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
703 w_ttl_htks_20_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison



704 w_ttl_htks_20_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
705 w_ttl_htks_20_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
706 w_ttl_htks_20_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
707 w_ttl_htks_20_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
708 w_ttl_htks_20_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
709 w_ttl_wjiii_20_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
710 w_ttl_wjiii_20_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
711 w_ttl_wjiii_20_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
712 w_ttl_wjiii_20_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
713 w_ttl_wjiii_20_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
714 w_ttl_wjiii_20_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
715 w_ttl_wjiii_20_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
716 w_ttl_wjiii_20_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
717 w_ttl_wjiii_20_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
718 w_ttl_wjiii_20_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
719 w_ttl_csurv_20_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
720 w_ttl_csurv_20_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
721 w_ttl_csurv_20_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
722 w_ttl_csurv_20_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
723 w_ttl_csurv_20_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
724 w_ttl_csurv_20_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
725 w_ttl_csurv_20_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
726 w_ttl_csurv_20_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
727 w_ttl_csurv_20_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
728 w_ttl_csurv_20_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
729 w_ttl_pr_20_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
730 w_ttl_pr_20_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
731 w_ttl_pr_20_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
732 w_ttl_pr_20_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
733 w_ttl_pr_20_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
734 w_ttl_pr_20_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
735 w_ttl_pr_20_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
736 w_ttl_pr_20_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
737 w_ttl_pr_20_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
738 w_ttl_pr_20_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_FOLLOWUP37_CHILD    Observations          2665
Member Type          DATA                            Variables             760 
Engine               V9                              Indexes               0   
Created              12/27/2016 09:49:00             Observation Length    9056
Last Modified        12/27/2016 09:49:00             Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                           Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                        Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                          
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                

                                                               Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          253952                                                                                                                              
Number of Data Set Pages    96                                                                                                                                  
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                   
Max Obs per Page            28                                                                                                                                  
Obs in First Data Page      11                                                                                                                                  
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                   
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                 

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                            
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 p37_fr_fc Num 8 P37_FR_FCF. Family roster. Household member is a focal child A(1), B(2), or C(3)
2 p37_fr_fc_status Char 1 Family roster. Focal child selection criteria status (A/B/C)
3 B_relat Num 8 B_RELATF. b_relat. Baseline. Child's relationship to respondent
4 B_Sex Num 8 B_SEXF. b_sex. Baseline. Focal child biological sex (filled in for newborns from ASQ form and name) (covariate)
5 B_past_wherelive_1 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_1F. b_past_wherelive_1. Baseline. E15A_1. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; With his/her other parent
6 B_past_wherelive_2 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_2F. b_past_wherelive_2. Baseline. E15A_2. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; With your Own parents or in-laws
7 B_past_wherelive_3 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_3F. b_past_wherelive_3. Baseline. E15A_3. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; With other relatives
8 B_past_wherelive_4 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_4F. b_past_wherelive_4. Baseline. E15A_4. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; In foster care
9 B_past_wherelive_5 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_5F. b_past_wherelive_5. Baseline. E15A_5. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; Other

10 B_past_wherelive_7 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_7F. b_past_wherelive_7. Baseline. E15A_7. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; REFUSED
11 B_past_wherelive_8 Num 8 B_PAST_WHERELIVE_8F. b_past_wherelive_8. Baseline. E15A_8.  All the different places [CHILD] has lived; Don't Know
12 B_past_months_fostcare Num 8 MISSF. b_past_months_fostcare. Baseline. E15B. All the different places [CHILD] has lived; In foster care - How long in foster care?
13 B_past_separtn Num 8 B_PAST_SEPARTNF. b_past_separtn. Baseline. E14. Was there ever a time when [CHILD] did not live with you?
14 B_curr_wherelive_1 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_1F. b_curr_wherelive_1. Baseline. E25A_1. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. With his/her other parent
15 B_curr_wherelive_2 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_2F. b_curr_wherelive_2. Baseline. E25A_2. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. With your own parents or in-laws
16 B_curr_wherelive_3 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_3F. b_curr_wherelive_3. Baseline. E25A_3. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. With other relatives
17 B_curr_wherelive_4 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_4F. b_curr_wherelive_4. Baseline. E25A_4. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. In foster care
18 B_curr_wherelive_5 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_5F. b_curr_wherelive_5. Baseline. E25A_5. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. Other
19 B_curr_wherelive_7 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_7F. b_curr_wherelive_7. Baseline. E25A_7. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. REFUSED
20 B_curr_wherelive_8 Num 8 B_CURR_WHERELIVE_8F. b_curr_wherelive_8. Baseline. E25A_8. Please tell where [CHILD] is currently living, while not with you in [NAME OF SHELTER]. DON'T KNOW
21 B_curr_months_fostcare Num 8 MISSF. b_curr_months_fostcare. Baseline. E25B. Current number of months child has been in foster care.
22 B_months_notwith Num 8 MISSF. b_months_notwith. Baseline. E24. How long has it been since [CHILD] lived with you?
23 B_never_with Num 8 B_NEVER_WITHF. b_never_with. Baseline. E24. How long has it been since [CHILD] lived with you? - [CHILD] has never lived with respondent.
24 B_totalmonths_apart Num 8 MISSF. b_totalmonths_apart. Baseline. E26. What would you say has been the total  amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you?
25 B_child Num 8 B_CHILDF. b_child. Baseline. Household member was under age 18 at study enrollment.
26 B_present Num 8 B_PRESENTF. b_present. Baseline. Was child present with the family at baseline?
27 p37_fr_twin Num 8 P37_FR_TWINF. Family roster. Household member is a twin
28 p37_b1a Num 8 P37_B1AF. B1a. Is [NAME] living with you now?
29 p37_d5_1 Num 8 P37_D5_1F. D5_1. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? DAYS
30 p37_d5_2 Num 8 P37_D5_2F. D5_2. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? WEEKS
31 p37_d5_3 Num 8 P37_D5_3F. D5_3. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? MONTHS
32 p37_d5_4 Num 8 P37_D5_4F. D5_4. How long has it been since [NAME] lived/stayed with you? YEARS
33 p37_d6a Num 8 P37_D6AF. D6a. Where is [NAME] living/staying now? [IF NAME is an ADULT >=18]
34 p37_d6b Num 8 P37_D6BF. D6b. Where is [NAME] living/staying now? [IF NAME is a CHILD <18]
35 p37_d6b_95_other Char 255 D6b. Where is [NAME] living/staying now? [IF NAME is a CHILD <18] - OTHER (response)
36 p37_d6c_1 Num 8 P37_D6C_1F. D6c1. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF DAYS
37 p37_d6c_2 Num 8 P37_D6C_2F. D6c2. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF WEEKS
38 p37_d6c_3 Num 8 P37_D6C_3F. D6c3. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF MONTHS
39 p37_d6c_4 Num 8 P37_D6C_4F. D6c4. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF YEARS
40 p37_d7 Num 8 P37_D7F. D7. [ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER AND FOSTER CARE WAS REPORTED IN D6]: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
41 p37_d8a_1 Num 8 P37_D8A_1F. D8a_1. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR UNDER:What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? YEAR(S)
42 p37_d8a_2 Num 8 P37_D8A_2F. D8a_2. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR UNDER:What would you say has been the total amount of time [CHILD] has spent living apart from you? MONTH(S)
43 p37_d9 Num 8 P37_D9F. D9. ASK IF [NAME] IS NOW 17 OR YOUNGER: Does [NAME] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
44 p37_d10 Num 8 P37_D10F. D10. Is there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
45 p37_d16 Num 8 P37_D16F. D16. Was there ever a time in the past six months when [NAME] was not living with you?
46 p37_d17_1 Num 8 P37_D17_1F. D17. ASK IF D16=1: How many weeks during the last six months was [NAME] not living with you? Note: 0=less than a week. ___ WEEKS
47 p37_d18a Num 8 P37_D18AF. D18a. ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?  [IF NAME is an ADULT >=18]
48 p37_d18b Num 8 P37_D18BF. D18b. ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?  [IF NAME is a CHILD <18]
49 p37_d18b_95_other Char 255 D18b. ASK IF D16=1: Please tell where the [NAME] was during those weeks?  [IF NAME is an CHILD <18] - Other (response)
50 p37_d18c_1 Num 8 P37_D18C_1F. D18c1. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF DAYS
51 p37_d18c_2 Num 8 P37_D18C_2F. D18c2. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF WEEKS
52 p37_d18c_3 Num 8 P37_D18C_3F. D18c3. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF MONTHS
53 p37_d18c_4 Num 8 P37_D18C_4F. D18c4. How long in foster care?  NUMBER OF YEARS
54 p37_d19 Num 8 P37_D19F. D19. [ASK IF NAME  NOW 17OR YOUNGER and FOSTER CARE REPORTED IN D18]: Was the foster care placement for [NAME] arranged by [LOCAL NAME OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM]
55 p37_d20 Num 8 P37_D20F. D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you?
56 p37_d20_95_other Char 255 D20. Was there anything about your housing situation that makes it difficult for [NAME] to live with you? - Other (response)
57 b_work_for_pay Num 8 B_WORK_FOR_PAYF. b_work_for_pay. Baseline. E10. Is Family member currently working for pay?
58 b_inschool Num 8 B_INSCHOOLF. b_inschool. Baseline: E16. Is Family Member currently attending school?
59 b_disability Num 8 B_DISABILITYF. b_disability. Baseline. Does [CHILD] have a disability? That could include either a physical, emotional, or mental health condition.
60 p37_newborn_flag Num 8 P37_NEWBORN_FLAGF. Family roster. Newborn flag
61 p37_F6 Num 8 P37_F6F. F6. Is [CHILD] enrolled in [school or [IF CHILD IS LESS THAN 6 YEARS OLD] child care] now? Child care can include

center-based care as well as any other home day care or babysitting arrangement you may have for your child.
62 p37_F7M Num 8 P37_F7MF. F7. When was [CHILD] last enrolled in school or [IF CHILD IS LESS THAN 6 YEARS OLD] child care]: MONTH
63 p37_F7Y Num 8 P37_F7YF. F7. When was [CHILD] last enrolled in school or [IF CHILD IS LESS THAN 6 YEARS OLD] child care]: YEAR
64 p37_F8 Num 8 P37_F8F. F8. What is the highest grade or year of school that [CHILD] has ever completed?
65 p37_F9 Num 8 P37_F9F. F9. Did [CHILD] get a high school diploma?
66 p37_F9A Num 8 P37_F9AF. F9A. Did [CHILD] get a General Educational Development or GED
67 p37_F9B Num 8 P37_F9BF. F9B. Since [18 MONTH DATE/or RAD DATE IF 18 MONTH NOT COMPLETED ] has [CHILD] participated in any school or training programs

that lasted at least two weeks that were designed to help him/her find a job, improve his/her job skills or learn a new job?
68 p37_F10 Num 8 P37_F10F. F10. Is your child in regular child care or school at least 10 hours per week?
69 p37_F11_95_OTHER_1 Char 255 F11_PLACE1_OTHER . What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? OTHER SPECIFY
70 p37_F11_95_OTHER_2 Char 255 F11_PLACE2_OTHER . What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? OTHER SPECIFY
71 p37_F11_95_OTHER_3 Char 255 F11_PLACE3_OTHER . What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? OTHER SPECIFY:
72 p37_F12B Num 8 P37_F12BF. F12b. Since you began participating in the study, around [RA MONTH YEAR] has [NAME OF CHILD] repeated a grade or been prevented from moving on to the next grade or level in school?
73 p37_F12C Num 8 P37_F12CF. F12c. Think about [CHILD]'S report card at the end of the last term. Would you describe the report card as mostly As, mostly Bs, mostly Cs; mostly Ds or mostly Fs?
74 p37_F14 Num 8 P37_F14F. F14. During the past 6 months, has anyone from [CHILD]'S school/child care asked someone to come in and talk about problems [CHILD] was having with behavior?
75 p37_F15 Num 8 P37_F15F. F15. During the past 6 months [THAT IS SINCE SIX MONTHS PRIOR TO INTERVIEW DATE] has [CHILD] been suspended or expelled from school/child care?
76 p37_F16 Num 8 P37_F16F. F16. How much does your child like school/child care? Would you say... not at all, not very much, some, pretty much, or very much?
77 p37_F17 Num 8 P37_F17F. F17. How would you rate your child's experiences at school/child care? Would you say hs/she has had

mostly positive experiences; both positive and negative experiences; or mostly negative experiences?
78 p37_F18 Num 8 P37_F18F. F18. Would you say [CHILD]'S health in general is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?
79 p37_F18A Num 8 P37_F18AF. F18a. Do you take [CHILD] to a particular doctor's office, clinic, health center, hospital, or other place if he/she is sick or if you need advice about his/her health?
80 p37_F18B Num 8 P37_F18BF. F18b. Can you tell me where you take [CHILD]? [RECORD RESPONSE AND CODE TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING]
81 p37_F18B_95_OTHER Char 255 F18b. Can you tell me where you take [CHILD]? - Other
82 p37_F19 Num 8 P37_F19F. F19. During the past 12 months, did [CHILD] receive a physical examination or well-child check-up?
83 p37_F21_1_A Num 8 P37_F21_1_AF. F21a. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Considerate of other people's feelings
84 p37_F21_1_B Num 8 P37_F21_1_BF. F21b. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long
85 p37_F21_1_C Num 8 P37_F21_1_CF. F21c. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often complains of headaches, stomach-aches, or sickness
86 p37_F21_1_D Num 8 P37_F21_1_DF. F21d. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Shares readily with other children, for example toys, treats, pencils.
87 p37_F21_1_E Num 8 P37_F21_1_EF. F21e. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often loses temper
88 p37_F21_1_F Num 8 P37_F21_1_FF. F21f. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Rather solitary, prefers to play alone
89 p37_F21_1_G Num 8 P37_F21_1_GF. F21g. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally well behaved, usually does what adults request
90 p37_F21_1_H Num 8 P37_F21_1_HF. F21h. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many worries or often seems worried
91 p37_F21_1_I Num 8 P37_F21_1_IF. F21i. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
92 p37_F21_1_J Num 8 P37_F21_1_JF. F21j. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Constantly fidgeting or squirming
93 p37_F21_1_K Num 8 P37_F21_1_KF. F21k. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Has at least one good friend
94 p37_F21_1_L Num 8 P37_F21_1_LF. F21l. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often fights with other children or bullies them



95 p37_F21_2_M Num 8 P37_F21_2_MF. F21m. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often unhappy, depressed or tearful
96 p37_F21_2_N Num 8 P37_F21_2_NF. F21n. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally liked by other children
97 p37_F21_2_O Num 8 P37_F21_2_OF. F21o. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Easily distracted, concentration wanders
98 p37_F21_2_P Num 8 P37_F21_2_PF. F21p. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Nervous or clingy in new situations, easily loses confidence
99 p37_F21_2_Q Num 8 P37_F21_2_QF. F21q. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Kind to younger children

100 p37_F21_2_R Num 8 P37_F21_2_RF. F21r. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often argumentative with adults
101 p37_F21_2_S Num 8 P37_F21_2_SF. F21s. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Picked on or bullied by other children
102 p37_F21_2_T Num 8 P37_F21_2_TF. F21t. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often offers to help others (parents, teachers, other children)
103 p37_F21_2_U Num 8 P37_F21_2_UF. F21u. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Can stop and think things out before acting
104 p37_F21_2_V Num 8 P37_F21_2_VF. F21v. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Can be spiteful to others
105 p37_F21_2_W Num 8 P37_F21_2_WF. F21w. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Gets along better with adults than with other children
106 p37_F21_2_X Num 8 P37_F21_2_XF. F21x. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many fears, easily scared
107 p37_F21_2_Y Num 8 P37_F21_2_YF. F21y. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Good attention span, sees tasks through to the end
108 p37_F22_1_A Num 8 P37_F22_1_AF. F22a. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Considerate of other people's feelings.
109 p37_F22_1_B Num 8 P37_F22_1_BF. F22b. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long
110 p37_F22_1_C Num 8 P37_F22_1_CF. F22c. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often complains of headaches, stomach-aches, or sickness
111 p37_F22_1_D Num 8 P37_F22_1_DF. F22d. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Shares readily with other children, for example toys, treats, pencils
112 p37_F22_1_E Num 8 P37_F22_1_EF. F22e. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often loses temper
113 p37_F22_1_F Num 8 P37_F22_1_FF. F22f. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Rather solitary, prefers to play alone
114 p37_F22_1_G Num 8 P37_F22_1_GF. F22g. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally well behaved, usually does what adults request
115 p37_F22_1_H Num 8 P37_F22_1_HF. F22h. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many worries or often seems worried
116 p37_F22_1_I Num 8 P37_F22_1_IF. F22i. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
117 p37_F22_1_J Num 8 P37_F22_1_JF. F22j. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Constantly fidgeting or squirming
118 p37_F22_1_K Num 8 P37_F22_1_KF. F22k. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Has at least one good friend
119 p37_F22_1_L Num 8 P37_F22_1_LF. F22l. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often fights with other children or bullies them
120 p37_F22_2_M Num 8 P37_F22_2_MF. F22m. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often unhappy, depressed or tearful
121 p37_F22_2_N Num 8 P37_F22_2_NF. F22n. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally liked by other children
122 p37_F22_2_O Num 8 P37_F22_2_OF. F22o. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Easily distracted, concentration wanders
123 p37_F22_2_P Num 8 P37_F22_2_PF. F22p. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Nervous or clingy in new situations, easily loses confidence
124 p37_F22_2_Q Num 8 P37_F22_2_QF. F22q. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Kind to younger children
125 p37_F22_2_R Num 8 P37_F22_2_RF. F22r. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often lies or cheats
126 p37_F22_2_S Num 8 P37_F22_2_SF. F22s. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Picked on or bullied by other children
127 p37_F22_2_T Num 8 P37_F22_2_TF. F22t. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often offers to help others (parents, teachers, other children)
128 p37_F22_2_U Num 8 P37_F22_2_UF. F22u. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Thinks things out before acting
129 p37_F22_2_V Num 8 P37_F22_2_VF. F22v. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Steals from home, school, or elsewhere
130 p37_F22_2_W Num 8 P37_F22_2_WF. F22w. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Gets along better with adults than with other children
131 p37_F22_2_X Num 8 P37_F22_2_XF. F22x. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many fears, easily scared
132 p37_F22_2_Y Num 8 P37_F22_2_YF. F22y. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Good attention span, sees tasks through to the end
133 p37_F23_1_A Num 8 P37_F23_1_AF. F23a. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Considerate of other people’s feelings
134 p37_F23_1_B Num 8 P37_F23_1_BF. F23b. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long
135 p37_F23_1_C Num 8 P37_F23_1_CF. F23c. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often complains of headaches, stomach-aches, or sickness
136 p37_F23_1_D Num 8 P37_F23_1_DF. F23d. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Shares readily with other youth, for example books, games, food
137 p37_F23_1_E Num 8 P37_F23_1_EF. F23e. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often loses temper
138 p37_F23_1_F Num 8 P37_F23_1_FF. F23f. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Would rather be alone than with other youth
139 p37_F23_1_G Num 8 P37_F23_1_GF. F23g. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally well behaved, usually does what adults request
140 p37_F23_1_H Num 8 P37_F23_1_HF. F23h. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many worries or often seems worried
141 p37_F23_1_I Num 8 P37_F23_1_IF. F23i. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
142 p37_F23_1_J Num 8 P37_F23_1_JF. F23j. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Constantly fidgeting or squirming
143 p37_F23_1_K Num 8 P37_F23_1_KF. F23k. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Has at least one good friend
144 p37_F23_1_L Num 8 P37_F23_1_LF. F23l. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often fights with other youth or bullies them
145 p37_F23_2_M Num 8 P37_F23_2_MF. F23m. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often unhappy, depressed or tearful
146 p37_F23_2_N Num 8 P37_F23_2_NF. F23n. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Generally liked by other youth
147 p37_F23_2_O Num 8 P37_F23_2_OF. F23o. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Easily distracted, concentration wanders
148 p37_F23_2_P Num 8 P37_F23_2_PF. F23p. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Nervous in new situations, easily loses confidence
149 p37_F23_2_Q Num 8 P37_F23_2_QF. F23q. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Kind to younger children
150 p37_F23_2_R Num 8 P37_F23_2_RF. F23r. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often lies or cheats
151 p37_F23_2_S Num 8 P37_F23_2_SF. F23s. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Picked on our bullied by other youth
152 p37_F23_2_T Num 8 P37_F23_2_TF. F23t. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Often offers to help others (parents, teachers, other children)
153 p37_F23_2_U Num 8 P37_F23_2_UF. F23u. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Thinks things out before acting
154 p37_F23_2_V Num 8 P37_F23_2_VF. F23v. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Steals from home, school, or elsewhere
155 p37_F23_2_W Num 8 P37_F23_2_WF. F23w. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Gets along better with adults than with other children
156 p37_F23_2_X Num 8 P37_F23_2_XF. F23x. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Many fears, easily scared
157 p37_F23_2_Y Num 8 P37_F23_2_YF. F23y. For each item please tell me whether it is Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. - Good attention span, sees work through to the end
158 p37_F24 Num 8 P37_F24F. F24. In the past six months, has [NAME OF CHILD] been arrested?
159 p37_F25 Num 8 P37_F25F. F25. In the past six months, has [NAME OF CHILD] had any problems that involved the police contacting the parent?
160 p37_F25A Num 8 P37_F25AF. F25a. Has [NAME] ever been married?
161 p37_F25B Num 8 P37_F25BF. F25b. Does [NAME] have any biological children of his/her own?
162 p37_F25C Num 8 P37_F25CF. F25c. Last month did [CHILD’S NAME] do any work for pay?
163 p37_F25D Num 8 P37_F25DF. F25d. During the last month, how many hours  did [CHILD] usually work each WEEK?
164 p37_F26_1_A Num 8 P37_F26_1_AF. F26a. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. We eat together as a family once a day
165 p37_F26_1_B Num 8 P37_F26_1_BF. F26b. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. I set aside time for talking with [CHILD] each day
166 p37_F26_1_C Num 8 P37_F26_1_CF. F26c. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] goes to bed at a regular time
167 p37_F26_1_D Num 8 P37_F26_1_DF. F26d. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. We have an evening bedtime routine with [NAME OF CHILD]
168 p37_F26_1_E Num 8 P37_F26_1_EF. F26e. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has an evening bedtime routine
169 p37_F26_2_F Num 8 P37_F26_2_FF. F26f. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has a regular after school routine
170 p37_F26_2_G Num 8 P37_F26_2_GF. F26g. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] does his/her homework at the same time every day
171 p37_F26_2_H Num 8 P37_F26_2_HF. F26h. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. Children in my house do regular household chores
172 p37_F26_2_I Num 8 P37_F26_2_IF. F26i. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has difficulty waking up in the morning
173 p37_F26_2_J Num 8 P37_F26_2_JF. F26j. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] has difficulty waking up on school days
174 p37_F26_2_K Num 8 P37_F26_2_KF. F26k. Please tell me if you and your child do each one Almost always; Most days; Sometimes; Rarely or almost never. [NAME OF CHILD] is tired during the day
175 p37_F27_1 Num 8 P37_F27_1F. F27a. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not at all true. My [child/children seem] to be much harder to care for than most
176 p37_F27_2 Num 8 P37_F27_2F. F27b. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not

at all true. There are some things [my child does/my children do] that really bother me a lot
177 p37_F27_3 Num 8 P37_F27_3F. F27c. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not at all true. I often feel angry with my [my child/children]
178 p37_F27_4 Num 8 P37_F27_4F. F27d. Tell me how true each statement is for you-very true, mostly true, sort of true or not at all true. Sometimes I

lose patience with [my child's/my children's] demands and questions, and I just don't listen to him/her/them anymore
179 p37_F28 Num 8 P37_F28F. How much trouble [has your child/have your children] been to raise? Would you say no trouble, a little bit of trouble, some trouble, quite a bit of trouble, or a great deal of trouble?
180 p37_F29_A Num 8 P37_F29_AF. F29a. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following child relationship challenges? Other people make the rules for [NAME OF CHILD]
181 p37_F29_B Num 8 P37_F29_BF. F29b. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following child

relationship challenges? People made fun of [NAME OF CHILD] because we didn’t have a place to live.
182 p37_F29_C Num 8 P37_F29_CF. F29c. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following

child relationship challenges? It's not always possible for [NAME OF CHILD] to live with me.
183 p37_F29_D Num 8 P37_F29_DF. F29d. Can you tell me if you agree strongly, agree, disagree, or disagree strongly with the following child

relationship challenges? There are bad influences on [CHILD] from other people who live around here.
184 p37_F30 Num 8 P37_F30F. F30. About how many books do you have in the place where you are living now?
185 p37_F31 Num 8 P37_F31F. F31. Do you have a computer with internet access in the place where you are living now?
186 p37_F32 Num 8 P37_F32F. F32. Does [CHILD] have any books that are completely his/her own?
187 p37_F32A Num 8 P37_F32AF. F32a. About how many?
188 p37_F36 Num 8 P37_F36F. F36. Do you ever get a chance to read to [CHILD]
189 p37_F36A Num 8 P37_F36AF. F36a. About how many times a week do you get to do this?
190 p37_F38_A Num 8 P37_F38_AF. F38a. Does [CHILD] have any toys that help him/her develop their strength, like a rocking horse, a crib gym, a ball?
191 p37_F38_B Num 8 P37_F38_BF. F38b. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she can push around, like a toy vacuum cleaner or lawnmower?
192 p37_F38_C Num 8 P37_F38_CF. F38c. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she can cuddle or pretend with like stuffed animals, dolls, action figures, or costumes?
193 p37_F38_D Num 8 P37_F38_DF. F38d. Does [CHILD] have any items that give them a safe place to play? For instance, does he/she have a high chair, a mobile or a playpen where he/she can play?
194 p37_F38_E Num 8 P37_F38_EF. F38e. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she builds or puts together like blocks? (Anything that encourages hand-eye coordination or fine motor skills)
195 p37_F38_F Num 8 P37_F38_FF. F38f. Does [CHILD] have any toys that he/she uses for reading or stories such as books or tapes/CD’s with stories to listen to?
196 p37_F38_G Num 8 P37_F38_GF. F38g. Does [CHILD] have any toys that play music or teach music?
197 p37_F38_H Num 8 P37_F38_HF. F38h. Does [CHILD] have toys or books that teach nursery rhymes, songs, prayers or poems?
198 p37_F38_I Num 8 P37_F38_IF. F38i. Does [CHILD] have toys that he/she uses to make arts and crafts, like clay, finger paints, play dough, crayons, or paint?
199 p37_F38_J Num 8 P37_F38_JF. F38j. Does [CHILD] have any toys with small pieces that he/she can take apart and put back together

such as Legos, dolls with clothing, or does he/she ever use scissors to make arts and crafts?
200 p37_F39_A Num 8 P37_F39_AF. F39a. Does [CHILD] have any toy instruments or any real instruments?
201 p37_F39_B Num 8 P37_F39_BF. F39b. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach colors?
202 p37_F39_C Num 8 P37_F39_CF. F39c. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach sizes?
203 p37_F39_D Num 8 P37_F39_DF. F39d. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach shapes?
204 p37_F39_E Num 8 P37_F39_EF. F39e. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach numbers?
205 p37_F39_F Num 8 P37_F39_FF. F39f. Does [CHILD] have any toys that teach him/her the names of animals or the sounds and behaviors of animals?
206 p37_F39_G Num 8 P37_F39_GF. F39g. Does [CHILD] have three or more puzzles? About how many? **INDICATE YES IF 3 OR MORE
207 p37_F39_H Num 8 P37_F39_HF. F39h. Does [CHILD] have toys or books that teach nursery rhymes, songs, prayers or poems?
208 p37_F39_I Num 8 P37_F39_IF. F39i. Does [CHILD] have toys that he/she uses to make arts and crafts, like clay, finger paints, play dough, crayons, or paint?
209 p37_F39_J Num 8 P37_F39_JF. F39j. Does [CHILD] have any toys with small pieces that he/she can take apart and put back together

such as Legos, dolls with clothing, or does he/she ever use scissors to make arts and crafts?
210 p37_F39_K Num 8 P37_F39_KF. F39k. Does [CHILD] have any access to any toys or books that teach him/her the alphabet?
211 p37_F40 Num 8 P37_F40F. F40. Do you ever get a chance to read to [CHILD]?
212 p37_F40A Num 8 P37_F40AF. F40a. About how many times a week do you get to do this?
213 p37_F41 Num 8 P37_F41F. F41. Getting homework done is usually a big hassle in most families. How many times do you usually help [CHILD] with his/her homework in a 2 week period?
214 p37_F42 Num 8 P37_F42F. F42. Do you have rules about when or where [CHILD] does homework?
215 p37_F42A Num 8 P37_F42AF. F42a. Are you able to stick to your rules about homework most of the time?
216 p37_F42B Num 8 P37_F42BF. F42b. Do you regularly check to make sure [CHILD]'s homework is completed?



217 p37_F43 Num 8 P37_F43F. F43. Do you and [CHILD] ever talk about how your days went?
218 p37_F43A Num 8 P37_F43AF. F43a. How often do you speak with [CHILD] about his/her day?
219 p37_F44 Num 8 P37_F44F. F44. Do you and [CHILD] ever sit and watch TV shows together?
220 p37_F44B Num 8 P37_F44BF. F44b. Do you talk about the programs after they're over?
221 p37_F44C Num 8 P37_F44CF. F44c. How many times have you discussed a TV program with [CHILD] in the last 2 weeks?
222 p37_F45 Num 8 P37_F45F. F45. Is [CHILD] at all interested in current events?
223 p37_F45A Num 8 P37_F45AF. F45a. Does s/he ever watch the news with you?
224 p37_F45B Num 8 P37_F45BF. F45b. Have you tried to discuss anything out of the paper or from a newscast with him/her?
225 p37_F45C Num 8 P37_F45CF. F45c. How many times have you tried to have those types of conversations in the past 2 weeks?
226 p37_F46 Num 8 P37_F46F. F46. Does [CHILD] have a dictionary at home?
227 p37_F46A Num 8 P37_F46AF. F46a. Does [CHILD] have access to dictionary software or websites for finding words?
228 p37_FIL Num 8 P37_FILF. FIL. FIELD INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD LANGUAGE OF THE INTERVIEW:
229 p37_FIM Num 8 P37_FIMF. FIM. FIELD INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MODE OF THE INTERVIEW:
230 p37_SC8 Num 8 P37_SC8F. SC8. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
231 p37_SC9 Num 8 P37_SC9F. SC9. During the past month, about how often did you spend one or more hours a day with [CHILD]? Was it…
232 p37_SC10_A Num 8 P37_SC10_AF. SC10_a. About how often in the past month did you know… How [CHILD] spent his or her time when not in school or child care?
233 p37_SC10_B Num 8 P37_SC10_BF. SC10_b. About how often in the past month did you know… Which other kids [CHILD] spent time with?
234 p37_SC10_C Num 8 P37_SC10_CF. SC10_c. About how often in the past month did you know… [ASK ONLY IF CHILD IS >=6 YEARS OF AGE] Whether [CHILD] had finished his/her schoolwork or studying?
235 p37_SC10_D Num 8 P37_SC10_DF. SC10_d. About how often in the past month did you know… Which TV programs [CHILD] watched?
236 p37_SC3 Num 8 P37_SC3F. SC3. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
237 p37_SC5 Num 8 P37_SC5F. SC5. Do you currently live in the same household as [CHILD]…?
238 p37_SC6 Num 8 P37_SC6F. SC6. During the past month, about how often did you spend one or more hours a day with [CHILD]? Was it…
239 p37_SC7A Num 8 P37_SC7AF. SC7a. About how often in the past month did you know… How [CHILD] spent his or her time when not in school or child care?
240 p37_SC7B Num 8 P37_SC7BF. SC7b. About how often in the past month did you know… Which other kids [CHILD] spent time with?
241 p37_SC7C Num 8 P37_SC7CF. SC7c. About how often in the past month did you know… [ASK ONLY IF CHILD IS >=6 YEARS OF AGE] Whether [CHILD] had finished his/her schoolwork or studying?
242 p37_SC7D Num 8 P37_SC7DF. SC7d. About how often in the past month did you know… Which TV programs [CHILD] watched?
243 p37_fc_selectstatus Num 8 P37_FC_SELECTSTATUSF. FC_selectstatus. Focal child screening. Under what criteria was the focal child selected? (categorical)
244 p37_F20A Num 8 P37_F20AF. F20a. Do you remember if [CHILD] was underweight or about the right weight?
245 o37_QF33A Num 8 O37_QF33AF. QF33A. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… TALK TO [FC NAME] AT LEAST TWICE DURING THE VISIT?
246 o37_QF33B Num 8 O37_QF33BF. QF33B. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… ANSWER [FC NAME] QUESTIONS ORALLY OR RESPOND VERBALLY TO INFANTS VERBALIZATIONS?
247 o37_QF33C Num 8 O37_QF33CF. QF33C. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SPEAK [FC NAME] WITH A POSITIVE TONE OF VOICE?
248 o37_QF33D Num 8 O37_QF33DF. QF33D. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… PRAISE [FC NAME] AT LEAST TWICE DURING THE VISIT?
249 o37_QF33E Num 8 O37_QF33EF. QF33E. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… CARESS, KISS, OR HUG CHILD?
250 o37_QF33F Num 8 O37_QF33FF. QF33F. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… RESPOND POSITIVELY TO PRAISE OF CHILD OFFERED BY INTERVIEWER?
251 o37_QF33G Num 8 O37_QF33GF. QF33G. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SHOUT AT [FC NAME] DURING THE VISIT?
252 o37_QF33H Num 8 O37_QF33HF. QF33H. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SPEAK TO [FC NAME] WITH ANNOYANCE OR HOSTILITY?
253 o37_QF33I Num 8 O37_QF33IF. QF33I. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SLAP OR SPANK [FC NAME] IN A DISCIPLINARY WAY?
254 o37_QF33J Num 8 O37_QF33JF. QF33J. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… SCOLD OR CRITICIZE [FC NAME] DURING VISIT?
255 o37_QF34A Num 8 O37_QF34AF. QF34A. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… TELL THE CHILD THE NAME OF AN OBJECT/PERSON IN A TEACHING STYLE DURING THE VISIT?
256 o37_QF34B Num 8 O37_QF34BF. QF34B. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… INTERFERE WITH THE CHILDS PLAY OR RESTRICT THE CHILD MORE THAN THREE TIMES?
257 o37_QF35A Num 8 O37_QF35AF. QF35A. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… ENCOURAGE THE CHILD TO CONTRIBUTE?
258 o37_QF35B Num 8 O37_QF35BF. QF35B. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… MENTION THE SKILLS OF THE CHILD?
259 o37_QF35C Num 8 O37_QF35CF. QF35C. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… USE A DIMINUTIVE NAME (NICKNAME OR PET NAME) FOR THE CHILD?
260 o37_QF37 Num 8 O37_QF37F. QF37. HOME Observation checklist - Did the parent… PROVIDE TOYS FOR CHILD DURING VISIT?
261 p37_fc_child_elsewhere Num 8 P37_FC_CHILD_ELSEWHEREF. Focal child screening. Focal child selected was not living in the household at least half of the time
262 p37_F11_1 Num 8 P37_F11_1F. F11_1. What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? PLACE 1
263 p37_F11_2 Num 8 P37_F11_2F. F11_2. What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? PLACE 2
264 p37_F11_3 Num 8 P37_F11_3F. F11_3. What sort of care is [NAME OF CHILD] in? PLACE 3
265 p37_F11B_1 Num 8 P37_F11B_1F. F11b. Is the provider a relative? PLACE 1
266 p37_F11B_2 Num 8 P37_F11B_2F. F11b. Is the provider a relative? PLACE 2
267 p37_F11B_3 Num 8 P37_F11B_3F. F11b. Is the provider a relative? PLACE 3
268 p37_F11C_1_1 Num 8 P37_F11C_1_1F. F11c1. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Early Head Start? PLACE 1
269 p37_F11C_2_1 Num 8 P37_F11C_2_1F. F11c2. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Head Start? PLACE 1
270 p37_F11C_3_1 Num 8 P37_F11C_3_1F. F11c3. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Other School or Center? PLACE 1
271 p37_F11C_1_2 Num 8 P37_F11C_1_2F. F11c1. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Early Head Start? PLACE 2
272 p37_F11C_2_2 Num 8 P37_F11C_2_2F. F11c2. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Head Start? PLACE 2
273 p37_F11C_3_2 Num 8 P37_F11C_3_2F. F11c3. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Other School or Center? PLACE 2
274 p37_F11C_1_3 Num 8 P37_F11C_1_3F. F11c1. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Early Head Start? PLACE 3
275 p37_F11C_2_3 Num 8 P37_F11C_2_3F. F11c2. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Head Start? PLACE 3
276 p37_F11C_3_3 Num 8 P37_F11C_3_3F. F11c3. Now I'd like to ask about the type of child care provider [NAME OF CHILD] is in. - Other School or Center? PLACE 3
277 p37_preschlenroll Num 8 P37_PRESCHLENROLLF. Is the child enrolled in center-based child care for at least 10 hours per week?
278 p37_schlenroll Num 8 P37_SCHLENROLLF. Is the child currently enrolled in school?
279 p37_F13A1 Num 8 P37_F13A1F. F13A1. How many days inthe past month has your child missed child care/school? Number of days (numeric)
280 p37_F10A1 Num 8 P37_F10A1F. F10A1. Number of child care arrangements (numeric)
281 p37_F12A1 Num 8 P37_F12A1F. F12A1. Number of schools (numeric)
282 p37_schlmobility Num 8 P37_SCHLMOBILITYF. How many different schools has the child attended since the study began? (categorical)
283 p37_gradecomp Num 8 P37_GRADECOMPF. Has the child not repeated a grade or been prevented from moving on to the next grade or level in school since study enrollment data?
284 p37_schlgrades Num 8 P37_SCHLGRADESF. Would the parent describe the child's report card from the end of the last term as mostly As, mostly Bs, mostly Cs, or mostly Ds or Fs?
285 p37_cpoorhealth Num 8 P37_CPOORHEALTHF. Did the parent report that the child's general health was fair or poor?
286 p37_ccheckup Num 8 P37_CCHECKUPF. Has child received a physical examination or well-child check-up within the past 12 months?
287 p37_cregcare Num 8 P37_CREGCAREF. Does the child have a regular source of medical care (private doctor/clinic, hospital outpatient department, or community or public health clinic only)?
288 p37_F20A1 Num 8 P37_F20A1F. F20A1. Number of pounds (numeric)
289 p37_F20A2 Num 8 P37_F20A2F. F20A2. Number of ounces (numeric)
290 p37_lowbirthweight Num 8 P37_LOWBIRTHWEIGHTF. Did at least one child born since study enrollment have low birth weight (<5.5 lbs)?
291 p37_cpolice Num 8 P37_CPOLICEF. In the past six months, has the child has been arrested or has the child had problems that involved the police contacting the parent?
292 p37_routines Num 8 P37_ROUTINESF. Stability of family routines scale score
293 p37_csleepprob Num 8 P37_CSLEEPPROBF. Average child sleep disruption scale score
294 p37_parent_stress Num 8 P37_PARENT_STRESSF. Parenting stress scale score
295 p37_chlgenv Num 8 P37_CHLGENVF. Environmental challenges to parenting scale score
296 p37_home_warmth Num 8 P37_HOME_WARMTHF. Average HOME Parental Warmth scale score
297 p37_home_nohostil Num 8 P37_HOME_NOHOSTILF. Average HOME Parental Lack of Hostility scale score
298 p37_home_learn Num 8 P37_HOME_LEARNF. Average HOME Literacy/Learning scale score
299 p37_home_devstim Num 8 P37_HOME_DEVSTIMF. Average HOME Developmental Stimulation scale score
300 p37_home_readacc Num 8 P37_HOME_READACCF. Average HOME Access to Reading scale score
301 p37_chaos Num 8 P37_CHAOSF. Analysis. CHAOS scale score
302 p37_sdq_totscr Num 8 P37_SDQ_TOTSCRF. SDQ child total behavior problems z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
303 p37_sdq_emo Num 8 P37_SDQ_EMOF. SDQ child emotional problems sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
304 p37_sdq_cond Num 8 P37_SDQ_CONDF. SDQ child conduct problems sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
305 p37_sdq_hyper Num 8 P37_SDQ_HYPERF. SDQ child hyperactivity sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
306 p37_sdq_peer Num 8 P37_SDQ_PEERF. SDQ child peer problems sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
307 p37_sdq_prosoc Num 8 P37_SDQ_PROSOCF. SDQ child pro-social behavior sub-scale z-score (standardized for US age and gender norms)
308 p37_schlabsence25 Num 8 P37_SCHLABSENCE25F. Ages 5 to 17: How many days in the past month (or most recent month if interview during summer) has the child missed school or child care? (categorical)
309 p37_schlabsence517 Num 8 P37_SCHLABSENCE517F.
310 p37_schlexp25 Num 8 P37_SCHLEXP25F. Ages 2 to 5: How did the parent rate their child's experiences at school or child care?
311 p37_schlexp517 Num 8 P37_SCHLEXP517F. Ages 5 to 17: How did the parent rate their child's experiences at school or child care?
312 p37_schlattitude25 Num 8 P37_SCHLATTITUDE25F. Ages 2 to 5: How much does the child like school or child care?
313 p37_schlattitude517 Num 8 P37_SCHLATTITUDE517F. Ages 5 to 17: How much does the child like school or child care?
314 p37_schlcndctprob25 Num 8 P37_SCHLCNDCTPROB25F. Ages 2 to 5: In the past six month, has the parent been contacted by teacher about child behavior or has their child been suspended or expelled?
315 p37_schlcndctprob517 Num 8 P37_SCHLCNDCTPROB517F. Ages 5 to 17: In the past six month, has the parent been contacted by teacher about child behavior or has their child been suspended or expelled?
316 i_o37_homeobs_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. HOME observation information is collected for this focal child

317 c37_MODE Num 8 C37_MODEF. Mode of the child survey interview
318 c37_AA1 Num 8 C37_AA1F. I worry about making mistakes
319 c37_AA2 Num 8 C37_AA2F. I feel like crying
320 c37_AA3 Num 8 C37_AA3F. I feel unhappy
321 c37_AA4 Num 8 C37_AA4F. I have trouble making up my mind
322 c37_AA5 Num 8 C37_AA5F. It is difficult for me to face my problems
323 c37_AA6 Num 8 C37_AA6F. I worry too much
324 c37_AA7 Num 8 C37_AA7F. I get upset at home
325 c37_AA8 Num 8 C37_AA8F. I am shy
326 c37_AA9 Num 8 C37_AA9F. I feel troubled
327 c37_AA10 Num 8 C37_AA10F. Unimportant thoughts run through my mind and bother me
328 c37_AB11 Num 8 C37_AB11F. I worry about school
329 c37_AB12 Num 8 C37_AB12F. I have trouble deciding what to do
330 c37_AB13 Num 8 C37_AB13F. I notice my heart beats fast
331 c37_AB14 Num 8 C37_AB14F. I am secretly afraid
332 c37_AB15 Num 8 C37_AB15F. I worry about my parents
333 c37_AB16 Num 8 C37_AB16F. My hands get sweaty
334 c37_AB17 Num 8 C37_AB17F. I worry about things that may happen
335 c37_AB18 Num 8 C37_AB18F. It is hard for me to fall asleep at night
336 c37_AB19 Num 8 C37_AB19F. I get a funny feeling in my stomach
337 c37_AB20 Num 8 C37_AB20F. I worry about what others think of me
338 c37_BA_1 Num 8 C37_BA_1F. Spiders
339 c37_BA_2 Num 8 C37_BA_2F. Getting sick
340 c37_BA_3 Num 8 C37_BA_3F. Being Robbed
341 c37_BA_4 Num 8 C37_BA_4F. Having no friends
342 c37_BA_5 Num 8 C37_BA_5F. Dogs
343 c37_BA_6 Num 8 C37_BA_6F. What will happen in the future
344 c37_BA_7 Num 8 C37_BA_7F. Having no place to live



345 c37_BA_8 Num 8 C37_BA_8F. Something bad happening to people in my family
346 c37_BA_9 Num 8 C37_BA_9F. Snakes
347 c37_BA_10 Num 8 C37_BA_10F. Getting bad grades
348 c37_BA_11 Num 8 C37_BA_11F. People fighting
349 c37_BB_12 Num 8 C37_BB_12F. Being teased
350 c37_BB_13 Num 8 C37_BB_13F. What other people think of me
351 c37_BB_14 Num 8 C37_BB_14F. Being hit by a car or truck
352 c37_BB_15 Num 8 C37_BB_15F. Drug dealers
353 c37_BB_16 Num 8 C37_BB_16F. Being alone
354 c37_BB_17 Num 8 C37_BB_17F. Flunking school
355 c37_BB_18 Num 8 C37_BB_18F. Gangs
356 c37_BB_19 Num 8 C37_BB_19F. Being lost
357 c37_BB_20 Num 8 C37_BB_20F. Rats
358 c37_BB_21 Num 8 C37_BB_21F. That other (children/teens) will not want to (play/ spend time) with me.
359 c37_BB_22 Num 8 C37_BB_22F. Police
360 c37_BC_23 Num 8 C37_BC_23F. Having no place to sleep
361 c37_BC_24 Num 8 C37_BC_24F. Dying
362 c37_BC_25 Num 8 C37_BC_25F. Nightmares
363 c37_BC_26 Num 8 C37_BC_26F. Being hungry, having no food to eat
364 c37_BC_27 Num 8 C37_BC_27F. Being sent to the principal
365 c37_BC_28 Num 8 C37_BC_28F. Guns
366 c37_BC_29 Num 8 C37_BC_29F. Fire
367 c37_BC_30 Num 8 C37_BC_30F. Losing my favorite stuff
368 c37_BC_31 Num 8 C37_BC_31F. I worry about my parents
369 c37_BC_32 Num 8 C37_BC_32F. I worry about my brothers and sisters
370 c37_BC_33 Num 8 C37_BC_33F. I worry about myself
371 c37_CA_1 Num 8 C37_CA_1F. I have a new brother or sister who was born during the past year
372 c37_CA_2 Num 8 C37_CA_2F. Our family moved to a new home or apartment during this past year
373 c37_CA_5 Num 8 C37_CA_5F. My brother or sister became seriously ill or was injured during this past year.
374 c37_CA_6 Num 8 C37_CA_6F. During this past year at least one parent became seriously ill or was injured
375 c37_CA_10 Num 8 C37_CA_10F. I was a victim of violence (mugging, sexual assault, robbery) during this past year
376 c37_CA_11 Num 8 C37_CA_11F. A member of my family was a victim of violence (mugging, sexual assault, robbery, etc.) during this past year.
377 c37_CA_12 Num 8 C37_CA_12F. During this past year, one of my parents died
378 c37_CA_13 Num 8 C37_CA_13F. A brother or sister died during this past year
379 c37_CA_14 Num 8 C37_CA_14F. A grandparent died during this past year.
380 c37_CA_15 Num 8 C37_CA_15F. One of my close friends died during this past year.
381 c37_CB_16 Num 8 C37_CB_16F. Another adult has come to live with my family during this past year.
382 c37_CB_20 Num 8 C37_CB_20F. A member of my family ran away from home during this past year.
383 c37_CB_21 Num 8 C37_CB_21F. My parents separated during this past year.
384 c37_CB_22 Num 8 C37_CB_22F. My parents divorced during this past year.
385 c37_CB_23 Num 8 C37_CB_23F. One of my parents remarried during this past year.
386 c37_CB_35 Num 8 C37_CB_35F. An unmarried family member became pregnant during this past year.
387 c37_CB_36 Num 8 C37_CB_36F. During this past year, one of my parents had problems at work (demotion, trouble with boss or co-workers etc.)
388 c37_CB_37 Num 8 C37_CB_37F. One parent lost his or her job during this past year.
389 c37_CB_38 Num 8 C37_CB_38F. My mother began to work some time during this past year.
390 c37_CB_42 Num 8 C37_CB_42F. The family financial situation was difficult during this past year.
391 c37_CC_44 Num 8 C37_CC_44F. The family had funds cut off by some government agency during this past year (e.g., welfare, food stamps, AFDC, disability etc.).
392 c37_CC_45 Num 8 C37_CC_45F. My family was evicted from a house or apartment during this past year.
393 c37_CC_49 Num 8 C37_CC_49F. There were many arguments between adults living in the house during this past year.
394 c37_CC_50 Num 8 C37_CC_50F. There were many arguments between a parent and a former or separated spouse during this past year.
395 c37_CC_54 Num 8 C37_CC_54F. During this past year, a member of my family attempted suicide
396 c37_CC_55 Num 8 C37_CC_55F. A member of my family developed severe emotional problems during the past year
397 c37_CC_57 Num 8 C37_CC_57F. A family member  became involved with drugs or alcohol during this past year.
398 c37_CC_61 Num 8 C37_CC_61F. A brother or sister was arrested or went to jail during this past year.
399 c37_CC_62 Num 8 C37_CC_62F. A parent was arrested or went to jail during this past year.
400 c37_D1 Num 8 C37_D1F. Have you ever tried cigarette smoking, even one or two puffs?
401 c37_D2 Num 8 C37_D2F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigarettes?
402 c37_D3 Num 8 C37_D3F. During the past 30 days, on the days you smoked, how many cigarettes did you smoke per day?
403 c37_D4 Num 8 C37_D4F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use chewing tobacco, snuff, or dip, such as Redman, Levi Garrett, Beechnut, Skoal, Skoal Bandits, or Copenhagen?
404 c37_D5 Num 8 C37_D5F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigars, cigarillos, or little cigars?
405 c37_D6 Num 8 C37_D6F. Have you ever had a drink of alcohol, other than a few sips?
406 c37_D7 Num 8 C37_D7F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have at least one drink of alcohol?
407 c37_D8 Num 8 C37_D8F. During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have 5 or more drinks of alcohol in a row, that is, within a couple of hours?
408 c37_D10 Num 8 C37_D10F. Have you ever used marijuana?
409 c37_D11 Num 8 C37_D11F. During the past 30 days, how many times did you use marijuana?
410 c37_D12 Num 8 C37_D12F. Have you ever used any form of cocaine, including powder, crack, or freebase?
411 c37_D13 Num 8 C37_D13F. During your life, how many times have you used any form of cocaine, including powder, crack, or freebase?
412 c37_D14 Num 8 C37_D14F. During the past 30 days, how many times did you use any form of cocaine, including powder, crack, or freebase?
413 c37_D15 Num 8 C37_D15F. Have you ever sniffed glue, or breathed the contents of spray cans, or inhaled any paints or sprays to get high?
414 c37_D16 Num 8 C37_D16F. Have you ever used steroid pills or shots without a doctor's prescription?
415 c37_D17 Num 8 C37_D17F. During your life, how many times have you sniffed glue, breathed the contents of aerosol spray cans, or inhaled any paints or sprays to get high?
416 c37_D18 Num 8 C37_D18F. During your life, how many times have you used heroin (also called smack, junk, or China White)?
417 c37_D19 Num 8 C37_D19F. During your life, how many times have you used methamphetamines (also called speed, crystal, crank, or ice)?
418 c37_D20 Num 8 C37_D20F. During your life, how many times have you used ecstasy (also called MDMA)?
419 c37_D21 Num 8 C37_D21F. During your life, how many times have you taken steroid pills or shots without a doctor's prescription?
420 c37_D22 Num 8 C37_D22F. During your life, how many times have you taken a prescription drug (such as OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a doctor's prescription?
421 c37_D23 Num 8 C37_D23F. During your life, how many times have you used a needle to inject any illegal drug into your body?
422 c37_E1 Num 8 C37_E1F. Think about your last grade report.  Would you describe the report as:
423 c37_E3_1 Num 8 C37_E3_1F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Been expelled from school?
424 c37_E3_2 Num 8 C37_E3_2F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Been suspended from school?
425 c37_E3_3 Num 8 C37_E3_3F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Been sent to the principal’s office because of problems with another student, a teacher, or your school work?
426 c37_E3_4 Num 8 C37_E3_4F. In the last year, (LAST YEAR YOU WERE IN SCHOOL) have you… Had a note sent home about any problems in school?
427 c37_E4_1 Num 8 C37_E4_1F. In the last month (THAT YOU WERE IN SCHOOL), how hard have you worked on your homework?
428 c37_E5_2 Num 8 C37_E5_2F. In the last month (THAT YOU WERE IN SCHOOL), how hard have you tried to work during the school day?
429 c37_FA_1 Num 8 C37_FA_1F. In the course of a day, how often does your parent know where you are?
430 c37_FA_2 Num 8 C37_FA_2F. How often does your parent know who you are with when you are away from home?
431 c37_FA_3 Num 8 C37_FA_3F. How often does your parent give up when she/he asks you to do something and you don't do it?
432 c37_FA_4 Num 8 C37_FA_4F. Once a punishment has been decided, how often can you get out of it?
433 c37_FA_5 Num 8 C37_FA_5F. How often does your parent punish you for something at one time, and then at other times, not punish you for the same thing?
434 c37_FA_6 Num 8 C37_FA_6F. When your parent punishes you, how often does the kind of punishment she/he uses depend on his/her mood?
435 c37_FA_7 Num 8 C37_FA_7F. How often does your parent know when you do something really well at school or someplace else away from home?
436 c37_FA_8 Num 8 C37_FA_8F. How often does your parent know when you get in trouble at school or someplace else away from home?
437 c37_FA_9 Num 8 C37_FA_9F. When you do something wrong, how often does your parent lose his/her temper and yell at you?
438 c37_FA_10 Num 8 C37_FA_10F. How often does your parent ask you to consider how others will feel if you misbehave?
439 c37_FB_11 Num 8 C37_FB_11F. How often does your parent know when you do not do the things she/he asked you to do?
440 c37_FB_12 Num 8 C37_FB_12F. When you and your parent have a problem, how often can the two of you figure out how to deal with it?
441 c37_FB_13 Num 8 C37_FB_13F. How often do you talk to your parent about things that bother you?
442 c37_FB_14 Num 8 C37_FB_14F. How often does your parent ask you what you think, before deciding on family matters that involve you?
443 c37_FB_15 Num 8 C37_FB_15F. How often does your parent give reasons to you for his/her decisions?
444 c37_FB_16 Num 8 C37_FB_16F. How often does your parent ask you what you think, before making decisions that affect you?
445 c37_FB_17 Num 8 C37_FB_17F. When you don't know why your parent makes certain rules, how often does she/he explain the reason?
446 c37_FB_18 Num 8 C37_FB_18F. How often does your parent punish you by reasoning, explaining, or talking to you?
447 c37_FB_19 Num 8 C37_FB_19F. When you have done something your parent likes or approves of, how often does she/he let you know she/he is pleased about it?
448 c37_FB_20 Num 8 C37_FB_20F. How often does your parent give you a reward, like money or something else you would like, when you get good grades, do chores, or something like that?
449 c37_G_1 Num 8 C37_G_1F. You think you are doing pretty well.
450 c37_G_2 Num 8 C37_G_2F. You can think of many ways to get the things in life that are most important to you.
451 c37_G_3 Num 8 C37_G_3F. You are doing just as well as other kids your age.
452 c37_G_4 Num 8 C37_G_4F. When you have a problem, you can come up with lots of ways to solve it
453 c37_G_5 Num 8 C37_G_5F. You think the things you have done in the past will help you in the future
454 c37_G_6 Num 8 C37_G_6F. Even when others want to quit, you know you can find ways to solve the problem.
455 c37_E2 Num 8 C37_E2F. How many days in the last month did you miss school?
456 c37_traitanxiety Num 8 C37_TRAITANXIETYF. Child trait anxiety total score
457 c37_fears Num 8 C37_FEARSF. Child fears total score
458 c37_lifeevents Num 8 C37_LIFEEVENTSF. Count of child stressful life events
459 c37_substuse Num 8 C37_SUBSTUSEF. Has child used alcohol, tobacco, or marijuana within the past 30 days or had lifetime use of any other substance?
460 c37_schleffort Num 8 C37_SCHLEFFORTF. School effort score (average of E4_1 and reverse-coded E5_2)
461 c37_vigilantparent Num 8 C37_VIGILANTPARENTF. Total involved-vigilant parenting scale score.
462 c37_chope Num 8 C37_CHOPEF. Child Hope Scale total score
463 a37_htks_D1 Num 8 A37_HTKS_D1F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
464 a37_htks_D2 Num 8 A37_HTKS_D2F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
465 a37_htks_D3 Num 8 A37_HTKS_D3F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
466 a37_htks_D4 Num 8 A37_HTKS_D4F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
467 a37_htks_GENERAL_NOTES Char 300 General Notes
468 a37_htks_REFUSE_REASON Char 300 reason for refusal
469 a37_htks_DEMO_INTERRUPTED Num 8 A37_HTKS_DEMO_INTERRUPTEDF. Demo Head-Toes Interrupted?
470 a37_htks_A1 Num 8 A37_HTKS_A1F. What if I say Touch your HEAD? (Correct response: Toes)
471 a37_htks_A1_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_A1_IF. A1 Interrupted?
472 a37_htks_A2 Num 8 A37_HTKS_A2F. What if I say Touch your TOES? (Correct response: Head)
473 a37_htks_A2_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_A2_IF. A2 Interrupted?



474 a37_htks_B1 Num 8 A37_HTKS_B1F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
475 a37_htks_B1_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_B1_IF. B1 Interrupted?
476 a37_htks_B2 Num 8 A37_HTKS_B2F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
477 a37_htks_B2_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_B2_IF. B2 Interrupted?
478 a37_htks_B3 Num 8 A37_HTKS_B3F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
479 a37_htks_B3_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_B3_IF. B3 Interrupted?
480 a37_htks_B4 Num 8 A37_HTKS_B4F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
481 a37_htks_B4_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_B4_IF. B4 Interrupted?
482 a37_htks_REMIND_HT Num 8 A37_HTKS_REMIND_HTF. Number of reminders for head-toes rules (max=3)
483 a37_htks_TT_1 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_1F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
484 a37_htks_TT_1_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_1_IF. TT1 Interrupted trial
485 a37_htks_TT_2 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_2F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
486 a37_htks_TT_2_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_2_IF. TT2 Interrupted trial
487 a37_htks_TT_3 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_3F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
488 a37_htks_TT_3_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_3_IF. TT3 Interrupted trial
489 a37_htks_TT_4 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_4F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
490 a37_htks_TT_4_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_4_IF. TT4 Interrupted trial
491 a37_htks_TT_5 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_5F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
492 a37_htks_TT_5_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_5_IF. TT5 Interrupted trial
493 a37_htks_TT_6 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_6F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
494 a37_htks_TT_6_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_6_IF. TT6 Interrupted trial
495 a37_htks_TT_7 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_7F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
496 a37_htks_TT_7_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_7_IF. TT7 Interrupted trial
497 a37_htks_TT_8 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_8F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
498 a37_htks_TT_8_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_8_IF. TT8 Interrupted trial
499 a37_htks_TT_9 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_9F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
500 a37_htks_TT_9_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_9_IF. TT9 Interrupted trial
501 a37_htks_TT_10 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_10F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
502 a37_htks_TT_10_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_10_IF. TT10 Interrupted trial
503 a37_htks_TT1_ZERO_SCORE Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT1_ZERO_SCOREF. Total number of 0 scores in first ten trials
504 a37_htks_DEMO_K_S_INTERRUPT Num 8 A37_HTKS_DEMO_K_S_INTERRUPTF. Demo K-S Interrupted?

505 a37_htks_C1 Num 8 A37_HTKS_C1F. What do you do if I say Touch your KNEES? (Correct Response: Shoulders)
506 a37_htks_C1_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_C1_IF. C1 Interrupted?
507 a37_htks_D1_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_D1_IF. D1 Interrupted?
508 a37_htks_D2_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_D2_IF. D2 Interrupted?
509 a37_htks_D3_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_D3_IF. D3 Interrupted?
510 a37_htks_D4_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_D4_IF. D4 Interrupted?
511 a37_htks_REMIND_KS Num 8 A37_HTKS_REMIND_KSF. Reminder for knees-shoulders rules (max=1)
512 a37_htks_TT_11 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_11F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
513 a37_htks_TT_11_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_11_IF. TT11 Interrupted trial
514 a37_htks_TT_12 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_12F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
515 a37_htks_TT_12_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_12_IF. TT12 Interrupted trial
516 a37_htks_TT_13 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_13F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
517 a37_htks_TT_13_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_13_IF. TT13 Interrupted trial
518 a37_htks_TT_14 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_14F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
519 a37_htks_TT_14_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_14_IF. TT14 Interrupted trial
520 a37_htks_TT_15 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_15F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
521 a37_htks_TT_15_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_15_IF. TT15 Interrupted trial
522 a37_htks_TT_16 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_16F. Touch your HEAD (Correct response: Toes)
523 a37_htks_TT_16_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_16_IF. TT16 Interrupted trial
524 a37_htks_TT_17 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_17F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
525 a37_htks_TT_17_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_17_IF. TT17 Interrupted trial
526 a37_htks_TT_18 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_18F. Touch your KNEES (Correct response: Shoulders)
527 a37_htks_TT_18_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_18_IF. TT18 Interrupted trial
528 a37_htks_TT_19 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_19F. Touch your SHOULDERS (Correct response: Knees)
529 a37_htks_TT_19_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_19_IF. TT19 Interrupted trial
530 a37_htks_TT_20 Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_20F. Touch your TOES (Correct response: Head)
531 a37_htks_TT_20_I Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_20_IF. TT20 Interrupted trial
532 a37_htks_finished_test Num 8 A37_HTKS_FINISHED_TESTF. Child completed HTKS assessment
533 a37_htks_TT_PASS Num 8 A37_HTKS_TT_PASSF. Child passed first ten trials
534 a37_htks_totscr Num 8 A37_HTKS_TOTSCRF. HTKS total score
535 p37_asq_PARENTAL_STOPPED_DESC Char 30 Description of parent reason for refusal

536 p37_asq_Weeks_Premature Num 8 P37_ASQ_WEEKS_PREMATUREF. Weeks premature
537 p37_asq_WeeksPremature_NA Num 8 P37_ASQ_WEEKSPREMATURE_NAF. Weeks premature not applicable
538 p37_asq_ASQ3_VERSION Num 8 P37_ASQ_ASQ3_VERSIONF. Ages and Stages Questionnaire Version administered
539 p37_asq_PARENTAL_REFUSAL Num 8 P37_ASQ_PARENTAL_REFUSALF. Parent refused ages and stages
540 p37_asq_PARENTAL_STOPPED_ITEM Char 10 Parent began but refused to continue

541 p37_asq_NOTES Char 150 Interviewer notes
542 p37_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_1 Communication Question 1, original

543 p37_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_2 Communication Question 2, original

544 p37_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_3 Communication Question 3, original

545 p37_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_4 Communication Question 4, original

546 p37_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_5 Communication Question 5, original

547 p37_asq_orig_COMMUNICATION_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_COMMUNICATION_6 Communication Question 6, original

548 p37_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_1F. Gross Motor Question 1, original
549 p37_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_2F. Gross Motor Question 2, original
550 p37_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_3F. Gross Motor Question 3, original
551 p37_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_4F. Gross Motor Question 4, original
552 p37_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_5F. Gross Motor Question 5, original
553 p37_asq_orig_GROSSMOTOR_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_GROSSMOTOR_6F. Gross Motor Question 6, original
554 p37_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_1F. Fine Motor Question 1, original
555 p37_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_2F. Fine Motor Question 2, original
556 p37_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_3F. Fine Motor Question 3, original
557 p37_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_4F. Fine Motor Question 4, original
558 p37_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_5F. Fine Motor Question 5, original
559 p37_asq_orig_FINEMOTOR_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_FINEMOTOR_6F. Fine Motor Question 6, original
560 p37_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_1 Problem Solving Question 1, original

561 p37_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_2 Problem Solving Question 2, original

562 p37_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_3 Problem Solving Question 3, original

563 p37_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_4 Problem Solving Question 4, original

564 p37_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_5 Problem Solving Question 5, original

565 p37_asq_orig_PROBLEMSOLVING_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PROBLEMSOLVING_6 Problem Solving Question 6, original

566 p37_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_1F Personal Social Question 1, original

567 p37_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_2F Personal Social Question 2, original

568 p37_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_3F Personal Social Question 3, original

569 p37_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_4F Personal Social Question 4, original

570 p37_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_5F Personal Social Question 5, original

571 p37_asq_orig_PERSONALSOCIAL_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_PERSONALSOCIAL_6F Personal Social Question 6, original

572 p37_asq_OVERALL_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_1F. Overall Question 1
573 p37_asq_OVERALL_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_2F. Overall Question 2
574 p37_asq_OVERALL_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_3F. Overall Question 3
575 p37_asq_OVERALL_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_4F. Overall Question 4
576 p37_asq_OVERALL_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_5F. Overall Question 5
577 p37_asq_OVERALL_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_6F. Overall Question 6
578 p37_asq_OVERALL_7 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_7F. Overall Question 7
579 p37_asq_OVERALL_8 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_8F. Overall Question 8
580 p37_asq_OVERALL_9 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_9F. Overall Question 9
581 p37_asq_OVERALL_10 Num 8 P37_ASQ_OVERALL_10F. Overall Question 10



582 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_RESPON Char 100 Problem solving response 1

583 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_RESPON Char 100 Problem solving response 2

584 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_RESPON Char 100 Problem solving response 3

585 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_RESPON Char 100 Problem solving response 4

586 p37_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_COMM Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_COMMOriginal calculated total communication score

587 p37_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_GROS Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_GROS Original calculated total gross motor score

588 p37_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_FINE Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_FINEF Original calculated total fine motor score

589 p37_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_PROB Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_PROB Original calculated total problem-solving score

590 p37_asq_orig_AGES_totscr_PERS Num 8 P37_ASQ_ORIG_AGES_TOTSCR_PERSF Original calculated total personal-social score

591 p37_asq_COMMUNICATION_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_1F. Communication Question 1, final
592 p37_asq_COMMUNICATION_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_2F. Communication Question 2, final
593 p37_asq_COMMUNICATION_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_3F. Communication Question 3, final
594 p37_asq_COMMUNICATION_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_4F. Communication Question 4, final
595 p37_asq_COMMUNICATION_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_5F. Communication Question 5, final
596 p37_asq_COMMUNICATION_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMUNICATION_6F. Communication Question 6, final
597 p37_asq_FINEMOTOR_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_1F. Fine Motor Question 1, final
598 p37_asq_FINEMOTOR_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_2F. Fine Motor Question 2, final
599 p37_asq_FINEMOTOR_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_3F. Fine Motor Question 3, final
600 p37_asq_FINEMOTOR_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_4F. Fine Motor Question 4, final
601 p37_asq_FINEMOTOR_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_5F. Fine Motor Question 5, final
602 p37_asq_FINEMOTOR_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEMOTOR_6F. Fine Motor Question 6, final
603 p37_asq_GROSSMOTOR_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_1F. Gross Motor Question 1, final
604 p37_asq_GROSSMOTOR_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_2F. Gross Motor Question 2, final
605 p37_asq_GROSSMOTOR_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_3F. Gross Motor Question 3, final
606 p37_asq_GROSSMOTOR_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_4F. Gross Motor Question 4, final
607 p37_asq_GROSSMOTOR_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_5F. Gross Motor Question 5, final
608 p37_asq_GROSSMOTOR_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSSMOTOR_6F. Gross Motor Question 6, final
609 p37_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_1F. Personal Social Question 1, final
610 p37_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_2F. Personal Social Question 2, final
611 p37_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_3F. Personal Social Question 3, final
612 p37_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_4F. Personal Social Question 4, final
613 p37_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_5F. Personal Social Question 5, final
614 p37_asq_PERSONALSOCIAL_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSONALSOCIAL_6F. Personal Social Question 6, final
615 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_1 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_1F. Problem Solving Question 1, final
616 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_2 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_2F. Problem Solving Question 2, final
617 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_3 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_3F. Problem Solving Question 3, final
618 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_4 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_4F. Problem Solving Question 4, final
619 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_5 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_5F. Problem Solving Question 5, final
620 p37_asq_PROBLEMSOLVING_6 Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBLEMSOLVING_6F. Problem Solving Question 6, final
621 p37_asq_AGES_totscr_COMM Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_COMMF. Final calculated total communication score
622 p37_asq_AGES_totscr_FINE Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_FINEF. Final calculated total fine motor score
623 p37_asq_AGES_totscr_GROS Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_GROSF. Final calculated total gross motor score
624 p37_asq_AGES_totscr_PERS Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_PERSF. Final calculated total personal-social score
625 p37_asq_AGES_totscr_PROB Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_TOTSCR_PROBF. Final calculated total problem solving score
626 p37_asq_AGES_pass_COMM Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_PASS_COMMF. ASQ Communication z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
627 p37_asq_AGES_pass_FINE Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_PASS_FINEF. ASQ Fine Motor z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
628 p37_asq_AGES_pass_GROS Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_PASS_GROSF. ASQ Gross Motor z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
629 p37_asq_AGES_pass_PERS Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_PASS_PERSF. ASQ Personal-Social z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
630 p37_asq_AGES_pass_PROB Num 8 P37_ASQ_AGES_PASS_PROBF. ASQ Problem Solving z-score not below diagnostic screening threshold
631 p37_asq_comm Num 8 P37_ASQ_COMMF. ASQ Communication z-score
632 p37_asq_fine Num 8 P37_ASQ_FINEF. ASQ Fine Motor z-score
633 p37_asq_gros Num 8 P37_ASQ_GROSF. ASQ Gross Motor z-score
634 p37_asq_pers Num 8 P37_ASQ_PERSF. ASQ Personal-Social z-score
635 p37_asq_prob Num 8 P37_ASQ_PROBF. ASQ Problem Solving z-score
636 p37_asq_pass Num 8 P37_ASQ_PASSF. Child did not score below diagnostic threshold on any ASQ domain
637 a37_wjiii_lword_pr Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Percentile Rank
638 a37_wjiii_lword_ae Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Age Equivalent
639 a37_wjiii_lword_ge Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Grade Equivalent
640 a37_wjiii_appprob_pr Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Percentile Rank
641 a37_wjiii_appprob_ae Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Age Equivalent
642 a37_wjiii_appprob_ge Char 30 Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Grade Equivalent
643 a37_wjiii_lword_ss Num 8 A37_WJIII_LWORD_SSF. Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Scaled Score
644 a37_wjiii_lword Num 8 A37_WJIII_LWORDF. Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification Z-score
645 a37_wjiii_lword_wscore Num 8 A37_WJIII_LWORD_WSCOREF. Woodcock Johnson III Letter-Word Identification W Score
646 a37_wjiii_appprob_ss Num 8 A37_WJIII_APPPROB_SSF. Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Scaled Score
647 a37_wjiii_appprob Num 8 A37_WJIII_APPPROBF. Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems Z-score
648 a37_wjiii_appprob_wscore Num 8 A37_WJIII_APPPROB_WSCOREF. Woodcock Johnson III Applied Problems W Score
649 valid_p37_schlmobility Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school mobility outcome?
650 valid_p37_gradecomp Num 8 VALID_P37_GRADECOMPF. Is child in analysis base for grade completion outcome?
651 valid_p37_schlgrades Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school grades outcome?
652 valid_p37_cpoorhealth Num 8 VALID_P37_CPOORHEALTHF. Is child in analysis base for poor physical health outcome?
653 valid_p37_ccheckup Num 8 VALID_P37_CCHECKUPF. Is child in analysis base for child well-checkup outcome?
654 valid_p37_cregcare Num 8 VALID_P37_CREGCAREF. Is child in analysis base for regular source of health care outcome?
655 valid_p37_csleepprob Num 8 VALID_P37_CSLEEPPROBF. Is child in analysis base for sleep problems outcome?
656 valid_p37_lowbirthweight Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for low birth weight outcome?
657 valid_p37_sdq_totscr Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for SDQ total behavior problems outcome?
658 valid_p37_sdq_prosoc Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for SDQ pro-social behavior outcome?
659 valid_p37_cpolice Num 8 VALID_P37_CPOLICEF. Is child in analysis base for police involvement outcome?
660 valid_c37_traitanxiety Num 8 VALID_C37_TRAITANXIETYF. Is child in analysis base for trait anxiety outcome?
661 valid_c37_fears Num 8 VALID_C37_FEARSF. Is child in analysis base for child fears outcome?
662 valid_c37_substuse Num 8 VALID_C37_SUBSTUSEF. Is child in analysis base for substance use outcome?
663 valid_c37_schleffort Num 8 VALID_C37_SCHLEFFORTF. Is child in analysis base for school effort?
664 valid_c37_chope Num 8 VALID_C37_CHOPEF. Is child in analysis base for child hope outcome?
665 valid_a37_htks_totscr Num 8 VALID_A37_HTKS_TOTSCRF. Is child in analysis base for HTKS total score outcome?
666 valid_p37_asq_pass Num 8 VALID_P37_ASQ_PASSF. Is child in analysis base for ASQ outcome?
667 valid_a37_wjiii_lword Num 8 VALID_A37_WJIII_LWORDF. Is child in analysis base for WJIII letter word outcome?
668 valid_a37_wjiii_appprob Num 8 VALID_A37_WJIII_APPPROBF. Is child in analysis base for WJIII applied problems score outcome?
669 valid_p37_preschlenroll Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for pre-school enrollment outcome?
670 valid_p37_schlenroll Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for school enrollment outcome?
671 valid_p37_schlabsence25 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 2 to 5 school absences outcome?
672 valid_p37_schlexp25 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 2 to 5 school experience outcome?
673 valid_p37_schlattitude25 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 2 to 5 school attitude outcome?
674 valid_p37_schlcndctprob25 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 2 to 5 school conduct outcome?
675 valid_p37_schlabsence517 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 5 to 17 school absences outcome?
676 valid_p37_schlexp517 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 5 to 17 school experience outcome?
677 valid_p37_schlattitude517 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 5 to 17 school attitude outcome?
678 valid_p37_schlcndctprob517 Num 8 VALIDF. Is child in analysis base for ages 5 to 17 school conduct outcome?

679 i_p37_adult_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. Parent-reported information in the adult survey is collected for this focal child

680 i_c37_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. Child survey information is collected for this focal child
681 i_a37_htks_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. HTKS assessment information is collected for this focal child
682 i_p37_asq_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. ASQ information is collected for this focal child
683 i_a37_wjiii_info_collected Num 8 DUMMYF. WJIII assessment information is collected for this focal child

684 p37_F48_A Num 8 P37_F48_AF. F48a. There is very little commotion where we live.
685 p37_F48_B Num 8 P37_F48_BF. F48b. We can usually find things when we need them.
686 p37_F48_C Num 8 P37_F48_CF. F48c. We almost always seem to be rushed.
687 p37_F48_D Num 8 P37_F48_DF. F48d. We are usually able to stay on top of things.
688 p37_F48_E Num 8 P37_F48_EF. F48e. No matter how hard we try, we always seem to be running late.
689 p37_F48_F Num 8 P37_F48_FF. F48f. It’s a real zoo in where we live.
690 p37_F48_G Num 8 P37_F48_GF. F48g. At home we can talk to each other without being interrupted.
691 p37_F48_H Num 8 P37_F48_HF. F48h. There is often a fuss going on where we live.
692 p37_F48_I Num 8 P37_F48_IF. F48i. No matter what our family/household plans, it usually doesn’t seem to work out.
693 p37_F48_J Num 8 P37_F48_JF. F48j. You can’t hear yourself think where we live.
694 p37_F48_K Num 8 P37_F48_KF. F48k. I often get drawn into other people’s arguments where I live.
695 p37_F48_L Num 8 P37_F48_LF. F48l. Where we live is a good place to relax.
696 p37_F48_M Num 8 P37_F48_MF. F48m. The telephone takes up a lot of our time where we live.
697 p37_F48_N Num 8 P37_F48_NF. F48n. The atmosphere where we live is calm.
698 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files



699 i_baseline_ageyrs Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in years on date of random assignment
700 i_baseline_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of random assignment
701 i_c37_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of child survey response
702 i_p37_asq_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of parental response to ASQ
703 i_a37_wjiii_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of WJIII assessment
704 i_a37_htks_agemos Num 8 MISSF. Focal child age in months on date of HTKS assessment
705 raf_fc_id Num 8 Unique id variable for focal child: Concatenation of raf_id and p37_fr_fc (RAF Family ID plus 1/2/3 for focal child)
706 w_ttl_asq_37_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
707 w_ttl_asq_37_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
708 w_ttl_asq_37_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
709 w_ttl_asq_37_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
710 w_ttl_asq_37_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
711 w_ttl_asq_37_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
712 w_ttl_asq_37_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
713 w_ttl_asq_37_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
714 w_ttl_asq_37_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
715 w_ttl_asq_37_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for ASQ outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
716 w_ttl_htks_37_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
717 w_ttl_htks_37_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
718 w_ttl_htks_37_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
719 w_ttl_htks_37_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
720 w_ttl_htks_37_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
721 w_ttl_htks_37_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
722 w_ttl_htks_37_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
723 w_ttl_htks_37_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
724 w_ttl_htks_37_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
725 w_ttl_htks_37_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for HTKS outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
726 w_ttl_wjiii_37_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
727 w_ttl_wjiii_37_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
728 w_ttl_wjiii_37_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
729 w_ttl_wjiii_37_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
730 w_ttl_wjiii_37_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
731 w_ttl_wjiii_37_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
732 w_ttl_wjiii_37_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
733 w_ttl_wjiii_37_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
734 w_ttl_wjiii_37_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
735 w_ttl_wjiii_37_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for WJIII outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
736 w_ttl_csurv_37_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
737 w_ttl_csurv_37_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
738 w_ttl_csurv_37_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
739 w_ttl_csurv_37_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
740 w_ttl_csurv_37_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
741 w_ttl_csurv_37_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
742 w_ttl_csurv_37_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
743 w_ttl_csurv_37_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
744 w_ttl_csurv_37_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
745 w_ttl_csurv_37_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for Child Survey outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
746 w_ttl_pr_37_cu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the CBRR vs. UC comparison
747 w_ttl_pr_37_pu Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the PBTH vs. UC comparison
748 w_ttl_pr_37_su Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB vs. UC comparison
749 w_ttl_pr_37_cp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
750 w_ttl_pr_37_sc Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB vs. CBRR comparison
751 w_ttl_pr_37_sp Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB vs. PBTH comparison
752 w_ttl_pr_37_scp_u Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison
753 w_ttl_pr_37_sp_c Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB + PBTH vs. UC comparison
754 w_ttl_pr_37_sc_p Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison
755 w_ttl_pr_37_cp_s Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight (37mo) for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes in the CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison
756 w_ttl_pr_37_general Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for parent-reported (from adult survey) outcomes for full sample (general purpose based solely on within group weighting for non-response)
757 w_ttl_csurv_37_general Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for Child Survey outcomes for full sample (general purpose based solely on within group weighting for non-response)
758 w_ttl_wjiii_37_general Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for WJIII outcomes for full sample (general purpose based solely on within group weighting for non-response)
759 w_ttl_htks_37_general Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for HTKS outcomes for full sample (general purpose based solely on within group weighting for non-response)
760 w_ttl_asq_37_general Num 8 W_TTLF. Total child analytical weight for ASQ outcomes for full sample (general purpose based solely on within group weighting for non-response)



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_GEOID             Observations          15056
Member Type          DATA                          Variables             8    
Engine               V9                            Indexes               0    
Created              12/27/2016 15:04:25           Observation Length    104  
Last Modified        12/27/2016 15:04:25           Deleted Observations  0    
Protection                                         Compressed            NO   
Data Set Type                                      Sorted                NO   
Label                                                                         
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                               
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                               

                                                          Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          65536                                                                                                                    
Number of Data Set Pages    24                                                                                                                       
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                        
Max Obs per Page            629                                                                                                                      
Obs in First Data Page      609                                                                                                                      
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                        
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                      

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                 
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                               

                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Informat Label

1 raf_id Num 8 RAF ID
2 date Num 8 MMDDYY10. Date
3 wave Char 20 $20.00 $8.00 Address source
4 tractid Char 11 $11.00 11-character ID for state, county, and tract
5 blockgroupid Char 22 $22.00 12-character ID for Blockgroup
6 zipcode Char 16 $16.00 Zip Code
7 zipcodeprecision Num 8 ZIPFMT. Indicator for address geocoded with zip code level precision
8 streetprecision Num 8 STREETFMT. Indicator for address geocoded with street level precision



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_HOUSING_STATUS_37MO    Observations          2282
Member Type          DATA                               Variables             23  
Engine               V9                                 Indexes               0   
Created              08/23/2016 16:16:08                Observation Length    184 
Last Modified        08/23/2016 16:16:08                Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                              Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                           Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                             
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                   
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                   

                                                                 Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          65536                                                                                                                                  
Number of Data Set Pages    7                                                                                                                                      
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                      
Max Obs per Page            355                                                                                                                                    
Obs in First Data Page      328                                                                                                                                    
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                      
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                    

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                               
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                             

                                                                         Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 hs_06_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. 6 month tracking: Survey date
3 hs_06_housing_status Num 8 HOUSING_STATUS_FMT. 6 month tracking: Housing status
4 hs_06_length_of_stay Num 8 MISS_F. 6 month tracking: Total days lived in this place up to survey date
5 hs_06_time_hl Num 8 MISS_F. 6 month tracking: Total days homeless since RA
6 hs_12_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. 12 month tracking: Survey date
7 hs_12_housing_status Num 8 HOUSING_STATUS_FMT. 12 month tracking: Housing status
8 hs_12_length_of_stay Num 8 MISS_F. 12 month tracking: Total days lived in this place up to survey date
9 hs_12_time_hl Num 8 MISS_F. 12 month tracking: Total days homeless since 6 month tracking or since RA

10 hs_20_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. 20 month followup: Survey date
11 hs_20_housing_status Num 8 HOUSING_STATUS_FMT. 20 month followup: Housing status
12 hs_20_length_of_stay Num 8 MISS_F. 20 month followup: Total days lived in this place up to survey date
13 hs_20_stay_as_long_as_you_want Num 8 STAY_AS_LONG_AS_YOU_WANT_FMT. 20 month followup: Able to stay in this place as long as family wants
14 hs_20_why_not_as_long_as_want Num 8 WHY_NOT_AS_LONG_AS_WANT_FMT. 20 month followup: Reason why not able to stay in this place as long as family wants
15 hs_27_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. 27 month tracking: Survey date
16 hs_27_housing_status Num 8 HOUSING_STATUS_FMT. 27 month tracking: Housing status
17 hs_27_length_of_stay Num 8 MISS_F. 27 month tracking: Total days lived in this place up to survey date
18 hs_27_time_hl Num 8 MISS_F. 27 month tracking: Total days homeless since last survey response or since RA
19 hs_37_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. 37 month followup: Survey date
20 hs_37_housing_status Num 8 HOUSING_STATUS_FMT. 37 month followup: Housing status
21 hs_37_length_of_stay Num 8 MISS_F. 37 month followup: Total days lived in this place up to survey date
22 hs_37_stay_as_long_as_you_want Num 8 STAY_AS_LONG_AS_YOU_WANT_FMT. 37 month followup: Able to stay in this place as long as family wants
23 hs_37_why_not_as_long_as_want Num 8 WHY_NOT_AS_LONG_AS_WANT_FMT. 37 month followup: Reason why not able to stay in this place as long as family wants



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_NONCONSENT_WGTS_ADULT    Observations          1584
Member Type          DATA                                 Variables             21  
Engine               V9                                   Indexes               0   
Created              12/26/2016 16:27:21                  Observation Length    168 
Last Modified        12/26/2016 16:27:21                  Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                                Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                             Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                               
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                     
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                     

                                                                  Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          65536                                                                                                                                    
Number of Data Set Pages    5                                                                                                                                        
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                        
Max Obs per Page            389                                                                                                                                      
Obs in First Data Page      356                                                                                                                                      
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                        
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                      

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                                 
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                               

                                                                            Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 w_nrnc_p37_cu Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for CBRR vs. UC comparison, analysis of family heads
2 w_nrnc_p37_pu Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for PBTH vs. UC comparison, analysis of family heads
3 w_nrnc_p37_su Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for SUB vs. UC comparison, analysis of family heads
4 w_nrnc_p37_cp Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for CBRR vs. PBTH comparison, analysis of family heads
5 w_nrnc_p37_sc Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for SUB vs. CBRR comparison, analysis of family heads
6 w_nrnc_p37_sp Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for SUB vs. PBTH comparison, analysis of family heads
7 w_nrnc_p37_scp_u Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison, analysis of family heads
8 w_nrnc_p37_sp_c Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for SUB + PBTH vs. CBRR comparison, analysis of family heads
9 w_nrnc_p37_sc_p Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison, analysis of family heads

10 w_nrnc_p37_cp_s Num 8 WGTVARF. Non-response, non-consent weight variable for CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison, analysis of family heads
11 w_nrcnc_p37_cu Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for CBRR vs. UC comparison, analysis of children
12 w_nrcnc_p37_pu Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for PBTH vs. UC comparison, analysis of children
13 w_nrcnc_p37_su Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for SUB vs. UC comparison, analysis of children
14 w_nrcnc_p37_cp Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for CBRR vs. PBTH comparison, analysis of children
15 w_nrcnc_p37_sc Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for SUB vs. CBRR comparison, analysis of children
16 w_nrcnc_p37_sp Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for SUB vs. PBTH comparison, analysis of children
17 w_nrcnc_p37_scp_u Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for SUB + CBRR + PBTH vs. UC comparison, analysis of children
18 w_nrcnc_p37_sp_c Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for SUB + PBTH vs. CBRR comparison, analysis of children
19 w_nrcnc_p37_sc_p Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for SUB + CBRR vs. PBTH comparison, analysis of children
20 w_nrcnc_p37_cp_s Num 8 WGTVARF. Family-level non-response, children non-consent weight variable for CBRR + PBTH vs. SUB comparison, analysis of children
21 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_PROGRAM_USE_20MO    Observations          1857
Member Type          DATA                            Variables             403 
Engine               V9                              Indexes               0   
Created              12/07/2016 19:15:41             Observation Length    3224
Last Modified        12/07/2016 19:15:41             Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                           Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                        Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                          
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                

                                                               Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          258048                                                                                                                              
Number of Data Set Pages    24                                                                                                                                  
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                   
Max Obs per Page            80                                                                                                                                  
Obs in First Data Page      54                                                                                                                                  
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                   
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                 

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                            
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 pg20_es0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter during month of random assignment
3 pg20_es1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 1st month after random assignment
4 pg20_es2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 2nd month after random assignment
5 pg20_es3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 3rd month after random assignment
6 pg20_es4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 4th month after random assignment
7 pg20_es5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 5th month after random assignment
8 pg20_es6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 6th month after random assignment
9 pg20_es7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment

10 pg20_es8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 8th month after random assignment
11 pg20_es9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 9th month after random assignment
12 pg20_es10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 10th month after random assignment
13 pg20_es11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 11th month after random assignment
14 pg20_es12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 12th month after random assignment
15 pg20_es13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 13th month after random assignment
16 pg20_es14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 14th month after random assignment
17 pg20_es15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 15th month after random assignment
18 pg20_es16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 16th month after random assignment
19 pg20_es17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 17th month after random assignment
20 pg20_es18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 18th month after random assignment
21 pg20_es19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment
22 pg20_es20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 20th month after random assignment
23 pg20_es21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 21th month after random assignment
24 pg20_es22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 22th month after random assignment
25 pg20_es23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 23th month after random assignment
26 pg20_es24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 24th month after random assignment
27 pg20_es25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 25th month after random assignment
28 pg20_es26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 26th month after random assignment
29 pg20_es27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 27th month after random assignment
30 pg20_es28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 28th month after random assignment
31 pg20_es29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 29th month after random assignment
32 pg20_es30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 30th month after random assignment
33 pg20_es31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 31th month after random assignment
34 pg20_es32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 32th month after random assignment
35 pg20_es33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 33th month after random assignment
36 pg20_es34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 34th month after random assignment
37 pg20_pbv0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher during month of random assignment
38 pg20_pbv1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 1st month after random assignment
39 pg20_pbv2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 2nd month after random assignment
40 pg20_pbv3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 3rd month after random assignment
41 pg20_pbv4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 4th month after random assignment
42 pg20_pbv5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 5th month after random assignment
43 pg20_pbv6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 6th month after random assignment
44 pg20_pbv7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 7th month after random assignment
45 pg20_pbv8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 8th month after random assignment
46 pg20_pbv9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 9th month after random assignment
47 pg20_pbv10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 10th month after random assignment
48 pg20_pbv11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 11th month after random assignment
49 pg20_pbv12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 12th month after random assignment
50 pg20_pbv13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 13th month after random assignment
51 pg20_pbv14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 14th month after random assignment
52 pg20_pbv15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 15th month after random assignment
53 pg20_pbv16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 16th month after random assignment
54 pg20_pbv17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 17th month after random assignment
55 pg20_pbv18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 18th month after random assignment
56 pg20_pbv19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 19th month after random assignment
57 pg20_pbv20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 20th month after random assignment
58 pg20_pbv21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 21th month after random assignment
59 pg20_pbv22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 22th month after random assignment
60 pg20_pbv23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 23th month after random assignment
61 pg20_pbv24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 24th month after random assignment
62 pg20_pbv25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 25th month after random assignment
63 pg20_pbv26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 26th month after random assignment
64 pg20_pbv27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 27th month after random assignment
65 pg20_pbv28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 28th month after random assignment
66 pg20_pbv29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 29th month after random assignment
67 pg20_pbv30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 30th month after random assignment
68 pg20_pbv31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 31th month after random assignment
69 pg20_pbv32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 32th month after random assignment
70 pg20_pbv33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 33th month after random assignment
71 pg20_pbv34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher in 34th month after random assignment
72 pg20_ph0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing during month of random assignment
73 pg20_ph1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 1st month after random assignment
74 pg20_ph2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 2nd month after random assignment
75 pg20_ph3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 3rd month after random assignment
76 pg20_ph4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 4th month after random assignment
77 pg20_ph5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 5th month after random assignment
78 pg20_ph6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 6th month after random assignment
79 pg20_ph7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 7th month after random assignment
80 pg20_ph8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 8th month after random assignment
81 pg20_ph9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 9th month after random assignment
82 pg20_ph10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 10th month after random assignment
83 pg20_ph11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 11th month after random assignment
84 pg20_ph12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 12th month after random assignment
85 pg20_ph13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 13th month after random assignment
86 pg20_ph14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 14th month after random assignment
87 pg20_ph15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 15th month after random assignment
88 pg20_ph16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 16th month after random assignment
89 pg20_ph17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 17th month after random assignment



90 pg20_ph18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 18th month after random assignment
91 pg20_ph19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 19th month after random assignment
92 pg20_ph20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 20th month after random assignment
93 pg20_ph21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 21th month after random assignment
94 pg20_ph22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 22th month after random assignment
95 pg20_ph23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 23th month after random assignment
96 pg20_ph24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 24th month after random assignment
97 pg20_ph25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 25th month after random assignment
98 pg20_ph26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 26th month after random assignment
99 pg20_ph27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 27th month after random assignment

100 pg20_ph28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 28th month after random assignment
101 pg20_ph29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 29th month after random assignment
102 pg20_ph30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 30th month after random assignment
103 pg20_ph31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 31th month after random assignment
104 pg20_ph32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 32th month after random assignment
105 pg20_ph33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 33th month after random assignment
106 pg20_ph34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing in 34th month after random assignment
107 pg20_pub0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing during month of random assignment
108 pg20_pub1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 1st month after random assignment
109 pg20_pub2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 2nd month after random assignment
110 pg20_pub3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 3rd month after random assignment
111 pg20_pub4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 4th month after random assignment
112 pg20_pub5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 5th month after random assignment
113 pg20_pub6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 6th month after random assignment
114 pg20_pub7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 7th month after random assignment
115 pg20_pub8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 8th month after random assignment
116 pg20_pub9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 9th month after random assignment
117 pg20_pub10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 10th month after random assignment
118 pg20_pub11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 11th month after random assignment
119 pg20_pub12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 12th month after random assignment
120 pg20_pub13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 13th month after random assignment
121 pg20_pub14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 14th month after random assignment
122 pg20_pub15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 15th month after random assignment
123 pg20_pub16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 16th month after random assignment
124 pg20_pub17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 17th month after random assignment
125 pg20_pub18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 18th month after random assignment
126 pg20_pub19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 19th month after random assignment
127 pg20_pub20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 20th month after random assignment
128 pg20_pub21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 21th month after random assignment
129 pg20_pub22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 22th month after random assignment
130 pg20_pub23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 23th month after random assignment
131 pg20_pub24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 24th month after random assignment
132 pg20_pub25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 25th month after random assignment
133 pg20_pub26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 26th month after random assignment
134 pg20_pub27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 27th month after random assignment
135 pg20_pub28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 28th month after random assignment
136 pg20_pub29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 29th month after random assignment
137 pg20_pub30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 30th month after random assignment
138 pg20_pub31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 31th month after random assignment
139 pg20_pub32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 32th month after random assignment
140 pg20_pub33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 33th month after random assignment
141 pg20_pub34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing in 34th month after random assignment
142 pg20_rr0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing during month of random assignment
143 pg20_rr1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 1st month after random assignment
144 pg20_rr2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 2nd month after random assignment
145 pg20_rr3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 3rd month after random assignment
146 pg20_rr4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 4th month after random assignment
147 pg20_rr5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 5th month after random assignment
148 pg20_rr6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 6th month after random assignment
149 pg20_rr7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 7th month after random assignment
150 pg20_rr8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 8th month after random assignment
151 pg20_rr9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 9th month after random assignment
152 pg20_rr10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 10th month after random assignment
153 pg20_rr11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 11th month after random assignment
154 pg20_rr12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 12th month after random assignment
155 pg20_rr13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 13th month after random assignment
156 pg20_rr14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 14th month after random assignment
157 pg20_rr15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 15th month after random assignment
158 pg20_rr16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 16th month after random assignment
159 pg20_rr17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 17th month after random assignment
160 pg20_rr18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 18th month after random assignment
161 pg20_rr19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 19th month after random assignment
162 pg20_rr20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 20th month after random assignment
163 pg20_rr21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 21th month after random assignment
164 pg20_rr22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 22th month after random assignment
165 pg20_rr23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 23th month after random assignment
166 pg20_rr24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 24th month after random assignment
167 pg20_rr25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 25th month after random assignment
168 pg20_rr26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 26th month after random assignment
169 pg20_rr27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 27th month after random assignment
170 pg20_rr28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 28th month after random assignment
171 pg20_rr29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 29th month after random assignment
172 pg20_rr30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 30th month after random assignment
173 pg20_rr31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 31th month after random assignment
174 pg20_rr32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 32th month after random assignment
175 pg20_rr33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 33th month after random assignment
176 pg20_rr34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing in 34th month after random assignment
177 pg20_sub0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing during month of random assignment
178 pg20_sub1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 1st month after random assignment
179 pg20_sub2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 2nd month after random assignment
180 pg20_sub3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 3rd month after random assignment
181 pg20_sub4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 4th month after random assignment
182 pg20_sub5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 5th month after random assignment
183 pg20_sub6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 6th month after random assignment
184 pg20_sub7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 7th month after random assignment
185 pg20_sub8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 8th month after random assignment
186 pg20_sub9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 9th month after random assignment
187 pg20_sub10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 10th month after random assignment
188 pg20_sub11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 11th month after random assignment
189 pg20_sub12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 12th month after random assignment
190 pg20_sub13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 13th month after random assignment
191 pg20_sub14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 14th month after random assignment
192 pg20_sub15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 15th month after random assignment
193 pg20_sub16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 16th month after random assignment
194 pg20_sub17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 17th month after random assignment
195 pg20_sub18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 18th month after random assignment
196 pg20_sub19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 19th month after random assignment
197 pg20_sub20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 20th month after random assignment
198 pg20_sub21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 21th month after random assignment
199 pg20_sub22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 22th month after random assignment
200 pg20_sub23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 23th month after random assignment
201 pg20_sub24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 24th month after random assignment
202 pg20_sub25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 25th month after random assignment
203 pg20_sub26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 26th month after random assignment
204 pg20_sub27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 27th month after random assignment
205 pg20_sub28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 28th month after random assignment
206 pg20_sub29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 29th month after random assignment
207 pg20_sub30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 30th month after random assignment
208 pg20_sub31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 31th month after random assignment
209 pg20_sub32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 32th month after random assignment
210 pg20_sub33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 33th month after random assignment



211 pg20_sub34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used SUB intervention housing in 34th month after random assignment
212 pg20_th0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing during month of random assignment
213 pg20_th1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 1st month after random assignment
214 pg20_th2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 2nd month after random assignment
215 pg20_th3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 3rd month after random assignment
216 pg20_th4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 4th month after random assignment
217 pg20_th5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 5th month after random assignment
218 pg20_th6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 6th month after random assignment
219 pg20_th7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment
220 pg20_th8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 8th month after random assignment
221 pg20_th9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 9th month after random assignment
222 pg20_th10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 10th month after random assignment
223 pg20_th11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 11th month after random assignment
224 pg20_th12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 12th month after random assignment
225 pg20_th13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 13th month after random assignment
226 pg20_th14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 14th month after random assignment
227 pg20_th15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 15th month after random assignment
228 pg20_th16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 16th month after random assignment
229 pg20_th17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 17th month after random assignment
230 pg20_th18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 18th month after random assignment
231 pg20_th19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 19th month after random assignment
232 pg20_th20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 20th month after random assignment
233 pg20_th21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 21th month after random assignment
234 pg20_th22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 22th month after random assignment
235 pg20_th23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 23th month after random assignment
236 pg20_th24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 24th month after random assignment
237 pg20_th25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 25th month after random assignment
238 pg20_th26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 26th month after random assignment
239 pg20_th27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 27th month after random assignment
240 pg20_th28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 28th month after random assignment
241 pg20_th29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 29th month after random assignment
242 pg20_th30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 30th month after random assignment
243 pg20_th31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 31th month after random assignment
244 pg20_th32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 32th month after random assignment
245 pg20_th33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 33th month after random assignment
246 pg20_th34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing in 34th month after random assignment
247 pg20_es_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
248 pg20_pbv_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used project based voucher from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
249 pg20_ph_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used permanent supportive housing from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
250 pg20_pub_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used public housing from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
251 pg20_rr_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used rapid-rehousing from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
252 pg20_sub_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used SUB intervention housing from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
253 pg20_th_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
254 pg20_es_ever_7_end Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
255 pg20_es_ever_prev12mNum 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter during the 20-month followup survey month or in the 11 months prior
256 pg20_survmo_use_rr Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used rapid-rehousing during 20-month followup survey month
257 pg20_survmo_use_th Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used transitional housing during 20-month followup survey month
258 pg20_survmo_use_sub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing during 20-month followup survey month
259 pg20_survmo_use_es Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter during 20-month followup survey month
260 pg20_survmo_use_ph Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used permanent supportive housing during 20-month followup survey month
261 pg20_survmo_use_pub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used public housing during 20-month followup survey month
262 pg20_survmo_use_pbv Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used project based voucher during 20-month followup survey month
263 pg20_count_rr Num 8 Number of months used rapid-rehousing during from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
264 pg20_count_th Num 8 Number of months used transitional housing from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
265 pg20_count_sub Num 8 Number of months used subsidized housing from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
266 pg20_count_es Num 8 Number of months used emergency shelter from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
267 pg20_count_ph Num 8 Number of months used permanent supportive housing from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
268 pg20_count_pub Num 8 Number of months used public housing from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
269 pg20_count_pbv Num 8 Number of months used project based voucher from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
270 pg20_lastmo_es Num 8 Last month used emergency shelter after random assignment  (value of 0 is last month was month of random assignment)
271 pg20_none_all Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Did not use emergency shelter 7 months after random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month and never used any other housing assistance program
272 pg20_count_none Num 8 Number of months from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month when used no housing assistance program
273 pg20_survmo_use_non Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used no housing assistance program during 20-month followup survey month
274 pg20_perm_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from month of random assignment through 20-month followup survey month
275 pg20_perm0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing during month of random assignment
276 pg20_perm1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 1st month after random assignment
277 pg20_perm2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 2nd month after random assignment
278 pg20_perm3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 3rd month after random assignment
279 pg20_perm4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 4th month after random assignment
280 pg20_perm5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 5th month after random assignment
281 pg20_perm6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 6th month after random assignment
282 pg20_perm7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 7th month after random assignment
283 pg20_perm8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 8th month after random assignment
284 pg20_perm9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 9th month after random assignment
285 pg20_perm10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 10th month after random assignment
286 pg20_perm11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 11th month after random assignment
287 pg20_perm12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 12th month after random assignment
288 pg20_perm13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 13th month after random assignment
289 pg20_perm14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 14th month after random assignment
290 pg20_perm15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 15th month after random assignment
291 pg20_perm16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 16th month after random assignment
292 pg20_perm17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 17th month after random assignment
293 pg20_perm18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 18th month after random assignment
294 pg20_perm19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 19th month after random assignment
295 pg20_perm20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 20th month after random assignment
296 pg20_perm21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 21th month after random assignment
297 pg20_perm22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 22th month after random assignment
298 pg20_perm23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 23th month after random assignment
299 pg20_perm24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 24th month after random assignment
300 pg20_perm25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 25th month after random assignment
301 pg20_perm26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 26th month after random assignment
302 pg20_perm27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 27th month after random assignment
303 pg20_perm28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 28th month after random assignment
304 pg20_perm29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 29th month after random assignment
305 pg20_perm30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 30th month after random assignment
306 pg20_perm31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 31th month after random assignment
307 pg20_perm32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 32th month after random assignment
308 pg20_perm33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 33th month after random assignment
309 pg20_perm34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 34th month after random assignment
310 pg20_count_perm Num 8 Number of months used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from random assignment month through 20-month followup survey month
311 pg20_survmo_use_per Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used ubsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing during 20-month followup survey month
312 pg20_corrected_first_s Num 8 Number of months during first spell used subsidized housing, corrected for overcounting
313 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used subsidized housing, corrected for overcounting
314 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used subsidized housing, corrected for overcounting
315 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used subsidized housing, corrected for overcounting
316 pg20_corrected_fifth_s Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used subsidized housing, corrected for overcounting
317 pg20_corrected_all_subNum 8 Total number of months across all spells used subsidized housing, corrected for overcounting
318 pg20_corrected_first_r Num 8 Number of months during first spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
319 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
320 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
321 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
322 pg20_corrected_fifth_r Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
323 pg20_corrected_all_rr Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
324 pg20_corrected_first_t Num 8 Number of months during first spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
325 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
326 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
327 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
328 pg20_corrected_fifth_t Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
329 pg20_corrected_all_th Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
330 pg20_corrected_first_e Num 8 Number of months during first spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
331 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting



332 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
333 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
334 pg20_corrected_fifth_e Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
335 pg20_corrected_all_es Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
336 pg20_corrected_first_p Num 8 Number of months during first spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
337 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
338 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
339 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
340 pg20_corrected_fifth_p Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
341 pg20_corrected_all_ph Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
342 pg20_corrected_first_p Num 8 Number of months during first spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting
343 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting
344 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting
345 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting
346 pg20_corrected_fifth_p Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting
347 pg20_corrected_all_pu Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used public housing, corrected for overcounting
348 pg20_corrected_first_p Num 8 Number of months during first spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
349 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
350 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
351 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
352 pg20_corrected_fifth_p Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
353 pg20_corrected_all_pb Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
354 pg20_corrected_first_p Num 8 Number of months during first spell used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
355 pg20_corrected_secondNum 8 Number of months during second spell used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
356 pg20_corrected_third_ Num 8 Number of months during third spell used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
357 pg20_corrected_fourth Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
358 pg20_corrected_fifth_p Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
359 pg20_corrected_all_pe Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used project subsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
360 pg20_bes0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter during month of random assignment
361 pg20_bes1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 1st month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
362 pg20_bes2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 2nd month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
363 pg20_bes3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 3rd month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
364 pg20_bes4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 4th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
365 pg20_bes5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 5th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
366 pg20_bes6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 6th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
367 pg20_bes7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
368 pg20_bes8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 8th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
369 pg20_bes9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 9th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
370 pg20_bes10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 10th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
371 pg20_bes11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 11th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
372 pg20_bes12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 12th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
373 pg20_bes13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 13th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
374 pg20_bes14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 14th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
375 pg20_bes15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 15th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
376 pg20_bes16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 16th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
377 pg20_bes17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 17th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
378 pg20_bes18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 18th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
379 pg20_bes19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
380 pg20_bes20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 20th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
381 pg20_bes21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 21th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
382 pg20_bes22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 22th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
383 pg20_bes23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 23th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
384 pg20_bes24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 24th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
385 pg20_bes25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 25th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
386 pg20_bes26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 26th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
387 pg20_bes27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 27th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
388 pg20_bes28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 28th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
389 pg20_bes29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 29th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
390 pg20_bes30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 30th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
391 pg20_bes31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 31th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
392 pg20_bes32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 32th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
393 pg20_bes33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 33th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
394 pg20_bes34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Used emergency shelter in 34th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
395 pg20_es_ever_7_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment month through 18th month after random assignment
396 pg20_es_ever_0_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 18th month after random assignment
397 pg20_th_ever_0_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 18th month after random assignment
398 pg20_es_th_ever_0_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter or transitional housing from month of random assignment through 18th month after random assignment
399 pg20_th_ever_7_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment month through 18th month after random assignment
400 pg20_es_th_ever_7_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA_20MO. Ever used emergency shelter or transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment month through 18th month after random assignment
401 pg20_corrected_0_18_ Num 8 Number of months used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 18th month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting
402 pg20_corrected_0_18_ Num 8 Number of months used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 18th month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting
403 pg20_corrected_0_18_ Num 8 Number of months used emergency shelter or transitional housing from month of random assignment through 18th month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_PROGRAM_USE_37MO_CHNG87    Observations          87  
Member Type          DATA                                   Variables             591 
Engine               V9                                     Indexes               0   
Created              12/13/2016 18:57:30                    Observation Length    4728
Last Modified        12/13/2016 18:57:30                    Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                                  Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                               Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                                 
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                       
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                       

                                                                   Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          262144                                                                                                                                     
Number of Data Set Pages    3                                                                                                                                          
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                          
Max Obs per Page            55                                                                                                                                         
Obs in First Data Page      31                                                                                                                                         
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                          
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                        

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                                   
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 i_ra_result Char 4 Randomly Assigned Intervention Group
3 pg37_es0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter during month of random assignment
4 pg37_es1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 1st month after random assignment
5 pg37_es2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 2nd month after random assignment
6 pg37_es3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 3rd month after random assignment
7 pg37_es4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 4th month after random assignment
8 pg37_es5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 5th month after random assignment
9 pg37_es6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 6th month after random assignment

10 pg37_es7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment
11 pg37_es8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 8th month after random assignment
12 pg37_es9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 9th month after random assignment
13 pg37_es10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 10th month after random assignment
14 pg37_es11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 11th month after random assignment
15 pg37_es12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 12th month after random assignment
16 pg37_es13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 13th month after random assignment
17 pg37_es14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 14th month after random assignment
18 pg37_es15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 15th month after random assignment
19 pg37_es16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 16th month after random assignment
20 pg37_es17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 17th month after random assignment
21 pg37_es18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 18th month after random assignment
22 pg37_es19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment
23 pg37_es20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 20th month after random assignment
24 pg37_es21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 21th month after random assignment
25 pg37_es22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 22th month after random assignment
26 pg37_es23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 23th month after random assignment
27 pg37_es24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 24th month after random assignment
28 pg37_es25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 25th month after random assignment
29 pg37_es26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 26th month after random assignment
30 pg37_es27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 27th month after random assignment
31 pg37_es28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 28th month after random assignment
32 pg37_es29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 29th month after random assignment
33 pg37_es30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 30th month after random assignment
34 pg37_es31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 31th month after random assignment
35 pg37_es32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 32th month after random assignment
36 pg37_es33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 33th month after random assignment
37 pg37_es34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 34th month after random assignment
38 pg37_es35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 35th month after random assignment
39 pg37_es36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 36th month after random assignment
40 pg37_es37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 37th month after random assignment
41 pg37_es38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 38th month after random assignment
42 pg37_es39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 39th month after random assignment
43 pg37_es40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 40th month after random assignment
44 pg37_es41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 41th month after random assignment
45 pg37_es42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 42th month after random assignment
46 pg37_es43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 43th month after random assignment
47 pg37_es44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 44th month after random assignment
48 pg37_es45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 45th month after random assignment
49 pg37_es46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 46th month after random assignment
50 pg37_es47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 47th month after random assignment
51 pg37_es48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 48th month after random assignment
52 pg37_es49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 49th month after random assignment
53 pg37_pbv0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher during month of random assignment
54 pg37_pbv1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 1st month after random assignment
55 pg37_pbv2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 2nd month after random assignment
56 pg37_pbv3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 3rd month after random assignment
57 pg37_pbv4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 4th month after random assignment
58 pg37_pbv5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 5th month after random assignment
59 pg37_pbv6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 6th month after random assignment
60 pg37_pbv7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 7th month after random assignment
61 pg37_pbv8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 8th month after random assignment
62 pg37_pbv9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 9th month after random assignment
63 pg37_pbv10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 10th month after random assignment
64 pg37_pbv11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 11th month after random assignment
65 pg37_pbv12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 12th month after random assignment
66 pg37_pbv13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 13th month after random assignment
67 pg37_pbv14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 14th month after random assignment
68 pg37_pbv15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 15th month after random assignment
69 pg37_pbv16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 16th month after random assignment
70 pg37_pbv17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 17th month after random assignment
71 pg37_pbv18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 18th month after random assignment
72 pg37_pbv19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 19th month after random assignment
73 pg37_pbv20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 20th month after random assignment
74 pg37_pbv21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 21th month after random assignment
75 pg37_pbv22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 22th month after random assignment
76 pg37_pbv23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 23th month after random assignment
77 pg37_pbv24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 24th month after random assignment
78 pg37_pbv25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 25th month after random assignment
79 pg37_pbv26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 26th month after random assignment
80 pg37_pbv27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 27th month after random assignment
81 pg37_pbv28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 28th month after random assignment
82 pg37_pbv29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 29th month after random assignment
83 pg37_pbv30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 30th month after random assignment
84 pg37_pbv31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 31th month after random assignment
85 pg37_pbv32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 32th month after random assignment
86 pg37_pbv33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 33th month after random assignment
87 pg37_pbv34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 34th month after random assignment
88 pg37_pbv35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 35th month after random assignment
89 pg37_pbv36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 36th month after random assignment
90 pg37_pbv37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 37th month after random assignment
91 pg37_pbv38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 38th month after random assignment



92 pg37_pbv39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 39th month after random assignment
93 pg37_pbv40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 40th month after random assignment
94 pg37_pbv41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 41th month after random assignment
95 pg37_pbv42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 42th month after random assignment
96 pg37_pbv43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 43th month after random assignment
97 pg37_pbv44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 44th month after random assignment
98 pg37_pbv45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 45th month after random assignment
99 pg37_pbv46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 46th month after random assignment

100 pg37_pbv47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 47th month after random assignment
101 pg37_pbv48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 48th month after random assignment
102 pg37_pbv49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 49th month after random assignment
103 pg37_psh0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing during month of random assignment
104 pg37_psh1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 1st month after random assignment
105 pg37_psh2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 2nd month after random assignment
106 pg37_psh3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 3rd month after random assignment
107 pg37_psh4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 4th month after random assignment
108 pg37_psh5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 5th month after random assignment
109 pg37_psh6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 6th month after random assignment
110 pg37_psh7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 7th month after random assignment
111 pg37_psh8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 8th month after random assignment
112 pg37_psh9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 9th month after random assignment
113 pg37_psh10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 10th month after random assignment
114 pg37_psh11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 11th month after random assignment
115 pg37_psh12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 12th month after random assignment
116 pg37_psh13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 13th month after random assignment
117 pg37_psh14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 14th month after random assignment
118 pg37_psh15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 15th month after random assignment
119 pg37_psh16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 16th month after random assignment
120 pg37_psh17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 17th month after random assignment
121 pg37_psh18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 18th month after random assignment
122 pg37_psh19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 19th month after random assignment
123 pg37_psh20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 20th month after random assignment
124 pg37_psh21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 21th month after random assignment
125 pg37_psh22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 22th month after random assignment
126 pg37_psh23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 23th month after random assignment
127 pg37_psh24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 24th month after random assignment
128 pg37_psh25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 25th month after random assignment
129 pg37_psh26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 26th month after random assignment
130 pg37_psh27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 27th month after random assignment
131 pg37_psh28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 28th month after random assignment
132 pg37_psh29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 29th month after random assignment
133 pg37_psh30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 30th month after random assignment
134 pg37_psh31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 31th month after random assignment
135 pg37_psh32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 32th month after random assignment
136 pg37_psh33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 33th month after random assignment
137 pg37_psh34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 34th month after random assignment
138 pg37_psh35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 35th month after random assignment
139 pg37_psh36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 36th month after random assignment
140 pg37_psh37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 37th month after random assignment
141 pg37_psh38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 38th month after random assignment
142 pg37_psh39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 39th month after random assignment
143 pg37_psh40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 40th month after random assignment
144 pg37_psh41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 41th month after random assignment
145 pg37_psh42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 42th month after random assignment
146 pg37_psh43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 43th month after random assignment
147 pg37_psh44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 44th month after random assignment
148 pg37_psh45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 45th month after random assignment
149 pg37_psh46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 46th month after random assignment
150 pg37_psh47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 47th month after random assignment
151 pg37_psh48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 48th month after random assignment
152 pg37_psh49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 49th month after random assignment
153 pg37_pub0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing during month of random assignment
154 pg37_pub1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 1st month after random assignment
155 pg37_pub2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 2nd month after random assignment
156 pg37_pub3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 3rd month after random assignment
157 pg37_pub4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 4th month after random assignment
158 pg37_pub5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 5th month after random assignment
159 pg37_pub6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 6th month after random assignment
160 pg37_pub7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 7th month after random assignment
161 pg37_pub8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 8th month after random assignment
162 pg37_pub9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 9th month after random assignment
163 pg37_pub10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 10th month after random assignment
164 pg37_pub11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 11th month after random assignment
165 pg37_pub12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 12th month after random assignment
166 pg37_pub13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 13th month after random assignment
167 pg37_pub14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 14th month after random assignment
168 pg37_pub15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 15th month after random assignment
169 pg37_pub16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 16th month after random assignment
170 pg37_pub17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 17th month after random assignment
171 pg37_pub18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 18th month after random assignment
172 pg37_pub19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 19th month after random assignment
173 pg37_pub20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 20th month after random assignment
174 pg37_pub21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 21th month after random assignment
175 pg37_pub22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 22th month after random assignment
176 pg37_pub23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 23th month after random assignment
177 pg37_pub24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 24th month after random assignment
178 pg37_pub25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 25th month after random assignment
179 pg37_pub26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 26th month after random assignment
180 pg37_pub27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 27th month after random assignment
181 pg37_pub28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 28th month after random assignment
182 pg37_pub29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 29th month after random assignment
183 pg37_pub30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 30th month after random assignment
184 pg37_pub31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 31th month after random assignment
185 pg37_pub32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 32th month after random assignment
186 pg37_pub33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 33th month after random assignment
187 pg37_pub34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 34th month after random assignment
188 pg37_pub35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 35th month after random assignment
189 pg37_pub36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 36th month after random assignment
190 pg37_pub37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 37th month after random assignment
191 pg37_pub38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 38th month after random assignment
192 pg37_pub39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 39th month after random assignment
193 pg37_pub40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 40th month after random assignment
194 pg37_pub41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 41th month after random assignment
195 pg37_pub42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 42th month after random assignment
196 pg37_pub43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 43th month after random assignment
197 pg37_pub44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 44th month after random assignment
198 pg37_pub45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 45th month after random assignment
199 pg37_pub46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 46th month after random assignment
200 pg37_pub47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 47th month after random assignment
201 pg37_pub48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 48th month after random assignment
202 pg37_pub49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 49th month after random assignment
203 pg37_rr0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing during month of random assignment
204 pg37_rr1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 1st month after random assignment
205 pg37_rr2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 2nd month after random assignment
206 pg37_rr3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 3rd month after random assignment
207 pg37_rr4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 4th month after random assignment
208 pg37_rr5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 5th month after random assignment
209 pg37_rr6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 6th month after random assignment
210 pg37_rr7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 7th month after random assignment
211 pg37_rr8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 8th month after random assignment
212 pg37_rr9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 9th month after random assignment
213 pg37_rr10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 10th month after random assignment
214 pg37_rr11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 11th month after random assignment



215 pg37_rr12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 12th month after random assignment
216 pg37_rr13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 13th month after random assignment
217 pg37_rr14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 14th month after random assignment
218 pg37_rr15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 15th month after random assignment
219 pg37_rr16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 16th month after random assignment
220 pg37_rr17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 17th month after random assignment
221 pg37_rr18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 18th month after random assignment
222 pg37_rr19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 19th month after random assignment
223 pg37_rr20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 20th month after random assignment
224 pg37_rr21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 21th month after random assignment
225 pg37_rr22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 22th month after random assignment
226 pg37_rr23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 23th month after random assignment
227 pg37_rr24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 24th month after random assignment
228 pg37_rr25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 25th month after random assignment
229 pg37_rr26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 26th month after random assignment
230 pg37_rr27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 27th month after random assignment
231 pg37_rr28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 28th month after random assignment
232 pg37_rr29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 29th month after random assignment
233 pg37_rr30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 30th month after random assignment
234 pg37_rr31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 31th month after random assignment
235 pg37_rr32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 32th month after random assignment
236 pg37_rr33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 33th month after random assignment
237 pg37_rr34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 34th month after random assignment
238 pg37_rr35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 35th month after random assignment
239 pg37_rr36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 36th month after random assignment
240 pg37_rr37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 37th month after random assignment
241 pg37_rr38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 38th month after random assignment
242 pg37_rr39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 39th month after random assignment
243 pg37_rr40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 40th month after random assignment
244 pg37_rr41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 41th month after random assignment
245 pg37_rr42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 42th month after random assignment
246 pg37_rr43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 43th month after random assignment
247 pg37_rr44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 44th month after random assignment
248 pg37_rr45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 45th month after random assignment
249 pg37_rr46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 46th month after random assignment
250 pg37_rr47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 47th month after random assignment
251 pg37_rr48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 48th month after random assignment
252 pg37_rr49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 49th month after random assignment
253 pg37_sub0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing during month of random assignment
254 pg37_sub1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 1st month after random assignment
255 pg37_sub2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 2nd month after random assignment
256 pg37_sub3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 3rd month after random assignment
257 pg37_sub4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 4th month after random assignment
258 pg37_sub5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 5th month after random assignment
259 pg37_sub6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 6th month after random assignment
260 pg37_sub7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 7th month after random assignment
261 pg37_sub8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 8th month after random assignment
262 pg37_sub9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 9th month after random assignment
263 pg37_sub10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 10th month after random assignment
264 pg37_sub11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 11th month after random assignment
265 pg37_sub12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 12th month after random assignment
266 pg37_sub13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 13th month after random assignment
267 pg37_sub14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 14th month after random assignment
268 pg37_sub15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 15th month after random assignment
269 pg37_sub16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 16th month after random assignment
270 pg37_sub17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 17th month after random assignment
271 pg37_sub18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 18th month after random assignment
272 pg37_sub19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 19th month after random assignment
273 pg37_sub20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 20th month after random assignment
274 pg37_sub21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 21th month after random assignment
275 pg37_sub22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 22th month after random assignment
276 pg37_sub23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 23th month after random assignment
277 pg37_sub24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 24th month after random assignment
278 pg37_sub25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 25th month after random assignment
279 pg37_sub26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 26th month after random assignment
280 pg37_sub27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 27th month after random assignment
281 pg37_sub28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 28th month after random assignment
282 pg37_sub29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 29th month after random assignment
283 pg37_sub30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 30th month after random assignment
284 pg37_sub31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 31th month after random assignment
285 pg37_sub32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 32th month after random assignment
286 pg37_sub33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 33th month after random assignment
287 pg37_sub34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 34th month after random assignment
288 pg37_sub35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 35th month after random assignment
289 pg37_sub36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 36th month after random assignment
290 pg37_sub37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 37th month after random assignment
291 pg37_sub38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 38th month after random assignment
292 pg37_sub39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 39th month after random assignment
293 pg37_sub40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 40th month after random assignment
294 pg37_sub41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 41th month after random assignment
295 pg37_sub42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 42th month after random assignment
296 pg37_sub43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 43th month after random assignment
297 pg37_sub44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 44th month after random assignment
298 pg37_sub45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 45th month after random assignment
299 pg37_sub46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 46th month after random assignment
300 pg37_sub47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 47th month after random assignment
301 pg37_sub48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 48th month after random assignment
302 pg37_sub49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 49th month after random assignment
303 pg37_th0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing during month of random assignment
304 pg37_th1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 1st month after random assignment
305 pg37_th2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 2nd month after random assignment
306 pg37_th3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 3rd month after random assignment
307 pg37_th4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 4th month after random assignment
308 pg37_th5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 5th month after random assignment
309 pg37_th6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 6th month after random assignment
310 pg37_th7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment
311 pg37_th8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 8th month after random assignment
312 pg37_th9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 9th month after random assignment
313 pg37_th10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 10th month after random assignment
314 pg37_th11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 11th month after random assignment
315 pg37_th12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 12th month after random assignment
316 pg37_th13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 13th month after random assignment
317 pg37_th14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 14th month after random assignment
318 pg37_th15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 15th month after random assignment
319 pg37_th16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 16th month after random assignment
320 pg37_th17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 17th month after random assignment
321 pg37_th18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 18th month after random assignment
322 pg37_th19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 19th month after random assignment
323 pg37_th20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 20th month after random assignment
324 pg37_th21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 21th month after random assignment
325 pg37_th22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 22th month after random assignment
326 pg37_th23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 23th month after random assignment
327 pg37_th24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 24th month after random assignment
328 pg37_th25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 25th month after random assignment
329 pg37_th26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 26th month after random assignment
330 pg37_th27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 27th month after random assignment
331 pg37_th28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 28th month after random assignment
332 pg37_th29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 29th month after random assignment
333 pg37_th30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 30th month after random assignment
334 pg37_th31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 31th month after random assignment
335 pg37_th32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 32th month after random assignment
336 pg37_th33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 33th month after random assignment
337 pg37_th34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 34th month after random assignment



338 pg37_th35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 35th month after random assignment
339 pg37_th36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 36th month after random assignment
340 pg37_th37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 37th month after random assignment
341 pg37_th38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 38th month after random assignment
342 pg37_th39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 39th month after random assignment
343 pg37_th40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 40th month after random assignment
344 pg37_th41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 41th month after random assignment
345 pg37_th42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 42th month after random assignment
346 pg37_th43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 43th month after random assignment
347 pg37_th44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 44th month after random assignment
348 pg37_th45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 45th month after random assignment
349 pg37_th46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 46th month after random assignment
350 pg37_th47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 47th month after random assignment
351 pg37_th48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 48th month after random assignment
352 pg37_th49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 49th month after random assignment
353 pg37_es_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through interview end month
354 pg37_pbv_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used project based voucher from month of random assignment through interview end month
355 pg37_psh_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used permanent supportive housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
356 pg37_pub_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used public housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
357 pg37_rr_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used rapid-rehousing from month of random assignment through interview end month
358 pg37_sub_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
359 pg37_th_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
360 pg37_es_7_end Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment month through interview end month month
361 pg37_es_7_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Any stay in emergency shelter in 7th month through 18th month after random assignmnet
362 pg37_es_19_36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
363 pg37_es_21_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 21st month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
364 pg37_es_prev12mon Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter during the 36mo interview end month or the 11 months prior
365 pg37_es_prev18mon Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter during the 36mo interview end month or the 17 months prior
366 pg37_es_prev6mon Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter during the 36mo interview end month or the 5 months prior
367 pg37_survmo_use_rr Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing during 37-month followup survey month
368 pg37_survmo_use_th Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing during 37-month followup survey month
369 pg37_survmo_use_sub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing during 37-month followup survey month
370 pg37_survmo_use_es Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter during 37-month followup survey month
371 pg37_survmo_use_psh Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing during 37-month followup survey month
372 pg37_survmo_use_pub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing during 37-month followup survey month
373 pg37_survmo_use_pbv Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher during 37-month followup survey month
374 pg37_count_rr Num 8 Number of months used rapid-rehousing during from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
375 pg37_count_th Num 8 Number of months used transitional housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
376 pg37_count_sub Num 8 Number of months used SUB intervention housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
377 pg37_count_es Num 8 Number of months used emergency shelter from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
378 pg37_count_psh Num 8 Number of months used permanent supportive housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
379 pg37_count_pub Num 8 Number of months used public housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
380 pg37_count_pbv Num 8 Number of months used project based voucher from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
381 pg37_lastmo_es Num 8 Last month used emergency shelter after random assignment  (value of 0 is last month was month of random assignment)
382 pg37_none_all Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Did not use emergency shelter 7 months after random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month and never used any other housing assistance program
383 pg37_count_none Num 8 Number of months from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month when used no housing assistance program
384 pg37_count_19end_none Num 8 Number of months from 19th month since random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month when used no housing assistance program
385 pg37_survmo_use_none Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used no housing assistance program during 37-month followup survey month
386 pg37_perm_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from month of random assignment through 37-month followup survey month
387 pg37_perm0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing during month of random assignment
388 pg37_perm1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 1st month after random assignment
389 pg37_perm2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 2nd month after random assignment
390 pg37_perm3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 3rd month after random assignment
391 pg37_perm4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 4th month after random assignment
392 pg37_perm5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 5th month after random assignment
393 pg37_perm6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 6th month after random assignment
394 pg37_perm7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 7th month after random assignment
395 pg37_perm8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 8th month after random assignment
396 pg37_perm9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 9th month after random assignment
397 pg37_perm10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 10th month after random assignment
398 pg37_perm11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 11th month after random assignment
399 pg37_perm12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 12th month after random assignment
400 pg37_perm13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 13th month after random assignment
401 pg37_perm14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 14th month after random assignment
402 pg37_perm15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 15th month after random assignment
403 pg37_perm16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 16th month after random assignment
404 pg37_perm17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 17th month after random assignment
405 pg37_perm18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 18th month after random assignment
406 pg37_perm19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 19th month after random assignment
407 pg37_perm20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 20th month after random assignment
408 pg37_perm21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 21th month after random assignment
409 pg37_perm22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 22th month after random assignment
410 pg37_perm23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 23th month after random assignment
411 pg37_perm24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 24th month after random assignment
412 pg37_perm25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 25th month after random assignment
413 pg37_perm26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 26th month after random assignment
414 pg37_perm27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 27th month after random assignment
415 pg37_perm28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 28th month after random assignment
416 pg37_perm29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 29th month after random assignment
417 pg37_perm30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 30th month after random assignment
418 pg37_perm31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 31th month after random assignment
419 pg37_perm32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 32th month after random assignment
420 pg37_perm33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 33th month after random assignment
421 pg37_perm34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 34th month after random assignment
422 pg37_perm35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 35th month after random assignment
423 pg37_perm36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 36th month after random assignment
424 pg37_perm37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 37th month after random assignment
425 pg37_perm38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 38th month after random assignment
426 pg37_perm39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 39th month after random assignment
427 pg37_perm40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 40th month after random assignment
428 pg37_perm41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 41th month after random assignment
429 pg37_perm42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 42th month after random assignment
430 pg37_perm43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 43th month after random assignment
431 pg37_perm44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 44th month after random assignment
432 pg37_perm45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 45th month after random assignment
433 pg37_perm46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 46th month after random assignment
434 pg37_perm47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 47th month after random assignment
435 pg37_perm48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 48th month after random assignment
436 pg37_perm49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 49th month after random assignment
437 pg37_count_perm Num 8 Number of months used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
438 pg37_survmo_use_perm Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used ubsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing during 37-month followup survey month
439 pg37_corrected_first_sub Num 8 Number of months during first spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

440 pg37_corrected_second_sub Num 8 Number of months during second spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

441 pg37_corrected_third_sub Num 8 Number of months during third spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

442 pg37_corrected_fourth_sub Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

443 pg37_corrected_fifth_sub Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

444 pg37_corrected_sixth_sub Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

445 pg37_corrected_seventh_sub Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

446 pg37_corrected_eighth_sub Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

447 pg37_corrected_all_sub Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting
448 pg37_corrected_first_rr Num 8 Number of months during first spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
449 pg37_corrected_second_rr Num 8 Number of months during second spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

450 pg37_corrected_third_rr Num 8 Number of months during third spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
451 pg37_corrected_fourth_rr Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting



452 pg37_corrected_fifth_rr Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
453 pg37_corrected_sixth_rr Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
454 pg37_corrected_seventh_rr Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

455 pg37_corrected_eighth_rr Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

456 pg37_corrected_all_rr Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
457 pg37_corrected_first_th Num 8 Number of months during first spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
458 pg37_corrected_second_th Num 8 Number of months during second spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

459 pg37_corrected_third_th Num 8 Number of months during third spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
460 pg37_corrected_fourth_th Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

461 pg37_corrected_fifth_th Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
462 pg37_corrected_sixth_th Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
463 pg37_corrected_seventh_th Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

464 pg37_corrected_eighth_th Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

465 pg37_corrected_all_th Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
466 pg37_corrected_first_es Num 8 Number of months during first spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
467 pg37_corrected_second_es Num 8 Number of months during second spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

468 pg37_corrected_third_es Num 8 Number of months during third spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
469 pg37_corrected_fourth_es Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

470 pg37_corrected_fifth_es Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
471 pg37_corrected_sixth_es Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
472 pg37_corrected_seventh_es Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

473 pg37_corrected_eighth_es Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

474 pg37_corrected_all_es Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
475 pg37_corrected_first_psh Num 8 Number of months during first spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

476 pg37_corrected_second_psh Num 8 Number of months during second spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

477 pg37_corrected_third_psh Num 8 Number of months during third spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

478 pg37_corrected_fourth_psh Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

479 pg37_corrected_fifth_psh Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

480 pg37_corrected_sixth_psh Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

481 pg37_corrected_seventh_psh Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

482 pg37_corrected_eighth_psh Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

483 pg37_corrected_all_psh Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
484 pg37_corrected_first_pub Num 8 Number of months during first spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

485 pg37_corrected_second_pub Num 8 Number of months during second spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

486 pg37_corrected_third_pub Num 8 Number of months during third spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

487 pg37_corrected_fourth_pub Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

488 pg37_corrected_fifth_pub Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

489 pg37_corrected_sixth_pub Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

490 pg37_corrected_seventh_pubNum 8 Number of months during seventh spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

491 pg37_corrected_eighth_pub Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

492 pg37_corrected_all_pub Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used public housing, corrected for overcounting
493 pg37_corrected_first_pbv Num 8 Number of months during first spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

494 pg37_corrected_second_pbv Num 8 Number of months during second spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

495 pg37_corrected_third_pbv Num 8 Number of months during third spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

496 pg37_corrected_fourth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

497 pg37_corrected_fifth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

498 pg37_corrected_sixth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

499 pg37_corrected_seventh_pbv Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

500 pg37_corrected_eighth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

501 pg37_corrected_all_pbv Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
502 pg37_bes0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter during month of random assignment
503 pg37_bes1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 1st month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
504 pg37_bes2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 2nd month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
505 pg37_bes3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 3rd month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
506 pg37_bes4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 4th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
507 pg37_bes5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 5th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
508 pg37_bes6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 6th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
509 pg37_bes7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
510 pg37_bes8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 8th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
511 pg37_bes9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 9th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
512 pg37_bes10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 10th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
513 pg37_bes11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 11th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
514 pg37_bes12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 12th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
515 pg37_bes13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 13th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
516 pg37_bes14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 14th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
517 pg37_bes15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 15th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
518 pg37_bes16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 16th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
519 pg37_bes17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 17th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
520 pg37_bes18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 18th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
521 pg37_bes19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
522 pg37_bes20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 20th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
523 pg37_bes21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 21th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
524 pg37_bes22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 22th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
525 pg37_bes23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 23th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
526 pg37_bes24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 24th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
527 pg37_bes25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 25th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
528 pg37_bes26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 26th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
529 pg37_bes27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 27th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
530 pg37_bes28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 28th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
531 pg37_bes29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 29th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
532 pg37_bes30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 30th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
533 pg37_bes31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 31th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
534 pg37_bes32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 32th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
535 pg37_bes33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 33th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
536 pg37_bes34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 34th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
537 pg37_bes35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 35th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
538 pg37_bes36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 36th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
539 pg37_bes37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 37th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment



540 pg37_bes38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 38th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
541 pg37_bes39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 39th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
542 pg37_bes40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 40th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
543 pg37_bes41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 41th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
544 pg37_bes42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 42th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
545 pg37_bes43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 43th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
546 pg37_bes44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 44th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
547 pg37_bes45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 45th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
548 pg37_bes46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 46th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
549 pg37_bes47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 47th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
550 pg37_bes48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 48th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
551 pg37_bes49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 49th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
552 pg37_bl_es_tc18 Num 8 BLCORR_ES_F. Number of months from baseline used emergency shelter, topcoded at 18 and corrected for overcounting
553 pg37_bl_es_tc32pt5 Num 8 BLCORR_ES_F. Length in months of baseline stay in emergency shelter, topcoded at 32.5 and corrected for overcounting
554 p37resp Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Binary variable for whether family responded to 37-month follow-up survey
555 pg37_1st_es_event Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Binary variable for being in an emergency shelter at time of random asssignment
556 pg37_dur_es_mos_37mo Num 8 Length of Emergency Shelter stay in months
557 pg37_bl_es_mos_no_tc Num 8 BL_ES_MOS_F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay, from baseline only, in months
558 pg37_bl_es_mos_tc32pt5 Num 8 BL_ES_MOS_F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay, from baseline only, in months, topcoded at 32.5
559 pg37_es_mos_19_37mo Num 8 Length of Emergency Shelter stay from the 19th month through the 37th month after random assignment
560 pg37_es_19_37mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Any stay in emergency shelter in the 19th month through the 37th month after random assignmnet
561 pg37_es_mos_19_32mo Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay from the 19th month through the 32nd month after random assignment
562 pg37_es_19_32mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Any stay in emergency shelter in the 19th month through the 32nd month after random assignmnet
563 pg37_es_mos_0_32mo Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay from the month of random assignment through the 32nd month after random assignment
564 pg37_corrected_mos_perm Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
565 pg37_ct_es Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay in months (for 37-month survey respondents only)
566 pg37_corr19end_mos_sub Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting
567 pg37_corr19end_mos_rr Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
568 pg37_corr19end_mos_th Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
569 pg37_corr19end_mos_psh Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
570 pg37_corr19end_mos_pub Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used public housing, corrected for overcounting
571 pg37_corr19end_mos_pbv Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
572 pg37_corr19end_mos_perm Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used SUB intervention

housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
573 pg37_corr19end_mos_es Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
574 pg37_ever_19end_es Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
575 pg37_ever_19end_pbv Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used project based voucher from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
576 pg37_ever_19end_psh Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used permanent supportive housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
577 pg37_ever_19end_pub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used public housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
578 pg37_ever_19end_rr Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used rapid-rehousing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
579 pg37_ever_19end_sub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
580 pg37_ever_19end_th Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
581 pg37_ever_19end_perm Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
582 pg37_all_19end_none Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Never used SUB intervention housing, rapid-rehousing, transitional housing, permanent supportive housing, public housing,

project based voucher, or emergency shelter from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
583 pg37_es_0_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment
584 pg37_th_0_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment
585 pg37_es_th_0_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter or transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment
586 pg37_es_7_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
587 pg37_th_7_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
588 pg37_es_th_7_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter or transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
589 pg37_corrected_0_32_th Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Number of months used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting
590 pg37_corrected_0_32_es_th Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Number of months used emergency shelter or transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting

591 pg37_corrected_0_32_es Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Number of months used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_PROG_LIVSIT_37MO    Observations          2282
Member Type          DATA                            Variables             1101
Engine               V9                              Indexes               0   
Created              12/14/2016 18:51:20             Observation Length    8808
Last Modified        12/14/2016 18:51:20             Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                           Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                        Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                          
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                

                                                               Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          258048                                                                                                                              
Number of Data Set Pages    80                                                                                                                                  
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                   
Max Obs per Page            29                                                                                                                                  
Obs in First Data Page      4                                                                                                                                   
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                   
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                 

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                            
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                  Variables in Creation Order
 

# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 i_ra_result Char 4 Randomly Assigned Intervention Group
3 pg37_dvs0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter during month of random assignment
4 pg37_dvs1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 1st month after random assignment
5 pg37_dvs2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 2nd month after random assignment
6 pg37_dvs3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 3rd month after random assignment
7 pg37_dvs4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 4th month after random assignment
8 pg37_dvs5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 5th month after random assignment
9 pg37_dvs6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 6th month after random assignment

10 pg37_dvs7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 7th month after random assignment
11 pg37_dvs8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 8th month after random assignment
12 pg37_dvs9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 9th month after random assignment
13 pg37_dvs10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 10th month after random assignment
14 pg37_dvs11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 11th month after random assignment
15 pg37_dvs12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 12th month after random assignment
16 pg37_dvs13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 13th month after random assignment
17 pg37_dvs14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 14th month after random assignment
18 pg37_dvs15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 15th month after random assignment
19 pg37_dvs16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 16th month after random assignment
20 pg37_dvs17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 17th month after random assignment
21 pg37_dvs18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 18th month after random assignment
22 pg37_dvs19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 19th month after random assignment
23 pg37_dvs20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 20th month after random assignment
24 pg37_dvs21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 21th month after random assignment
25 pg37_dvs22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 22th month after random assignment
26 pg37_dvs23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 23th month after random assignment
27 pg37_dvs24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 24th month after random assignment
28 pg37_dvs25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 25th month after random assignment
29 pg37_dvs26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 26th month after random assignment
30 pg37_dvs27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 27th month after random assignment
31 pg37_dvs28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 28th month after random assignment
32 pg37_dvs29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 29th month after random assignment
33 pg37_dvs30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 30th month after random assignment
34 pg37_dvs31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 31th month after random assignment
35 pg37_dvs32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 32th month after random assignment
36 pg37_dvs33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 33th month after random assignment
37 pg37_dvs34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 34th month after random assignment
38 pg37_dvs35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 35th month after random assignment
39 pg37_dvs36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 36th month after random assignment
40 pg37_dvs37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 37th month after random assignment
41 pg37_dvs38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 38th month after random assignment
42 pg37_dvs39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 39th month after random assignment
43 pg37_dvs40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 40th month after random assignment
44 pg37_dvs41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 41th month after random assignment
45 pg37_dvs42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 42th month after random assignment
46 pg37_dvs43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 43th month after random assignment
47 pg37_dvs44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 44th month after random assignment
48 pg37_dvs45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 45th month after random assignment
49 pg37_dvs46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 46th month after random assignment
50 pg37_dvs47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 47th month after random assignment
51 pg37_dvs48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 48th month after random assignment
52 pg37_dvs49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Staying in domestic violence shelter in 49th month after random assignment
53 pg37_gov0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance during month of random assignment
54 pg37_gov1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 1st month after random assignment
55 pg37_gov2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 2nd month after random assignment
56 pg37_gov3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 3rd month after random assignment
57 pg37_gov4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 4th month after random assignment
58 pg37_gov5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 5th month after random assignment
59 pg37_gov6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 6th month after random assignment
60 pg37_gov7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 7th month after random assignment
61 pg37_gov8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 8th month after random assignment
62 pg37_gov9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 9th month after random assignment
63 pg37_gov10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 10th month after random assignment
64 pg37_gov11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 11th month after random assignment
65 pg37_gov12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 12th month after random assignment
66 pg37_gov13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 13th month after random assignment
67 pg37_gov14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 14th month after random assignment
68 pg37_gov15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 15th month after random assignment
69 pg37_gov16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 16th month after random assignment
70 pg37_gov17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 17th month after random assignment
71 pg37_gov18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 18th month after random assignment
72 pg37_gov19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 19th month after random assignment
73 pg37_gov20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 20th month after random assignment
74 pg37_gov21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 21th month after random assignment
75 pg37_gov22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 22th month after random assignment
76 pg37_gov23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 23th month after random assignment
77 pg37_gov24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 24th month after random assignment
78 pg37_gov25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 25th month after random assignment
79 pg37_gov26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 26th month after random assignment
80 pg37_gov27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 27th month after random assignment
81 pg37_gov28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 28th month after random assignment
82 pg37_gov29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 29th month after random assignment
83 pg37_gov30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 30th month after random assignment
84 pg37_gov31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 31th month after random assignment
85 pg37_gov32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 32th month after random assignment
86 pg37_gov33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 33th month after random assignment
87 pg37_gov34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 34th month after random assignment
88 pg37_gov35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 35th month after random assignment
89 pg37_gov36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 36th month after random assignment
90 pg37_gov37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 37th month after random assignment
91 pg37_gov38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 38th month after random assignment



92 pg37_gov39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 39th month after random assignment
93 pg37_gov40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 40th month after random assignment
94 pg37_gov41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 41th month after random assignment
95 pg37_gov42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 42th month after random assignment
96 pg37_gov43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 43th month after random assignment
97 pg37_gov44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 44th month after random assignment
98 pg37_gov45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 45th month after random assignment
99 pg37_gov46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 46th month after random assignment

100 pg37_gov47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 47th month after random assignment
101 pg37_gov48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 48th month after random assignment
102 pg37_gov49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Unspecified governmental housing assistance in 49th month after random assignment
103 pg37_es0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter during month of random assignment
104 pg37_es1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 1st month after random assignment
105 pg37_es2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 2nd month after random assignment
106 pg37_es3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 3rd month after random assignment
107 pg37_es4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 4th month after random assignment
108 pg37_es5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 5th month after random assignment
109 pg37_es6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 6th month after random assignment
110 pg37_es7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment
111 pg37_es8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 8th month after random assignment
112 pg37_es9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 9th month after random assignment
113 pg37_es10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 10th month after random assignment
114 pg37_es11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 11th month after random assignment
115 pg37_es12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 12th month after random assignment
116 pg37_es13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 13th month after random assignment
117 pg37_es14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 14th month after random assignment
118 pg37_es15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 15th month after random assignment
119 pg37_es16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 16th month after random assignment
120 pg37_es17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 17th month after random assignment
121 pg37_es18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 18th month after random assignment
122 pg37_es19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment
123 pg37_es20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 20th month after random assignment
124 pg37_es21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 21th month after random assignment
125 pg37_es22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 22th month after random assignment
126 pg37_es23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 23th month after random assignment
127 pg37_es24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 24th month after random assignment
128 pg37_es25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 25th month after random assignment
129 pg37_es26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 26th month after random assignment
130 pg37_es27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 27th month after random assignment
131 pg37_es28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 28th month after random assignment
132 pg37_es29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 29th month after random assignment
133 pg37_es30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 30th month after random assignment
134 pg37_es31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 31th month after random assignment
135 pg37_es32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 32th month after random assignment
136 pg37_es33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 33th month after random assignment
137 pg37_es34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 34th month after random assignment
138 pg37_es35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 35th month after random assignment
139 pg37_es36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 36th month after random assignment
140 pg37_es37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 37th month after random assignment
141 pg37_es38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 38th month after random assignment
142 pg37_es39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 39th month after random assignment
143 pg37_es40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 40th month after random assignment
144 pg37_es41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 41th month after random assignment
145 pg37_es42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 42th month after random assignment
146 pg37_es43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 43th month after random assignment
147 pg37_es44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 44th month after random assignment
148 pg37_es45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 45th month after random assignment
149 pg37_es46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 46th month after random assignment
150 pg37_es47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 47th month after random assignment
151 pg37_es48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 48th month after random assignment
152 pg37_es49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 49th month after random assignment
153 pg37_pbv0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher during month of random assignment
154 pg37_pbv1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 1st month after random assignment
155 pg37_pbv2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 2nd month after random assignment
156 pg37_pbv3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 3rd month after random assignment
157 pg37_pbv4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 4th month after random assignment
158 pg37_pbv5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 5th month after random assignment
159 pg37_pbv6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 6th month after random assignment
160 pg37_pbv7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 7th month after random assignment
161 pg37_pbv8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 8th month after random assignment
162 pg37_pbv9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 9th month after random assignment
163 pg37_pbv10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 10th month after random assignment
164 pg37_pbv11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 11th month after random assignment
165 pg37_pbv12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 12th month after random assignment
166 pg37_pbv13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 13th month after random assignment
167 pg37_pbv14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 14th month after random assignment
168 pg37_pbv15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 15th month after random assignment
169 pg37_pbv16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 16th month after random assignment
170 pg37_pbv17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 17th month after random assignment
171 pg37_pbv18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 18th month after random assignment
172 pg37_pbv19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 19th month after random assignment
173 pg37_pbv20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 20th month after random assignment
174 pg37_pbv21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 21th month after random assignment
175 pg37_pbv22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 22th month after random assignment
176 pg37_pbv23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 23th month after random assignment
177 pg37_pbv24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 24th month after random assignment
178 pg37_pbv25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 25th month after random assignment
179 pg37_pbv26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 26th month after random assignment
180 pg37_pbv27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 27th month after random assignment
181 pg37_pbv28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 28th month after random assignment
182 pg37_pbv29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 29th month after random assignment
183 pg37_pbv30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 30th month after random assignment
184 pg37_pbv31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 31th month after random assignment
185 pg37_pbv32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 32th month after random assignment
186 pg37_pbv33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 33th month after random assignment
187 pg37_pbv34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 34th month after random assignment
188 pg37_pbv35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 35th month after random assignment
189 pg37_pbv36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 36th month after random assignment
190 pg37_pbv37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 37th month after random assignment
191 pg37_pbv38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 38th month after random assignment
192 pg37_pbv39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 39th month after random assignment
193 pg37_pbv40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 40th month after random assignment
194 pg37_pbv41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 41th month after random assignment
195 pg37_pbv42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 42th month after random assignment
196 pg37_pbv43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 43th month after random assignment
197 pg37_pbv44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 44th month after random assignment
198 pg37_pbv45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 45th month after random assignment
199 pg37_pbv46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 46th month after random assignment
200 pg37_pbv47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 47th month after random assignment
201 pg37_pbv48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 48th month after random assignment
202 pg37_pbv49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher in 49th month after random assignment
203 pg37_psh0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing during month of random assignment
204 pg37_psh1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 1st month after random assignment
205 pg37_psh2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 2nd month after random assignment
206 pg37_psh3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 3rd month after random assignment
207 pg37_psh4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 4th month after random assignment
208 pg37_psh5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 5th month after random assignment
209 pg37_psh6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 6th month after random assignment
210 pg37_psh7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 7th month after random assignment
211 pg37_psh8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 8th month after random assignment
212 pg37_psh9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 9th month after random assignment
213 pg37_psh10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 10th month after random assignment
214 pg37_psh11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 11th month after random assignment



215 pg37_psh12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 12th month after random assignment
216 pg37_psh13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 13th month after random assignment
217 pg37_psh14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 14th month after random assignment
218 pg37_psh15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 15th month after random assignment
219 pg37_psh16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 16th month after random assignment
220 pg37_psh17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 17th month after random assignment
221 pg37_psh18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 18th month after random assignment
222 pg37_psh19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 19th month after random assignment
223 pg37_psh20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 20th month after random assignment
224 pg37_psh21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 21th month after random assignment
225 pg37_psh22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 22th month after random assignment
226 pg37_psh23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 23th month after random assignment
227 pg37_psh24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 24th month after random assignment
228 pg37_psh25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 25th month after random assignment
229 pg37_psh26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 26th month after random assignment
230 pg37_psh27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 27th month after random assignment
231 pg37_psh28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 28th month after random assignment
232 pg37_psh29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 29th month after random assignment
233 pg37_psh30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 30th month after random assignment
234 pg37_psh31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 31th month after random assignment
235 pg37_psh32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 32th month after random assignment
236 pg37_psh33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 33th month after random assignment
237 pg37_psh34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 34th month after random assignment
238 pg37_psh35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 35th month after random assignment
239 pg37_psh36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 36th month after random assignment
240 pg37_psh37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 37th month after random assignment
241 pg37_psh38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 38th month after random assignment
242 pg37_psh39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 39th month after random assignment
243 pg37_psh40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 40th month after random assignment
244 pg37_psh41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 41th month after random assignment
245 pg37_psh42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 42th month after random assignment
246 pg37_psh43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 43th month after random assignment
247 pg37_psh44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 44th month after random assignment
248 pg37_psh45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 45th month after random assignment
249 pg37_psh46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 46th month after random assignment
250 pg37_psh47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 47th month after random assignment
251 pg37_psh48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 48th month after random assignment
252 pg37_psh49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing in 49th month after random assignment
253 pg37_pub0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing during month of random assignment
254 pg37_pub1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 1st month after random assignment
255 pg37_pub2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 2nd month after random assignment
256 pg37_pub3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 3rd month after random assignment
257 pg37_pub4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 4th month after random assignment
258 pg37_pub5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 5th month after random assignment
259 pg37_pub6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 6th month after random assignment
260 pg37_pub7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 7th month after random assignment
261 pg37_pub8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 8th month after random assignment
262 pg37_pub9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 9th month after random assignment
263 pg37_pub10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 10th month after random assignment
264 pg37_pub11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 11th month after random assignment
265 pg37_pub12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 12th month after random assignment
266 pg37_pub13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 13th month after random assignment
267 pg37_pub14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 14th month after random assignment
268 pg37_pub15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 15th month after random assignment
269 pg37_pub16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 16th month after random assignment
270 pg37_pub17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 17th month after random assignment
271 pg37_pub18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 18th month after random assignment
272 pg37_pub19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 19th month after random assignment
273 pg37_pub20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 20th month after random assignment
274 pg37_pub21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 21th month after random assignment
275 pg37_pub22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 22th month after random assignment
276 pg37_pub23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 23th month after random assignment
277 pg37_pub24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 24th month after random assignment
278 pg37_pub25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 25th month after random assignment
279 pg37_pub26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 26th month after random assignment
280 pg37_pub27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 27th month after random assignment
281 pg37_pub28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 28th month after random assignment
282 pg37_pub29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 29th month after random assignment
283 pg37_pub30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 30th month after random assignment
284 pg37_pub31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 31th month after random assignment
285 pg37_pub32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 32th month after random assignment
286 pg37_pub33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 33th month after random assignment
287 pg37_pub34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 34th month after random assignment
288 pg37_pub35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 35th month after random assignment
289 pg37_pub36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 36th month after random assignment
290 pg37_pub37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 37th month after random assignment
291 pg37_pub38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 38th month after random assignment
292 pg37_pub39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 39th month after random assignment
293 pg37_pub40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 40th month after random assignment
294 pg37_pub41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 41th month after random assignment
295 pg37_pub42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 42th month after random assignment
296 pg37_pub43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 43th month after random assignment
297 pg37_pub44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 44th month after random assignment
298 pg37_pub45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 45th month after random assignment
299 pg37_pub46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 46th month after random assignment
300 pg37_pub47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 47th month after random assignment
301 pg37_pub48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 48th month after random assignment
302 pg37_pub49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing in 49th month after random assignment
303 pg37_rr0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing during month of random assignment
304 pg37_rr1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 1st month after random assignment
305 pg37_rr2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 2nd month after random assignment
306 pg37_rr3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 3rd month after random assignment
307 pg37_rr4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 4th month after random assignment
308 pg37_rr5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 5th month after random assignment
309 pg37_rr6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 6th month after random assignment
310 pg37_rr7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 7th month after random assignment
311 pg37_rr8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 8th month after random assignment
312 pg37_rr9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 9th month after random assignment
313 pg37_rr10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 10th month after random assignment
314 pg37_rr11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 11th month after random assignment
315 pg37_rr12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 12th month after random assignment
316 pg37_rr13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 13th month after random assignment
317 pg37_rr14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 14th month after random assignment
318 pg37_rr15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 15th month after random assignment
319 pg37_rr16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 16th month after random assignment
320 pg37_rr17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 17th month after random assignment
321 pg37_rr18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 18th month after random assignment
322 pg37_rr19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 19th month after random assignment
323 pg37_rr20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 20th month after random assignment
324 pg37_rr21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 21th month after random assignment
325 pg37_rr22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 22th month after random assignment
326 pg37_rr23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 23th month after random assignment
327 pg37_rr24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 24th month after random assignment
328 pg37_rr25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 25th month after random assignment
329 pg37_rr26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 26th month after random assignment
330 pg37_rr27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 27th month after random assignment
331 pg37_rr28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 28th month after random assignment
332 pg37_rr29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 29th month after random assignment
333 pg37_rr30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 30th month after random assignment
334 pg37_rr31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 31th month after random assignment
335 pg37_rr32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 32th month after random assignment
336 pg37_rr33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 33th month after random assignment
337 pg37_rr34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 34th month after random assignment



338 pg37_rr35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 35th month after random assignment
339 pg37_rr36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 36th month after random assignment
340 pg37_rr37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 37th month after random assignment
341 pg37_rr38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 38th month after random assignment
342 pg37_rr39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 39th month after random assignment
343 pg37_rr40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 40th month after random assignment
344 pg37_rr41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 41th month after random assignment
345 pg37_rr42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 42th month after random assignment
346 pg37_rr43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 43th month after random assignment
347 pg37_rr44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 44th month after random assignment
348 pg37_rr45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 45th month after random assignment
349 pg37_rr46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 46th month after random assignment
350 pg37_rr47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 47th month after random assignment
351 pg37_rr48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 48th month after random assignment
352 pg37_rr49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing in 49th month after random assignment
353 pg37_sub0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing during month of random assignment
354 pg37_sub1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 1st month after random assignment
355 pg37_sub2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 2nd month after random assignment
356 pg37_sub3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 3rd month after random assignment
357 pg37_sub4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 4th month after random assignment
358 pg37_sub5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 5th month after random assignment
359 pg37_sub6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 6th month after random assignment
360 pg37_sub7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 7th month after random assignment
361 pg37_sub8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 8th month after random assignment
362 pg37_sub9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 9th month after random assignment
363 pg37_sub10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 10th month after random assignment
364 pg37_sub11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 11th month after random assignment
365 pg37_sub12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 12th month after random assignment
366 pg37_sub13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 13th month after random assignment
367 pg37_sub14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 14th month after random assignment
368 pg37_sub15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 15th month after random assignment
369 pg37_sub16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 16th month after random assignment
370 pg37_sub17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 17th month after random assignment
371 pg37_sub18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 18th month after random assignment
372 pg37_sub19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 19th month after random assignment
373 pg37_sub20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 20th month after random assignment
374 pg37_sub21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 21th month after random assignment
375 pg37_sub22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 22th month after random assignment
376 pg37_sub23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 23th month after random assignment
377 pg37_sub24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 24th month after random assignment
378 pg37_sub25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 25th month after random assignment
379 pg37_sub26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 26th month after random assignment
380 pg37_sub27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 27th month after random assignment
381 pg37_sub28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 28th month after random assignment
382 pg37_sub29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 29th month after random assignment
383 pg37_sub30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 30th month after random assignment
384 pg37_sub31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 31th month after random assignment
385 pg37_sub32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 32th month after random assignment
386 pg37_sub33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 33th month after random assignment
387 pg37_sub34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 34th month after random assignment
388 pg37_sub35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 35th month after random assignment
389 pg37_sub36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 36th month after random assignment
390 pg37_sub37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 37th month after random assignment
391 pg37_sub38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 38th month after random assignment
392 pg37_sub39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 39th month after random assignment
393 pg37_sub40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 40th month after random assignment
394 pg37_sub41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 41th month after random assignment
395 pg37_sub42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 42th month after random assignment
396 pg37_sub43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 43th month after random assignment
397 pg37_sub44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 44th month after random assignment
398 pg37_sub45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 45th month after random assignment
399 pg37_sub46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 46th month after random assignment
400 pg37_sub47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 47th month after random assignment
401 pg37_sub48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 48th month after random assignment
402 pg37_sub49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing in 49th month after random assignment
403 pg37_th0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing during month of random assignment
404 pg37_th1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 1st month after random assignment
405 pg37_th2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 2nd month after random assignment
406 pg37_th3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 3rd month after random assignment
407 pg37_th4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 4th month after random assignment
408 pg37_th5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 5th month after random assignment
409 pg37_th6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 6th month after random assignment
410 pg37_th7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment
411 pg37_th8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 8th month after random assignment
412 pg37_th9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 9th month after random assignment
413 pg37_th10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 10th month after random assignment
414 pg37_th11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 11th month after random assignment
415 pg37_th12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 12th month after random assignment
416 pg37_th13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 13th month after random assignment
417 pg37_th14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 14th month after random assignment
418 pg37_th15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 15th month after random assignment
419 pg37_th16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 16th month after random assignment
420 pg37_th17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 17th month after random assignment
421 pg37_th18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 18th month after random assignment
422 pg37_th19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 19th month after random assignment
423 pg37_th20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 20th month after random assignment
424 pg37_th21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 21th month after random assignment
425 pg37_th22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 22th month after random assignment
426 pg37_th23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 23th month after random assignment
427 pg37_th24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 24th month after random assignment
428 pg37_th25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 25th month after random assignment
429 pg37_th26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 26th month after random assignment
430 pg37_th27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 27th month after random assignment
431 pg37_th28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 28th month after random assignment
432 pg37_th29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 29th month after random assignment
433 pg37_th30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 30th month after random assignment
434 pg37_th31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 31th month after random assignment
435 pg37_th32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 32th month after random assignment
436 pg37_th33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 33th month after random assignment
437 pg37_th34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 34th month after random assignment
438 pg37_th35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 35th month after random assignment
439 pg37_th36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 36th month after random assignment
440 pg37_th37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 37th month after random assignment
441 pg37_th38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 38th month after random assignment
442 pg37_th39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 39th month after random assignment
443 pg37_th40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 40th month after random assignment
444 pg37_th41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 41th month after random assignment
445 pg37_th42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 42th month after random assignment
446 pg37_th43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 43th month after random assignment
447 pg37_th44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 44th month after random assignment
448 pg37_th45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 45th month after random assignment
449 pg37_th46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 46th month after random assignment
450 pg37_th47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 47th month after random assignment
451 pg37_th48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 48th month after random assignment
452 pg37_th49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing in 49th month after random assignment
453 pg37_own0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents during month of random assignment
454 pg37_own1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 1st month after random assignment
455 pg37_own2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 2nd month after random assignment
456 pg37_own3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 3rd month after random assignment
457 pg37_own4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 4th month after random assignment
458 pg37_own5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 5th month after random assignment
459 pg37_own6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 6th month after random assignment
460 pg37_own7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 7th month after random assignment



461 pg37_own8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 8th month after random assignment
462 pg37_own9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 9th month after random assignment
463 pg37_own10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 10th month after random assignment
464 pg37_own11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 11th month after random assignment
465 pg37_own12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 12th month after random assignment
466 pg37_own13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 13th month after random assignment
467 pg37_own14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 14th month after random assignment
468 pg37_own15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 15th month after random assignment
469 pg37_own16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 16th month after random assignment
470 pg37_own17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 17th month after random assignment
471 pg37_own18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 18th month after random assignment
472 pg37_own19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 19th month after random assignment
473 pg37_own20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 20th month after random assignment
474 pg37_own21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 21th month after random assignment
475 pg37_own22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 22th month after random assignment
476 pg37_own23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 23th month after random assignment
477 pg37_own24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 24th month after random assignment
478 pg37_own25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 25th month after random assignment
479 pg37_own26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 26th month after random assignment
480 pg37_own27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 27th month after random assignment
481 pg37_own28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 28th month after random assignment
482 pg37_own29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 29th month after random assignment
483 pg37_own30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 30th month after random assignment
484 pg37_own31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 31th month after random assignment
485 pg37_own32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 32th month after random assignment
486 pg37_own33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 33th month after random assignment
487 pg37_own34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 34th month after random assignment
488 pg37_own35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 35th month after random assignment
489 pg37_own36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 36th month after random assignment
490 pg37_own37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 37th month after random assignment
491 pg37_own38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 38th month after random assignment
492 pg37_own39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 39th month after random assignment
493 pg37_own40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 40th month after random assignment
494 pg37_own41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 41th month after random assignment
495 pg37_own42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 42th month after random assignment
496 pg37_own43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 43th month after random assignment
497 pg37_own44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 44th month after random assignment
498 pg37_own45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 45th month after random assignment
499 pg37_own46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 46th month after random assignment
500 pg37_own47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 47th month after random assignment
501 pg37_own48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 48th month after random assignment
502 pg37_own49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents in 49th month after random assignment
503 pg37_part0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place during month of random assignment
504 pg37_part1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 1st month after random assignment
505 pg37_part2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 2nd month after random assignment
506 pg37_part3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 3rd month after random assignment
507 pg37_part4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 4th month after random assignment
508 pg37_part5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 5th month after random assignment
509 pg37_part6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 6th month after random assignment
510 pg37_part7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 7th month after random assignment
511 pg37_part8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 8th month after random assignment
512 pg37_part9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 9th month after random assignment
513 pg37_part10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 10th month after random assignment
514 pg37_part11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 11th month after random assignment
515 pg37_part12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 12th month after random assignment
516 pg37_part13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 13th month after random assignment
517 pg37_part14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 14th month after random assignment
518 pg37_part15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 15th month after random assignment
519 pg37_part16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 16th month after random assignment
520 pg37_part17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 17th month after random assignment
521 pg37_part18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 18th month after random assignment
522 pg37_part19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 19th month after random assignment
523 pg37_part20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 20th month after random assignment
524 pg37_part21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 21th month after random assignment
525 pg37_part22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 22th month after random assignment
526 pg37_part23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 23th month after random assignment
527 pg37_part24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 24th month after random assignment
528 pg37_part25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 25th month after random assignment
529 pg37_part26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 26th month after random assignment
530 pg37_part27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 27th month after random assignment
531 pg37_part28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 28th month after random assignment
532 pg37_part29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 29th month after random assignment
533 pg37_part30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 30th month after random assignment
534 pg37_part31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 31th month after random assignment
535 pg37_part32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 32th month after random assignment
536 pg37_part33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 33th month after random assignment
537 pg37_part34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 34th month after random assignment
538 pg37_part35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 35th month after random assignment
539 pg37_part36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 36th month after random assignment
540 pg37_part37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 37th month after random assignment
541 pg37_part38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 38th month after random assignment
542 pg37_part39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 39th month after random assignment
543 pg37_part40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 40th month after random assignment
544 pg37_part41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 41th month after random assignment
545 pg37_part42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 42th month after random assignment
546 pg37_part43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 43th month after random assignment
547 pg37_part44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 44th month after random assignment
548 pg37_part45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 45th month after random assignment
549 pg37_part46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 46th month after random assignment
550 pg37_part47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 47th month after random assignment
551 pg37_part48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 48th month after random assignment
552 pg37_part49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in partner's place in 49th month after random assignment
553 pg37_duyr0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent during month of random assignment
554 pg37_duyr1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 1st month after random assignment
555 pg37_duyr2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 2nd month after random assignment
556 pg37_duyr3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 3rd month after random assignment
557 pg37_duyr4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 4th month after random assignment
558 pg37_duyr5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 5th month after random assignment
559 pg37_duyr6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 6th month after random assignment
560 pg37_duyr7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 7th month after random assignment
561 pg37_duyr8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 8th month after random assignment
562 pg37_duyr9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 9th month after random assignment
563 pg37_duyr10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 10th month after random assignment
564 pg37_duyr11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 11th month after random assignment
565 pg37_duyr12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 12th month after random assignment
566 pg37_duyr13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 13th month after random assignment
567 pg37_duyr14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 14th month after random assignment
568 pg37_duyr15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 15th month after random assignment
569 pg37_duyr16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 16th month after random assignment
570 pg37_duyr17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 17th month after random assignment
571 pg37_duyr18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 18th month after random assignment
572 pg37_duyr19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 19th month after random assignment
573 pg37_duyr20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 20th month after random assignment
574 pg37_duyr21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 21th month after random assignment
575 pg37_duyr22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 22th month after random assignment
576 pg37_duyr23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 23th month after random assignment
577 pg37_duyr24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 24th month after random assignment
578 pg37_duyr25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 25th month after random assignment
579 pg37_duyr26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 26th month after random assignment
580 pg37_duyr27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 27th month after random assignment
581 pg37_duyr28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 28th month after random assignment
582 pg37_duyr29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 29th month after random assignment
583 pg37_duyr30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 30th month after random assignment



584 pg37_duyr31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 31th month after random assignment
585 pg37_duyr32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 32th month after random assignment
586 pg37_duyr33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 33th month after random assignment
587 pg37_duyr34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 34th month after random assignment
588 pg37_duyr35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 35th month after random assignment
589 pg37_duyr36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 36th month after random assignment
590 pg37_duyr37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 37th month after random assignment
591 pg37_duyr38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 38th month after random assignment
592 pg37_duyr39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 39th month after random assignment
593 pg37_duyr40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 40th month after random assignment
594 pg37_duyr41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 41th month after random assignment
595 pg37_duyr42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 42th month after random assignment
596 pg37_duyr43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 43th month after random assignment
597 pg37_duyr44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 44th month after random assignment
598 pg37_duyr45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 45th month after random assignment
599 pg37_duyr46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 46th month after random assignment
600 pg37_duyr47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 47th month after random assignment
601 pg37_duyr48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 48th month after random assignment
602 pg37_duyr49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent in 49th month after random assignment
603 pg37_dunr0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent during month of random assignment
604 pg37_dunr1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 1st month after random assignment
605 pg37_dunr2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 2nd month after random assignment
606 pg37_dunr3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 3rd month after random assignment
607 pg37_dunr4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 4th month after random assignment
608 pg37_dunr5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 5th month after random assignment
609 pg37_dunr6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 6th month after random assignment
610 pg37_dunr7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 7th month after random assignment
611 pg37_dunr8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 8th month after random assignment
612 pg37_dunr9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 9th month after random assignment
613 pg37_dunr10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 10th month after random assignment
614 pg37_dunr11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 11th month after random assignment
615 pg37_dunr12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 12th month after random assignment
616 pg37_dunr13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 13th month after random assignment
617 pg37_dunr14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 14th month after random assignment
618 pg37_dunr15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 15th month after random assignment
619 pg37_dunr16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 16th month after random assignment
620 pg37_dunr17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 17th month after random assignment
621 pg37_dunr18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 18th month after random assignment
622 pg37_dunr19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 19th month after random assignment
623 pg37_dunr20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 20th month after random assignment
624 pg37_dunr21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 21th month after random assignment
625 pg37_dunr22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 22th month after random assignment
626 pg37_dunr23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 23th month after random assignment
627 pg37_dunr24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 24th month after random assignment
628 pg37_dunr25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 25th month after random assignment
629 pg37_dunr26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 26th month after random assignment
630 pg37_dunr27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 27th month after random assignment
631 pg37_dunr28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 28th month after random assignment
632 pg37_dunr29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 29th month after random assignment
633 pg37_dunr30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 30th month after random assignment
634 pg37_dunr31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 31th month after random assignment
635 pg37_dunr32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 32th month after random assignment
636 pg37_dunr33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 33th month after random assignment
637 pg37_dunr34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 34th month after random assignment
638 pg37_dunr35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 35th month after random assignment
639 pg37_dunr36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 36th month after random assignment
640 pg37_dunr37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 37th month after random assignment
641 pg37_dunr38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 38th month after random assignment
642 pg37_dunr39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 39th month after random assignment
643 pg37_dunr40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 40th month after random assignment
644 pg37_dunr41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 41th month after random assignment
645 pg37_dunr42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 42th month after random assignment
646 pg37_dunr43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 43th month after random assignment
647 pg37_dunr44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 44th month after random assignment
648 pg37_dunr45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 45th month after random assignment
649 pg37_dunr46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 46th month after random assignment
650 pg37_dunr47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 47th month after random assignment
651 pg37_dunr48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 48th month after random assignment
652 pg37_dunr49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Doubled up in a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent in 49th month after random assignment
653 pg37_htl0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for during month of random assignment
654 pg37_htl1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 1st month after random assignment
655 pg37_htl2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 2nd month after random assignment
656 pg37_htl3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 3rd month after random assignment
657 pg37_htl4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 4th month after random assignment
658 pg37_htl5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 5th month after random assignment
659 pg37_htl6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 6th month after random assignment
660 pg37_htl7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 7th month after random assignment
661 pg37_htl8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 8th month after random assignment
662 pg37_htl9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 9th month after random assignment
663 pg37_htl10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 10th month after random assignment
664 pg37_htl11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 11th month after random assignment
665 pg37_htl12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 12th month after random assignment
666 pg37_htl13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 13th month after random assignment
667 pg37_htl14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 14th month after random assignment
668 pg37_htl15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 15th month after random assignment
669 pg37_htl16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 16th month after random assignment
670 pg37_htl17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 17th month after random assignment
671 pg37_htl18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 18th month after random assignment
672 pg37_htl19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 19th month after random assignment
673 pg37_htl20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 20th month after random assignment
674 pg37_htl21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 21th month after random assignment
675 pg37_htl22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 22th month after random assignment
676 pg37_htl23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 23th month after random assignment
677 pg37_htl24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 24th month after random assignment
678 pg37_htl25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 25th month after random assignment
679 pg37_htl26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 26th month after random assignment
680 pg37_htl27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 27th month after random assignment
681 pg37_htl28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 28th month after random assignment
682 pg37_htl29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 29th month after random assignment
683 pg37_htl30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 30th month after random assignment
684 pg37_htl31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 31th month after random assignment
685 pg37_htl32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 32th month after random assignment
686 pg37_htl33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 33th month after random assignment
687 pg37_htl34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 34th month after random assignment
688 pg37_htl35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 35th month after random assignment
689 pg37_htl36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 36th month after random assignment
690 pg37_htl37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 37th month after random assignment
691 pg37_htl38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 38th month after random assignment
692 pg37_htl39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 39th month after random assignment
693 pg37_htl40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 40th month after random assignment
694 pg37_htl41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 41th month after random assignment
695 pg37_htl42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 42th month after random assignment
696 pg37_htl43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 43th month after random assignment
697 pg37_htl44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 44th month after random assignment
698 pg37_htl45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 45th month after random assignment
699 pg37_htl46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 46th month after random assignment
700 pg37_htl47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 47th month after random assignment
701 pg37_htl48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 48th month after random assignment
702 pg37_htl49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in hotel or motel that family head pays for in 49th month after random assignment
703 pg37_shl0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation during month of random assignment
704 pg37_shl1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 1st month after random assignment
705 pg37_shl2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 2nd month after random assignment
706 pg37_shl3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 3rd month after random assignment



707 pg37_shl4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 4th month after random assignment
708 pg37_shl5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 5th month after random assignment
709 pg37_shl6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 6th month after random assignment
710 pg37_shl7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 7th month after random assignment
711 pg37_shl8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 8th month after random assignment
712 pg37_shl9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 9th month after random assignment
713 pg37_shl10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 10th month after random assignment
714 pg37_shl11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 11th month after random assignment
715 pg37_shl12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 12th month after random assignment
716 pg37_shl13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 13th month after random assignment
717 pg37_shl14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 14th month after random assignment
718 pg37_shl15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 15th month after random assignment
719 pg37_shl16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 16th month after random assignment
720 pg37_shl17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 17th month after random assignment
721 pg37_shl18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 18th month after random assignment
722 pg37_shl19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 19th month after random assignment
723 pg37_shl20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 20th month after random assignment
724 pg37_shl21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 21th month after random assignment
725 pg37_shl22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 22th month after random assignment
726 pg37_shl23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 23th month after random assignment
727 pg37_shl24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 24th month after random assignment
728 pg37_shl25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 25th month after random assignment
729 pg37_shl26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 26th month after random assignment
730 pg37_shl27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 27th month after random assignment
731 pg37_shl28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 28th month after random assignment
732 pg37_shl29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 29th month after random assignment
733 pg37_shl30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 30th month after random assignment
734 pg37_shl31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 31th month after random assignment
735 pg37_shl32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 32th month after random assignment
736 pg37_shl33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 33th month after random assignment
737 pg37_shl34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 34th month after random assignment
738 pg37_shl35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 35th month after random assignment
739 pg37_shl36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 36th month after random assignment
740 pg37_shl37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 37th month after random assignment
741 pg37_shl38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 38th month after random assignment
742 pg37_shl39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 39th month after random assignment
743 pg37_shl40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 40th month after random assignment
744 pg37_shl41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 41th month after random assignment
745 pg37_shl42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 42th month after random assignment
746 pg37_shl43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 43th month after random assignment
747 pg37_shl44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 44th month after random assignment
748 pg37_shl45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 45th month after random assignment
749 pg37_shl46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 46th month after random assignment
750 pg37_shl47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 47th month after random assignment
751 pg37_shl48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 48th month after random assignment
752 pg37_shl49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Living in a place not meant for human habitation in 49th month after random assignment
753 pg37_othr0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail during month of random assignment
754 pg37_othr1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 1st month after random assignment
755 pg37_othr2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 2nd month after random assignment
756 pg37_othr3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 3rd month after random assignment
757 pg37_othr4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 4th month after random assignment
758 pg37_othr5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 5th month after random assignment
759 pg37_othr6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 6th month after random assignment
760 pg37_othr7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 7th month after random assignment
761 pg37_othr8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 8th month after random assignment
762 pg37_othr9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 9th month after random assignment
763 pg37_othr10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 10th month after random assignment
764 pg37_othr11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 11th month after random assignment
765 pg37_othr12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 12th month after random assignment
766 pg37_othr13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 13th month after random assignment
767 pg37_othr14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 14th month after random assignment
768 pg37_othr15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 15th month after random assignment
769 pg37_othr16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 16th month after random assignment
770 pg37_othr17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 17th month after random assignment
771 pg37_othr18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 18th month after random assignment
772 pg37_othr19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 19th month after random assignment
773 pg37_othr20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 20th month after random assignment
774 pg37_othr21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 21th month after random assignment
775 pg37_othr22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 22th month after random assignment
776 pg37_othr23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 23th month after random assignment
777 pg37_othr24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 24th month after random assignment
778 pg37_othr25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 25th month after random assignment
779 pg37_othr26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 26th month after random assignment
780 pg37_othr27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 27th month after random assignment
781 pg37_othr28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 28th month after random assignment
782 pg37_othr29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 29th month after random assignment
783 pg37_othr30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 30th month after random assignment
784 pg37_othr31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 31th month after random assignment
785 pg37_othr32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 32th month after random assignment
786 pg37_othr33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 33th month after random assignment
787 pg37_othr34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 34th month after random assignment
788 pg37_othr35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 35th month after random assignment
789 pg37_othr36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 36th month after random assignment
790 pg37_othr37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 37th month after random assignment
791 pg37_othr38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 38th month after random assignment
792 pg37_othr39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 39th month after random assignment
793 pg37_othr40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 40th month after random assignment
794 pg37_othr41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 41th month after random assignment
795 pg37_othr42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 42th month after random assignment
796 pg37_othr43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 43th month after random assignment
797 pg37_othr44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 44th month after random assignment
798 pg37_othr45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 45th month after random assignment
799 pg37_othr46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 46th month after random assignment
800 pg37_othr47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 47th month after random assignment
801 pg37_othr48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 48th month after random assignment
802 pg37_othr49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Family head in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail in 49th month after random assignment
803 pg37_dvs_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever staying in domestic violence shelter from month of random assignment through interview end month
804 pg37_gov_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used an unspecified governmental housing assistance  from month of random assignment through interview end month
805 pg37_es_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through interview end month
806 pg37_pbv_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used project based voucher from month of random assignment through interview end month
807 pg37_psh_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used permanent supportive housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
808 pg37_pub_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used public housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
809 pg37_rr_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used rapid-rehousing from month of random assignment through interview end month
810 pg37_sub_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
811 pg37_th_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing from month of random assignment through interview end month
812 pg37_own_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever lived in a house or apartment that family head owns or rents from month of random assignment through interview end month
813 pg37_part_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever lived in partner's place from month of random assignment through interview end month
814 pg37_duyr_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever doubled up at a friend or relative's house or apartment and paying part of the rent from month of random assignment through interview end month
815 pg37_dunr_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever doubled up at a friend or relative's house or apartment and not paying part of the rent from month of random assignment through interview end month
816 pg37_htl_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever lived in hotel or motel that family head pays for from month of random assignment through interview end month
817 pg37_shl_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever lived in a place not meant for human habitation from month of random assignment through interview end month
818 pg37_othr_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever in care facility, residential drug or alcohol treatment program, or jail  from month of random assignment through interview end month
819 pg37_es_7_end Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment month through interview end month month
820 pg37_es_7_18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Any stay in emergency shelter in 7th month through 18th month after random assignmnet
821 pg37_es_19_36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
822 pg37_es_21_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 21st month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
823 pg37_miss0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use during month of random assignment
824 pg37_miss1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 1st month after random assignment
825 pg37_miss2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 2nd month after random assignment
826 pg37_miss3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 3rd month after random assignment
827 pg37_miss4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 4th month after random assignment
828 pg37_miss5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 5th month after random assignment
829 pg37_miss6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 6th month after random assignment



830 pg37_miss7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 7th month after random assignment
831 pg37_miss8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 8th month after random assignment
832 pg37_miss9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 9th month after random assignment
833 pg37_miss10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 10th month after random assignment
834 pg37_miss11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 11th month after random assignment
835 pg37_miss12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 12th month after random assignment
836 pg37_miss13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 13th month after random assignment
837 pg37_miss14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 14th month after random assignment
838 pg37_miss15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 15th month after random assignment
839 pg37_miss16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 16th month after random assignment
840 pg37_miss17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 17th month after random assignment
841 pg37_miss18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 18th month after random assignment
842 pg37_miss19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 19th month after random assignment
843 pg37_miss20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 20th month after random assignment
844 pg37_miss21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 21th month after random assignment
845 pg37_miss22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 22th month after random assignment
846 pg37_miss23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 23th month after random assignment
847 pg37_miss24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 24th month after random assignment
848 pg37_miss25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 25th month after random assignment
849 pg37_miss26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 26th month after random assignment
850 pg37_miss27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 27th month after random assignment
851 pg37_miss28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 28th month after random assignment
852 pg37_miss29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 29th month after random assignment
853 pg37_miss30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 30th month after random assignment
854 pg37_miss31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 31th month after random assignment
855 pg37_miss32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 32th month after random assignment
856 pg37_miss33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 33th month after random assignment
857 pg37_miss34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 34th month after random assignment
858 pg37_miss35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 35th month after random assignment
859 pg37_miss36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 36th month after random assignment
860 pg37_miss37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 37th month after random assignment
861 pg37_miss38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 38th month after random assignment
862 pg37_miss39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 39th month after random assignment
863 pg37_miss40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 40th month after random assignment
864 pg37_miss41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 41th month after random assignment
865 pg37_miss42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 42th month after random assignment
866 pg37_miss43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 43th month after random assignment
867 pg37_miss44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 44th month after random assignment
868 pg37_miss45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 45th month after random assignment
869 pg37_miss46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 46th month after random assignment
870 pg37_miss47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 47th month after random assignment
871 pg37_miss48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 48th month after random assignment
872 pg37_miss49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use in 49th month after random assignment
873 pg37_miss_all Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. No information available for housing status and program use from month of random assignment through interview end month
874 pg37_es_prev12mon Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter during the 36mo interview end month or the 11 months prior
875 pg37_es_prev18mon Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter during the 36mo interview end month or the 17 months prior
876 pg37_es_prev6mon Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter during the 36mo interview end month or the 5 months prior
877 pg37_survmo_use_rr Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used rapid-rehousing during 37-month followup survey month
878 pg37_survmo_use_th Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used transitional housing during 37-month followup survey month
879 pg37_survmo_use_sub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing during 37-month followup survey month
880 pg37_survmo_use_es Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter during 37-month followup survey month
881 pg37_survmo_use_psh Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used permanent supportive housing during 37-month followup survey month
882 pg37_survmo_use_pub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used public housing during 37-month followup survey month
883 pg37_survmo_use_pbv Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used project based voucher during 37-month followup survey month
884 pg37_count_rr Num 8 Number of months used rapid-rehousing during from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
885 pg37_count_th Num 8 Number of months used transitional housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
886 pg37_count_sub Num 8 Number of months used SUB intervention housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
887 pg37_count_es Num 8 Number of months used emergency shelter from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
888 pg37_count_psh Num 8 Number of months used permanent supportive housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
889 pg37_count_pub Num 8 Number of months used public housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
890 pg37_count_pbv Num 8 Number of months used project based voucher from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
891 pg37_lastmo_es Num 8 Last month used emergency shelter after random assignment  (value of 0 is last month was month of random assignment)
892 pg37_none_all Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Did not use emergency shelter 7 months after random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month and never used any other housing assistance program
893 pg37_count_none Num 8 Number of months from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month when used no housing assistance program
894 pg37_count_19end_none Num 8 Number of months from 19th month since random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month when used no housing assistance program
895 pg37_survmo_use_none Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used no housing assistance program during 37-month followup survey month
896 pg37_perm_ever Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from month of random assignment through 37-month followup survey month
897 pg37_perm0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing during month of random assignment
898 pg37_perm1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 1st month after random assignment
899 pg37_perm2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 2nd month after random assignment
900 pg37_perm3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 3rd month after random assignment
901 pg37_perm4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 4th month after random assignment
902 pg37_perm5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 5th month after random assignment
903 pg37_perm6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 6th month after random assignment
904 pg37_perm7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 7th month after random assignment
905 pg37_perm8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 8th month after random assignment
906 pg37_perm9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 9th month after random assignment
907 pg37_perm10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 10th month after random assignment
908 pg37_perm11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 11th month after random assignment
909 pg37_perm12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 12th month after random assignment
910 pg37_perm13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 13th month after random assignment
911 pg37_perm14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 14th month after random assignment
912 pg37_perm15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 15th month after random assignment
913 pg37_perm16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 16th month after random assignment
914 pg37_perm17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 17th month after random assignment
915 pg37_perm18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 18th month after random assignment
916 pg37_perm19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 19th month after random assignment
917 pg37_perm20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 20th month after random assignment
918 pg37_perm21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 21th month after random assignment
919 pg37_perm22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 22th month after random assignment
920 pg37_perm23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 23th month after random assignment
921 pg37_perm24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 24th month after random assignment
922 pg37_perm25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 25th month after random assignment
923 pg37_perm26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 26th month after random assignment
924 pg37_perm27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 27th month after random assignment
925 pg37_perm28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 28th month after random assignment
926 pg37_perm29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 29th month after random assignment
927 pg37_perm30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 30th month after random assignment
928 pg37_perm31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 31th month after random assignment
929 pg37_perm32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 32th month after random assignment
930 pg37_perm33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 33th month after random assignment
931 pg37_perm34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 34th month after random assignment
932 pg37_perm35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 35th month after random assignment
933 pg37_perm36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 36th month after random assignment
934 pg37_perm37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 37th month after random assignment
935 pg37_perm38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 38th month after random assignment
936 pg37_perm39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 39th month after random assignment
937 pg37_perm40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 40th month after random assignment
938 pg37_perm41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 41th month after random assignment
939 pg37_perm42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 42th month after random assignment
940 pg37_perm43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 43th month after random assignment
941 pg37_perm44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 44th month after random assignment
942 pg37_perm45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 45th month after random assignment
943 pg37_perm46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 46th month after random assignment
944 pg37_perm47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 47th month after random assignment
945 pg37_perm48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 48th month after random assignment
946 pg37_perm49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing in 49th month after random assignment
947 pg37_count_perm Num 8 Number of months used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from random assignment month through 37-month followup survey month
948 pg37_survmo_use_perm Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used ubsidized housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing during 37-month followup survey month
949 pg37_corrected_first_sub Num 8 Number of months during first spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

950 pg37_corrected_second_sub Num 8 Number of months during second spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting



951 pg37_corrected_third_sub Num 8 Number of months during third spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

952 pg37_corrected_fourth_sub Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

953 pg37_corrected_fifth_sub Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

954 pg37_corrected_sixth_sub Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

955 pg37_corrected_seventh_sub Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

956 pg37_corrected_eighth_sub Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting

957 pg37_corrected_all_sub Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting
958 pg37_corrected_first_rr Num 8 Number of months during first spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
959 pg37_corrected_second_rr Num 8 Number of months during second spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

960 pg37_corrected_third_rr Num 8 Number of months during third spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
961 pg37_corrected_fourth_rr Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

962 pg37_corrected_fifth_rr Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
963 pg37_corrected_sixth_rr Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
964 pg37_corrected_seventh_rr Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

965 pg37_corrected_eighth_rr Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting

966 pg37_corrected_all_rr Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
967 pg37_corrected_first_th Num 8 Number of months during first spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
968 pg37_corrected_second_th Num 8 Number of months during second spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

969 pg37_corrected_third_th Num 8 Number of months during third spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
970 pg37_corrected_fourth_th Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

971 pg37_corrected_fifth_th Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
972 pg37_corrected_sixth_th Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
973 pg37_corrected_seventh_th Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

974 pg37_corrected_eighth_th Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting

975 pg37_corrected_all_th Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
976 pg37_corrected_first_es Num 8 Number of months during first spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
977 pg37_corrected_second_es Num 8 Number of months during second spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

978 pg37_corrected_third_es Num 8 Number of months during third spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
979 pg37_corrected_fourth_es Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

980 pg37_corrected_fifth_es Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
981 pg37_corrected_sixth_es Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
982 pg37_corrected_seventh_es Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

983 pg37_corrected_eighth_es Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting

984 pg37_corrected_all_es Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
985 pg37_corrected_first_psh Num 8 Number of months during first spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

986 pg37_corrected_second_psh Num 8 Number of months during second spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

987 pg37_corrected_third_psh Num 8 Number of months during third spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

988 pg37_corrected_fourth_psh Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

989 pg37_corrected_fifth_psh Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

990 pg37_corrected_sixth_psh Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

991 pg37_corrected_seventh_psh Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

992 pg37_corrected_eighth_psh Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting

993 pg37_corrected_all_psh Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
994 pg37_corrected_first_pub Num 8 Number of months during first spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

995 pg37_corrected_second_pub Num 8 Number of months during second spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

996 pg37_corrected_third_pub Num 8 Number of months during third spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

997 pg37_corrected_fourth_pub Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

998 pg37_corrected_fifth_pub Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

999 pg37_corrected_sixth_pub Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

1000 pg37_corrected_seventh_pubNum 8 Number of months during seventh spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

1001 pg37_corrected_eighth_pub Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used public housing, corrected for overcounting

1002 pg37_corrected_all_pub Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used public housing, corrected for overcounting
1003 pg37_corrected_first_pbv Num 8 Number of months during first spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1004 pg37_corrected_second_pbv Num 8 Number of months during second spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1005 pg37_corrected_third_pbv Num 8 Number of months during third spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1006 pg37_corrected_fourth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during fourth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1007 pg37_corrected_fifth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during fifth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1008 pg37_corrected_sixth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during sixth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1009 pg37_corrected_seventh_pbv Num 8 Number of months during seventh spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1010 pg37_corrected_eighth_pbv Num 8 Number of months during eighth spell used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting

1011 pg37_corrected_all_pbv Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
1012 pg37_bes0 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter during month of random assignment
1013 pg37_bes1 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 1st month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1014 pg37_bes2 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 2nd month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1015 pg37_bes3 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 3rd month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1016 pg37_bes4 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 4th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1017 pg37_bes5 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 5th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1018 pg37_bes6 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 6th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1019 pg37_bes7 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1020 pg37_bes8 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 8th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1021 pg37_bes9 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 9th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1022 pg37_bes10 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 10th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1023 pg37_bes11 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 11th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1024 pg37_bes12 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 12th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1025 pg37_bes13 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 13th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1026 pg37_bes14 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 14th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1027 pg37_bes15 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 15th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1028 pg37_bes16 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 16th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1029 pg37_bes17 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 17th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1030 pg37_bes18 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 18th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1031 pg37_bes19 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 19th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment



1032 pg37_bes20 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 20th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1033 pg37_bes21 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 21th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1034 pg37_bes22 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 22th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1035 pg37_bes23 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 23th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1036 pg37_bes24 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 24th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1037 pg37_bes25 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 25th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1038 pg37_bes26 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 26th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1039 pg37_bes27 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 27th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1040 pg37_bes28 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 28th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1041 pg37_bes29 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 29th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1042 pg37_bes30 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 30th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1043 pg37_bes31 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 31th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1044 pg37_bes32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 32th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1045 pg37_bes33 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 33th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1046 pg37_bes34 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 34th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1047 pg37_bes35 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 35th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1048 pg37_bes36 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 36th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1049 pg37_bes37 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 37th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1050 pg37_bes38 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 38th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1051 pg37_bes39 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 39th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1052 pg37_bes40 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 40th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1053 pg37_bes41 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 41th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1054 pg37_bes42 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 42th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1055 pg37_bes43 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 43th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1056 pg37_bes44 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 44th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1057 pg37_bes45 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 45th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1058 pg37_bes46 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 46th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1059 pg37_bes47 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 47th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1060 pg37_bes48 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 48th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1061 pg37_bes49 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Used emergency shelter in 49th month after random assignment and all months since random assignment
1062 pg37_bl_es_tc18 Num 8 BL_ES_TC_F. Number of months from baseline used emergency shelter, topcoded at 18 and corrected for overcounting
1063 pg37_bl_es_tc32pt5 Num 8 BL_ES_TC_F. Length in months of baseline stay in emergency shelter, topcoded at 32.5 and corrected for overcounting
1064 p37resp Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Binary variable for whether family responded to 37-month follow-up survey
1065 pg37_1st_es_event Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Binary variable for being in an emergency shelter at time of random asssignment
1066 pg37_dur_es_mos_37mo Num 8 Length of Emergency Shelter stay in months
1067 pg37_bl_es_mos_no_tc Num 8 BL_ES_MOS_F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay, from baseline only, in months
1068 pg37_bl_es_mos_tc32pt5 Num 8 BL_ES_MOS_F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay, from baseline only, in months, topcoded at 32.5
1069 pg37_es_mos_19_37mo Num 8 Length of Emergency Shelter stay from the 19th month through the 37th month after random assignment
1070 pg37_es_ever_19_37mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Any stay in emergency shelter in the 19th month through the 37th month after random assignmnet
1071 pg37_es_mos_19_32mo Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay from the 19th month through the 32nd month after random assignment
1072 pg37_es_ever_19_32mo Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Any stay in emergency shelter in the 19th month through the 32nd month after random assignmnet
1073 pg37_es_mos_0_32mo Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay from the month of random assignment through the 32nd month after random assignment
1074 pg37_corrected_mos_perm Num 8 Total number of months across all spells used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
1075 pg37_mos_es_no_tc Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Length of Emergency Shelter stay in months (for 37-month survey respondents only)
1076 pg37_corr19end_mos_sub Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used SUB intervention housing, corrected for overcounting
1077 pg37_corr19end_mos_rr Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used rapid-rehousing, corrected for overcounting
1078 pg37_corr19end_mos_th Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used transitional housing, corrected for overcounting
1079 pg37_corr19end_mos_psh Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
1080 pg37_corr19end_mos_pub Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used public housing, corrected for overcounting
1081 pg37_corr19end_mos_pbv Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used project based voucher, corrected for overcounting
1082 pg37_corr19end_mos_perm Num 8 Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used SUB intervention

housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing, corrected for overcounting
1083 pg37_corr19end_mos_es Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Starting in 19th month after random assignment, total number of months across all spells that used emergency shelter, corrected for overcounting
1084 pg37_ever_19end_es Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1085 pg37_ever_19end_pbv Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used project based voucher from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1086 pg37_ever_19end_psh Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used permanent supportive housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1087 pg37_ever_19end_pub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used public housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1088 pg37_ever_19end_rr Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used rapid-rehousing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1089 pg37_ever_19end_sub Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1090 pg37_ever_19end_th Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1091 pg37_ever_19end_perm Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used SUB intervention housing, public housing, project based voucher, or permanent supportive housing from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1092 pg37_all_19end_none Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Never used SUB intervention housing, rapid-rehousing, transitional housing, permanent supportive housing, public housing,

project based voucher, or emergency shelter from 19th month after random assignment through interview end month
1093 pg37_es_0_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment
1094 pg37_th_0_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment
1095 pg37_es_th_0_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter or transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment
1096 pg37_es_7_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter in 7th month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
1097 pg37_th_7_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
1098 pg37_es_th_7_32 Num 8 MISS_CODE_NA. Ever used emergency shelter or transitional housing in 7th month after random assignment month through 32nd month after random assignment
1099 pg37_corrected_0_32_th Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Number of months used transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting
1100 pg37_corrected_0_32_es_th Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Number of months used emergency shelter or transitional housing from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting

1101 pg37_corrected_0_32_es Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO_ F. Number of months used emergency shelter from month of random assignment through 32nd month after random assignment, corrected for overcounting



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_PROG_LIVSIT_EVENTS_37MO    Observations          8508
Member Type          DATA                                   Variables             5   
Engine               V9                                     Indexes               0   
Created              12/12/2016 13:20:08                    Observation Length    128 
Last Modified        12/12/2016 13:20:08                    Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                                  Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                               Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                                 
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                                       
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                                       

                                                                   Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          65536                                                                                                                                      
Number of Data Set Pages    17                                                                                                                                         
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                                          
Max Obs per Page            511                                                                                                                                        
Obs in First Data Page      497                                                                                                                                        
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                                          
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                                        

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                                   
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                                 

                                 Variables in Creation Order
 
# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 pg37_phtype Char 10 Program Type/Housing Status (Short Version)
3 pg37_ph_entry Num 8 MMDDYY10. Program Type/Housing Status Entry Date
4 pg37_ph_exit Num 8 MMDDYY10. Program Type/Housing Status Exit Date
5 pg37_phtype2 Char 87 Program Type/Housing Status (Long Version)



The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name        RAF.FOS_RAF_SURVEY_DATES      Observations          2282
Member Type          DATA                          Variables             14  
Engine               V9                            Indexes               0   
Created              12/19/2016 18:39:03           Observation Length    112 
Last Modified        12/19/2016 18:39:03           Deleted Observations  0   
Protection                                         Compressed            NO  
Data Set Type                                      Sorted                NO  
Label                                                                        
Data Representation  WINDOWS_64                                              
Encoding             wlatin1  Western (Windows)                              

                                                             Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size          65536                                                                                                                           
Number of Data Set Pages    4                                                                                                                               
First Data Page             1                                                                                                                               
Max Obs per Page            584                                                                                                                             
Obs in First Data Page      556                                                                                                                             
Number of Data Set Repairs  0                                                                                                                               
ExtendObsCounter            YES                                                                                                                             

Release Created             9.0401M1                                                                                                                        
Host Created                X64_ES08R2                                                                                                                      

                                             Variables in Creation Order
 
# Variable Type Len Format Label

1 raf_id Num 8 Family-level ID for Restricted Access Files
2 b_ra_date Num 8 MMDDYY10. Random Assignment Date
3 f06_intstart_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_6MO. 6-month tracking survey start date
4 f06_intend_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_6MO. 6-month tracking survey end date
5 f12_intstart_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_12MO. 12-month tracking survey start date
6 f12_intend_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_12MO. 12-month tracking survey end date
7 f20_intstart_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_20MO. 20-month survey start date
8 f20_intend_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_20MO. 20-month survey end date
9 f27_intstart_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_27MO. 27-month tracking survey start date

10 f27_intend_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_27MO. 27-month tracking survey end date
11 f37_intstart_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO. 37-month survey start date
12 f37_intend_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_37MO. 37-month survey end date
13 f20_intstart_childscreen_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_20MO. 20-month survey child screen date
14 f37_intstart_childscreen_dt Num 8 NON_RESP_NA_37MO. 37-month survey child screen date
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